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ABSTRACT
This dissertation explores Iliamna Lake ethnogeography, the physical and mental 

understanding of the landscape, by researching Yup'ik place names and stories about these 

places from Iliamna Lake Yup'ik perspectives (Yupiit iingitgun). Many Yup'ik place names were 

forgotten after Euro-Americans arrived and introduced modern education in the early twentieth 

century. Some Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders remember Indigenous place names even though the 

subsistence resources in the places have declined or they no longer travel there due to 

environmental and cultural changes. Prompted by the declining population of Iliamna Lake 

Yup'ik speakers, along with their knowledge, the Iliamna Lake communities requested this study 

of Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names and narratives about the places.

Using two methods, oral history and a community-based participatory approach, the 

community participants and the author recorded 219 Yup'ik and over 100 contemporary place 

names during eight ethnographic field trips conducted from 2016 to 2019. This dissertation used 

two analytical methods—grounded theory and mindful inquiry—to categorize place names in 

themes that are relevant to Iliamna Lake community perspectives. This research revealed that 

place names and stories about these places illustrate community histories, lifeways, and cultural 

ethics and practices that are grounded in the people's intimate relationships with their homeland. 

Telling and retelling these stories enables the people to visualize their landscape, while affirming 

and reinforcing the knowledge and practices that have enabled the Yup'ik people to survive and 

thrive in the region for many generations. Ethnogeography addresses how these cultural 

landscapes intertwine with local histories and changes in land use from insider perspectives. 

Yup'ik names and stories related to these places act as mnemonic pegs or mental landmarks that 

assist the people in commemorating and continuing to navigate within their homelands. 

Maintaining their place names with accounts about these places supports Iliamna Lake residents 
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in continuing to share their geographic knowledge, cultural practices, Yugcetun (Central Yup'ik 

language), and community histories, thereby enhancing community cohesiveness, which in turn 

promotes community and ecological well-being.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
This dissertation addresses Iliamna Lake Yup'ik and contemporary place names and 

narratives about these places. I chose to continue to study a way of life in this region after I 

completed my MA thesis in Anthropology at the University of Alaska Anchorage, in which I 

focused on Dena'ina (Pedro Bay) and Yup'ik (Newhalen) communities in the region. I have been 

interested in how the two language groups, Dena'ina3 (Dene) and Central Yup'ik people (Yupiit 

is the plural form), have lived in the Iliamna Lake area while sharing cultural boundaries, 

intermarrying, and passing down oral traditions and Indigenous place names. When I conducted 

fieldwork for my MA thesis in Newhalen in 2013 and 2014, several Yup'ik Elders told me that 

they have Yup'ik place names in the region, although these names had not been recorded in 

books or maps. They encouraged me to record these Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names so that 

Iliamna Lake residents could pass them down with narratives as part of local history for future 

generations.

3 Dena'ina refers to a person and people (plural).
This word could be written phonetically “dƏ''na''?i'na” ('marks stress on following syllable) (James Kari, email to 
the author, Oct. 4, 2020).

People use place names to refer to locations and to communicate information about these 

places with others, such as the Yup'ik name of a creek called Qaluyaraq (lit. ‘qalu-' to dip with a 

dipnet) as a place for dipnetting (Annie Parks, interview, Aug. 24, 2016). I discovered that 

Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders referred to many place names as they conversed and shared 

memories of the past. Naming places referring to fish, animals, and plants is one of the popular 

naming patterns among the Iliamna Lake Yupiit. The Iliamna Lake Yupiit also used other place

naming strategies that are common among many language groups, such as honoring political or 
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community figures, borrowing another language's name, and referencing historical events at 

places. When Russians and Euro-Americans arrived in Alaska, they often renamed Indigenous 

place names in Russian and English, usually ignoring local histories and understandings of these 

places. A map published by the United States in 1867 shows Iliamna Lake and Kvichak River, 

but no other place names around the region (United States Office of Coast Survey 2020). Map 

surveyors viewed the land as empty. In Latin, this concept is called terra nullius, which means 

“the land of no one” and has legal implications when land is claimed by the state's or 

government's occupation of it (Wallenfeldt 2019). Government surveyors who recorded and 

named places in Russian and English neglected to recognize the Indigenous peoples' 

relationships with their homelands. Surveyors collected many Indigenous place names during 

their expeditions, but they lacked knowledge of Indigenous languages, culture, and local history, 

and often simplified them into “local names” such as those that Orth (1967) cites in his book, 

Dictionary of Alaska Place Names.

For instance, Tlingit people named many places based on the history of their clan

territories. The Tlingit name for Glacier Bay, Sit' Eeto Geeyi (“bay taking the place of the 

glacier”), for instance refers to the history of the Tlingit Chookaneidí clan's settlement and their 

migration in the ancient past (Thornton 2008, 81). The name Glacier Bay thus reflects the Tlingit 

name for the place, but the English name does not convey the Tlingit clan history embedded in 

the Tlingit name. In contrast, Inupiaq and Yup'ik people often use generic landscape terms 

(generic descriptors) like lake, river, and mountain, along with more specific information 

(Holton 2011; Ray 1971). Place names such as Nanvarpak (“big lake,” Iliamna Lake) and 

Kuiggayagaq (“little creek,” a creek in Igiugig) exemplify names that the people use to share the 

size and condition of the geographic features. Beatrice Collignon (2004, 2006), Eugene Hunn 
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(2006), and James Kari (1989) refer to Indigenous place names as “vernacular or verbal 

knowledge” because Indigenous people have orally passed down geographic knowledge, often 

along with place names, within the language group. These anthropologists and linguists have 

also used categorization analysis (classifying place names in certain categories) to study their 

meanings, place-naming patterns, uses of suffixes, and generic names. Literal translations 

(translating word for word) of Indigenous place names alone often do not encompass a full 

understanding of these places. I considered my cultural background and field experience as I 

experienced the actual meanings of place names as locals understand them. The stories 

associated with these places help community members remember and visualize cultural 

landscapes, which reflect local practices, voices in their own languages, and memories witnessed 

by ancestors (Andrew and Zoe 1997; Buggey 1999; Moylan 2017; Plumwood 2006; Stoffle, 

Halmo, and Austin 1997). Using and acknowledging such Indigenous place names strengthens 

Alaska Natives' intimate relationships with their homelands.

In addition to studying place names through a cultural landscape approach, social 

scientists have applied the term “ethnogeography” to a much broader field in the study of place 

names, which includes categorization analysis, cultural landscape, Indigenous language groups' 

cross-cultural interactions, ethics, and histories of their territories (Andrews and Zoe 1997; 

Aporta et al. 2014; Carson 2003; Davidson 1980; Jones 1986; Knight 1971; McCarthy 1986; 

Meadow 2008; Rivers and Jones 1993; Samson 1997; Taylor and Brockie 2016). In the twenty- 

first century, ethnogeography includes geography, ethnohistory, ethnoarchaeology, Indigenous 

languages and place names, and ethnography of the study region. Ethnogeography in my 

dissertation refers to the study of relationships among the people, their ancestors, and their 

landscape from community (insider) perspectives. I experienced the study of “ethnogeography” 
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from my ethnographic fieldwork, collecting place names with stories about these places while 

listening to community Elders, traveling to these places with community members, and 

participating in harvesting berries and fish. I learned from these interactions with Iliamna Lake 

Elders how emotionally attached they are to these place names and related stories. Telling and 

retelling those emotion-laden stories reveals profound lessons of how the people survived and 

built collective knowledge of their landscape. Because they and their ancestors have lived in the 

Iliamna Lake area for many generations, many times the Elders expressed melancholy, sadness, 

grief, loneliness, happiness, and/or excitement when relating these stories. Their memories about 

these lands and places awaken old connections to these landmarks, streams, lakes, and mountains 

that have given them life, food, shelter, and oral instruction. Sharing the place names in those 

stories and injecting their own experiences into the stories expands the narratives, making them 

more personal and applicable to their own settlements. The collaborative process illustrates the 

synergistic effects of such storytelling. The process allows participants to remember, visualize 

and understand more about these places than they would by remembering them on their own.

Making maps of place names with Iliamna Lake communities helped me comprehend 

Yup'ik place names from insider perspectives and will allow community members to maintain 

and use the compiled place names. I discovered that various cultural groups (Dena'ina and 

Yupiit), and especially younger generations, have renamed or newly named certain places based 

on their personal experiences. Iliamna Lake place names include Yup'ik, Dena'ina, and English 

names, some very old, and some more recent, in origin.

An understanding of ethnohistory is essential to comprehending Indigenous place names 

in the local context (Rosaldo 1980, 47). Ethnohistory draws from the fields of anthropology, 

history, linguistics, and other cultural studies to examine historical themes, and cultural changes 
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from the viewpoint of the specific cultural groups (insiders) (Harkin 2010, 116; Trigger 1982, 9

10). In the study of Ilongot society, history, and place names (Luzon, Philippines), anthropologist 

Renato Rosaldo (1980, 47-48) discovered that a place may possess more than one name, based 

on a speaker's knowledge, and that meanings of a name often originate from narratives. 

Indigenous place names often describe historical events and commemorate those events; 

however, their meanings may lack broader information about the time-periods. For instance, the 

time when the events occurred was not important, but the incidents were significant for the 

people because they reflected knowledge about their ancestors. I used the literature of 

geography, ethnohistory, and histories of the Russian and American eras to study how the 

Iliamna Lake Yupiit have developed the sense of place that I witnessed in my ethnographic 

fieldwork. Chapter Two, which serves as my literature review, explores the study of place names 

including, categorization analysis, cultural landscape, ethnogeography, and previous place names 

documentation in the Iliamna Lake area. Place names researchers have recognized that sharing 

Indigenous place names and oral traditions relating to those places enhances those language 

groups' sense of place and living according to their cultural practices. Oral traditions and 

descriptions of Yup'ik place names have rarely been published in the Iliamna Lake and the 

Bristol Bay regions.

Purposes and Research Questions

The purposes of this study are to: 1) document and analyze Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place 

names and oral narratives to understand their meanings and significance from insider Yup'ik 

perspectives, 2) document and analyze Iliamna Lake Yup'ik geographic knowledge and 

environmental and economic changes from community perspectives, and 3) maintain this local 

history and geographic knowledge for future generations. My research questions include:
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1) How is the place named?

2) How are place names used for survival in hunting and gathering, traveling, and 

migrating?

3) How did and how do the Yupiit still communicate with the landscape?

4) How did the Yupiit interact with the neighboring group of Dena'ina who 

shared their cultural boundaries?

5) What is the significance of these place names to the Iliamna Lake people in the 

past and present?

Research Background

While building rapport with these communities since 2012, and conducting literature 

reviews in this region, I learned that Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names have rarely been recorded 

in literature, compared to over 200 Dena'ina place names in the Iliamna Lake area that are 

published (Evanoff 2010, Kari 2010). Linguists and anthropologists conducted numerous 

projects (e.g., Evanoff 2010; Kari 2013; Reger 2005; Tenenbaum 1984; Townsend 1965) in the 

Lake Clark-Iliamna Lake region; however, they focused their projects on Dena'ina people and 

culture, rather than Iliamna Lake Yup'ik people and culture. Dena'ina language scholar James 

Kari shared with me that he recorded some Yup'ik place names when he interviewed a Dena'ina 

resident (James Kari, pers. comm., January 24, 2019). The public has access to some of his 

audio-interview files in the Alaska Native Language Archive; however, many Iliamna Lake 

residents do not know that such information exists. After I had visited the region many times, 

some Iliamna Lake residents told me that Iliamna Lake Yup'ik people have not had opportunities 

to record place names in the past. One Iliamna Lake resident told me that he wished someone 

had recorded place names and oral narratives about these places twenty years ago when there 
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were more Elders—“the original Googles”—in the communities (Iliamna Lake resident, pers. 

comm. August 2016). In light of the declining population of Iliamna Lake Yup'ik speakers along 

with their knowledge, this research project was timely.

According to some Newhalen Elders, their ancestors originally came from the Kwethluk 

area on the Kuskokwim River in the mid-1800s (Kugo 2014, 4). I hypothesize that the Iliamna 

Lake area has similar Yup'ik place names to the Kuskokwim River area owing to the Yupiit 

bringing their naming techniques into the new territory. I hypothesize that the Iliamna Lake 

Yup'ik practice of “Yupi-fying”4 some Dena'ina place names reflects the sharing of knowledge 

at their cultural boundaries at the northeast side of the Iliamna Lake area. I developed my 

research questions to explore how Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names reflect their intercultural 

relationship with the Dena'ina and their land uses in the region through generations.

4 Yupi-fying means the Yupiit speakers modifying Dena'ina and other language names to a Yup'ik name.

Research Techniques and Methods

To investigate my research questions, I employed several research techniques and 

methods to compile data, in part informed and guided by grounded theory and mindful inquiry. 

This process includes literature reviews, ethnographic field trips (participant observation, oral 

history (qualitative) style of interviewing, community-based participatory projects), and the 

transcription of those interviews, and analysis of the meanings of Iliamna Lake Yup'ik and 

contemporary place names. A method is a way of answering a question by selecting, 

approaching, and making sense of information and analyzing it within a wider intellectual 

context (Bentz and Shapiro 1998, 87). In Chapter Three, Methodologies, I explore methods of 

data collection and analysis and how I developed research designs of collecting, compiling, and 

learning the meanings of Iliamna Lake Yup'ik and contemporary place names.
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To gain insider perspectives, I used two methods: qualitative interviewing as used by oral 

historians and a community-based participatory approach, to gather ethnographic data. Like 

many other Indigenous people around the world, the Iliamna Lake Yupiit have orally shared and 

passed down their place names along with narratives and did not maintain their data in written 

format. Place names research pioneers, Keith Basso (1988; 1996), who worked among the 

Western Apache, and Julie Cruikshank (1990a; 1990b), who worked among the Tlingit and 

Tagish in the Yukon Territory, conducted many ethnographic field trips over several decades and 

established rapport with community Elders, hunters, and other residents. They traveled with 

community hunters and Elders and used oral history methodology to compile Indigenous place 

names and stories about these places. Through their projects, these researchers learned how their 

narrators learned and passed down their practices and narratives about the places, and the 

communities became interested in recording their Indigenous knowledge in written formats to 

supplement the oral traditions already in place. Using the community-based participatory 

approach, I asked community Village and Tribal Council members if they would like to 

participate in the project; based on their views, I supplemented and revised some of my research 

questions to reflect community perspectives. A community-based participatory approach allows 

researchers and study communities to co-benefit from developing the research design 

collaboratively, as well as conducting the research and analysis as cooperative research partners. 

Researchers gain permission from the community to conduct the project, while the study 

community enhances their community well-being by sharing their knowledge as they contribute 

to a project of their choosing. When the Yup'ik Elders told their stories among themselves, they 

often spoke Yugcetun only, which allowed them to express more clearly locations and their 

perceptions of the land features, which in turn reflect their worldview. Use of their native 
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language enhances the accuracy of and meaning drawn from their storytelling, and references to 

place names and their perceptions of them represent deep place-based knowledge. The study 

communities can use the outcome of the project to pass on their local histories, languages, and 

lifeways to future generations. I discussed with Iliamna Lake community members how they 

could benefit from the results collected in the various workshops and interviews while gathering 

data for my dissertation. The study of Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names was originally my 

project when I proposed it to the communities in 2016, but it became our project (the Iliamna 

Lake communities' and mine) through time.

I developed research questions concerning how certain cultures learn about their 

Indigenous place names and how they use these places, by asking narrators what they 

remembered about landmarks and the passing down of cultural ethics. To analyze Iliamna Lake 

Yup'ik place names, I used two qualitative research methods: grounded theory and mindful 

inquiry.

Grounded theory is an inductive approach through which a researcher develops coding 

patterns from her ethnographic data (Berg and Lune 2012; Corbin and Strauss 1990; Strauss and 

Corbin 1998; Tie, Birks, and Francis 2019). I coded meanings of place names and stories about 

these places throughout my observation and experiences in the Iliamna Lake communities. While 

identifying and revising codes, I found that place names often hold extensive knowledge of the 

place, as understood from various perspectives, including their locations and land features, local 

histories, and varied personal traveling experiences. When I heard, saw, and understood a 

meaning of a Yup'ik place name, I often wondered what knowledge is required for a complete 

understanding of Nanvarpagmiut Yupiit iingitgun (Iliamna Lake Yupiit perspectives) regarding 

the place name. Iliamna Lake residents understand their place names based on their local 
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knowledge and cultural background. Although I am a trained cultural anthropologist in Alaska, 

my questions always originate at least partially from my Japanese perspective. To compare, to 

understand, and to bridge divergent cultures with differing worldviews, I used the method of 

mindful inquiry (MI) developed by Valerie Bentz and Jeremy Shapiro (1988). MI is a holistic 

approach that consists of four knowledge traditions: phenomenology, hermeneutics, critical 

social theory, and Buddhism (Bentz and Shapiro 1988). I chose MI because I wanted to explore 

how my cultural background might influence my interpretation of what the narrators were telling 

and showing, and how I understood the meanings as I participated in activities and traveled with 

community residents. I also considered how Yup'ik Elders' descriptions of places in English 

might differ as they shared their stories and expressed their feelings among themselves in 

Yugcetun, rather than English. I explored how their knowledge has been shared and carried out 

through generations. I will further discuss these methods in Chapter Three.

Research Limitations

I had to conduct multiple visits to the communities for my fieldwork, rather than staying 

for a longer period of time, and this limited interaction with community members may have 

constrained my ability to understand fully the knowledge they shared with me. Communication 

posed another challenge. Not only did elderly narrators require multiple visits and community 

assistants to remind them of their memories, but I was also a beginner Yugcetun learner. At 

times, this made it difficult for me to understand their dialogues from Iliamna Lake Yup'ik 

perspectives, since place names are often composed of oral information that derives from the 

people's sense of place, synthesized with the people's experiences and memories. These personal 

feelings and memories were not simple to translate from Yugcetun to English, or to Japanese.
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Because I was an outsider, I could not help Elders to recall their local histories, place 

names, and people of the area. Also, I sometimes heard some Elders say that they regretted that 

they could not ask their Elders (fluent Yup'ik speakers) about Yup'ik place names, because those 

speakers are gone. Another significant limitation is that it is impossible to know how much 

knowledge of place names has been lost over the past century. The place names I learned from 

Yup'ik Elders may have carried more and different meanings in earlier times. Also, during group 

sessions, Elders sometimes could not recall precisely the original Yup'ik name for a place, but 

they recalled what the name referred so. In such cases, by discussing the original Yup'ik name's 

meaning and describing the place, Elders would sometimes collaboratively establish what the 

original name likely was or “must have been” in their view. In such cases, the original Yup'ik 

names might have been different, but such extrapolations were the best estimates that Elders 

could agree upon. With their agreement, I compiled eight such extrapolated names of the total 

219 traditional names.

Although I visited each village multiple times, I stayed in each place for only a short 

while, due to limited time and funding. Each visit ranged from one week to about a month. I 

believe I could have recorded more place names with community residents if I had stayed in the 

communities for longer periods of time. Nevertheless, I visited the same communities at various 

times of the year and participated in many activities such as boating, berry picking, fishing, 

babysitting, community sushi-making lessons, Russian Orthodox Bible camps, church services, 

and carnivals. I established rapport not only with Elders but also with Elders' families and other 

residents. In my dissertation, I explore insider and outsider (emic and etic) perspectives on how 

outside researchers can learn about place names from Nanvarpagmiut Yupiit iingitgun (through 

Iliamna Lake Yupiit eyes). Comprehending the narratives of these places and recording 
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community practices from insider perspectives are important components of place names 

research, because English translations of place names (relying solely on an etic perspective) do 

not always reflect the residents' personal memories and experiences. Narratives behind place 

names reflect the residents' deep understanding of the land and how they make use of what it 

offers, thereby conveying and reinforcing traditional knowledge that has allowed the people to 

survive and thrive on the land for generations. Place names also contain ethnohistorical 

information.

Researcher's Background

I have often wondered if and how my background has helped me to conduct fieldwork in 

these Iliamna Lake Yup'ik communities. To better understand the communicative practices of 

Yup'ik people, I studied Central Yup'ik language (Yugcetun) at the University of Alaska 

Fairbanks for two years. The study of Yugcetun has helped me to become familiar with Yup'ik 

ways of understanding the landscape, such as how a speaker conveys to his/her audience an 

object's position based on the speaker's viewpoint.

Iliamna Lake Elders' narratives exemplify the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis that language, 

thoughts, and culture are deeply interconnected and that the language that people speak 

influences the ways in which they interpret their surroundings and form their own distinctive 

worldviews. Gumperz and Levinson (1996) reexamine the theory that such interconnected 

relationships with language differ among cultures and individuals, and that researchers therefore 

need to address how language, thinking, and society (or community) are intertwined in personal 

cognitions. I agree with Gumperz and Levinson and therefore I sought the approval and guidance 

of whole communities to study Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names, in addition to relying on 

individual knowledge bearers. Community residents have named places and used these places, 
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developing their own experiences and sharing narratives in their families and communities. 

While I infer that Elders' narratives reflect their worldviews, I cannot make assumptions about a 

broader Yup'ik worldview. As with most cultures, there is no universal Yup'ik worldview.

During my fieldwork, I learned some of the Iliamna Lake dialects as Yugcetun speakers 

taught me basic Yup'ik words and phrases. These Elders and I established a rapport, not only 

through talking about place names, but also through sharing English and Japanese expressions 

and foods in daily activities. One of my contributions to the Iliamna Lake communities is to 

document Yup'ik place names in modern Yup'ik orthography (as explained later in this chapter) 

and to explain the meanings of names based on Iliamna Lake Elders' narratives, so community 

residents and future Yugcetun learners can better understand their meanings.

When I told my Newhalen community assistant, the Russian Orthodox Church Father 

David Askoak, that my name Yoko means “ocean child” in Japanese, he told me that the Yup'ik 

word for ocean is imarpik. Since then, I have been using the word Imarpik as my Yup'ik name 

when I introduce myself to Yup'ik speakers and in my Yup'ik class. During the two months of 

fieldwork in Kokhanok and Newhalen in the summer of 2017, many Yup'ik Elders taught me 

Yup'ik words when we visited, and they teased me as a way of showing their friendliness. My 

Japanese name “Yoko” was not easy for some Elders to remember, but they remembered me as a 

Yapanee, which means Japanese in Iliamna Lake dialect, and they called me “Ocean” or Imarpik.

By using the mindful inquiry method as I explored Iliamna Lake place names, I became 

aware of how some of these place names are physically (by referencing trapping and harvesting 

animals and plants) and spiritually (by connecting the people and their homeland) significant for 

Iliamna Lake residents. I meditated at places such as Kass'aruayiit (“those that look like
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priests”5), where Newhalen and Kokhanok people traditionally feed an offering to specific 

boulders, to ensure safe passage when crossing Iliamna Lake. I tossed crackers in the water and 

put my hands together, a Buddhist practice, as a means of showing respect to spiritual beings. 

The boat trip that included these stops helped me to comprehend what place names mean to the 

Iliamna Lake people, as I saw the massive water body with my own eyes and sensed a place 

where the people witnessed incidents near the boulders, Kass'aruayiit, and made offerings to 

ensure safe travel.

5 Russian Orthodox priests.

Such practices are not wholly unfamiliar to me. This experience reminded me of when I 

visit my family graves in Japan. My mother takes me to her parents' graves at least once a year. 

We clean our family gravestone, brush and rinse it with water, place flowers there, and light 

incense. Then we pray about whatever we want to share with the spirits of our family. I have 

often wondered whether my family practices and believing in family spirits might have helped 

me to understand and appreciate the Iliamna Lake cultural practices that I witnessed. I do not 

know how much I have come to understand Iliamna Lake residents' cultural practices in 

particular; however, I sense that my similar Japanese experiences have helped me to understand 

Yup'ik cultural practices in general.

Preliminary Discussion of Findings

Chapter Four comprises literature reviews of geography, demography, and ethnohistory. I 

often contacted community historians and Elders for further details when I read literature and 

needed clarification from Iliamna Lake residents. Their knowledge is an important part of 

Iliamna Lake ethnohistory. During and after eight ethnographic field trips in 2016, 2017, 2018, 
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and 2019, Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders, community assistants, and I recorded a total of 219 

Yup'ik6 and 151 contemporary place names from throughout the Iliamna Lake region. After 

coding names, based on responses to my research questions, I analyzed how the Iliamna Lake 

Yup'ik place names reflect vernacular knowledge.

6 See Appendix A.

In Chapter Five, I use categorization analysis to examine what kinds of geographic 

features the Iliamna Lake Yupiit primarily name and how they use these names in their daily 

lives. Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders remember more than one Yup'ik name for many places, which 

hindered my classifying some names in only one category. My categorization analysis data 

demonstrated that some place names apply to multiple categories, originating from different 

observations and experiences through time.

In Chapter Six, I examine how Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names reflect the cultural 

landscape, which includes the sharing of their experiences and observations about these places. 

Oral narratives about specific locations emphasize a group's worldview, a set of lifeways, local 

histories and cultural ethics that the ancestors of Iliamna Lake Yupiit experienced as they lived 

off the land and maintained harmonious relationships with the ecosystem. References to place 

names, and retelling stories, reinforce the people's ability to envisage their cultural landscape 

and their competence in their traditional lifeways and cultural ethics and practices, thereby 

enhancing their ability to survive and thrive in their homeland.

From my fieldwork, I learned that some places possess multiple names because Elders 

experienced the places differently or learned of them in multiple ways. The study of several 

meanings of one place can reveal the various perceptions that individual residents have of a 

place. For instance, one person might recognize a place as a significant landmark, while another 
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might understand it as a place for common activities. Furthermore, people of different 

communities or different language groups may have different names for the same landmark, and 

these different names communicate cultural knowledge from different perspectives. Individuals 

conceive their own cultural landscapes through their memories and experiences, the study of 

which is ethnogeography.

In Chapter Seven, I explore Iliamna Lake ethnogeography, how the Iliamna Lake people 

have established a sense of a place through place names, narratives about these places, oral 

histories, and their way of life. Personal and multi-generational travel experiences, cultural 

ethics, and oral traditions have grounded the people's physical, mental, and spiritual 

relationships with their homeland and the ecosystem in which they have lived for many 

generations. I present a list of English, Dena'ina and Yup'ik place names to analyze how the 

people have borrowed and adopted place names from other languages, and I discuss the 

significance of Yup'ik place names and changes in the land use in the twenty-first century. While 

participating in community activities and getting to know community residents, I recognized that 

different generations use various Yup'ik or contemporary English names for some places. 

Grounded theory and mindful inquiry methods helped me with studying what circumstances 

influence community residents to change or maintain place names. Based on my fieldwork 

experience and community project collaborations, I examined how I understand and 

acknowledge another culture through my eyes. I summarized my dissertation findings and noted 

challenges in the Conclusion chapter, which also addresses topics for future research.

Broader Contributions

At the request of Iliamna Lake residents, the Iliamna Lake Place Names Committee 

(established in 2017), Iliamna Lake communities, and I published maps for residents, community 
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schools, researchers, and the public. I also compiled an archival database of place names for 

Iliamna Lake communities and researchers for their future research. I submitted the geographic 

data of the Iliamna Lake (Nanvarpak, Nila Vena) Native and Local Place Names to the National 

Science Foundation Arctic Data Center (http://arcticdata.io/catalog/data) in June 2020. Bristol 

Bay Native Corporation's place names database uploaded these digital data to their website, 

“Bristol Bay Online! Native Place Names Project” (https://bbonline.bbnc.net/placenames/) in 

November 2020. I archived digital interview recordings that include narratives about place 

names and Iliamna Lake Yup'ik dialect in the Alaska Native Language Archive (ANLA). I also 

submitted the Iliamna Lake place names data to the Bristol Bay Native Corporation Place Names 

Database, so their shareholders can maintain and pass down this knowledge. The enormous 

number of oral narratives available to scholars and community members for further research and 

place-based education projects also represent my broader contributions. Iliamna Lake area 

geographic knowledge can provide information for linguists, anthropologists, Yup'ik educators, 

geographers, and other scholars in a variety of disciplines. Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names will 

be useful data for linguists to compare Iliamna Lake place names to place names from other 

Central Yup'ik communities to analyze relationships between dialects. Geographers can better 

understand relationships between humans and the landscape by understanding Yup'ik place 

names from insider perspectives.

This dissertation also contributes to the broader literature on studies of Indigenous place 

names. Researchers traditionally compiled place names based on their own categorizations and 

English translations of Indigenous place names. More recently scholars have recognized that 

communities understand these place names in multiple ways. Oral narratives about places and 

their names often reveal cultural practices specific to the region and family. I explored the 
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literature of Indigenous place names and discovered that understanding of place names requires 

local voices and observations of the land.

Most general publications use single quotation marks for a foreign word's translation, so 

I followed this convention, except when presenting English translations of Yup'ik place names, 

where I used double quotation marks. Igyaraq (“throat”), for example, emphasizes how the 

Iliamna Lake Yupiit describe the specific place in English. These place names' English 

translations are direct quotations from Yup'ik narrators.

The outcome of the research—the the publication of the Iliamna Lake Place Names Map 

and database—will benefit Iliamna Lake residents in helping them to pass on their geographic 

knowledge and oral narratives to future generations. Iliamna Lake communities can use the 

Iliamna Lake place names data to revitalize Iliamna Lake Yup'ik dialects and to share local 

histories in the communities. I have hoped this community-based participatory project will 

support residents in strengthening their understanding and appreciation of their history, language, 

and relationship with their homeland. I have observed many indications of such interest as I have 

interacted with Iliamna Lake community members during my extensive fieldwork. Community 

interest and engagement in the project, along with the tangible results of the research, suggest 

that my hope for such long-term positive effects will be realized.

My research on Iliamna Lake place names contributed to the understanding of Indigenous 

place names in several ways. Place names are not artifacts or objects, but rather, living resources 

that community members continue to rely on and adapt in their daily lives. Thus place names 

evolve through time. Use of place names and telling and retelling the stories has, historically and 

presently, enhanced people's connections with their ancestors and ecosystem, as well as their 

confidence and competence in surviving and thriving on the land.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction

This chapter provides a brief history of place names research and reviews the three 

approaches to place names research that I employ to answer my research questions: 

categorization analysis, cultural landscape, and ethnogeography which is a hybrid of these and 

other approaches. I also review the history of the documentation of place names in the Iliamna 

Lake region to identify gaps in the literature.

After their arrival in Alaska, Russian and Euro-American explorers began to record 

geographic and ethnographic information to expand trade routes with Alaska Natives and to gain 

access to natural resources. Alongside the newcomers' belief that they had discovered terra 

nullius, they viewed the land as waiting to be recorded and claimed for their respective countries 

(Nuttall 1992, 50). Some ethnographers learned and documented Indigenous languages or had 

community interpreters document Indigenous place names (Orth 1967, 6-43). G.I. Davydov 

(1802-1807), Ferdinand Petrovich von Wrangell (around 1830s), and Albert Schanz (1890s), 

were explorers and traders hired by the Russian and United States governments, respectively, 

who recorded Indigenous place names in their journals. They also recorded where they traveled 

and traded goods with Indigenous peoples (Davydov 1977; Schanz 1891; Wrangell and Vanstone 

1970). Russian Orthodox Church priests also kept records of the Indigenous names of the 

settlements where they traveled and baptized (Znamenski 2003, 281-292). Lieutenant Laurenti 

Alexief Zagoskin of the Russian American Company was one of the earlier explorers who 

recorded Indigenous place names with ethnographic accounts on the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta 

and in the Norton Sound area from 1842 to 1845 (Orth 1967, 43-44). Government-published 

maps of Alaska presented these names as official; however, these earlier explorers did not aim to 

study Indigenous place names.
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In his ethnographic fieldwork on Baffin Island in the1880s, Franz Boas recognized that 

Eskimo place names signified Eskimo peoples' cultural and geographic knowledge for survival 

in the Arctic (Meadows 2008, 9; Müller-Wille and Müller-Wille 2006, 219-220). Boas (1887, 

137) stated the true domain of geography is “the life of man as far as it depends on the country 

he lives in.” Boas noted that the physical environment in part shaped the development of human 

culture.

In the twentieth century, social scientists have used many approaches in studying 

Indigenous place names. Compiling place names in geographic or alphabetical order and 

categorization analysis of place naming techniques are common strategies in the study of place 

names (Algeo 2010; McArthur 1980; Stewart 1954; Wright 1929; Zelinsky 2002). Thomas 

Waterman (1922), James Kari (e.g.,1989, 2010, 2013), Dorothy Ray (1971), Susan Fair (1997), 

and Beatrice Collignon (2006) used categorization analysis to study the patterns of Indigenous 

place naming techniques, including the patterns of word uses, land use, history, and topographic 

land features.

Rather than using categorization analysis, Keith Basso (1988, 1996), Julie Cruikshank 

(1990a, 1990b), Thomas Andrews and John Zoe (1997), and Ann Fienup-Riordan and Alice 

Rearden (2012) used a comparative technique. They recorded place names and stories to study 

how these names reflect cultural landscapes; that is, the way that the people perceive the 

landscape based on their cultural and regional backgrounds. Cruikshank (1990a, 56) discovered 

that place names do not always explain when or what kind of historical event Indigenous people 

observed or participated in at these places, but that the land features act as “mnemonic pegs” to 

remind the people of multi-generational relationships with the land. Trails often physically join 

such places, while wisdom gained from historical events connects the places and trails.
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Since the late 1960s, geographers, linguists, anthropologists, historians, and Native 

scholars have developed place names studies for various projects, including the study of Native 

languages and traditional knowledge (e.g., Kari 1989, Collignon 2006), the recording of oral 

histories (e.g., Basso 1988, Cruikshank 1990a), and cultural resource management (e.g., 

Andrews and Zoe 1997; Stoffle, Halmo, and Austin 1997). Furthermore, ethnogeography has 

become a broader approach in place names study, to analyze community identity (McCarthy 

1996), to compare narratives and archaeological data of places (Andrews and Zoe 1977) and 

Indigenous language dialects (Jones 1986), and to identify changes in land use and migration 

(Cowell, Taylor, and Brockie 2016; Davidson 1980; Meadows 2008). Indigenous communities 

engaging with the research pursue their own purposes and goals within the projects, and they 

have begun to record place names and stories about places that matter to them to maintain their 

local histories. Through a participatory approach, Indigenous communities benefit from the 

research by recording, retelling, and revitalizing these place names, including reassociating them 

with new events that they connect with the place and their historical events.

Place Names Categorization Analysis

Categorization analysis is a systematic method in classifying events, places, objects, and 

human activities by categorizing them according to certain topics and characteristics (Berg and 

Lune 2012, 242). Social scientists frequently use categorization analysis (or typological 

analysis); for example, educators do so in assessing relationships between teachers' awareness 

and their students' success (e.g., Lee 2019), and archaeologists do so in examining tool-making 

techniques by classifying stone tools excavated in different sediment and rock layers (e.g., 

Wygal and Krasinski 2019).
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In his book, Names on the Globe, George Stewart (1954, 47; 1975, 86-87) proposed such 

classification in the process of naming places, delineating how people identify places, 

distinguishing and separating specific places from other places. He developed ten categories:

1) descriptive names,
2) associative names,
3) incident-names,
4) possessive names,
5) commemorative names,
6) commendatory names,
7) folk-etymologies,
8) manufactured names,
9) mistake-names, and
10) shift-names (Stewart 1975, 87).

Stewart's study of American place names did not focus on Indigenous place names; however, he 

created a category of “folk-etymology names.” He acknowledged the Indigenous origins of the 

English names that non-Indigenous language speakers modified, leading to the original meanings 

of these Indigenous names having been forgotten or altered through time. English speakers 

originally borrowed and assigned Indigenous place names without knowing the meanings; they 

adapted them using English sounds that resembled the Indigenous sounds, in their ears. Stewart's 

classification system became one of the models to the study of place names for geographers, 

anthropologists, and other social scientists.

Wilbur Zelinsky (2002) and John Algeo (2010) analyze classification as a theory of place 

names study. Zelinsky (2002) acknowledges that studies of place names can use such 

categorization, or classification, much as scientific collectors create their own guidance or 

categories as they collect materials, specimens, and names. Algeo (2010) disagrees with 

Zelinsky, however, arguing that names cannot be categorized in a manner that generalizes them, 

because these names interrelated with the users' cultures, languages, and histories. Algeo (2010, 

95) argues that the foundation of names study is discovering what we mean by a name, including 
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describing names in the community user's language, their naming techniques, and a history 

observed by these people. Algeo (2010, 95) states “as names are private and practical in their 

nature, the individual use of names may form an important part of the theory of onomastics,” the 

study of the origins of proper names. Thus, he argues, creating universal place name 

classifications is impossible. Researchers must develop flexible classifications, or categorization 

systems, he claims, that include cultural and historical contexts from insider viewpoints.

Accordingly, because place names closely relate to the use of language and oral 

narratives, place names researchers have developed categorizations to study place names while 

recognizing the community practices and historical features within specific Indigenous cultures 

and regions from insider perspectives (Collignon 2006; Fair 1997; Holton 2011; Hunn 1996; 

Kari 1988; Ray 1971; Thornton 2008; Waterman 1922). In earlier research, scholars had relied 

on literal English translations (translating word for word) of Indigenous place names and 

developed their categories to show the patterns of names from researchers' perspectives.

In their studies of Inuit place names using categorization analysis, Collignon (2006, 130) 

and Fair (1997, 472) found it easier to divide the names using etic (outsider perspective) 

categories because they could divide the names into two groups: physical environment and 

human activities. They lacked the Native language speaker's intuition required to achieve an 

emic categorization. Collignon explained that the researchers did not have access to emic 

(insider) perspectives. Collignon (2006, 144) later developed Inuit categories after discovering 

that the meanings of the Inuinnait7 place names often relate to both categories. She often 

struggled to understand the narratives behind the place names from an Inuinnait viewpoint. 

Nevertheless, Collignon included narratives carrying several layers of meaning of the places as 

7 A group of Inuit who live in the central Canadian Arctic.
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Inuit language speakers remember them. Table 1 shows examples of researchers who have 

studied place names. These researchers first compiled place names by reviewing the literature 

and then gathered information through ethnographic interviews and surveys to create their 

categorizations of the names.

Table 1: Examples of the studies of place names using categorization analysis.

Author Publication year 
(Fieldwork 
periods)

Locations/ language groups Number of 
respondents

Numbers of 
place names 
used for 
typology

T. T. Waterman 1922
(-1922)

In the Pacific coast from 
Puget Sounds to Northern 
California/“West Coast 
Indians”

Several hundred 581

Dorothy Jean Ray 1971
(1961, 64, and 68)

In the Bering Strait 
communities/Bering Strait 
Inupiaq

50 Inupiaq 
speakers

275+

James Kari 1989
(1971-1989)

In the Cook Inlet and Ahtna 
regions/the Ahtna and 
Dena'ina groups

66 Dena'ina
50 Ahtna

1700 Dena'ina
names
1500 Ahtna
names

Eugene Hunn 1996
(1976-1993)

In the Columbia Basin of 
Washington and Oregon 
States/the Sahaptin group

14 281

Susan Fair 1997 (mid-1980s) Shishmaref Island/Inupiaq N/A N/A
Beatrice Collignon 2006

(1991-1992)
In the Inuinnait territories of 
the central Canadian
Arctic/Inuinnait

70 1007

Thomas Thornton 2008 (1989-1995) Glacier Bay in Southeast 
Alaska, Tlingit

Numerous 
Tlingit speakers 
and one key 
narrator

130+

The numbers of place names used for categorization analysis in the table vary based on 

the numbers of respondents (fluent speakers of Native languages), the geographic area, and the 

period during which researchers conducted their projects. Waterman (1922), Ray (1971), and 

Collignon (2006) relied on English translations to establish categories, while Kari (1989) used a 

linguistic approach, categorizing names by suffixes and directional words to study patterns of 

place names in the study languages groups.
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In the early 1920s, Thomas Waterman, a student of Franz Boas, discovered differences 

between the place-naming techniques of the Native people of Puget Sound and those of the Euro

Americans on the Pacific Coast from Puget Sound to Northern California. Figure 1 shows 

Waterman’s categorization analysis of a total of 581 Puget Sound place names. He discovered 

that the meanings of some places overlap, such as “references to animals” and “references to the 

food supply” (Waterman 1922, 185-186).

Figure 1: Indigenous place names of the Puget Sound categorization (Waterman 1922).

Waterman (1922, 178) found that half of the Native place names of the Puget Sound area 

had already “passed out of memory.” That is, speakers recalled that these places had Indigenous 

names, but they could not recall them. He describes structures of features, directions of food 

supplies, and personal accidents embedded within Indigenous place names. Waterman (1922, 

185) provides examples of place names associated with memories, accidents relating to land 

features, and mythical stories. He terms the naming practices of the Native people of Puget 

Sound are “primitive modes of thought and expression” because they name specific places that 

related to food supply and resources, such as “Wild-potato place” for a meadow (Waterman 
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1922, 182-183). Compared to Euro-Americans and the Spanish who bought the majority of their 

food by the early twentieth century, the Native people of Puget Sound relied on the land for food, 

and survival required knowledge about where, when, and how to access resources. Thus, 

Waterman’s analysis reflected an outsider’s perspective on Indigenous place names that did not 

fully recognize their meanings and value. He categorized 186 of 581 place names in the 

categories “unclassified terms” and “untranslated terms” (Waterman 1922, 185), which suggests 

that he encountered narrators who did not know what the names meant or who did not speak 

their Indigenous language. A categorization analysis that relies on interpreting literal English 

translations breaks down when such literal translations are not available, separating place names 

from the contexts and narratives.

Ray (1971), Collignon (2006), and Fair (1977) used categorization analysis to compile 

and to study Inuit language place names in multiple ways. Prior to her project, Ray (1971) was 

familiar with the Inupiaq culture in the Bering Strait. When Ray recorded Inupiaq place names in 

the Bering Strait region, like Waterman, she studied what the words and the literal meanings of 

the names meant to individuals. Ray categorized place names into two main groups: topographic 

features (land, islands, and water) and settlements (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Iñupiaq place names categorization (Ray 1971).
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Ray (1971, 28-29) posited that large numbers of place names that refer to landscape 

features are generic names, such as mountain or hill, and the generic names imply that Inupiat 

(plural form - Inupiaq people) perceive these places as landmarks and use place names to share 

directional guidance on the landscape with other people. She also noted that place names signify 

local resources. Inland Inupiat named places referring to land animals, whereas coastal Inupiat 

named places referring to seals, birds, and sea mammals (Ray 1971, 30). Her categorization of 

place names was based on locality and related to Inupiaq culture in the Bering Strait; 

nevertheless, Ray and Waterman similarly inferred that place names related to birds, animals, 

fish, and plants related “to the subsistence quest” (Ray 1971, 30). Their findings show similar 

place-naming patterns among Indigenous peoples, including the use of names relating to food 

supply and describing land features. The researchers also acknowledge that some of those place 

names reflected their narrators' personal experiences that varied in the local contexts. For 

instance, Ray (1971, 13) recorded many mountain names with a general term ingektuk 

(“mountain”), but a mountain near Unalakleet was called ingiktak, which means “a good 

mountain.” She discovered that this name originated with Mrs. Ivanoff, a well-known resident, 

sharing her experience of berry picking, “Ariga! una ingiktak!” at the mountain covered in 

blueberries. Yet the term “good” is ambiguous and does not indicate why the person 

distinguishes the place as better than others. Such cultural and personal memories cannot be 

easily translated and classified from their Native languages to English. These researchers 

nevertheless tried to include community perspectives in their research.

Collignon (2006, 209) began collaboration with the Northwest Territories Toponym 

Program in Canada in the 1990s. They studied Inuinnait place names, aiming in part to have the 

Canadian government officially recognize Inuinnait place names. Collignon (2006, 4-6) applied 
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a trans-disciplinary approach (Inuit knowledge, geography, and anthropology), reflecting insider 

perspectives in her Inuinnait place name categorization analysis. She identified two primary 

groups of names: Nuna which refers to the natural forces including land, earth, ice, and water, 

and Uumajuit, which refers to humans, animals, and all other living beings that reside across 

nuna (Figure 3). Collignon then used Inuinnait categorization to develop categories and sub

categories within these two groups, such as how the Inuinnait observed places spatially and non- 

spatially, their specific or non-specific geographic terms, and their regular activities or accidental 

events at the locations.

Figure 3: Inuinnait place names categorization (Collignon 2006, 132).

When listening to her narrators' stories about the place names, Collignon recognized that 

not all names are semantically transparent, which prevented her from categorizing some names 

fully. Collignon discovered that the literal meanings of some place names did not necessarily 

relate to the peoples' uses of the place. For instance, the literal meaning for Hiuqqitak is “the 

shallow and sandy place,” but the Inuinnait understood the place as “caribou crossing place” 

(Collignon 2006, 143). Hiuqqitak would be classified as nuna because it refers to the land, but 
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more relevantly, the people think of it as a place to look for caribou. After learning more about 

the meanings of these place names from insider perspectives, Collignon (2006, 143) reclassified 

about thirty place names. Her experience illustrates that researchers require narratives about 

these places to reclassify literal and cultural meanings of place names, and certainly they should 

not rely on literal translations without seeking insider perspectives.

While many Inuinnait named places referring to land features, Collignon (2006, 142) 

found that their Uumajuit place names reflected “the way people used the land and the way they 

organized their social system” in their observations of incidents and activities at the places. 

Collignon's classification of place names demonstrates that narratives of place names originated 

from her Inuinnait experts' perspectives, such as their seasonal travel routes and how their uses 

of ice varied by settlement. Collignon (2006, 135) was confident in her analysis, even though she 

used her geographer's perspective, because she witnessed and recognized through her fieldwork 

that “each place name exists in context.”

Based on her categorization system, Collignon (2006, 139-141) created maps to show the 

distribution of the names, by category. These maps help readers to understand the Inuinnait's 

land uses. Many Uumajuit place names refer to settlements, while Nuna place names are widely 

distributed across their land, which indicates that the people have referred to landmarks to share 

navigation information, among other information, with others.

According to linguists Kari (1989) and Holton (2011), the Ahtna and the Dena'ina (Dene) 

place names along rivers often reflect the direction of river flow and various characteristics, such 

as the river mouth, the straight portion of river, and the headwaters (Kari 1989, 136). Based on 

Ahtna and Dena'ina place names data, Kari (1989, 140; 2010, 158-160) developed place name 
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categories and found that many Ahtna and Dena'ina place names relate to hydrology, using 

directional roots and words (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Ahtna and Dena'ina place names Patterns (Kari 1989, 2010).

Kari (2010, 157) points out that 75 percent of Dena'ina place names relate to natural history, 

including hydrology, landforms and rocks, and fauna, whereas 15 percent of place names 

emphasize human activities. He literally translated the place names and separated suffixes from 

verbs or nouns to classify the names. Kari (1989, 141) notes that these names reflect the speakers 

learning these place names through oral narratives; for instance, the place's location from their 

settlement and a good place to camp along the way.

Thornton (2008) discovered in his categorization analysis of Glacier Bay Tlingit place 

names that some Tlingit place names incorporate complex verb phrases. Like the Dena'ina 

names emphasizing hydrologic events, some Tlingit names contain the notion of action by the 

land feature; for instance “move along,” “move through,” “move forward,” and “move around” 

(Thornton 2008, 82). Furthermore, Thornton identified multiple patterns within several 

categories, including nouns, semantics, density, and subsistence land uses. His semantics and 

density categorization imply that both English speakers and Tlingit favor naming streams, bays, 
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islands, and mountains, but their relative frequency varies. While the Tlingit named more 

streams than the English speakers, English speakers named more large land features, such as 

glaciers and mountains, than they did the smaller features. Names of these places reflect the 

differing relationships with the land, with the Tlingits' relationship being personal and regional, 

and the English-speaking explorers' names reflecting an outsider's less intimate relationship with 

the land.

Kari (1989) and Holton (2011) also used categorization analysis to study the patterns of 

Alaska Native place names. Compared to many Ahtna-Dena'ina place names describing the 

characteristics and directions of river systems, Kari (1989, 144-145) and Holton (2011, 233) 

recognized that generic place names, such as hill, mountain, and creek are common among 

Central Yup'ik place names. Also, Yup'ik place names tend to lack a full inventory of 

directional terms (Holton 2011, 233). The study of Native language groups' place-naming 

patterns shows that language groups vary in their descriptions of landscape features, reflecting 

what the people found was essential or meaningful to convey, as well as their languages' 

structural variations.

Collignon (2006, 144) points out several challenges with categorization analysis, noting 

in particular that individual memories, stories, and experiences of place names differ, making it 

difficult to classify them within a single category. Fair (1997, 478) also notes that Tapqaq- 

Saniniq (Shishmaref) Inupiaq place names have multiple purposes and meanings. For instance, 

the name Itivliq (“overland river” or “trail for a boat to go”) is a generic name referring to the 

landscape, but it also relates to regular activities of traveling (Fair 1997, 474). Some Shishmaref 

Inupiat remember place names as places where specific families herded reindeer or camped. The 
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meanings of place names reflect collective memories, but individuals might associate certain 

places with personal memories.

Literal English translation does not necessarily provide insight into local understandings 

of place names, because Indigenous people name and share of these places within the context of 

their cultural backgrounds (Aporta et al. 2014; Hunn 2006; Maffi 2001). The Inuinnait place 

name Hiuqqitak and the Inupiaq place name Itivliq exemplify how the people use these places in 

diverse ways beyond what the names signify. Therefore, studies of place names require 

ethnographic fieldwork, in which researchers not only record place names, but also participate in 

the activities to gain insider perspectives for categorization analysis, as Collignon suggests, as 

well as to place the language, including place names, in an active cultural context.

Thus, categorization analysis can be a useful tool for studying the patterns of Native 

place-naming techniques and the meanings of these names. Categorization analysis provides 

researchers a grid to guide their understanding and facilitate discussion of Indigenous views from 

an etic perspective. Yet this technique has limitations because it fails to capture Indigenous 

classifications of the natural world and consider these phenomena from the Indigenous 

perspective. Classifying a place name in one category might not fully acknowledge the local 

context and uses of the place if the residents remember various stories of the place.

People from different regions and language groups who used the same place would have 

different ways of knowing the direction to that place and may have used them for different 

purposes. Because place names reflect verbal knowledge, the names should not be separated 

from dialogues. The names could contain several layers of meanings that, together with their oral 

traditions, guide the people in understanding the physical surrounding, continuing their lifeways, 

and growing their awareness of the land. Thus, optimal use of categorization systems requires 
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multiple sets of classifications, as Collignon's study does, thereby demonstrating the multiple 

meanings and purposes of the place names from a variety of perspectives, including insider 

perspectives, the understanding of which is critical to recognizing their significance.

Cultural Landscape

In his book The Morphology of Landscape, Carl Sauer (1925) introduced the concept of 

“cultural landscape” as how people perceive and interact with nature (animals, plants, and lands) 

through time.

Culture is the agent, the natural area is the medium, the cultural landscape is the 
result. Under the influence of a given culture, itself changing through time, the 
landscape undergoes development, passing through phases, and probably reaching 
ultimately the end of its cycle of development. (Sauer 1925, 46)

Sauer's definition captures the deep, complex and identity-related concepts that Indigenous 

peoples associate with their homelands. However, a cultural landscape consists not only of 

physical evidence of how the people live and use the landscape as Sauer states, but it also 

contains a mental facet, as reflected in peoples' actions and memories. Sharing Indigenous place 

names, oral traditions, and songs associated with these places and participating in activities and 

historical events at these places all represent performances of cultural landscape.

Cultural factors behind place names, such as narratives about these places and personal 

experiences on the land, have helped people to mentally visualize their own landscapes. Place 

names, or what Collignon (2004) and Hunn (2006) call “vernacular knowledge,” consist of 

observations of places and territory, and experiences in places, cumulatively shared by members 

of a cultural group. Remembering and using the place names form the people's cultural 

understanding of and relationships with the landscape. For instance, most Japanese people know 

the literal meaning of Tokyo, or “the East City [of the Country],” from its written name 

and the history of the place. In 1603, the Edo government originally established its city, Edo (the 
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current location of Tokyo), to take the political power of the Emperor from Kyoto, “the 

Center of the Country” in the western part of Japan. Later, in 1868, the Meiji government 

changed the name from Edo to Tokyo. In the twenty-first century, many international tourists 

know Tokyo as the largest city in Japan, whereas the Japanese also recognize the meaning of its 

name from history and traveling within the country. To Japanese, the name Tokyo represents its 

historical political transformation into a center of power in addition to its literal translation 

referring to its location east of the original center of power. Tokyo thus has distinctive meaning 

in the Japanese cultural landscape.

The concept of cultural landscape has been used more frequently by anthropologists since 

the late 1990s (Andrew and Zoe 1997, 160; Plumwood 2006, 119; Stoffle, Halmo, and Austin 

1997, 231-232). Among many Indigenous peoples, some place names reflect ancestral authority, 

such as guidance on to survive on the landscape. Indigenous peoples have developed their own 

cultural landscapes in part by passing down place names through songs, oral narratives, cultural 

ethics, and travels around these places (Andrew and Zoe 1997; Aporta et al. 2014; Stoffle, 

Halmo, and Austin1997). Vernacular knowledge is an important part of cultural landscape with 

origins in the culture group’s understanding of the land and commemorated through historical 

events and cultural ethics that often link spiritual and physical interactions between the people 

and the land features.

One of the pioneers of Indigenous place names studies, Basso (1988, 1996), conducted 

fieldwork in Western Apache communities for several decades, starting in 1959. He points out 

that Native place names provide the Western Apache with mental advice and physical 

instructions, such as producing a mental image of a specific location, relating their ancestors’ 

histories, confirming their cultural values and morals, and offering comfort in times of being lost 
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or stressed. The Western Apache people also learn to “travel in [their] mind,” so that they can 

imagine the routes and feel confident in reaching the places in their memory (Basso 1988, 123). 

While doing these tasks, Western Apache are comforted in remembering their ancestors and 

imagining the ancestors assisting them in traveling to a given place, and they feel grateful for the 

help their ancestors' wisdom provides.

Although Basso does not use the term “cultural landscape,” his work shows how 

remembering and using their place names has contributed to the Western Apache peoples 

through a process fundamental to cultural landscape. Basso's work illustrates that the meanings 

of descriptive Western Apache place names usually remain opaque to outside researchers, 

because names have intertwined with Western Apache language, ethics, cultural memories, and 

their understanding of the landscape. By engaging in these cultural practices, the Western 

Apache people have established their own cultural landscape that guides their survival on the 

land. For instance, one oral narrative tells the origin of the Western Apache place name that 

translates literally as ‘coyote pisses in the water' (Basso 1996, 135). Long ago, when the 

Cibecue8 were suffering from thirst, they drank water from an unfamiliar stream, even after their 

leader had told them not to drink there. The people became sick because the water contained 

coyote's urine (Basso 1996, 135-136). This place name carries multiple lessons for the people, 

indicating a location where they should not drink the water and teaching the people to listen to 

their elderly leaders' guidance to ensure a safe journey. Basso (1996, 144) concludes that 

Western Apache people perceive places as “where a sense of place belongs” through traveling, 

participating in daily activities, and commemorating historical events at these places. Their 

8 A group of Western Apache.
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multi-generational experiences assist the Western Apache with recollection of their cultural 

landscape in memory and physically.

The Western Apache understanding that “wisdom sits in places” (Basso, 1996) echoes 

the Tlingit people's use of place names to remember their ancestors. The Tlingit people living in 

Southeast Alaska named places based on their clans' histories. In his book, Being and Place 

Among the Tlingit, Thornton (2008, 48-51) presents some examples of place names that relate to 

clans and geographic locations. For instance, one of the Tlingit names for Glacier Bay, Sit' Eeto 

Geeyi, “Bay Taking the Place of the Glacier,” indicates a history of the Tlingit clan 

Chookaneidí's settlement and migration in the ancient past (Thornton 2008, 81). According to 

one of multiple versions of the Glacier Bay story told by Susie James, glaciers moved toward the 

shore of the Chookaneidí settlement (Dauenhauer and Dauenhauer 1976, 244-259). When a 

young girl broke a taboo and was disrespectful to the glacier, the glacier responded in anger, 

quickly advancing and covering the settlement of Chookaneidí. The Chookaneidí people escaped 

the village, but the girl's grandmother remained behind to give herself to the glacier.

Personal memories and stories passed down from ancestors about events may be reflected 

in place names. While working in Arctic communities, Mark Nuttall (1992, 38) observed that 

landscape as memoryscape “plays an important role in culture, the conceptual ordering of 

experience derives from encounters and interactions with the physical environment.” The 

Chookaneidí people remember through their narratives the advance of the glacier that inundated 

the village” here.

The place name Sit' Eeto Geeyi, embedded in the Glacier Bay story, highlights the roots 

of the Chookaneidí people and the land, when the people settled and what caused them to move 

to another place in the past. Thornton's work shows that Tlingit ethnohistory reflects
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Chookaneidí Tlingit people’s physical and spiritual relationships with the land. The landscape is 

culturally constructed, in part through conveying place names and the oral narratives behind 

them. Presumably, non-Indigenous people (often even non-Tlingit)—tourists for instance— 

would have a different sense of the bay, when observing the same place. Tourists might see the 

place Glacier Bay National Park as an attractive place to visit, and photographs they might take 

would later help them remember the scenery. Indigenous people who relate to the area as their 

homeland would tend to have a deeper spiritual sense of it, perhaps including knowledge they 

learned through oral traditions in their languages of their ancestors’ history in specific places.

When she was on a road trip with Tlingit and Tagish Elders in the Yukon Territory, 

Cruikshank (1990a, 57) noted that a place is not just a location for Dene people; instead, it 

represents the people’s memories of the place and their techniques for passing on their oral 

narratives about it. When listening to stories told to her by Bessie Johns, Cruikshank (1990a, 56) 

recognized that Johns viewed two sets of mental maps: the geographical landscape based on her 

observations, and “myth time,” which suggests how and when the landscape was formed. Johns 

and her father requested that Cruikshank write their stories down. In doing so, Cruikshank 

discovered that, as an outsider, making a map made it easier to become familiar with the 

landscape. Place names do not reveal the chronological order of historical events at locations, 

whereas these land features, as Cruikshank (1990a, 56) stresses, act as mnemonic pegs for 

individuals who are intimately familiar with places. Her notion of mnemonic pegs reflects how 

individuals observe a place and then attach meaning to it based on their own experiences.

Cruikshank (1991, 28) points out that place names help people remember their past by 

evoking people’s memories of their histories and land use strategies. Angela Sidney tells one 

Tagish and Tlingit oral narrative (Cruikshank 1991, 29-30) about Mother’s Mountain, that 
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describes a rich “mythscape” to explain the significance of specific landmarks. This story relates 

how Animal Mother made “a trampoline-like swing,” out of a bull moose skin and set it up in the 

middle of Bennett Lake in British Columbia. She named mountains and lakes around Bennett 

Lake in Tlingit and Tagish. Moose, wolves, and rabbits sang songs and walked on the trampoline 

to reach these mountains around the lake. The people have established reciprocal relationships 

with the ecosystem as reflected in oral traditions and practices. These animals' spirits give their 

bodies to people for food, furs, and toolmaking, and the people have the responsibility to kill and 

consume them in ethical ways. When traditions are passed on orally, the landscape and related 

cultural traditions can be powerful mnemonic devices (Vansina 1985, 45-46).

Sidney reported that the mountain now called Montana Mountain near Bennett Lake has 

Tagish and Tlingit names, both meaning “Gopher Mountain,” the name Animal Mother gave the 

mountain (Sidney 1980, Number 82). These place names exemplify that neighboring groups 

often share similar practices and historical events with the places, or share oral narratives, but 

they use their own languages to name places (Afable and Beeler 1996, 190). These cross-cultural 

place names connect the living and spiritual worlds across neighboring language territories.

Similarly, working with the Dogrib (Tłįchǫ) people of the Northwest Territories in 

Canada, Andrews and Zoe conducted ethnographic fieldwork for the Jdaa Trail heritage resource 

inventory project from 1990 to 1993. They aimed to create a compact version of the exhibit to 

provide community students with a “virtual tour” of the trail. According to the ethnographic 

account, the groups of Dogrib people have used the Jdaa Trail as a central feature of their 

landscape. Andrews and Zoe (1997, 173) point out that “culture and landscape are inseparable, 

as stories cannot exist without their physical context.” During the course of their fieldwork, the 
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authors and the Dogrib Elders recorded over 350 traditional Dogrib place names and 282 

archeological sites near the Jdaa trail and Rae Lake in the Northwest Territories.

In their article, “The Jdaa Trail: Archaeology and the Dogrib Cultural Landscape, 

Northwest Territories, Canada,” Andrews and Zoe discuss how multiple versions of Dogrib place 

names construct the Dogrib cultural landscape. For instance, a mountain or specific rocks on the 

mountain Kwe?ehdoo have several origin stories including: a man who predicts people's futures, 

or “blood rock” as a commemoration of the birthplace of a Dogrib cultural hero. People also 

remember this place because it was named for red-colored rock that indicates an accident or a 

death in the past. Andrews and Zoe (1997, 172) conclude, “traditional place names serve as 

memory ‘hooks' on which to hang the cultural fabric of a narrative tradition,” echoing 

Cruikshank's notion of mnemonic pegs. The authors determined that the Dogrib people have 

learned different meanings of and have developed various interactions with Kwe?ehdoo.

Many Gwich'in place names and oral traditions show the physical and spiritual 

relationships between Gwich'in people and their land in northern Interior Alaska. The Gwich'in 

remember, through oral narrative, the place Shiłdii, as one of their most sacred sites (Aporta et al. 

2014, 239). Several versions of the story indicate that a young woman in puberty ignored cultural 

practices that resulted in her brothers and their dogs turning into stones. Gwich'in narrators 

shared their memories of places through the oral tradition and their own experiences of seeing 

the landscape when hunting and berry picking there in summer (Gwich'in Social and Cultural 

Institute, n.d). Aporta et al. (2014, 239) point out that the story of Shildii “is anchored in real 

space, and the place name is part, not only of broader narratives but also of relationships that 

people establish with place.” Remembering personal experiences intertwined with oral narratives 

affirms Gwich'in visualizations of their cultural landscapes.
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Natural resource managers and anthropologists also identify Native place names and 

stories and songs about these places as cultural resources that exhibit elements of a cultural 

landscape. When examining the Southern Paiute peoples’ cultural resources in Arizona, Richard 

Stoffle, David Halmo, and Diane Austin (1997, 230) note that Southern Paiute people perceive 

the land and its resources as “cultural landscapes that are culturally and geographically unique 

areas.” While many Western scientists examine the conditions of plants, minerals, animals, and 

rock art individually, Southern Paiute people perceive these natural resources more holistically 

as a part of their land and lives, spiritually and physically. Stoffle, Halmo, and Austin (1997) 

define five major types of Native American cultural landscapes: holy landscapes, story and 

songscapes, regional landscapes, ecoscapes, and landmarks. Southern Paiute people historically 

used two types of songscapes, one to be sung while traveling on specific physical trails, and the 

other to be sung for a dead person’s spirit as it travels on a spiritual trail to the afterlife. 

Remembering and singing trail songs in the Mohave Desert was crucial to Southern Paiutes’ 

survival because the songs describe the complex trails (Stoffle, Halmo, and Austin 1997, 243). 

These songs also connect the Paiute to their ancestors who traveled and established the trail in 

the past, thus reinforcing identity and belonging. Southern Paiute sang the other type of 

songscape at funerals to assist the spirit of a dead person in traveling to the Grand Canyon, where 

it jumps into the afterlife (Stoffle, Halmo, and Austin, 244). The authors conclude that Southern 

Paiute’s songscapes illustrate that the people perceive places in this world as connected through 

physical trails, and specific places can also connect the physical world to the spiritual realm.

In the twenty-first century, people who do not speak their Indigenous languages continue 

to pass down their own personal experiences through traditional stories in English. Ray (1971, 

28) notes that some Indigenous place names have been forgotten because in the past many
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Indigenous peoples had to learn English and were forbidden to speak their Indigenous languages 

in modern school systems. However, remembering and passing down Indigenous place names 

and narratives about these places, even in English, reinforces the Indigenous language groups' 

cultural pride. Cruikshank's work with Tagish and Tlingit women in the Yukon Territory 

presents an example of how these women commemorate their ancestors who provided wisdom to 

guide them in living within their homeland. These female Elders requested that Cruikshank 

record stories in English as they were told, so that English translations of these stories would 

come from Tagish and Tlingit perspectives and their cultural meanings would not be lost.

These studies of Indigenous place names exemplify that their cultures not only developed 

based on the physical environment as Boas's definition of geography claims. Indigenous peoples 

perceive that their oral traditions, multi-generational experiences of the landscape, and awareness 

of the land's behaviors (e.g., glacier movement) have also contributed to the ecosystem's well

being so that people, animals, plants, and spiritual beings can live and thrive in their homelands. 

Ethnogeography

Ethnogeography includes the approaches I discussed above and further history and 

understanding of the landscape from insider perspectives, including emotions, tone of voice, 

sense of place, and memories that community members have shared from the past and in the 

present. Boas (1887) introduced the term “ethnogeography” to study how landscapes, or people's 

homelands, shaped their cultures. Others define the term somewhat differently. Since the 1920s, 

geographers (e.g., Davidson 1977; Knight 1971; Sauer 1925; Samson 1997) have refined this 

definition to include the study of physical features and the environment. In his geographic study 

of coastal Central America, William Davidson (1977, 283) defined ethnogeography as the study 

of Indigenous or other culture groups that focuses on delimitation of culture regions, description 
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of a group's habitat, the distribution of sub-groupings of the culture group, and how a population 

has lived off its lands. Davidson (1980, 31) acknowledged in his later work of the Garifuna 

people of Pearl Lagoon that oral histories are complementary sources to geographic studies in 

addition to climate and census data, historical maps, and linguistics evidence. Oral histories told 

by Garifuna community residents, such as where their family members migrated from, where 

they resided, and the historical events they observed, demonstrate landscape changes, including 

lagoon erosions and locations of historical settlements from the nineteenth century (Davidson 

1980).

An ethnohistory that includes local histories as witnessed by community residents helps 

outsiders comprehend how the people relate historical events to narratives about places. 

Historian James Carson explains ethnogeography from a historian's perspective:

The two disciplines [ethnohistory and geography] must be brought together if we 
are even going to understand what so many of us take for granted—that Native 
Americans' understanding of land and their relationship to it is vitally important 
to their cultures and histories. (Carson 2002, 770)

Since the 1980s, geographers, historians, and anthropologists have used the term

“ethnogeography” in multidisciplinary studies of Indigenous place names drawing on geography, 

linguistics, archaeology, and cultural anthropology (Andrews and Zoe 1997; Aporta et al. 2014; 

Carson 2002; Cowell, Taylor and Brockie 2016; Holton and Thornton 2019; Jones 1986; 

McCarthy 1986; Meadow 2008; Rivers and Jones 1993). Anthropologists refer to 

ethnogeography as peoples' conceptualization of the land and relationships between the people 

(whose family historically lived there and/or the people live there today) and their land. 

Ethnogeography is the study of people, culture, and their land by exploring culture(s) from 

insider perspectives, drawing on place names, narratives about these places, traditional and 

contemporary land uses, ethnohistory, and ethnoarchaeology.
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Categorization analysis and cultural landscape approaches are essential to 

ethnogeography for researchers to study characteristics of place names and how people 

remember their landscapes within the context of their cultural backgrounds and personal 

experiences. In his study of Ilongot9 social structure, Renato Rosaldo (1980, 20) points out that 

interpretation of another culture requires two perspectives: an emic, or insider perspective, and 

an etic, or an ethnographer’s viewpoint. Conducting ethnography in a community collaborative 

study helps ethnographers gain emic viewpoints, such as how the people distinguish the same 

place across time through different memories.

9 The people, also called Bugkalot, live in Luzon, Philippines.

Ethnogeography also explores how people comprehend meanings of place names, not 

only from their experience and sharing in oral traditions of these places, but also through 

revitalizing cultural practices and maintaining their ancestors’ homeland. Through the Jdaa 

Heritage Resource Inventory Project started in 1990, Dogrib Elders in Canada’s Northwest 

Territory, working with the researchers documenting historical sites, place names, and routes, 

have developed a baseline for future generations to protect their cultural sites. Andrews and Zoe 

(1997, 173) note that Dogrib place names and mapping narratives about these places guide 

people in visualizing the landscape, which is a principle of Dogrib ethnogeography. If a person 

comprehends the meanings of the Indigenous place names (or local names), she could reflect on 

her own experiences with the places to recall how the places looked during her own lifetime or 

what to watch for in the surroundings. By following her family practices and speaking her own 

language, she can establish an intimate relationship with the land that also strengthens her 

cultural identity.
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The Gwich’in Social and Cultural Institute (GSCI) has worked with many Elders and 

researchers to document and map their own place names in their cultural revitalization efforts 

and political activism since 1992. Claudio Aporta et al. (2014, 230) noted that rather than use a 

European mapping convention that emphasizes colonial power and claims to the land, most 

Indigenous groups in Canada used oral traditions to create geographic spatial representations. 

The authors and the GSCI used the cyber-cartographic approach, compiling various data of place 

names, including oral narratives (audio files) and visual information (video and photograph and 

images) of places to create the Gwich’in place names atlas. The atlas serves as a data repository 

and an educational resource for young generations (Aporta et al. 2014, 242). Their approach 

exemplifies ethnogeography because documenting and sharing narrators’ oral stories and visual 

images helps users, especially community residents, affirm their spiritual and physical 

connections to the land.

Thomas Boogaart (2001, 38) and James Duncan (1980, 186) state that conducting 

ethnography, a central component of ethnogeography, is essential for researchers to interpret and 

analyze how another cultural group perceives its landscape through their observations, dialogues, 

and memories. Boogaart (2001, 43) refers to Clifford Geertz’s (1973) notion of “thick 

description” in “doing ethnography” that researchers must conduct to understand a community’s 

cultural background (e.g., ritual, daily practices, belief systems) before they examine the study 

community’s culture directly. Researchers cannot generalize the meanings of places merely 

through literal translations and without knowing any local activities or narratives associated with 

the places. For instance, a Tlingit name, Sit'Eeto Geeyi, contains multiple meanings, including 

the land formation around the Glacier Bay, migration of the Tlingit clan Chookaneidí, and the 

regional history of the Tlingit people. Community narrators can assist researchers in 
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understanding and conveying its meaning to others of outside cultures (Geertz 1973, 318). 

Researchers can comprehend insider perspectives on how the people of a specific community (or 

in a language group) use place names by observing and participating in the activities.

The study of ethnogeography requires ethnographic data to account for the peoples' 

understandings and observations of the land—documenting the narrators' oral traditions, 

including their adaptation to change over time (Andrews and Zoe 1997; Cowell, Taylor and 

Brockie 2016; Jones 1986; McCarthy 1986; Meadow 2008; Rivers and Jones 1993). 

Ethnogeography captures not only historical context but how the people in the present 

understand and use these places, which reinforces their geographic knowledge and lifeways, 

including giving places contemporary names, for instance by commemorating pioneers' arrival, 

the claiming of land, and recent activities.

Linguists (Jones 1986; Cowell, Taylor and Brockie 2016; River and Jones 1993) have 

used an ethnogeographical approach in their studies of Indigenous place names. In her book, 

Koyukon Ethnogeography, Koyukon scholar Eliza Jones (1986) compiled and revised the place 

names originally collected by the Jesuit missionary and scholar Jules Jette (ca. 1910). She then 

collected additional oral information on the place names from Koyukon speakers of Nulato, 

Huslia, and other villages. The list of the Koyukon place names includes descriptions of the 

locations and stories about these places. A set of maps would help readers to identify these place 

names' locations because non-Koyukon speakers and non-residents might find it difficult to 

identify the place names' locations without one.

Archaeologists Betty Rivers and Terry Jones (1993) used data from archaeological 

surveys and the notes of ethnographers who conducted fieldwork in various eras to study Salinan 

(Te'po'ta'ahl) ethnogeography in the coastal region of California. Ethnographers Alden Mason
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and John Peabody Harrington had worked with the same extended Salinan family in the 1910s, 

but they recorded different ethnographic information. Mason provided a linguistic analysis of 

Salinan language, whereas Harrington recorded Salinan vocabularies, oral traditions, social 

systems, and geographic knowledge (Rivers and Jones 1993, 146 & 156). Mason compiled 

narratives from the Salinan speakers' family members who were fluent in English and relied on 

secondary sources for Salinan ethnology. Harrington recorded Salinan place names, along with 

who told him the name, and explained the meaning and location of the places from insider 

perspectives. Since Harrington understood the Salinan language, Rivers and Jones (1993, 164) 

used his place names data and compared it with archaeological and ethnohistorical information. 

Harrington's fieldnotes of Salinan place names indicate that the Salinan-speaking people resided 

in the northern Santa Lucia Range prior to the arrival of missionaries. Missionaries did not 

record these Salinan settlements' place names, but Harrington's narrators remembered many 

place names in the northern Santa Lucia Range. Some of these sites are historical settlements that 

contain cultural artifacts such as a glass trade bead and indications of meat cutting places. After 

the establishment of Mission San Antonio in 1834, the Salinan people moved and re-established 

their settlements near the mission in the southern inland region (Rivers and Jones 1993, 146 & 

167). Salinan place names described by Harrington's narrators and archaeological evidence show 

Salinan ethnogeography, Salinan people's histories, languages, and migrations.

William Meadows (2008) studied the ethnogeography of Kiowa (Ka'igwu) people from 

the Great Plains, who shared territories with other Native groups such as the Iroquois in the pre

reservation period (approximately before 1860) as well as in the present. Meadows' 

ethnogeography examined how the Kiowa people have perceived and remembered places using 

Indigenous and contemporary English names. In his book, Kiowa Ethnogeography, Meadows 
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(2008, 1) introduces the concept of ethnogeography as the geographic, cultural, and historical 

knowledge associated with the people of the region. The Kiowa people have shared religious 

sites such as Devil's Tower and Medicine Bluff with other tribal groups in the same region 

(Meadows 2008, 113-115). Around 1860 to 1890, the government forcibly removed the Kiowa 

people from their homeland in the northwestern plains to a reservation in southwestern 

Oklahoma. In his study, Meadows (2008, 115) discovered that the modern Kiowa people identify 

their homeland as southwestern Oklahoma, even though they recognize that their ancestors 

originated from the north. Meadows (2008) compiled Kiowa place names and analyzed how and 

why Kiowa people continue to use traditional Kiowa place names even though they no longer 

participate in cultural activities at those places. Many of these places are on the highway system, 

and the Kiowa recognize them referring to contemporary road systems. “Indian Road,” for 

example, is the “old Highway 9 between Fort Cobb and Carnegie” (Meadow 2008, 214). Today, 

the Kiowa use their place names in several forms, including literal translations of the Kiowa 

names into English, combining the Kiowa and English words, or, in the case of the Elders, in the 

Kiowa language only (Meadow 2008, 218). Many younger Kiowa who do not speak the 

language recall English translations of Kiowa place names and basic Kiowa geographic terms, 

even though they do not use the names and terms regularly as they speak English (Meadow 

2008, 218). Meadows' work shows that modern Kiowa people have maintained cultural identity 

and their connection to their homelands from the pre-relocation and reservation periods, as well 

as in the present through knowledge and use of Kiowa and modern English names.

Andrew Cowell, Allan Taylor, and Terry Brockie studied place names in Montana, with 

the Gros Ventre people. Cowell, Taylor, and Brockie (2016, 154-155) refer to ethnogeography as 

“the study of the relationship between a community and the land it occupies.” The authors 
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compiled Gros Ventre (A'aninin), or White Clay, place names from two major sources: Taylor's 

own place names data published from the 1960s to the 1990s, and naturalist George Bird 

Grinnell's publication in 1913. They used a total of 149 Gros Ventre place names in northcentral 

Montana to analyze place-naming patterns, including where the Gros Ventre people shared place 

names within neighboring language groups, how their place-naming techniques differ from 

neighboring language groups, and when and how the Gros Ventre and other Plains Indian 

peoples began to adapt English names into their Native names.

Cowell, Taylor, and Brockie (2016, 155) discovered that 36 locations have both a 

Blackfoot (Niitsítapi) and a Gros Ventre name, and 23 of them have the same meanings in the 

two languages. The authors found patterns in place names sharing that correlated to the distance 

from the tribes' core homelands. The Plain Indians tend not to name places that are part of 

another tribe's core homeland (Cowell, Taylor, and Brockie 2016, 157). While compiling Gros 

Ventre, Blackfoot, and other Plain Indians' place names, the authors recognized that tribal 

members may have reinterpreted the original place names through time, a process called folk 

etymology (Cowell, Taylor, and Brockie 2016, 159). The Gros Ventre people's way of life has 

changed from nomadic to settlement-centered, due to colonization and assimilationist policies. 

Long ago they did not have terms such as village, town, and reservation because they did not 

settle permanently. However, the Gros Ventre people eventually began to name their settlements 

using English translations of Gros Ventre names. For instance, the name Electric Butte on the 

Fort Belknap Reservation, derived from the English translation of the Gros Ventre mountain 

name, “lighting mountain,” a place where oral sources report electricity (lightning) hit the rocks 

(Cowell, Taylor, and Brockie 2016, 141-142). By categorizing Gros Ventre place names and 

comparing these names with other Plains Indian place names in the region, Cowell, Taylor, and 
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Brockie demonstrate the Gros Ventre's relationships with their homeland and cultural changes 

through time. Furthermore, their data has been useful to community schools. Brockie notes that 

students who learned histories of Gros Ventre place names became interested in visiting these 

places, because the students now held stronger interest in their homeland (Cowell, Taylor, and 

Brockie 2016, 167) and sought to establish relationships with it. Thus, Gros Ventre place names 

and histories have enhanced understanding of Gros Ventre cultural identity.

Ethnogeography can use categorization analysis to discern patterns in place naming, 

meanings of place names, and the names' evolution. A cultural landscape approach to analyzing 

place names focuses specific cultural (language) group's understanding of the landscape. An 

ethnogeographical approach to place names research encompasses far more than the relationship 

between the place names themselves and the landscape; it considers ethnohistories associated 

with the landscape (physical and mental) from insider perspectives, their evolution through time, 

and personal and shared memories of the places that continue to grow community residents' 

competency in living off the land.

Previous Documentation of Iliamna Lake Place Names

The first documented Iliamna Lake region place names appear in Russian explorers' 

records. When the Lebedev-Lastochkin Company of Russia established a trading post on the 

lower Iliamna River (Old Iliamna) in 1796, personnel recorded a single name Ilyamna that 

referred to a Dena'ina settlement on the Iliamna River (Solovjova and Vovnyanko 1999, 196

197). After his expedition from 1802 to 1807, Russian explorer G.I. Davydov (1977, 200) 

reported that the Russians knew very little about the people living further north of Bristol Bay 

and in the interior beyond Iliamna Lake. In 1818, the Russian American Company explorer Petr 

Korsakovskiy traveled from Bristol Bay to Iliamna Lake through the Kvichak River searching 
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for future trading partners (VanStone 1988, 9). Korsakovskiy’s ethnographic accounts from his 

trip describe the Dena’ina and Yupiit living in the area, but his journal lacks maps showing his 

travel routes or place names on these routes (VanStone 1988, 11). During their expeditions, 

Russian explorers recorded the place known today as “Iliamna Lake” with names including 

Russian names for “Lake Shelikov” about 1785, Ozero Ilima (“big lake”) in 1827, and another 

name Oz[ero] Bol[shoy] Ilyamna (“big Ilyamna lake”) about 1852 (Izmailov and Bocharov 

1875-1976, Kruzenshtern 1827; Orth 1967, 449).10

10 See Chapter 4.

The Russian government assigned explorer Captain Feodor Petrovich Lutke to cruise and 

record geographic information around the coast of Alaska, its rivers, and other land features in 

the 1820s. Captain Lutke reported Indigenous place names in the coastal area, including Yup’ik 

place names, Kvitchak (present-day Kvichak River), Naknek (present-day Naknek Lake and 

River), Ougatchik (present Ugashik River), Katmaiskoi golfe (present-day Katmai Bay) and 

Alutiiq and Unangan names on the Alaska Peninsula and the Aleutian Islands in 1836 (Orth 

1967; Lutke 1836, cited in Orth 1967). The Russian government also assigned Captain Lutke to 

name, in Russian, major land features and streams on the northern part of the Alaska Peninsula. 

During an expedition in the 1830s, Ferdinand Petrovich von Wrangell recorded place names of 

the Kina-yut, who resided around Ilyamna (Iliamna) and Kyzzhakh (Lake Clark), in their 

Athabascan language (Wrangell and VanStone 1970, 9). Wrangell also recorded some Yup’ik 

place names of the Yup’ik settlements and rivers on the southwest coast (Wrangell and VanStone 

1970, 15); however, he did not record Yup’ik settlement names in the Iliamna Lake area. 

Zagoskin (1967), who traveled extensively up several rivers in western Alaska from 1842 - 

1845, recorded the name of the lake as Ilyamna on his map (published after 1844) although he 
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incorrectly identified the location. He did not travel to Iliamna Lake during his expedition, but 

the name Ilyamna was already common knowledge for some Russians.

While the Russian government's explorers recorded ethnographic accounts and place 

names in Russian America mostly on the coast, Russian Orthodox priests traveled further inland 

following portages and streams, preaching to and baptizing Indigenous peoples. Orthodox cleric 

Vasilli Shishkin's travel journal of 1887 signifies that he traveled from Nushagak to Iliamna, 

Kichik, Kvichagak, Kaguian, Kashkinak, and Kakhunak (Znamenski 2003, 281-282). Shishkin 

also recorded in his journal in 1888 seeing the rapids on the Nukilian River. In 1895, the Russian 

priest Vladimir Modestov also visited Nushagak, Kichek, and Iliamna and recorded demographic 

data but did not record place names (Znamenski 2003, 285).

Russian historian Ivan Petroff (1880, 17) recorded two Athabascan villages on Iliamna 

Lake, Chikak and Ilyamna, and two Yup'ik villages, Koggiung and Kaskinakh, on the Kvichak 

River in the 1880 U.S. Census. In the Geography and Geology of Alaska, Alfred Brooks, 

Cleveland Abbe and Richard Goode (1906, 60) describe the larger rivers and lakes in the Bristol 

Bay region and the river Nogheling that connects Iliamna Lake and Lake Clark. This information 

includes some Indigenous place names, although the goals of the study did not include analysis 

of place names or Alaska Native languages. Government surveyors and missionaries recorded 

Indigenous peoples' settlement names as they heard them and transliterated them into Russian or 

English, which resulted in spelling variations, for instance changing the Russian spelling 

ИльЯMHa [“Ilyamna”] into “Iliamna” in English.

The U.S. Board on Geographic Names was ordered in 1890 to determine correct place 

names within the United States and to correct the official record (Baker 1906, 5-6). Marcus 

Baker (1906, 10), editor of the Geographic Dictionary of Alaska, points out that Native names 
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are “last in order but first in importance,” because they have occupied Alaska “for an indefinite 

period before the advent of the whites” and had named many features they deemed significant. 

Baker (1906, 10) recognized that explorers and geographers had difficulties in recording 

Indigenous place names because transliterations from Cyrillic were inconsistent, further 

obscuring the original Indigenous place names. These situations not only resulted in disparate 

spellings, but excluded literal meanings of Indigenous place names (Baker 1906, 11). Baker used 

maps and journals published from 1741 to 1905 and listed place names in alphabetical order in 

the first published Alaska place names dictionary in 1902.

Donald Orth (1967) later compiled place names in these previously published accounts to 

create a gazetteer of official U.S. place names. Orth noted the Native origin(s) of official names 

and anecdotes about them, but he did not include names that were not officially recognized. For 

the Iliamna Lake area, Orth (1967) compiled place names using Russian explorers' accounts and 

those of American surveyors, including Schanz's 1890 U.S. Census,11 the Alaska Road 

Commission's maps in the 1920s, and the records of government surveyors Detterman and Reed 

in 1956. Some surveyors recorded Indigenous place names but neglected to note whether they 

were Dena'ina or Yup'ik. Orth's dictionary includes many place names and some origin stories 

of these names in the Iliamna Lake area. However, users must know these names to find them in 

the dictionary because they are listed alphabetically, not in geographic order or by Indigenous 

language groups.

11 See Chapter 4 for further information.
12 See Chapter 4 for further information.

The government began to record Indigenous place names and oral histories of the land 

after the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) became law in 1971.12 Section 14(h)(1) 

of ANCSA afforded Alaska Native Regional Corporations created by the Act an opportunity to 
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obtain title to Native historical places and cemetery sites across the state (Pratt 2009, 4-5). The 

Bureau of Indian Affairs was assigned responsibility for implementing this section of ANCSA 

and has been investigating and documenting such sites since the mid-1970s. Oral history 

research with Alaska Natives has been an important component of that work. The Bureau of 

Indian Affairs ANCSA researchers have been conducting and recording oral history interviews 

and have documented historical sites in the Bristol Bay region since in the mid-1970s. Alaska 

Native Language Center researcher Irene Reed recorded place names in the Bristol Bay region in 

the 1970s and ‘80s. BIA anthropologist Robert Drozda added Reed's data (unpublished in 1999) 

to ANCSA oral interview recordings to compile Bristol Bay Yup'ik place names. Drozda's list of 

names includes at least three Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names: Nanvarpak (Iliamna Lake), 

Igyaraq (Igiugig), and Elivelleq (Levelock). Elder Nick Abalama, who lived at Egegik village on 

the Alaska Peninsula, reported these names (Abalama 1990). Some generic names that Abalama 

reported resemble names from the Iliamna Lake area, such as Cingigpak (“big point”), 

Cuukvalek (“place with pike”), and Nanvarra(a)raak or (“two small lakes”). Irene Reed (1999) 

originally recorded Yup'ik place names with the regional Native association, the Bristol Bay 

Native Association (BBNA), independent of the ANCSA Section 14(h)(1) program, and these 

place names were not included in the BIA ANCSA inventory. BIA researchers retrieved Reed's 

written notes; however, many of the BBNA audio tapes apparently have been lost or misplaced 

(Matt O'Leary, pers. comm., Jan 30, 2019).

Scholars and Dena'ina knowledge holders began in the 1980s to record Iliamna Lake 

place names focusing on Dena'ina language, ethnography, and histories. James Kari (1989), 

Peter Kalifornsky, James Kari, and Alan Boraas (1991), James Kari, James Fall, and Shem Pete 

(2016), and Karen Evanoff (2010) have documented numerous Dene place names in the Cook 
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Inlet and Lake Clark-Iliamna Lake area. Kari has worked with more than 60 Dena’ina speakers 

and 50 Ahtna speakers to record place names in the Upper Cook Inlet and Inland Lake Clark 

regions since the late 1970s. In the book, Dena'ina Ełnena a Cerebration: Voice of the Dena'ina, 

Kari and National Park Service Dena’ina cultural anthropologist Evanoff (2010) compiled over 

200 Dena’ina place names in the northeast side of the Iliamna Lake area that show the area is a 

part of Dena’ina territory. The book did not focus on their neighboring cultural group, Iliamna 

Lake Yupiit, nor did it acknowledge Yup’ik ancestors. The authors aimed to celebrate the 

Dena’ina people, culture, and way of life (Evanoff 2010, xi).

The language revitalization movement and cultural resource management efforts have 

recently increased ethnogeography’s importance in regaining access to and protecting Indigenous 

lands (Meadows 2007, 11-12). Such Indigenous movements have been active in the Iliamna 

Lake area. The Igiugig Village Council (2012) first published a map of Iliamna Lake Yup’ik 

place names in the region. Prior to their place names project, Igiugig resident AlexAnna Salmon 

(2008) wrote her senior thesis at Dartmouth College on the ethnohistory of Igiugig. Salmon 

became president of the Igiugig Village Council after returning to the village, and she began 

documenting Yup’ik place names in the Igiugig area. She traveled with her grandmother Mary 

Olympic and other Elders around Igiugig, the Kvichak and Alagnak rivers, and Kukaklek Lake 

to compile place names, especially where her grandmother had regularly traveled in the past. 

They compiled over eighty Yup’ik place names (Igiugig Village Council 2012).

Mary Olympic was born into a reindeer herder family at the Kukaklek Station in the 

southwest Iliamna Lake region in the 1930s. Since her family was based at Kukaklek Lake, 

Olympic remembered many place names around Kukaklek Lake and its tributaries (Igiugig 

Village Council 2012, 10). Salmon (2014, 46) notes that “reindeer herding families maintained 
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traditional hunting, fishing, and gathering ties to landscape while generating income at [the] 

time.” While she was recording her grandmother's life history, she learned many place names 

that relate to seasonal herding routes. In 1960, Olympic's father, Alexi Gregory Olympic, 

claimed the land adjacent to Kukaklek Lake as his Native allotment13 (Salmon 2014, 50). In the 

1970s, after legal battles, Olympic inherited her father's Native allotment. Since the Kukaklek 

Lake was her homeland, Olympic referred to the entire lake as nunaka, ‘my homeland' (Salmon 

2014, 50). Olympic's story about family reindeer herding and inheriting her father's Native 

allotment represent ethnogeography: place names reflect cultural identity and multi-generational 

geographic knowledge.

13 The 1906 Alaska Native Allotment Act provided a maximam of 160 acres of nonmineral land to Alaska Natives, 
to protect and obtain legal title to their selected lands they used and occupied (Case and Voluck 2012, 113).

In the twenty-first century, place names data is readily available on the Internet, allowing 

easy access for learning and researching about these places. Some of these websites are password 

protected to restrict access, but others are open to the public. As of 2021, two online place name 

databases include the Iliamna Lake region.

James Kari and archaeologist Gerad Smith (2017) have developed “The Web Atlas of 

Alaskan Dene Place Names,” an online place names database. Smith compiled the GPS locations 

that Kari recorded into a database including the Dena'ina names for Kokhanok, Big Mountain, 

and Igiugig in the Iliamna Lake region. Kari recorded these Dena'ina place names from the 

Dena'ina speakers who live(d) in the Lake Clark area. This online database shows that the 

Dena'ina named places or shared these places in the Dena'ina-Yup'ik boundaries. The database 

serves to collect, preserve, and display Dene place names as an interactive map for researchers.

Kari (2019) has continued to update the Dena'ina place names in subsequent volumes of 

the Dena'ina Place Names Lists, Vers. 1.3. He organizes the list by regions, using a numbering 
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system associated with regions, as well as by streams, and by English translations of the 

Dena'ina place names. However, his classifications obscure the precise locations and do not 

convey to readers the local practices at these places. The Dena'ina people are the sources of 

these data, but the authors maintain control of the information by providing access to other 

scholars only by invitation. This setting prevents the general public, including Iliamna Lake 

residents, easy access to this database.

In contrast, Bristol Bay Native Corporation's (BBNC's) website, “Bristol Bay Online!

Native Place Names Project,” provides any users access to their Native place names on the 

Internet (Bristol Bay Native Corporation 2019). This online map displays about 50 Native place 

names (mostly Dena'ina and some Yup'ik) in the Iliamna Lake area as of 2019. Clicking on a 

place marker reveals the English, Dena'ina, and Yup'ik name (if recorded), which indicates a 

relationship between language speakers and the place. The data derive from a small number of 

publications, including Orth's dictionary (1967) and the work conducted by James Kari, Priscilla 

Russell Kari, and Andrew Balluta in 1983, but no Yup'ik language sources or Iliamna Lake area 

ethnohistory. The database of the Iliamna Lake region would benefit from oral accounts told by 

Iliamna Lake Yupiit to compile Yup'ik place names and stories about these places.

Conclusion

The documentation of Indigenous place names originated from the colonization process: 

Russians and Euro-Americans recorded these names to develop trading partnerships with the 

Native people and to exploit the region's resources. Boas (1887) noted how Inuit geographic 

knowledge is intertwined with oral traditions, language, and place names. Following Boas's 

direction and using categorization analysis, Waterman (1922) studied Native and Western place

naming patterns in Puget Sound. His study showed that some Native place-naming techniques 
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differ from those of Euro-Americans, such as naming many places on a mountain but having no 

name for the mountain itself, whereas Euro-Americans tend to name larger land features. He 

struggled to classify the Puget Sound place names because some names contain multiple 

meanings. As Collignon (2006) and Fair (1997) note, classification analysis requires community 

residents’ insights to develop flexible categorizations, for instance, using broader categories and 

including stories about the places.

Place name scholars call these Indigenous place names and place-naming techniques 

verbal or vernacular knowledge. Indigenous peoples become aware of sense of place in part by 

passing down place names with the cultural ethics related to these places and by living according 

to these ethics. Telling and retelling stories affirms those people’s confidence and competence in 

their vernacular knowledge that allows them to thrive on their homeland. Their cultural 

landscapes exemplify their traditional ways of life, ecology, and culturally based interactions 

with the land.

Scholars have begun to use an ethnogeographical approach in the study of place names 

through multiple disciplines including ethnography, ethnohistory, ethnoarchaeology, and 

linguistics. Meadows’ study of Kiowa ethnogeography shows that the Kiowa people have 

maintained their cultural identity and local histories in part by using Kiowa place names and 

often modifying those Kiowa names in English. Cowell, Taylor, and Brockie’s (2016) 

comparative study of Blackfoot and Gros Ventre names in their traditional cultural boundaries 

shows that multiple language groups have shared their place names and modified these names at 

cultural boundaries. Using an ethnogeographic approach, researchers have examined the 

evolution of place names through generations, including cross-cultural place names in the 

cultural boundaries. The meanings of Indigenous and contemporary English place names and 
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stories about these places act as mnemonic pegs for community residents for navigation and 

telling family stories. Sharing personal experiences and relating anecdotes and oral traditions 

with community members reinforces the people’s relationships with their homeland and 

ancestors, reminding the people today to care for the land for future generations.

In the Iliamna Lake region, the Igiugig Village Council’s project (2012) was the first by 

an organization to record Yup’ik place names and oral narratives about these places with 

community Yup’ik Elders. The project focused on the western part of Iliamna Lake, and its 

vicinity, including the Kvichak and Alagnak rivers and Kukaklek Lake; however, it lacks 

information on the north and southeast areas of the Iliamna Lake region. Using an 

ethnogeographic approach, analyzing place names and stories of those places from community 

perspectives affirms the residents’ broad geographic and multigenerational knowledge, as well as 

their confidence in their ability to live off the land ethically. By knowing, using, and 

commemorating Iliamna Lake Yup’ik place names and histories of these places, Iliamna Lake 

Yupiit build and maintain their cultural identity and relationships with their homeland.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGIES
Introduction

In my dissertation research, I used an oral history and community-based participatory 

approach for data collection, and grounded theory and mindful inquiry for data analysis. This 

chapter will elaborate on how I used these methodologies to collect and analyze Yup'ik place 

names. This dissertation analyzes information gathered from projects with various community 

knowledge bearers to understand the local history and other knowledge embedded within the 

place names and related stories in the Iliamna Lake region. The projects are significant because 

they reveal local knowledge, history, and lifeways of the region that is embedded in Yup'ik place 

names, information that can be best understood by seeking Iliamna Lake Yup'ik interpretations 

of the multi-layered meanings of the place names and the narratives associated with them. As 

noted in the introduction, my research questions are the following:

1) How is the place named?

2) How are place names used for survival in hunting and gathering, traveling, and 

migrating?

3) How did and how do the Yupiit still communicate with the landscape?

4) How did the Yupiit interact with the neighboring group of Dena'ina who 

shared their cultural boundaries?

5) What is the significance of these place names to the Iliamna Lake people in the 

past and present?

My interest in the origins of Yup'ik place names led me to ask how the places were named, and 

when and how narrators learned about these places. Iliamna Lake people have developed their 

understandings of places and place names both from their own experiences and through listening 

to stories about these places. My interest in the people's relationship with their landscape and 
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ecological system led me to ask narrators how they interact and communicate with the landscape, 

such as practicing reciprocal relationships between humans, non-humans, and the land. During 

my 2013 fieldwork, I learned from Newhalen Elders that when they harvest fish and animals, 

they thank these animals for giving themselves to people (Kugo 2014). To show respect, the 

people discard the bones of fish and animals in specific places in the water and in the ground. I 

wondered whether the people have similar gift-giving practices with specific places to maintain a 

healthy landscape.

Because the practice of borrowing Indigenous place names from one language group to 

another is common at some cultural boundaries (Afable and Beeler 1996; Cowell, Taylor, and 

Brockie 2016; Stewart 1975), I became interested in discovering shared Dena'ina-Yup'ik place 

names in the Iliamna Lake area. I asked Yup'ik Elders whether the Yupiit borrowed Dena'ina 

names, or if they remember the Dena'ina borrowing Yup'ik names where the two share travel 

routes and hunting grounds. Their oral information refers to Dena'ina-Yup'ik cultural boundaries 

from Yup'ik perspectives. Also, to explore the significance of the place names through time, I 

asked narrators to tell stories about their knowledge of Yup'ik place names from their lifetimes, 

along with the oral history they knew. People have given places multiple names in Yugcetun14 

and/or English at different time periods, indicating a variety of uses of the places.

14 Central Yup'ik language.

To comprehend Iliamna Lake Yup'ik and contemporary English place names from 

insider perspectives, I used oral history methods including a qualitative interviewing style and 

produces “data” from the interviews (Oral History Association 2019). Using a community-based 

participatory approach, I engaged with community members participating in the fieldwork and 

collecting place names and stories about the places. In the study of place-naming patterns, I 
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relied on grounded theory to develop a categorization (coding) system based on community 

members' experiences with places. Grounded theory is an inductive approach widely used in 

qualitative data analysis (Bowen 2006; Corbin and Strauss 1990; Glaser and Strauss 1967; 

Lempert 2007). By collecting and analyzing data (e.g., ethnography, literature, and personal 

journals), a researcher develops a categorization system grounded in her data, rather than testing 

a preconceived theory on the data she collects. Because I wanted to explore how an outsider 

(myself) comprehends and experiences meanings of Iliamna Lake place names, I used grounded 

theory while applying principles of mindful inquiry. I analyzed Iliamna Lake Elders' narratives 

about the names of culturally and physically significant places, and then compared their stories 

to my own Japanese way of relating to places; that is, my Japanese perspectives on landscape 

and places. Mindful inquiry (MI) is a holistic approach that allows a researcher to inquire into 

another culture through participant observations and understanding of another culture through 

insider and outsider (emic and etic) perspectives (Bentz and Shapiro 1998; Nagata 2002). This 

chapter introduces my research goals and design, data collection methods, approach to analysis, 

ethics, and research techniques.

Research Goals and Designs

While conducting the literature review of the Iliamna Lake area in the summer of 2016, I 

began a community-based oral history project and proposed it to the village councils of Pedro 

Bay, Iliamna, Newhalen, Kokhanok, and Igiugig. The Pedro Bay Village Council responded that 

there were no Yup'ik speakers living in Pedro Bay. The other four village councils responded 

positively. Initially I did not approach the Levelock Village Council about the project because 

Levelock lies on the Kvichak River, far from Iliamna Lake. After learning from some Iliamna 

Lake Elders that people have traveled to and from Levelock along the Kvichak River for many 
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generations, my interest in that community grew. In December 2016, the Levelock Village 

Council asked to participate in the Iliamna Lake place names project. Pedro Bay, despite some 

residents' interest in the Iliamna Lake Place Names project, has not yet participated.15

15 See Appendix B for letters of support from the communities.

In 2016, 2017, 2018, and 2019, I conducted a total of eight field trips in summer, spring, 

and winter, to the five Iliamna Lake communities. I tended to stay longer periods in the 

communities during fishing and berry picking seasons, about one to two months in summer, and 

I visited community events and participated in snowmobile field trips in spring. The durations of 

my spring field trips were about one to two weeks. During several of my field trips, community 

participants requested that I also record contemporary English place names that residents chose 

recently based on their experiences. Some of these recent names reflect changes in lifeways and 

the landscape. As I included residents' insights, my dissertation research became a community

based participatory project. I designed my research to include literature reviews, participant 

observation, oral history interviews, and consulting with community village/tribal council 

administrators and presidents via telephone calls, emails, and social media. Visiting the 

communities several times to share the progress of the project greatly enhanced the viability and 

reliability of my findings and analysis. In addition to writing my Ph.D. dissertation, in January 

2019, Kokhanok artist Marlene Nielsen, the Iliamna Lake Place Names Committee, and I 

published a community-perspective map Place Names of Iliamna Lake, Nanvarpak, Nila Vena 

(See the map in Chapter 7). In December 2019, the Iliamna Lake Place Names Committee and I 

published the map, Place Names of Nanvarpak, Nila Vena, Iliamna Lake (2019) with over 150 

Yup'ik place names. This project also created an off-line place names database in external hard 

drives for community residents, researchers, and schoolteachers for place-based educational 
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purposes. Iliamna Lake communities’ tribal council offices maintain this data. I hope Iliamna 

Lake residents will continue to record, study, and use place names to enhance their 

understanding of their history and strengthen their cultural ties, especially as the people continue 

naming places based on their lived experiences.

Methods of Data Collection

I used oral history methods developed in the twentieth century when many oral 

historians, anthropologists, and other social scientists began to record oral interviews to preserve 

the past and perpetuate Indigenous people’s deep connection to their home lands (Cruikshank 

2005; Evanoff 2010; Turner 2005). I proposed to the Iliamna Lake communities a community

based participatory approach oral history methodology to engage with community participants 

and gain insider perspectives. I have followed the Oral History Association’s (OHA) Principles 

and Best Practices guidance in my preparation, fieldwork, and transcribing process in the Iliamna 

Lake Place Names project. I discuss my oral history project further in the Ethics section.

Oral History

In its digital article, “Principles and Best Practices” (the 2018 version) the Oral History 

Association (OHA) identifies four elements of oral history: preparation, interviewing, 

preserving, and access (Oral History Association 2019). This revised methodology version urges 

oral historians to establish rapport with narrators. Engaging with communities helps outside 

researchers to gain insider perspectives and enhances the community’s well-being, by 

encouraging the study community to identify and pursue their goals for projects. For instance, 

the community might express interest in preserving local knowledge and passing such 

knowledge to local students and others. Elderly narrators’ stories not only satisfy the researcher’s 
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goals; they can enrich a community's knowledge of its history and way of life and enhance the 

narrators' self-esteem.

Oral history methodology includes the recording of an oral interview and participant 

observation, along with analysis of how the narrators remember and tell stories from the past. 

Oral historian Valerie Yow (2005, 110) suggests rephrasing questions to an open-ended style to 

allow narrators more flexibility and to avoid conflict. She advises interviewers to focus on 

keeping notes and not to challenge what the narrators say. Using community assistants enhances 

researchers' understanding of community's viewpoints (Abrams 2016, 2). I found community 

assistants to be valuable in my own fieldwork, as they put the Elders at ease and asked them 

relevant questions.

During and after conducting interviews, the OHA recommends that oral historians 

consult with their narrators regarding the information they compiled, and to make their audio

video files, transcripts, and photos associated with the project available for public use. The OHA 

suggests that researchers store the data at archival institutions and make digital copies and store 

them in different physical locations. Archiving the oral history digital copies in a community 

tribal office would ease community access to their documents and allow their use for class 

activities and community events. I copied digital audio and video interviews and the Iliamna 

Lake Yup'ik place names database in an external hard drive for each of the five Iliamna Lake 

communities to archive, use, and share. Each village and tribal council office will hold the digital 

documents, along with my Ph.D. dissertation.

Before the Oral History Association was established in 1966, some historians and other 

researchers viewed oral sources as weak because sometimes memories could not be supported 

with written evidence. Historian Alessandro Portelli (1991, 26) argues, however, that “memory 
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[is] history” because memory is derived from people witnessing details of historical events and 

their firsthand experiences. Basso’s (1996) fieldwork experience with the Western Apache 

people demonstrates that they typically have passed down their ancestors’ history when doing 

chores and following their traditional routes. Western Apaches’ living history is thus embedded 

in individuals’ practices and memories.

Historian Lynn Abrams (2016, 2) notes oral history has two parts: “the process of 

conducting and recording interviews with people in order to elicit information from them about 

the past” and “the product of that interview, the narrative account of past events.” When 

conducting an interview, interviewers attempt to record both the narrators’ information based on 

their memories, and how the narrators tell their stories during an interview session. The 

dialogues capture interactions between teller and listeners (Cruikshank 1996, 98). Written or oral 

accounts can be incorrectly recorded or mistakenly remembered, or even (as in the case of 

written history, often) manipulated for political or other sociocultural concerns. When narrators 

tell stories, they unconsciously and consciously perform for their listeners, using facial 

expressions and pauses, selecting their words, and consciously or unconsciously choosing a tone 

of voice. Their performance comprises an element of the oral narrative. Outside researchers 

recording such performances help their listeners and readers comprehend how community Elders 

recall their memories as they tell their stories. Including video and audio clips and details of the 

interview setting in the interview product expands the audience’s comprehension of the 

narrators’ facial expressions and tone of voice, which written accounts often omit. Iliamna Lake 

Elders often showed their sadness, sorrow, happiness, concerns, reactions, and other emotions 

when telling stories about places. When community members listened to their Elders’ stories, 

they sometimes related their own experiences to the Elders’ stories, illustrating how these 
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experiences have strengthened their sense of community and cultural identity. I found oral 

history a practical ethnographic methodology to capture and analyze narrators' tone of voice and 

emotions, providing complementary data to written history and geography. This methodology 

offers the added benefit of permitting community members to listen to Elders' voices after my 

research is completed.

Sociologist Patricia Leavy (2011, 3) points out that the oral history method of qualitative 

interviewing allows speakers free range as they go deep and strive to recall how and why. Leavy 

(2011, 21-5) states that oral history requires people's subjective experiences and perspectives on 

the research to fill in the historical record, to understand people's subjective experiences in the 

past and current times, and to elicit local and cultural knowledge and practices. In my fieldwork, 

by asking narrators what they remembered about landmarks and the passing down of cultural 

ethics, I elicited information concerning how Iliamna Lake Yupiit learn about place names and 

how they use these places.

Community-based Participatory Approach

Since the 1980s, anthropologists, historians, and Indigenous communities have 

documented Indigenous place names and the meanings of these places for preservation and for 

revitalization of Indigenous languages and cultural heritage. The Gwich'in Social and Cultural 

Institute (n.d.), Basso (1996), Cruikshank (1990a, 1990b), Fienup-Riordan and Rearden (2012), 

and Rosaldo (1980) have worked with Native speakers in their study regions for several decades, 

establishing rapport with the people and communities in which they worked. Some of the 

purposes of their fieldwork differed initially, such as the study of Western Apache symbolism in 

Cibecue by Basso, and the Central Yup'ik social system on Nelson Island by Fienup-Riordan. 

While all the above noted researchers recorded oral narratives and observed and participated in 
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Indigenous peoples' ways of knowing about landscape, they recognized that Indigenous place 

names are inseparable from oral traditions, life histories, and the wisdom of ancestors. These 

researchers therefore visited numerous times or lived in their study regions for a year to establish 

rapport with their narrators, learning what their narrators wanted to pass down about their place 

names to future generations.

Cruikshank (1990) and Rearden and Fienup-Riordan (2014) noted that while some Elders 

told stories in their Indigenous languages, other Elders translated their Indigenous expressions on 

their own into English so their grandchildren could easily understand. Rearden and Fienup- 

Riordan (2014, xxv) acknowledge that the stories told by the Yukon-Kuskokwim Elders are 

“gifts” of access to be understood and treated with respect within conditions of group ownership. 

Elders tell the stories because they want to share their knowledge to younger generations to 

guide them in living in their homelands. In other words, their oral narratives are community 

testimony (Portelli 1981, 103). In the community-based participatory approach, researchers 

acknowledge what their narrators and community Elders wish to tell, and why and how the 

narrators tell the stories. An oral history methodology enhances place name projects by recording 

narrators' voices during interviews, which preserves and explains the past from their 

perspectives. If the Elders speak the names in their language, the audience can hear the correct 

pronunciation of it. For the younger generation, which typically is not as orally literate in the 

language, the Elder's voice pronouncing the term represents a living educational tool that will 

serve future generations, as well.

Working with Indigenous communities for many decades, outside researchers have 

realized that people in many communities tend not to ask or answer questions, but rather teach 

by doing and learn by watching and participating (Brayboy and Deyhle 2000, 167). Using
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Indigenous methodology with a community-based participatory project, researchers recognize 

how and when community residents learn and share their personal experiences and perceptions 

about places in various situations. The community-based participatory methodology lends itself 

well to place name research because engaging community members in the project can enhance 

the depth and breadth of the knowledge discovered, especially when researchers participate in 

regular activities and learn by watching and doing, in the traditional way, and because the 

method increases the likelihood that the research furthers community interests and benefits the 

community (Cochran et al. 2008; Norton and Manson 1996). By participating in the project 

design and data analysis, community members can ensure that the research reflects community 

needs, increasing the likelihood that communities will allow the project to proceed.

Methods of Analysis

I used two qualitative research methods, grounded theory and mindful inquiry, to analyze 

Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names. Using these two methods helped me to develop categorization 

analysis in multiple ways: grounded theory revealed the use of Yup'ik place names in dialogue 

and enhanced my understanding of the landscape from insider perspectives; mindful inquiry shed 

light on how my Japanese perspective influences the way I interpret and classify place names. I 

revisited community narrators after I conducted my analysis to review with them the information 

they provided, to ensure accuracy of place name information, including my interpretations.

Grounded Theory

Grounded theory is an inductive approach to qualitative research in anthropology, 

sociology, and many other fields (Bowen 2006, 2). Sociologists Barney Glaser and Anselm 

Strauss (1967) devised grounded theory in the 1960s, and other sociologists (Bowen 2006; 

Lempert 2007; Corbin and Strauss 1990; Tie, Birks, and Francis 2019) further developed the 
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theory over time. In contrast to deductive, or hypotheses-driven methods used in much natural 

science research, social science researchers engage in ethnography studies to collect and analyze 

data to ground the theories they develop in their qualitatively generated data, including 

ethnographic accounts, personal journals, and newspaper articles (Bowen 2006; Starks and 

Trinidad. 2007; Tie, Birks, and Francis 2019).

Sociologists Juliet Corbin and Anselm Strauss (1990, 419-422) developed a method of 

grounded theory that provides for maintaining consistency in data collection, developing coding 

patterns from researchers' observation in data, and analyzing the data within broader structural 

conditions. In doing ethnography, a researcher observes people's actions, interprets meanings of 

these actions, and in part gains insider perspectives by participating in these activities. Grounded 

theory thus tends to be based in social research in community-based and participatory ways, 

wherein gaining insider perspectives requires trust-building and a genuine interest in personal 

perspectives and worldviews. Taking field notes and follow-up notes, the researcher can draft a 

coding system during the fieldwork and revise the codes by revisiting her narrators and 

participating in activities multiple times. Thus, the codes and categorization change as the 

researcher's knowledge evolves, until a schema emerges that satisfies the researcher's notions of 

rigor and the community members' notions of correctness-of-perspective. Establishing rapport 

with research participants is crucial for the researcher's comprehension, to analyze meanings of 

dialogues, actions, and cultural traditions, and to develop a classification system that sheds 

further light on the place names' significance.

Corbin and Strauss (1990, 421) point out that grounded theory aims to build a theoretical 

framework by specifying circumstances that give rise to the research participants' perceptions 

and does not aim to generalize findings within the broader population. Researchers often use a 
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community-based participatory approach alongside grounded theory because study communities 

can offer opportunities for collaborative analysis. Before coding Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place 

names, I revisited community narrators to review the information they provided, to ensure 

accuracy and consistency of place name information. I developed my categorization system by 

coding and recoding meanings of the place names as I reviewed the transcripts and revisited 

narrators. For example, a place called Igceńaq, which literally means “waterfall,” originates from 

the land feature. But when I revisited some Newhalen Elders, they told me about an accident 

when a person fell in the Igceńaq when he fished using a spear. The people used to live near 

Igceńaq on the Newhalen River. For those who associate Igceńaq with this tragedy, the name 

Igceńaq also relates to a historical event and a daily activity. Using grounded theory, I reflected 

on these Iliamna Lake residents' experiences as I categorized the place name. Themes within my 

coding and classification system thus became grounded in my ethnographic data.

Mindful Inquiry

Mindful inquiry (MI) in social research is a qualitative research approach within critical 

social theory established by Valerie Bentz and Jeremy Shapiro (1998). A “learner-centered 

approach,” MI situates a researcher's self in the center of her research. The researcher learns 

about herself as she takes different stances in analyzing her data and considers how her own 

background and experience inform her interpretation of the data (Bentz and Shapiro 1998, 94; 

Nagata 2002, 23). I chose to use MI because the study of ethnogeography requires me to 

comprehend how the Iliamna Lake people physically and emotionally remember and use the land 

from their perspectives. MI helped me to recognize when and how my own Japanese background 

influenced my interpretation of what my narrators said and how it limited my ability to 

understand what they actually meant. I also explored cultural diversity to illuminate the 
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researcher (me) as a bridge between people of different cultures. I felt that my Japanese culture 

and heritage helped me to understand certain beliefs Yup'ik Elders expressed. However, as 

Bentz and Shapiro (1988, 3) suggest, as a researcher I should avoid generalizing the perspectives 

of the people. I should be cautious not to assume that similarity equals understanding between 

Iliamna Lake Yup'ik and Japanese cultures.

The holistic MI approach incorporates an Eastern philosophy, Buddhism, alongside three 

Western knowledge traditions: phenomenology, hermeneutics, and critical social theory. 

Phenomenology in MI refers to the description and analysis of consciousness and experience. I 

apply phenomenology when I describe meanings of places based on my ethnographic fieldwork. 

I use phenomenology within MI to explore my background, awareness, and experiences 

throughout my dissertation project. I use a first-person writing style to analyze Iliamna Lake 

Yup'ik place names, to remind myself and my readers that this is my interpretation, even though 

I have endeavored to give an accurate perspective of the narrators. I often recognized that I 

misunderstood the meanings of Yup'ik place names, basing them on my Japanese background. 

Whenever I discovered that I had misinterpreted meanings, I worked with the narrators to be sure 

that I fully understood their meanings. Sometimes this involved multiple visits to ensure 

accuracy.

Through the process of writing, analyzing, rewriting, and refining my dissertation, 

mindfulness allowed me to recognize the knowledge, histories, and skills embedded in place 

names and stories of these places. Being mindful throughout the process of writing my 

dissertation allowed me to acknowledge and express most effectively the meanings and values 

within the place names and related stories.
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Hermeneutics in MI refers to analysis and interpretation of texts in context. I studied 

Yugcetun to develop an understanding of conversational Yugcetun and attempted to translate 

Yup’ik words into English. However, from the literature review and my own experience, I 

discovered that not all English translations of Yup’ik place names are identical, and many names 

do not include generic landscape terms, such as ‘lake,’ ‘island,’ or ‘mountain.’ For instance, the 

island name Neqliyaram Uatiini does not include a Yup’ik term for an island, qikertaq; rather, 

this name signifies the island’s location relating to the historical fish camp site that lies at the 

bank of the Kvichak River. The English translation of the island is “downriver from fish camp.” I 

learned I cannot rely on literal translations from literature review and my own experience. My 

Togiak Yup’ik translator, Eva Evelyn Yanez, helped me understand how the Yupiit position 

themselves to explain a location. After learning this Yup’ik naming practice, I revised Yup’ik 

place names using modern Yup’ik orthography (see later in this chapter) with my graduate 

advisory committee co-chair Dr. Walkie Charles. He is a native speaker of Yup’ik who holds a 

Ph.D. and teaches Yugcetun at UAF. I studied Yugcetun in his class for two years, and with his 

guidance, I discovered many Yup’ik place names originate from the location of narrators’ 

communities. This process of revising Yup’ik names helped me in defining a base word and how 

suffix(es) emphasize the meaning of the names. I analyzed the meanings of place names in two 

ways: the Iliamna Lake Yup’ik Elders’ narratives and their descriptions of the places, and from 

my own experience going to these places.

Critical social theory originates from sociological theory related to politics, economics, 

power, and justice, and how society, education, religion, gender, race, and other cultural forces 

interact to develop social systems (Bennett, Bergin Wells 2016, 82). Critical social theory not 

only sheds light on how Iliamna Lake Yupiit value the land economically but also illustrates how 
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they remember and use their Yup'ik place names for harvesting fish, animals, and plants at these 

places. For instance, Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders remembered many Cuukvalek (“place with 

pike”) around Iliamna Lake, which may indicate pike were available near their settlements and 

were an important food source. Pike, a large fish, is available year-round, although not all 

residents favor it in the twenty-first century because it contains numerous bones, making it 

difficult to eat; and because residents' tastes have changed. They now have access to processed 

foods at stores that are easy to prepare and eat. Furthermore, some have changed the name 

Cuukvalek to other names. For instance, residents tend to call the Cuukvalek near Newhalen 

“Schoolhouse Lake.” The residents began to call this site Schoolhouse Lake after the government 

built a school near Cuukvalek in the mid-twentieth century. The history of place names illustrates 

the dynamics of lifeways, including subsistence harvests, traditional and modern education, and 

other living conditions that have evolved over time.

Another element of MI includes the application of ethical and introspective aspects of 

Buddhist philosophy. Buddhism is a non-Western tradition, a spiritual practice that allows one to 

free oneself from suffering and delusion in several ways, and become more aware of one's 

surroundings, including the non-living world. I used Buddhism in place names analysis 

especially when I found certain meanings of names difficult to comprehend from a Western 

perspective. The residents of Iliamna Lake experience spiritual and physical connections to their 

homeland through their cultural ethics (Kugo 2014). Listening to oral traditions and participating 

in activities, such as gift-offerings to the land, helped me to become aware of a spirituality that 

cannot be seen visually.

During my fieldwork, I observed many Iliamna Lake residents sharing their catch with 

others and showing respect to non-humans. For instance, my friends in Newhalen always keep 
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the bank of the Newhalen River clean to show respect for the fish that come up from Iliamna 

Lake. The people and animals have a reciprocal relationship with fish: people maintain a clean 

stream for fish to run and spawn in, and the spirits of fish share their bodies' lives with humans 

and animals. Such mindfulness resembles Buddhist thought and my own Japanese values. 

Although I am not a Buddhist, my mother taught me to respect others, including family spirits, 

animals, plants, and the land that supports us. My experience often corresponds with the Iliamna 

Lake people's way of life, which involves pursuing an ethical life similar to that seen in 

Buddhism. I consider my cultural background as I analyze meanings of place names and oral 

traditions related to these places from Iliamna Lake Yup'ik perspectives.

When I learned about the Iliamna Lake Elders' life histories, I realized that I know very 

little about my own family history. I know about my father's family members who originated in 

Tochigi, on the northeast side of Honshu Island. However, I know little about my mother's side 

of the family. After my maternal grandfather passed away at the end of World War II, my 

grandmother did not tell her daughters much about her family from Kyushu Island. Perhaps she 

thought there was little point in having her children come to know her family, since they likely 

would never meet them. While I conducted my research, I reflected on my own background, 

wishing to know more of my family history. I did not know the meanings of Japanese place 

names, or how people first named places. Rather, I knew place names from seeing and reading 

about them on maps and in books and magazines. I never questioned the meanings of place 

names in Japan until I started recognizing the meanings of Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names.

Thinking about my limited knowledge of place names in Japan and my family history 

helped me to appreciate more deeply the history of Iliamna Lake Yupiit. Some of these names 

hold directional information, whereas other names emphasize historical events. I learned some 
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community perspectives of place names through interacting with the residents. Bentz and 

Shapiro (1988, 37) developed mindful inquiry to support a researcher's “personal meaningful 

and rewarding experience” as well as to “contribute to the surrounding society and world.” I 

have shared my findings with community residents, including how my Japanese background and 

assumptions might be influencing the way I interpret Yup'ik place names. Iliamna Lake residents 

often took me to the locations of the place names and explained to me further details about the 

places to modify my perspectives to reflect more accurately the Iliamna Lake Yup'ik 

perspective.

Bentz and Shapiro (1998, 5) clarify that a researcher always has a bias and she should 

thoughtfully analyze her findings to enhance the reliability and usefulness of the research. As in 

using grounded theory, in applying MI, the researcher must strive to represent the findings as 

accurately as possible (Bentz and Shapiro 1998). Researchers always conduct their work as 

individuals with lives, personalities, and their own cultural contexts. My personality may bias me 

toward the research and shape my choice of methods, but I must continually strive to be 

conscious of my biases to minimize their influence on my interpretation, while continually 

seeking truly insider interpretations.

During my fieldwork, I often misunderstood the meanings of dialogues when I first 

interacted with Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders during the interviews. Since English was a second 

language for the Yup'ik Elders and for me, we often struggled to explain details in speech. In 

analyzing her experience learning about Japanese culture, social scientist Adair Linn Nagata 

(2002, 26) recounted that she used many words to explain her inner experience that are difficult 

to describe in a foreign language. I can relate to Nagata's experience of being lost in 

translation—different language groups have unique ways of expressing concepts using verbal 
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and non-verbal communication. As I came to know community Elders and residents better, I 

began to understand some common Yup'ik words and phrases. For instance, some Yup'ik Elders 

use the suffix, -gguq, for instance, qayaq-gguq or mama-gguq. I heard it often and wondered 

what it meant. Kokhanok Yup'ik translator Marsha Wassillie also used -gguq in her dialogue but 

did not explain to me what it meant. Later, Dr. Charles taught me that the suffix -gguq literally 

means “it has been said,” or what linguists call an evidential marker. Dr. Charles explained that a 

person does not own a narrative, story, or information about life in general. These stories and 

teachings are passed on from one person to another. In the old days, before Yup'ik had a written 

form, storytelling and oral sharing of teachings and learning were essential to making sense of 

the world around them. When a person—even an Elder—begins to share information to another, 

she or he will often begin with, for example, “Ak'a tamaani-gguq qayatgun ikamratgun-llu 

agagatullrrut yuut,” meaning “Long ago, it's been said/shared that people traveled by kayaks 

and sleds.” This acknowledges that these stories do not belong to the individuals telling the story. 

Instead, the speaker is repeating what she or he has heard, rather than directly witnessed or done 

her or himself (Walkie Charles, pers. comm., Mar. 3, 2020; Walkie Charles emailed to the 

author, July 12, 2020). By hearing the phrase in dialogue frequently, I learned how the Iliamna 

Lake Yup'ik Elders emphasize the intimate connections they feel with those who told them the 

story and even those whose story it is, and the objects, fish, animals, and plants in the story. 

Telling and retelling oral traditions through generations in this way is a ritual that affirms 

Iliamna Lake people's sense of place. By interacting with Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders, I learned 

that Yugcetun has many regional dialects and ways of expressing feelings using words and 

phrases not found in dictionaries.
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Using mindful inquiry helped me to explore how I came to understand Iliamna Lake 

place names from community perspectives through my Japanese perspective as well as my 

Western education. I recognized that my Japanese background and Western education in 

interdisciplinary fields partially shaped my understandings of the place names. For example, I 

usually rely on written documents (Japanese and English) when I study place names, history, and 

other subjects, because these records are public information. Western and Japanese education 

systems, and most global academic institutions, rely heavily on reading and writing. But Iliamna 

Lake Yup'ik Elders have traditionally learned language, fishing, hunting and other skills through 

their life experiences. Japanese people in rural farming or fishing communities may have learned 

place names orally, but as I grew up in an urban community, I did not have such experiential 

education. This often prevented me from fully grasping their local knowledge.

Grounded theory also helped me to classify, reclassify, and analyze the meanings of 

names from my ethnographic data based on oral narratives and participant observation. This 

process—through multiple interviews, visits, and communication through phone calls, texts, and 

Facebook—enhanced my understanding of insider perspectives. Many places possess multiple 

names, which indicates that the insider perspectives of the Iliamna Lake residents vary. Hence, I 

developed multiple ways to explore and analyze the place names. The application of MI enabled 

me to consider thoughtfully how my data provides meaning to the place names I gathered from 

Iliamna Lake Yupiit and community knowledge experts.

Open Coding

Open coding refers to the interpretive process by which the researcher identifies codes, 

themes, or categories of meaning, in her observed data as she analyzes, and these codes reflect 

phenomena in the data (Corbin and Strauss 1990, 423). The central purpose of open coding in
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grounded theory is “to open inquiry widely” (Berg and Lune 2012, 364). I developed, tested, and 

re-organized categorizations when assessing data generated by my research questions. For 

instance, when I asked how a place was named, the Iliamna Lake Yupiit also wanted to share the 

land conditions and history of the place. Berg and Lune (2012, 365) and Corbin and Strauss 

(1990, 423) point out that open coding helps a researcher analyze data minutely, begin coding 

data with a wide opening, and then categorize the data in narrow statements. The researcher must 

continually review the categories and reconsider her original thoughts to gain new insight into 

the data (Corbin and Strauss 1990, 423). I used open coding to analyze the meanings of Iliamna 

Lake Yup'ik and contemporary English place names and the narratives of these places. I 

established sets of codes, or categories, in response to my research questions and Yup'ik 

responses, and discovered some narratives applied to multiple codes because these narratives 

contained multiple themes and meanings expressed by multiple narrators. The four sets of codes 

include place names that relate to their origins, how the narrators use these names, significance 

of the place names through time, and miscellaneous. I summarize each below:

Place names that relate to their origins, how a place was named

1. Plants, animals, fish associated with harvesting and observing

2. Descriptions of land features

3. Spiritual and legendary related

4. Historical and recent events

5. Personal names

6. Loan words (Dena'ina)

7. No meaning or meanings have been forgotten

8. References to other places
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9. English name translations of original Yup'ik name

How these names are used

H. Harvesting

T. Traveling

R. Remembering family history

E. Ethics

C. Communicating with the land

Place names that have evolved over time and/or places with multiple names

A. An original name was replaced with another name

B. A contemporary name was modified from Yup'ik to English through generations

C. A place possesses multiple names

D. A reference to Dena'ina interactions

E. A reference to narrators' personal stories

F. Narrators did not remember a place name but remembered stories of the place

To aid my analysis, I developed three sets of codes. The first set of codes relates to literal 

meanings of place names and how the Yup'ik Elders identify these places. The second set of 

codes illustrates how the Yupiit used the place for specific activities or have known the places 

through oral narratives. I developed the third set of the codes after recognizing that many places 

possess more than one name based on narrators' personal memories. I then assigned place names 

according to these codes. The application of stories of place names to multiple codes signifies 

how the Yupiit use and share place names in the oral tradition and within the context of personal 

stories. I also recorded what many Elders told me about their life histories and the environmental 

changes they had noticed. I attempted to code these themes in “miscellaneous” to reflect how 
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people sometimes renamed places due to changes in the local environment and lifestyles. I will 

discuss findings, results, and challenges in open coding in the following chapters.

Ethnographic Fieldwork

Doing ethnography is a core research technique for collecting data on community 

members’ lifeways through participant observation: watching and listening to the residents’ daily 

activities and dialogues, and experiencing their activities by participating (Geertz 1973). Writing 

fieldnotes to record these observations and dialogues has also been valuable for my research. By 

conducting ethnography, collecting and analyzing the data, coding emergent themes, and 

returning to the communities to discuss findings, I grounded my theory, or themes, in community 

members’ experiences and lifeways and provided useful information regarding Iliamna Lake 

Yup’ik place names.

I conducted my first preliminary fieldwork in Igiugig, Kokhanok, Newhalen, and 

Iliamna, respectively, in August 2016 and spent about three to seven days at each location. I met 

with Yugcetun-speaking Elders for interviews while participating in community activities, such 

as Newhalen Bible Camp, berry picking, and boating. Community research assistants who 

participated in oral interviews took me boating to help me develop a sense of place around the 

Iliamna Lake area. During my visits, young residents requested that I record contemporary 

English place names, because the younger generations do not use many Yup’ik place names, 

although they still name places as they share their own experiences. The community members’ 

ideas expanded my research and led me to talk with some younger residents (in their thirties) to 

develop a list of Iliamna Lake contemporary English place names.

In May 2017, I conducted fieldwork in Levelock for the first time. Levelock residents 

welcomed me to their community, inviting me to birthday parties and a graduation party. Some 
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residents came to observe the oral history interview sessions that I conducted with community 

assistants and Elders, to learn about their family history. Because I visited during seagull egg 

hunting season, Levelock residents took me on a boat ride and showed me around the Alagnak 

and Kvichak rivers. I recorded mostly contemporary English place names, because Levelock has 

only one Yugcetun-speaking Elder. Levelock research participants also requested that I record 

personal cabin sites that serve as landmarks for navigating the rivers.

To become familiar with Iliamna Lake communities' life ways, I stayed in the 

communities for about two to four weeks in the summers of 2017 and 2018. One of my main 

narrators for recording Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names was Annie Parks, who was born and 

raised in Newhalen and has lived there for most of her life. I first met Parks in Iliamna in 2012 

while on another project. Since I have been conducting my dissertation fieldwork from 2016 to 

the present, Parks has been living with her daughter's family in Kokhanok. I was fortunate to 

“housesit” with Parks in June 2017 while her daughter's family went commercial fishing in 

Naknek. Each day Parks taught me Yup'ik phrases and helped me with revising many Yup'ik 

place names in the Newhalen and Iliamna areas. She also came and stayed with me while I 

conducted my fieldwork in Newhalen in July. She patiently taught me Yup'ik phrases, told me 

stories about places, and nunurtuq (scolded) me when I forgot what she had told me. Alongside 

Yup'ik place names, Parks shared with me how to prepare sulunaq (salted fish), kelipaq (bread), 

and akutaq (Eskimo ice cream), and how to start a maqi (steam bath). She taught me the Yup'ik 

names of plants and showed me how to use them. I also observed where she found specific plants 

and woods in her surrounding areas. This field experience reminded me of one of my research 

questions: How does a place acquire its Yup'ik name? I asked whether the Yupiit perhaps shared 

and developed some place names through their daily activities. Parks responded affirmatively, 
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telling me of the creek name called Qaluyaraq (“place for dipnetting”), remembering that her 

father used to go to the bay to harvest fish with a dipnet.

Based on interview data and map exercises, I asked some community residents to take me 

to places that held local histories, such as historical settlements near present communities and 

travel routes in the Iliamna Lake and vicinity streams, including the Newhalen, Kvichak, and 

Alagnak rivers. I learned that residents would not take me on a boat ride just for my research 

purposes, even though I offered to pay them. However, they were happy to take me when they 

wanted to go for a boat ride, for such purposes as egg hunting, fishing, berry picking, and 

visiting (Figure 5). This aligns with the Yup'ik way of teaching and learning by doing, rather 

than the Western practice of instruction through lecturing.

Figure 5: A Levelock resident searching for seagull eggs on the island Peksussurvik (“place to 
hunt eggs”) or Egg Island on Kuicaraq (Kvichak River), May 2017. Photo by the author.

By visiting places and revising names of these places with community members, I began 

to remember some of these locations through associations with my own experience and feelings 
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with these places. I do not feel multi-generational emotions, but I realized my sense of place in 

the Iliamna Lake area has grown throughout the project—engaging with Iliamna Lake 

ethnogeography. I recorded some place names' locations by taking photographs and by using a 

global positioning system (GPS). I used the GPS data to develop an Iliamna Lake Place Names 

database.

I felt awkward if I only observed people, for instance, cutting fish. I preferred to help by 

doing something. Not participating in activities would further mark an outsider as such, and by 

the researcher's participation, local people feel less “studied” and more appreciated for their 

knowledge and sharing. By participating in fishing, I observed a Yup'ik way of learning: a 

mother teaching her daughter how to cut fish. Some residents invited me to their houses to cook 

a Japanese dish. Also, I coordinated with village councils to organize community sushi dinners at 

their community houses and a school gym. I brought vegetables, rice, rice vinegar, seaweed, and 

bamboo sushi mats, and asked residents to bring their own fish that they wanted to use for rolling 

sushi. I met many residents through these visits and had opportunities to talk about the Iliamna 

Lake Place Names Project.

During the fieldwork, I recorded my observations in my field notes and kept a journal 

every day. I often recorded the Iliamna Lake dialect that I had not learned from my Yup'ik class. 

I learned that writing unfamiliar Yup'ik words phonetically in Japanese was helpful when I later 

wanted to pronounce the words in Yugcetun. I often used my fieldnotes when I revisited Elders 

to revise pronunciation of place names of these locations. I recorded personal names of people 

whom I met or visited each day. This sometimes helped me to remember how community 

members are related to each other.
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Data Collection

I collaborated with community tribal members, Elders, and translators as mentors to learn 

community perspectives. For the oral history interviews and field trips, each community council 

selected four to six narrators (mostly Elders and some younger participants in their forties) and a 

community Yup'ik translator(s) to coordinate interview schedule times and places. Yugcetun 

speakers' ages ranged from mid-sixties to the eldest person who was in her mid-eighties during 

the project. Most of the Elders who were fluent in Yugcetun were female, and they still 

communicate with each other in Yugcetun as their mother tongue (Table 2).

Table 2: Birth year and gender of 30 Iliamna Lake narrators.

Birth Year 1930-1939 1940-49 1950-59 1960-69 1970-79 1980-89
Male 1 6 0 4 3

Female 6 6 3 0 0 1

Most Elders have lived in the Iliamna Lake communities for over sixty years, except 

when some of them attended boarding school outside their communities, served in the military, 

or worked in commercial fishing or on the Trans-Alaska Pipeline. Some Elders grew up living in 

seasonal camp sites, and they were not familiar with place names where they currently live.

Community Yugcetun translators assisted me in conducting oral history interviews and 

mapping exercises. Most initial interviews are audio or video recorded16 and up to seventy 

minutes in duration. Topics covered in the interviews included Yup'ik place names, the history 

of the narrators themselves, and stories relating to hunting, fishing, and trapping trails in the 

Iliamna Lake area. A set of original open-ended questions included: “Can you tell me a story 

about any of the Yup'ik place names near the village?” and “Tell me any stories about any times 

16 See Appendix C for metadata information.
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you have gone there and why you go there.”17 However, community assistants encouraged me to 

revise some questions to be more specific. For instance, “What is the name of the island where 

you always went for berry picking near the [name] River?” Asking such specific questions 

helped Elders recall their memories.

17 See Appendix D for full set of questions.

I recognized some gender characteristics in storytelling during the interviews. Male 

narrators identified place name locations and trails based on their own travel experiences while 

female narrators often used their family stories as reference. Male narrators reported numerous 

travel routes, with who they went, and when they traveled to the places. Even though they did 

not always know or remember Yup'ik names of these locations, sharing their memories with 

other Elders often confirmed local histories. Some female narrators grew up traveling seasonally 

with their family while others went to school or stayed in their settlements while growing up. 

They did not travel as much as the males but remembered many anecdotes through their family 

and community members. We could not identify some place names' locations in maps; however, 

we recorded stories that Elders still use to visualize their cultural landscapes.

Community members collaboratively engaged in interview sessions and the process of 

identifying place names. The Kokhanok Village Council requested that I organize group 

interviews to provide Elders opportunities to share their experiences and memories. When Elders 

became emotional in sharing and touching details about places and family histories, they spoke 

Yugcetun only. In such exchanges, I recognized the language allows them to express themselves 

most clearly and explain the locations of the named places from narrators' viewpoints. Elders 

also had opportunities to identify some Yup'ik place names as they listened to others describing 

the places or relating English translations of original Yup'ik names. In eight cases, Kokhanok 
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Elders extrapolated Yup’ik names when more than two Elders agreed with others on critical 

information, thereby building consensus about what Yup’ik names likely were. They would not 

have speculated about place names on their own. For instance, Kokhanok historian Gary Nielsen 

and his mother-in-law Annie Parks agreed on the Yup’ik name Tumyararpiat (“a head of the trail 

bay”) when sharing the literal meaning of the bay name.

GN: This modern name for this bay is Nielsen Bay after my family, but the real name 
for this is “a head of the trail bay,” where the trail starts.

AP: What did you say?
GN: Where the trail start ... bay, a head of the trail.
AP: “A head of the trail bay” ... sounds like Tumyararpiat
GN: That sounds right.
AP: Where is that?
GN: Go Amaktedori or Bruin Bay.
AP: Oh ..
- Gary Nielsen and Annie Parks, interview, Aug. 24, 2016

Sharing English translation of the trail name and its locations helped them feel confident 

identifying Tumyararpiat is the original Yup’ik name for present-day Nielson Bay. This process 

exemplifies how sharing individual memories with others affirms collective memories that 

ground local knowledge among family and community members.

I asked the narrators further questions about place names and locations during the second 

and third visits. I often conducted these interviews on location, such as at fish camp, or over 

coffee at Elders’ homes. The length of these follow-up interviews was shorter (usually ten to 

thirty minutes) and focused on specific topics and places.

While conducting the interviews, I asked narrators to identify place names and tell me 

stories about these places, as I marked the locations in pencil on a set of U.S. Geological Survey 

(USGS) maps. I used colored pencils to identify who provided which information in 2016. In 

2017, I used Adobe Photoshop to combine digital USGS maps and add recorded place names on 

the digital format. I printed these enlarged maps to refer to while revisiting narrators to revise 
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some place names. I took photos of these maps, along with hand-written notes, and saved them 

in JPEG-format each time I returned from the fieldwork.

Community assistants, translators, Elders, and I recorded a total of 195 places with 

Yup'ik names in the Iliamna Lake region. Table 3 suggests that more than half of the Yup'ik 

place names recorded possess only Yup'ik names that are regionally significant. Furthermore, 53 

of 195 have official names that non-Native speakers identified in English, borrowing Native 

names, honoring political figures, or referring to other recent activities.

Table 3: 195 places of Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names.

One Yup'ik name Multiple Yup'ik 
names

Yup'ik name(s) and 
a contemporary 
English name

Yup'ik name(s) and 
an official name

Numbers of Places 98 10 34 53

“Contemporary English names” are place names that reflect activities and observations of 

the landscape during the Elders' own lifetimes. Together, we recorded 157 contemporary English 

place names. This number will most likely increase as the people continue naming places.

I saved all the interview digital recordings in archival standard format (uncompressed 

WAV, 44.1 kHz, 16 bit) in my external hard drive. I also saved the digital photographs of the 

named places and compiled place names with references (narrators' initials with dates of the 

interviews) in a spreadsheet for data analysis and the map and database publications. All digital 

data maps, interview recordings, photos, and databases are saved in external hard drives for the 

five Iliamna Lake communities. I also archived the same digital data in an external hard drive for 

the Alaska Native Language Archive at the Elmer E. Rasmuson Library, University of Alaska 

Fairbanks (UAF).
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Community Involvement

At first, I mainly worked with Yugcetun-speaking Elders during my dissertation field 

work. While reviewing the results with narrators and visiting friends multiple times, I began 

interacting with a wide range of age groups to share the project outcomes and to develop 

community activities with village councils.

When I started conducting fieldwork in the summer of 2016, I supported the Iliamna 

Village and Newhalen Tribal Councils in applying for the Bristol Bay Native Corporation 

Education Foundation (BBNCEF) Place Names Grant to conduct their own projects. I 

collaborated with these projects to document place names and stories about the names, and to 

write Elders' life histories. Community village councils hired their assistants, and I showed them 

best practices for using video equipment, such as avoiding sunlight in the background and using 

the zoom lens to show details of narrators' facial expressions. With four Elders and two young 

hunters, the Newhalen Tribal Council developed a list of Yup'ik and contemporary English place 

names.

Since no Yugcetun speakers live in Iliamna, I did not record Yup'ik place names with 

Iliamna Village Elders, but they shared with me numerous traditional travel routes and 

contemporary English place names. During the course of the project, the Iliamna Village Council 

requested that I write a book about their Elders' life histories, most of whom carry Dena'ina 

ancestry. As I reviewed the written documents with Elders in 2017, Elders shared with me their 

personal photographs to use in the book so that their children and grandchildren could see them. 

In 2017, I compiled their stories as Elders' life histories, and the Iliamna Village Council and I 

printed a booklet, Local Travel Routes, Oral Narratives, and Place Names in the Iliamna Lake 

Area (Kugo, et al., 2017). This book includes original fieldnotes of place names and travel routes 
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used in a U.S. Geographic Survey (USGS) map published in 1957. These records show 

community perspectives of the land use; Iliamna Dena'ina Elders have extensively used the 

northeast side of Iliamna Lake.

After I completed my second year of fieldwork, I proposed that five Iliamna Lake Village 

Councils establish the Iliamna Lake Place Names Committee to review and develop a map and 

database of Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Place Names. Councils identified local committees, and we 

held the first meeting during the BBNC Leadership Seminar in December 2017. As a result of 

these meetings, Igiugig Village Council President AlexAnna Salmon said that they would 

facilitate an Iliamna Lake Place Names Workshop if they received funding. I prepared a proposal 

for the Igiugig Village Council to apply for the BBNCEF Place Names Grant in March 2018. 

The Iliamna Lake Place Names Committee suggested I organize a two-day workshop on May 15 

and 16 before commercial fishing started. Father David Askoak also arranged a special Orthodox 

service on May 15 and 16. This grant supported the cost of a room and meals at the workshop in 

Newhalen Teen Center, and two charter flights to Iliamna: one each from Levelock and Igiugig, 

and another flight from Kokhanok. We established scholarships for students who wanted to learn 

about local history and assist Elders during the workshop. My National Science Foundation grant 

supported 19 Elders' honoraria and my travel expenses, while the Igiugig Village Council 

supported two Yup'ik translators' (Eva Evelyn Yanez and Dr. Walkie Charles) travel to 

Newhalen to translate Yup'ik dialogues during the workshop (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Iliamna Lake Place Names Workshop participants, 
May 15, 2018. Photo by a workshop participant.

During the workshop, Yup'ik Elders shared with participants Yup'ik place names alongside 

historical events that they witnessed. They recognized that some places have multiple names 

based on the direction from which the place is viewed and what kinds of activities the people 

have experienced there. I proposed to the Elders and participants that I would like to publish an 

Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names map. After the workshop, many of us agreed to include some 

Dena'ina place names in the map, because residents commonly use these names and many 

Iliamna Lake residents are related to Dena'ina families.

In the summer of 2018, Kokhanok artist Marlene Nielsen agreed to paint the landscape of 

the Iliamna Lake area for the map publication. I prepared a proposal for the Iliamna Lake Place 

Names map publication project for the Kokhanok Village Council to submit with its application 

for the BBNCEF Place Names Grant. This project aimed to produce two kinds of maps: a textile
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based Iliamna Lake Place Names map and the Iliamna Lake area coloring map for community 

students to learn place names in class. We decided to produce 400 copies of the textile maps (400 

was 70 percent of the total population in the five communities) and 200 copies of the coloring 

maps. We agreed not to offer the map for sale because we are producing them for Elders to pass 

down their historical knowledge. In October 2018, I worked with Nielsen in Kokhanok as she 

designed the map. Nielsen used acrylic paint and mylar (drafting film) material to create a color 

map of Iliamna Lake, including mountains and some objects that reflect meanings of these 

places' names. She designed a coloring map for children by drawing an outline of the lakes and 

rivers with a black marker. The shapes of mountains on her map reflected her own perspective, 

in contrast with USGS maps that show lines of elevations of the land. Such community 

contributions to the project draw upon and illustrate residents' connection to the land, as well as 

increasing the value of the end products for the communities.

After returning from Kokhanok, I digitized these painted maps at the University of 

Alaska Elmer E. Rasmuson Library and used Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator software to add 

Iliamna Lake Yup'ik, Dena'ina, and English place names to the digital map. We agreed to limit 

the number of place names on the map for aesthetic purposes and legibility. I emailed the 

Iliamna Lake Place Names Committee a list of fifty place names and the draft map to finalize 

these Yup'ik names' spellings and locations. In December, the committee completed reviewing 

the map, and I sent the document to the printing shop in Fairbanks to print 400 copies of the 

maps. Using additional funding from my NSF DDRIG grant (No. 1640812), I added 20 copies 

for me to deliver to my colleagues, mentors, and Graduate Advisory Committee members 

outside of the Iliamna Lake communities. With our collaborative work, Nielsen, the Iliamna
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Lake Place Names Committee, and I (2019) published the map, Place Names of Iliamna Lake, 

Nanvarpak, Nila Vena, in January 2019 (See Chapter 7).

While publishing maps, I used the Lake and Peninsula School District Cultural 

Awareness Guide 2018-2019 (Lake and Peninsula School District 2018) to develop Iliamna Lake 

Place Names class activities for various age groups. Also, I used the guidelines to create place 

names flashcards, matching games, and bingo cards, and delivered them with the coloring maps 

to teach place names to second graders through high school students in Newhalen, Kokhanok, 

and Igiugig schools in Spring 2019. The tribal council in Newhalen invited community Elders to 

the middle/high school students' classrooms to share their life histories in the Iliamna Lake area. 

Students learned some place names in both written and oral form, with my broken Yugcetun, as 

they listened to the proper pronunciation from the Elders. As they listened to Elders' stories, 

students seemed to remember their own experiences with Elders and began to identify more 

closely with the stories. For instance, many Newhalen School students knew the creek name 

Iqmik (“chewing tobacco”) just as a funny name but did not know why. When their Elders Elena 

Balluta and Katie Olympic told the students the origin of Iqmik Creek in the classroom, students 

learned that the people named the creek after the well-known local Elder lost her iqmik at the 

shore of the creek in the past (Newhalen School place names class, Nov. 20, 2018). They 

recognized that some common Yup'ik names they used without understanding their origins 

contain local histories. I encouraged the students to study Yugcetun, sharing my experience of 

learning Yugcetun from a college course and from Elders correcting my pronunciations. 

Storytelling in Yugcetun reinforces the highest level of deep place-based knowledge. Students 

can gain the most information about the landscape when they comprehend such stories in 

Yugcetun. Elders in turn enjoy the experience of sharing and affirming their knowledge, while 
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taking pride in their ability to transfer such beneficial knowledge to others. I witnessed these 

positive outcomes during community-based participatory projects, classroom activities, and 

community events.

In March 2018 and 2019, the Kokhanok Carnival Committee invited me to give a 

presentation about the Iliamna Lake Place Names project. Kokhanok Village hosts the largest 

carnival in the Lake Clark-Iliamna Lake area. I brought a roulette wheel with place name 

questions so all ages could participate in the game. I also gave a progress report on the project to 

an audience of over 100 Iliamna Lake residents. Elders appreciated my Yup'ik introduction at 

the beginning of my talk, and they encouraged me to keep studying Yugcetun.

Using a community-based participatory approach helped me collaborate in Iliamna Lake 

communities' projects and learn community perspectives through these projects. These Iliamna 

Lake communities managed their own funding from the BBNCEF and other sources, 

collaborating with my dissertation project. I have heard and witnessed that this place name 

project has perhaps motivated some of these village councils to continue their own projects 

related to culture and language revitalization.

Interviews, Transcripts, and Mapping in ArcGIS

After returning from field trips, I transcribed the interview recordings in Microsoft Word, 

using Express Scribe software. National Science Foundation (NSF) funding supported my hiring 

of a local Togiak Yup'ik translator, Yanez, to transcribe and translate Yup'ik parts of the 

dialogues into English. My graduate advisory committee co-chair Dr. Charles also helped me to 

revise Yup'ik place names into the modern Yup'ik orthography system. In 2018, I trained two 

undergraduate mentees, Haley Jenkins and Timotheen Charles, to transcribe interviews using this 

software. Yanez, Jenkins, Charles, and I transcribed a total of sixty audio individual and group 
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interviews and four Place Names Workshop recordings, which comprised a total of fifty-five 

hours and fifty-two minutes. Furthermore, I wrote short summaries of the transcripts while 

revising them in 2019 and 2020.

In 2019, I had an undergraduate mentee, Trevor Schoening, who helped me develop the 

Iliamna Lake Place Names database using ArcGIS. We used an online base map to document the 

place names' locations and information, to assign identification numbers to the place names (in 

chronological order according to when we recorded the name), and to record the Yup'ik name 

and meaning of these places, contemporary place names, official names, feature classes, and 

coordinates. We recorded most of the place names using points on the map. I did not record 

some place names' locations, because sometimes Elders told me place names and stories about 

places without identifying the locations of these places. Having an ArcGIS-trained student, I 

could record and revise place names' locations to make the digital maps coincide as closely as 

possible with my original markings on USGS maps. At community members' requests, I 

recorded trails using polygons instead of lines so that outsiders would not see the exact routes on 

the map. Community residents advised me that trails are interconnected and used for a variety of 

purposes, and some of the trails are known through oral traditions. Specifying a trail line might 

create disagreements about the trail routes within communities. Creating polygons on ArcGIS 

was challenging for Schoening and me, because I recorded most of these trails through 

interviews and did not walk the trails. However, we marked trail heads, and carefully followed 

the river lines and the ridges of hills to show the trails.

In summer 2019, I consulted with Yup'ik Elders and Place Names Committee members 

in Kokhanok and Newhalen to identify some locations of the place names. In the fall of 2019, 

Schoening and I revised the database and began designing the ArcGIS map for publication. I 
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continued to contact Iliamna Lake Place Names Committee members for their comments and 

suggestions for the draft map when I made changes. Meanwhile I also requested an outline of the 

map from Alaska Native Language Center Director Dr. Siri Tuttle and editor Leon Unruh. With 

the committee's and ANLC's approval, I published the map, Place Names of Nanvarpak, Nila 

Vena, Iliamna Lake in December 2019. In my dissertation, I use ArcGIS maps that originated 

from this published map to display place name categories and analyze place-naming patterns. 

Modern Yup'ik Orthography

Russian Orthodox and Moravian missionaries, as well as Western scholars, have 

documented Yup'ik places in central-western Alaska since the late nineteenth century. An oral 

language, Yugcetun had not developed a writing system pre-contact. Russian Orthodox and other 

missionaries developed Yup'ik orthographies (writing systems) independently of one another, 

and the Yupiit of various regions adopted one or another of them (e.g., Barnum 1901; Hinz 1944; 

Nelson 1899). The Yupiit accepted and learned Westerners' orthography to read the Bible and 

other texts they encountered post-contact. Therefore, many Yup'ik place names were written in 

multiple ways. In the 1970s, the Alaska Native Language Center collectively established the 

modern Central Yup'ik orthography (Jacobson 1995). Yup'ik speakers, regardless of region, can 

read and understand this orthography, because of its being relatively newly developed. The wide 

range of the region (the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta, Nelson Island, Bristol Bay, the Nushagak 

River, and Iliamna Lake) has a fairly uniform phonology (sound patterns), which might partially 

explain why the majority of the Yupiit are familiar with the common Central Yup'ik dialect 

(Jacobson 2012, 35).

The Iliamna Lake Place Names Project uses the modern Central Yup'ik orthography 

because it is universally understood by Yugcetun speakers. By understanding modern Central 
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Yup'ik Iliamna Lake place names, people can use this information for safe travel and for other 

purposes, thereby strengthening their ties to their histories, culture, and homeland.

Ethical Considerations

Prior to conducting my fieldwork in April 2016, I submitted my proposal to the UAF 

Institutional Research Board (IRB) and received approval and exemption from full review18 

because my research involves very minimal risk and because my findings are not generalizable. 

Even though I received exemption from full oversight, I recognize that I am responsible for 

conducting my research ethically. I acknowledge all my research partners (community 

village/tribal councils, assistants, translators, narrators, and residents) who have shared their 

local knowledge, histories, and memories with me. With their permission, I have been 

acknowledging most of the participants when I present papers at professional conferences and in 

community settings. I always tell Iliamna Lake residents and research participants that the 

Iliamna Lake Place Names Project is not my project; this is our project, and we all acknowledge 

it as such.

18 See Appendix E.

I had already established rapport with many residents prior to conducting my dissertation 

study of Iliamna Lake place names in the Iliamna Lake communities; however, I did not know 

all the narrators whom tribal councils identified for this research. I visited these Elders for tea in 

their homes and met them at church services, school lunches, and bingo halls, so they could 

become familiar with me. Yow (2005, 92) states that establishing rapport with narrators is the 

first step in conducting interviews. I experienced that Elders became friendlier and more patient 

in listening to my Japanese-accented English after I visited them a few times. In this way, I 

established friendships and eased the process of asking Elders personal questions, such as their 
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dates of birth and Yup'ik and Dena'ina names. Yow (2005, 114) recommends that interviewers 

return to their narrators to visit and to follow up with questions. Since I visited the narrators 

multiple times and interviewed many of them more than twice in 2016, 2017, and 2018, I shared 

my interview data with the narrators to ensure the validity of place names. I reviewed place 

names with multiple narrators by listening as one narrator conversed with another over the 

phone. Interestingly, when multiple place names emerged, narrators told me that they were glad 

to know another name or stories of the place, rather than insisting that only their names were 

correct.

I followed the OHA's Principles and Best Practices and its ethics when I conducted oral 

interviews. I always explained to narrators the purpose of the Iliamna Lake place names study 

and assured them that they were free to end the interview at any time. My consent form has a 

space that allows the narrators to remain anonymous or to be acknowledged in my dissertation, 

research papers, and publications.19 Most of the narrators have agreed to be acknowledged. 

Therefore, I use some personal names and cite their names with “personal communication.” 

However, I keep some personal names anonymous because some of their comments about place 

names still require revision or confirmation by community members. For instance, several Elders 

reported multiple locations for Ukayirpalek, referring to a “drop-off” cliff. Possibly this cliff lies 

near Big Mountain, Eagle Bluff, or the northeast side of Big Island; perhaps these three distinct 

locations have the same name: Ukayirpalek. Sometimes I heard Elders saying, in effect, “Too 

bad we no longer have Elders” so that they can identify a place name's location (Kokhanok 

Elder, pers. comm., August 25, 2016). While revisiting some Elders and asking the same 

questions again, I found that some seemed uncomfortable disagreeing with other individuals' 

19 See Appendix F.
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comments. This reminded me that asking Elders direct questions or confronting their viewpoints 

is considered rude in Yup'ik society. People tend to respect those who avoid conflict and resist 

interfering with others' decisions or judging others (United States Joint Federal-State 

Commission on Policies and Programs Affecting Alaska Natives 1994, 155). Native Americans, 

including Alaska Natives and Canada's Indigenous Peoples, tend to adhere to this ethic. The first 

Indigenous Canadian psychiatrist, Clare Brant (1990) wrote that non-interference was one of the 

most important ethical rules among First Nations. I have tried to be thoughtful when I speak with 

Elders and other participants, and to observe cultural interactions such as how Elders accept 

others' (often from another community) information that differs from their own. I anonymously 

cite some conflicting dialogues related to place names as multiple perspectives in my 

dissertation, to minimize awkwardness for the narrators.

Identifying ownership of works such as audio-recordings, transcripts, and publications 

can be complex in oral history projects. Historian John A. Neuenschwander (2009, 62) states that 

oral history obtains a “thin copyright” because it is derived from oral information and works of 

nonfiction. Non-local researchers can interpret oral information spoken by narrators in different 

formats (e.g., place names database and written stories) and translate the stories into English or 

another language. Under the Copyright Act of 1976, the narrators and the interviewers 

(researchers) maintain joint authorship (Neuenschwander 2009, 67). I am fully aware of 

protecting intellectual property rights for research participants, Elders, and their data of the 

Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names. For instance, I refrained from presenting the meanings of 

place names in the map publications so that outsiders would not have easy access to them. I also 

did not use a numbering system to present a list of place names because community members do 

not recognize numbers on their landscape. I plan to publish an Iliamna Lake place names index 
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as a supplement to the map Place Names of Nanvarpak, Nila Vena, and Iliamna Lake (Kugo and 

Iliamna Lake Place Names Committee, 2019) for the Iliamna Lake communities to use with their 

future projects. In the Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names study, I first transcribed the interviews 

word for word into English. Then, I had a Togiak Yup'ik translator, Yanez, literally translate 

Yup'ik place names, phrases, and dialogues into English in the interview transcripts. 

Determining the accuracy of Yugcetun writing and some English writing is impossible for me 

because individuals have their own patterns of speech. Therefore, I kept all audio and video

recordings as digital data, in case questions should arise in the future. Returning to my narrators 

and confirming and revising the place names themselves enhanced my confidence in the 

accuracy of the place names.

In his book A Shared Authority, Michael Frisch (1990, xx) points out questions of 

authorship, such as who holds responsibility for oral narratives and writings, and where 

interpretative authority lies. Narrators are responsible for the stories they tell. After the project 

records the narratives, researchers and oral historians have responsibilities to transcribe the oral 

narratives into written format and avoid misrepresenting and manipulating the narrators' words 

(Oral History Association 2019). One way to practice sharing authority between researchers and 

narrators is to return the oral narrative information to the study community, where the narrators 

and community members are free to interpret their own experiences from their own perspectives 

(Frisch 1990, xxi; Oral History Association 2019). I reviewed numerous Yup'ik place names 

with Iliamna Lake Place Names Committee members through emails and telephone calls. I also 

received revisions of some Yup'ik place names and stories about these places from Elders when 

I returned to the same Elders at different times and often in multiple ways: during coffee visits, 

berry picking, and boating. This revision process has given me confidence in the accuracy of the 
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place names I have recorded, although of course differences of opinion remain in some cases, 

and I may not have fully comprehended my narrators' meanings. During the community 

meetings, I proposed to community members that I would return the Iliamna Lake place names 

database saved on an external hard drive along with my dissertation. I invited community Elders, 

educators, and historians to use this “offline” Iliamna Lake place names database to maintain and 

continue adding to and editing their place names data within their communities.

I archived original consent forms and maps with digital place names data at the Alaska 

Native Language Archives (UAF). I also saved digital files of oral history interviews, maps, and 

consent forms on external hard drives for the five Iliamna Lake communities for their future 

projects. After I complete my project, Iliamna Lake communities can initiate similar projects and 

record additional place names to maintain their own data in future.

Conclusion

For these community-based place name projects, using an oral history approach has 

helped me to develop insight into Iliamna Lake communities' perspectives and memories 

associated with the respective landscapes. Many Indigenous peoples have worked with outside 

researchers to record Indigenous place names and relevant oral narratives in an effort to make 

these place names official (Collignon 2006; Muller-Wille and Müller-Wille 2006; Rearden and 

Fienup-Riordan 2014). Because I established rapport with community Elders, they became 

comfortable in sharing their wisdom of places with me. They expressed delight in knowing that 

their voices would be heard and that their knowledge will survive and encourage future 

generations to live in harmony with nature.

Mindful inquiry and grounded theory have enabled me to study Yup'ik place names and 

stories about these places based on my narrators' knowledge from their own community 
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perspectives, and to formulate categories of naming systems. I did not begin with hypotheses and 

seek names to fit preconceived categories prior to data collection and analysis. However, I relied 

on my own Japanese background to reflect on and more deeply appreciate how the Iliamna Lake 

Yupiit named these places. How much I fully understand the meanings of place names and how 

community members feel about these places cannot be estimated; however, I gained a sense of 

some places while participating in seasonal and daily activities with the residents. Iliamna Lake 

residents talking to plants and offering food to specific boulders echoed my mother's practices in 

talking with plants, thanking them for growing nicely for her to harvest. I felt I could relate to 

certain Iliamna Lake cultural practices, even though we have different histories and religious 

beliefs and speak different languages.

While recording place names, I discovered that some place names' meanings have been 

forgotten. Yet, knowing the place names allows future generations to remember their ancestors 

and their long-term connections to their land. Sharing and teaching Yup'ik place names in the 

classrooms will help young generations pursue their interest in their family histories and become 

familiar with Yup'ik vocabularies, should they wish to use Yugcetun in their daily lives.

These theoretical and methodological approaches I discussed in this chapter disclosed 

and clarified Yup'ik place names and oral narratives about these places, how Iliamna Lake 

Yupiit name places, and how they use and share stories of the places in their daily lives. In 

Chapters 5, 6, and 7, I used these methodologies to analyze meanings of Yup'ik place names and 

stories of these places from multiple Yup'ik perspectives. These stories relating to settlements 

and family histories shed light on a set of lifeways, cultural ethics, and various descriptions of 

the landscape and landmarks' locations from narrators' perspectives. Chapter 4 focuses on a 

history of the Iliamna Lake area based primarily on literature, or written history. Stories of some 
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Yup'ik place names support these historical events. In addition to literature, oral stories told by 

Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders and community historians remind the Iliamna Lake people of their 

long-time relationship with the land.
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CHAPTER 4: GEOGRAPHY, DEMOGRAPHY, ETHNOGRAPHY, ETHNOHISTORY 
Introduction

When Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders talk about the meaning of Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place 

names, they often discuss their own collective history, such as the arrival of missionaries and 

schools in their communities. Knowing the study area's history from insider perspectives is 

crucial for place name studies and ethnogeography because the stories of some names originate 

in their regional history and personal memories and observations. This chapter reviews the 

geography, demography, ethnography and ethnohistory of the Iliamna Lake area. Literature and 

information recorded from community Elders during my fieldwork offered insight into how 

Iliamna Lake Dena'ina and Yupiit named places and have adapted some of their place names, 

and how Russians and Euro-Americans named and adapted Native place names in the past.

Local history is evident in some of the place names recorded by U.S. government 

geographers in the early twentieth century. English was just coming into use widely in the 

region, and some Dena'ina and Yup'ik names had been modified in ways that reflected Western 

influence. Understanding Iliamna Lake history helps researchers gain insight into local place

naming techniques, as well as the influence of Russian and Western education and economic 

policies, and the meanings of these Yup'ik names.

Demographic and Geographic Information of Iliamna Lake and Vicinity

Iliamna Lake, the largest freshwater lake in Alaska, lies 362 km (225 mi) southwest of 

Anchorage, in southwest Alaska (Figures 7 and 8).
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Figure 7: Location of Iliamna Lake in Alaska (Google Earth).

Figure 8: Iliamna Lake communities in the Iliamna Lake-Kvichak River area (Google Earth).
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The Kvichak River drains Iliamna Lake to Bristol Bay. Each summer the Kvichak River hosts 

the largest sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka) run in the world. Salmon returning to Iliamna 

Lake swim the approximate 120 km (75 mi) up the Kvichak River from Bristol Bay to the lake to 

spawn. In 2010, the commercial salmon fishery recorded 181 million pounds (82,100,219 kg) of 

fish in Bristol Bay (Abrahamson 2011, 10). Today, five communities lie on the shores of the 

lake: Pedro Bay, Iliamna, Newhalen, Kokhanok, and Igiugig. Levelock, a community on the 

Kvichak River, has close ties to the Iliamna Lake communities (Figure 8). The people of 

Levelock have traveled to Iliamna Lake communities for visiting and exchange of goods, and 

Iliamna Lake residents have traveled through Levelock to Naknek for commercial fishing for a 

couple of generations. Moreover, some residents of these six communities have moved from one 

community to another to live with their marriage partners' families. Owing to such travel and 

migration, these communities include descendants of Dena'ina, Central Yupiit, Sugpiat (Alutiit), 

Russians, and northern Europeans.

According to Iliamna Lake residents, their ancestors descended from various areas of 

Alaska, including Kwethluk on the Kuskokwim River, Bethel, Nushagak, the Aleutian Islands 

(archipelago), Nondalton, Lake Clark, Old Iliamna, Chekok, and the Iliamna Lake area. This 

migration indicates recent cultural interactions with Dena'ina, Central Yupiit, Unangan (Aleut), 

and Sugpiat. Some grandparents of today's residents also came to the Bristol Bay and the 

Iliamna Lake area from Norway, Finland, and Sweden to work in the canneries, reindeer herding, 

mines, and fur trade. Newcomers often married Natives (mostly Dena'ina and Central Yup'ik 

speakers) of the land.

Maps published by the Russian and American governments present how the lake's name 

has changed through time. The map held by the Russian Military Archive (RGVIA), created by 
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Russian explorers Izmailov and Bocharov, dated 1785-1786 (Figure 9), is one of the earliest 

maps that labels Iliamna Lake “Lake Shelikov” (Marvin Falk, email to the author, March 25, 

2020). In 1829, Vasilliev recorded Iliamna Lake as “Ozero Shelekhovo” (lit. “Lake Shelikov” 

[Lake of Shelikov]) and the current name Lake Clark as “Ilima”20 (Jenya Anichenko, Russian 

translation, email to the author, May 18, 2020). By the 1830, Iliamna Lake was losing the name 

Shelikov. In his atlas published in 1827, Ivan Fedorovich Kruzenstern recorded the same lake 

name in French, “Lac Ilima” and in Russian, “Oz[e]ro Ilima” (Figure 10). In his 1880 record, 

Report on the Population, Industries, and Resources of Alaska (1884),21 Ivan Petroff's map 

displays “Iliamna Lake;” although, it lacks the names of villages on the shore of the lake (Figure 

11). On another of his maps, “Showing the Distribution of Native Tribes,” Petroff shows that 

Athabascan people (yellow) occupied the Iliamna Lake area and the Central Yupiit (green) 

occupied the area southwest of Iliamna Lake to the Kvichak River area (Figure 12).

20 The name “Ilima” does not have a meaning in Russian (Jenya Anichenko, Russian translation, email to the author, 
May 18, 2020).
21 This report (1884) inclosed the maps published in 1880.
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Figure 9: The first map of Iliamna Lake, by Izmailov and Bocharov dated 1785-1786, recorded 
it as Lake Shelikov (Izmailov and Bocharov map of the Alaska Peninsula. RGVIA F.

VUA, No. 23441).

Figure 10: Kruzenstern Ivan Fedorovich's Kodiak Map of 1827, shows detail of Lac Ilima on 
the left (Kruzsenstern 1827 [detail]). (Figures 10 and 11 source provided by Marvin Falk).
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Figure 11: Ivan Petroff's Report on the Population, Industries, and Resources of Alaska labels the lake 
“Iliamna Lake” (Alaska State Historical Library. HA201 1880.A4P45 Map 1 [detail]).

Figure 12: Distribution of Alaska Natives (“Showing the Distribution of Native Tribes” in Report on 
the Population, Industries, and Resources of Alaska, Ivan Petroff, Alaska State Historical Library. 

HA201 1880.A4P45 Map 2 [detail]).
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In the twenty-first century, the map “Indigenous Peoples and Languages of Alaska” 

(Krauss, Holton, Kerr, and West 2011) shows two language groups settled in the Iliamna Lake 

area: Dena'ina Athabascan in the northeast and Central Yup'ik (Yugcetun) on the rest of the 

west side (Figure 13). Iliamna Lake residents recognize Pedro Bay as a community of Dena'ina 

descendants. Many Dena'ina and Yup'ik residents consider Iliamna to be a recently settled 

village. Newhalen (Nuuriileng), Kokhanok (Assigyuk), and Igiugig (Igyaraq) are Yup'ik 

communities, with Yup'ik place names. Newhalen also has a Dena'ina name (Nughilen) that 

implies Dena'ina also settled there and used the land and the Newhalen River and river systems. 

Today, English is the dominant language in the region, and most residents are not fluent in the 

Dena'ina or Yup'ik languages; however, many are familiar with some Yup'ik and Dena'ina 

words and use them in their daily conversations. Levelock on the Kvichak River also has a 

Yup'ik place name (Elivelek), and its residents are descendants of Yupiit and other cultural 

groups.

Figure 13: Map of the Iliamna Lake area in southwest Alaska. Based on Indigenous 
Peoples and Languages of Alaska, Krauss, Holton, Kerr, and West 2011 [detail].
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The U.S. Census 2019 population estimates include numbers for each community (Table 

4). The estimate shows 639 Iliamna Lake residents who practice a mixed cash and subsistence 

economy with most employment consisting of various positions with regional governments 

(tribal/village councils and corporations), schools, clinics, airports, stores, and other private 

companies. Some people travel to the Bristol Bay area to work in the fishing industry during the 

summer. Depending on the season and hunting regulations, many Iliamna Lake residents harvest 

moose (Alces alces), caribou (Rangifer tarandus granti), a variety of birds, various species of 

salmon, most notably sockeye (Oncorhynchus nerka), and freshwater fish including northern 

pike (Esox lucius), lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush), and whitefish (Coregonus nasus) (Fall, et 

al. 2006; Fall, et al. 2010; Krieg, et al. 2005).

Table 4: Iliamna Lake communities population estimate in 2019.

Community Pedro
Bay

Iliamna Newhalen Kokhanok Igiugig Levelock

Populations 
(Number)

36 109 211 157 56 70

(State of Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development, 2019. Alaska Population Estimates by Borough, 
Census Area, City, and Census Designated Place (CDP), 2010 to 2019 

(http://live.laborstats.alaska.gov/pop/index.cfm))

Iliamna Lake residents of the past migrated seasonally in search of food to harvest.

Similarly, people today migrate within the Iliamna Lake region when they find employment in 

another community, or to marry. Some families also migrate to their summer camps (or houses) 

for hunting, fishing, and berry picking. They rely on familiar landmarks to communicate with 

one another about safe travel or, for instance, to search for people who do not return home as 

expected.
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Archaeological Evidence of Early Migration and Settlement

According to archaeological evidence, humans migrated to North America across the 

then-exposed “Bering Land Bridge” about 16,000 to 13,500 years ago (Moreno-Mayar et al. 

2018; Potter et al. 2011; Potter et al. 2018). Archaeologists Ben Potter et al. (2011, 1061) 

discovered that the Upward Sun River Site (USRS) Component 3 in central Alaska 

(approximately 11,500 years old) contains similar lithic tools found at other sites (Carlo Creek, 

Dry Creek, Houdini Creek) in central Alaska, indicating that they shared similar cultures. The 

authors reviewed archaeological data to study human migration across Beringia and discovered 

that the USRS Component 3 area resembles the Ushki Lake site, Level 6 (about 12,000 years 

ago), in Kamchatka Russia. The two sites share similar house forms, burial practices, and 

possibly fauna (animal, fish, and bird bones) (Potter et al. 2011, 1061). Based on their 

archaeological, genetic, and paleoecological analysis of findings, Potter et al. (2018) reaffirmed 

earlier archaeologists' hypotheses of two potential migration routes from Beringia to North 

America: the North Pacific coast (from the southern or interior Beringia areas) and the ice-free 

corridor from the east. Ice-free corridor routes include a route west of the Mackenzie River area 

in present day Canada, and through the Liard and Peace River areas (Potter et al. 2018). The 

authors point out more systematic studies are required to investigate the migration routes; 

however, the data indicate that people crossed from Siberia into North America about 16,000 to 

13,500 years ago (Potter et al. 2018). Major climate fluctuations about 12,000-5,000 years ago 

influenced the formation of lakes and rivers from receding glaciers in the Bering Strait region 

(Dumond 1987; Mueller-Beck 1998; Stilwell and Kaufman 1996). Land was newly exposed due 

to large amounts of sea water being contained in polar caps and glaciers, and as the glaciers 
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retreated, the great Beringia grassland between Asia and Alaska was variously exposed or 

inundated.

Artifacts discovered in the oldest archaeological sites in Alaska suggest that the earliest 

humans exchanged technologies such as pottery making, stone tools, and the bow and arrow 

(Dixon 2013, 4; Dumond and Bland 1995, 403). Archaeologists' discovery of various tool

making techniques on the Alaska Peninsula and the Iliamna Lake area suggest that multiple 

culture groups have lived in the Iliamna Lake area during different periods (Dumond 1998a; 

Townsend 1970). The earliest terrestrial hunters occupied the upper Ugashik region on the 

southwest side of the lake about 9,000 years ago (Dumond 1998a, 190). About 5,000 years ago, 

an interval of climate warming caused glaciers to melt and altered vegetation patterns (Dumond 

1998a, 189). Archaeologists have determined through the study of tool types that people settled 

from southwest of the Ugashik region and following the coast and rivers in the Naknek, 

Dillingham, and Iliamna Lake area around 2,000 - 4,000 years ago.

Archaeological work at the Pedro Bay site, located on the east side of Pedro Mountain 

and near Iliamna Lake, uncovered artifacts representing three different cultures from different 

eras (Townsend 1970). Archaeologists associate one component with maritime hunters who used 

chipped stone points and large ground slate blades that date to about 4,500 years ago. Another 

component belonged primarily to terrestrial hunters with finely chipped end blades that date to 

about 4,000 years ago. The third component dates to about 1,500-2,500 years ago and was also 

maritime hunting and fishing-focused, using pottery, chipped side blades, and ground face 

burins. Archaeologist Douglas Reger (2005, 24) suggests that the Pedro Bay site may have been 

used as a shelter when people traveled from the Bristol Bay area to Cook Inlet. This 
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archaeological evidence demonstrates that various culture groups traveled in and through the 

area during different periods and harvested fish and animals using culture-specific tools.

Archaeologists Don Dumond (2000) and Robert Shaw (1998) suggest the ancestors of the 

Yupiit who lived inland on the shores of lakes and riverine systems developed numerous chipped 

stone projectile points, scrapers, check-stamped pottery, stone lamps, bi-notched stones for 

fishing, and labrets (Dumond 2000; Shaw 1998). The presence of similar tools for hunting 

marine mammals and fishing in the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta sites and Pedro Bay sites suggests 

cultural continuity between Iliamna Lake Yup'ik of today and their ancestors. The earlier Yupiit 

expanded into the interior Alaska Peninsula, possibly around Iliamna Lake and the vicinity of the 

lake north of Bristol Bay, arriving inland about 2,000 - 1,000 years ago (Dumond 2000, 15). 

Furthermore, artifacts obtained from historical sites in the Lake Clark-Iliamna Lake area suggest 

the Dena'ina, Sugpiat and Yupiit have lived in the Iliamna Lake area since at least the eighteenth 

century (Dumond and VanStone 1995; Lynch 1982; Townsend 1965; VanStone 1967). Some 

Kokhanok and Igiugig Yup'ik Elders remember hearing that their ancestors lived in their 

homeland for “many generations” (Kokhanok and Igiugig residents, pers. comm. May and June 

2017). Archaeological evidence supports local history that multiple cultural groups exploiting 

various resources (plants, caribou, small land animals, fish, and maritime resources) have lived 

in the Kvichak River-Iliamna Lake region for much longer than “many generations.”22

22 As a worldwide average, a human generation is counted as twenty years.

According to some Newhalen and Kwethluk Elders, permanent settlement in the 

northeast side of the Iliamna Lake area may have occurred as early as the mid-1800s, although 

the people tended to move in seasonal rounds to harvest local resources (Coffing 1991; Kugo 

2014). Kwethluk residents reported that their ancestors moved to the Iliamna Lake area because 
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they knew that it had an abundance of food (Coffing 1991, 28). Archival records of the Bureau 

of Indian Affairs (BIA) Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) Anchorage office imply 

that the old settlements of Iqsalleq (ANCSA, AA-10224) and Cingineq (ANCSA, AA-10429) 

near the Kwethluk River were decimated during influenza epidemics in the early 1900s (United 

States Bureau of Indian Affairs 1990a; U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs 1990b). Southwest Alaska 

was hit hard by the 1900 and 1918 influenza epidemics, and the population of Native people in 

the regions dropped to half of pre-epidemic counts (Oswalt 1990, 99).

Exactly when and how the Yupiit settled in the Iliamna Lake region has not been 

documented; however, they came into the Iliamna Lake area using their local and traditional 

geographic knowledge and observations of the landscape. Some place names in the Iliamna Lake 

area resemble Yup'ik place terms, such as Igceńaq (“waterfall”) and Igyaraq (“throat”), that 

Yupiit also use in the Yukon-Kuskokwim River area in southwest Alaska (Rearden and Fienup- 

Riordan 2014). The use of these place terms23 in the Iliamna Lake area suggests that the Yupiit 

brought their place-naming techniques along with their language and perceptions of the 

landscape into the Iliamna Lake area.

23 Place terms refer to landscape generics, such as Ingriq “mountain” and nanvaq “lake” (Collingon 2006, 135).

Ethnohistory and Ethnography of the Iliamna Lake Area

Iliamna Lake residents' oral narratives tell how and when Dena'ina and Yupiit came to 

the Iliamna Lake region prior to the arrival of Russians and Euro-Americans. Their languages 

originated from separate language groups: Dena'ina (within the Na Dene group) is also referred 

to as an Athabascan language, whereas the Central Yup'ik language, Yugcetun, is one of the 

Eskimo (Eskaleut) languages. The Dena'ina and Yupiit have different social structures and tool

making techniques, but they share similar practices related to their common environment. Many 
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of their place names and descriptions of the places reflect their worldviews, lifeways, and 

cultural ethics that have allowed the Dena'ina and Yupiit to survive and thrive on the land.

Iliamna Lake Dena'ina (Nila Vena Dena'ina)

Linguist James Kari (2016, 13) developed theories on Dena'ina origins and expansion 

from his studies of Dena'ina dialects. According to Kari, some Dena'ina migrated into the 

Iliamna Lake area from the Stony River area on the western side of the Alaska Range and from 

the South Fork of the Kuskokwim River, through the Upper Inlet (including, the lower Skwentna 

River area, Kroto Creek, lower Susitna River, Knik Arm, and Tyonek) to Cook Inlet. A group of 

people in the Upper Inlet moved through Merrill Pass or Telaquana, across the north-central 

Kenai Peninsula into Kachemak Bay, and a group moved into the Iliamna Lake area through 

Lake Clark. Dena'ina Sukdu (traditional stories) depict the Dena'ina clan Nulchina, “the Sky 

Clan People,” first landed on the top of Mount Susitna, traveled to Cook Inlet, and eventually 

settled in the Iliamna area (Kalifornsky et al. 1991, 204-205).

Historically, each Dena'ina village had a qeshqa (rich man) who maintained economic 

clan ties and alliances (Stanek et al. 2006, 20-22). Their economic system's structures and social 

status were based on their classes: nobles, workers, and slaves. Dena'ina individuals belonged to 

matrilineal clans, which means each person is a member of his/her mother's clan—lineage is 

traced through the mother's line. All clans are grouped into two moieties. Individuals married 

into a clan of an opposite moiety to maintain their clan relationships (Osgood 1937, 164) and to 

avoid incest. Dena'ina marriage systems strengthened trading partnerships, as families gained 

access to a variety of resources and maintained their economic power.

Sockeye salmon was a staple during the summer months for the inland Dena'ina. They 

hunted moose and caribou in the early spring, fall, and winter and shared excess meat taken in 
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the spring with people in adjacent camps, because relatively warm temperatures prevented 

preservation (Ellanna and Balluta 1992, 212). Trapping muskrat, beaver, and other furbearers for 

women to sew into warm winter clothing was as crucial for survival as harvesting meat (Ellanna 

and Balluta 1992, 213-214). The inland Dena'ina traveled to the Cook Inlet area to visit the 

coastal Dena'ina for potlatches and to trade furs and skins for clams, halibut, and other marine 

resources, as well as for the multi-hatched baidarki, or kayaks (Ellanna and Balluta 1992, 215). 

The inland Dena'ina also traded goods with neighboring groups along the Stony, Kuskokwim, 

Mulchatna, and Nushagak rivers, and Dutna (Yupiit in Dena'ina) in the Iliamna Lake and Bristol 

Bay areas (Ellanna and Balluta 1992, 215 and 308). Through trade, Dena'ina people obtained 

traditional Yup'ik hunting tools, such as antler harpoon heads that have been found at Kijik in 

the Lake Clark area (Townsend 1973, 398).

According to Dena'ina Elder Peter Kalifornsky, the Dena'ina believe in the reincarnation 

of all living and spiritual beings (Kalifornsky et al. 1991, 41). He was taught to respectfully 

discard animal bones into the water or burn them in a fire after butchering animals or consuming 

the meat. In Dena'ina cosmology, animals would “put the cloth on” at the reincarnation place 

and return to the living world again as animals (Boraas 2007, 34). In Dena'ina sukdu24 

(traditional stories), animals also teach people how to treat them in respectful ways. Kalifornsky 

stated that if the people treated the animals well, the animals would be in “good shape” and 

would return to the same hunters (Kalifornsky et al. 1991, 45). These comments reflect that the 

Dena'ina associated the health and abundance of animals with how the people treated them.

24 Dena'ina word Sukdu, is the same word for singular and plural.

According to Nondalton Elders Ruth Koktelash and Andrew Balluta (2010, 18-19), the 

Dena'ina people asked a medicine man for help when they could not find any animals on the 
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land and were starving. The medicine man and Q'ich'iidya, “rock rabbit,” walked to Nduk'eyux 

Dghil'u, “animal goes in mountain,” (Telaquana Mountain). They discovered a door on the 

mountain, opened it, and saw animals that were hungry. The medicine man sang a song and 

named each species of animal while letting the animals out so they could find food for 

themselves, as well as provide food for the people. The medicine man's partner, Q'ich'iidya, 

unfortunately, could only come out half-way, and the front part of his body fell in amid the rock 

and became a part of the Alaska Range (Koktelash and Balluta 2010, 19). This sukdu exemplifies 

how the Dena'ina view their surroundings holistically, and how the Dena'ina and the animals 

interact with the landscape in cyclical and spiritual ways. The narrative of this historical site, 

Nduk'eyux Dghil'u in the Alaska Range on the north side of Lake Clark, provides life lessons for 

the Dena'ina.

An Iliamna Dena'ina Elder noted that Nduk'eyux Dghil'u (Telaquana Mountain) is an 

important landmark within the Dena'ina people's homeland (Iliamna Elder, pers. comm., May 

2018). The Dena'ina remember the medicine man's quest, which helped humans and animals 

survive at the mountain. Through oral traditions, the Dena'ina learned to kill animals ethically 

and not to waste animals' lives, so that their spirits would return to the Dena'ina homeland as 

animals again. The people needed animals for food, fuel, and clothing. Dena'ina cultural 

practices and numerous sukdu strengthen the people's spiritual and physical connections to their 

homeland. Dena'ina cultural ethics have helped the people to maintain a healthy environment by 

respecting and treating the lives and spirits of animals, fish, and plants as intimately intertwined 

with their own lives.
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Iliamna Lake Yupiit (Nanvarpagmiut)

An oral narrative about the Bow and Arrow Wars, as well as archaeological data, suggest 

the Kuskokwim Yupiit (Aglurmiut) migrated from the Kuskokwim area to the Naknek and 

Egegik rivers in Bristol Bay early in the nineteenth century (Dumond 1998b, 71). The Bow and 

Arrow Wars began with a boy throwing an arrow into his peer's eye when playing a dart game. 

After the injured boy's father killed his son's peer in revenge, the opposite group of people 

began to kill the people of the boy whose eye was injured. Archaeological evidence and oral 

accounts indicate Yup'ik territorial disputes in southwest Alaska (Fienup-Riordan 1990; Nelson 

1899; Zagoskin 1967).

Another Yup'ik group (Kiatagmiut) lived in the Nushagak and Kvichak river drainages 

during that time. Rear Admiral Ferdinand Petrovich Wrangel (1980, 64), a Russian American 

Company explorer in the 1830s, observed the people in the Kuskokwim area and described these 

Yup'ik speaking groups as “indistinguishable” from one another. Some of these Kuskokwim 

Yupiit traveled to the Iliamna Lake area in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and settled 

there. Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders recount from where their families originated, including the 

areas of Kuskokwim, Nushagak, Kvichak, Alagnak rivers. Newhalen Elder Annie Parks 

recognizes that she has many relations in Kwetheluk in the Kuskokwim River area (Annie Parks, 

pers. comm., July 2017). Igiugig people, who call themselves Igyaramiut, “People of Igyaraq,” 

recognize that their ancestors originated in the settlements on the shores of the Kvichak River 

and Kaskanak Creek (Igiugig Village Council 2012; AlexAnna Salmon, pers. comm., May 

2018).

Through time, the Iliamna Lake Yupiit, who brought distinct dialects to the region, have 

developed a common dialect as they have lived in close proximity to one another for generations 
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and interacted well. Those Yugcetun speakers use the common dialect and understand one 

another. Some people call themselves Nanvarpagmiut, “People of Iliamna Lake.” Parks's and 

Wilson's family stories demonstrate how telling and retelling local histories within their 

communities helps Iliamna Lake Yupiit maintain their own distinctive histories and knowledge 

and community-based identities.

Yupiit lived within extended families based on bilateral kinship. They do not recognize 

socioeconomic class as such, and they are more-or-less egalitarian. Their arranged cross-cousin 

marriages25 supported food sharing within families and between communities. Historically, the 

Yup'ik settlement consisted of a qasgiq, or men's house, as the heart of the society, with enet, or 

sod houses, surrounding the qasgiq. Households of enet consisted of extended families, typically 

including an old woman, her daughters and young women before marriage, and boys under or 

around nine years old (Oswalt 1990, 21). The education of young girls and the early education of 

young boys took place in the enet. Girls learned cooking and sewing skills to prepare them for 

marriage and motherhood, and young boys learned to care for Elders by doing household chores.

25 A marriage with a child of his or her parent's opposite-sex siblings.

Young men learned hunting and other essential skills after admittance into the qasgiq. By 

doing chores, learning tool making techniques, and listening to Elders' lessons, young men 

would eventually acquire hunting skills to support their society, and how to properly treat 

women, children, and one another. The nukalpiat (“good providers”), the most capable and 

generous hunters, were the most respected members of Yup'ik society. According to Yup'ik 

Elders in the Yukon-Kuskokwim region, nukalpiat were not political leaders; they were those 

who fed the people (Fienup-Riordan 1990, 202-203). The nukalpiat were the core of Yup'ik 

society, an egalitarian culture that prized sharing as a means of survival.
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The riverine Yupiit used fish traps to harvest salmon and other fish, and they used bows 

and arrows to hunt caribou and other land animals for food, clothing, and tools. The Kuskokwim 

Yupiit, like the Dena'ina, also traveled to the coast, trading their animal furs for seal skins, and 

then trading seal skins with Interior Athabascans for birch bark canoes (Oswalt 1900, 22). 

Yup'ik style hunting tools found in Kijik suggest a trading relationship between the Dena'ina 

and Yupiit (Townsend 1973, 398). These neighboring peoples traded tool-making techniques and 

local resources, practices that benefited each group while promoting peace between them.

In his book, A Yupiaq Worldview: A Pathway to Ecology and Spirit, Yup'ik educator 

Oscar Kawagley (2006, 17-18) introduces at least four primary values in a Yup'ik worldview: 

sharing resources with others, collaboration between the human and natural worlds, respecting 

the wisdom of Elders, and caring for extended family. By observing and participating in chores 

and listening to oral instructions, young Yupiit become aware of their responsibility to keep the 

three realms—human, natural, and spiritual—in balance or harmony.

In Yugcetun, Ella means both “world” and “weather,” and can also refer to awareness, 

sense, or consciousness (Fienup-Riordan and Rearden 2012, 32; Kawagley 2006, 14). From 

Yup'ik perspectives, “the human being must possess consciousness to be able to make sense out 

of values and traditions” regarding animals, land, ocean, rivers, and other natural realms 

(Kawagley 2006, 14). The Yupiit not only see the visible environment, but they also perceive the 

minds and feelings of humans, animals, and natural forces. By feeling, hearing, and smelling the 

air outside, Yupiit become aware that Ellam Yua (the Spirit of the Universe) watches over and 

provides for them to live on the land respectfully (Kawagley 2006; Fienup-Riordan and Rearden 

2012).
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According to a Yup'ik oral narrative, Yupiit were created and emerged in the Yukon- 

Kuskokwim region (Kawagley 2006, 12). As with most Indigenous peoples around the world, 

the Yupiit recognize that “the land is giver of life” (Kawagley 2006, 11). The land provides the 

Yupiit with food, clothing, medicine, and shelter, seasonally and locally. In this tetrahedral 

framework, Kawagley (2006, 14-15) notes that humans are not above the natural and spiritual 

realms. The interactions among the human, spiritual, and natural realms emphasize their unity in 

this worldview. In harvesting resources from their homeland, the Yupiit demonstrate their 

responsibility to the land (natural realm) by taking care of harvested animals and deceased 

humans in ethical ways so that the spirits of the animals and people will return to the living 

world in the future. For instance, the Yupiit discard the bones of harvested animals into the water 

or in the ground after they consume the meat, furs, oil, and bone marrow. Their daily practices 

reflect Yupiit maintaining reciprocal relationships between humans and animals, as well as 

between the spiritual and natural worlds. The Yupiit often relate their practices and ways of 

harvesting plants, fish, and animals at places when talking about their travel routes and 

landmarks, thereby ensuring that this traditional knowledge spreads to younger generations and 

guides them in continuing to live off the land successfully and humbly.

Ann Fienup-Riordan (1990, 72) explains that, like the Dena'ina, the Yupiit traditionally 

believed that their society included humans and non-humans, as well as the cycle of the spirit. 

The Yupiit perceived “the relationship between humans and animals as collaborative reciprocity: 

the spirits of the animals gave their bodies to the hunter in response to his respectful treatment of 

them as persons in their own right” (Fienup-Riordan 1990, 72). An oral Yup'ik story, “The Boy 

Who Went to Live with the Seals,” describes how a Yup'ik boy learned from a bearded seal to 

become a good hunter and to treat seals in an ethical way (Fienup-Riordan et al. 2000, 58-81).
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The bearded seal taught the boy to keep his hunting gear tidy. The mentor (seal) also taught the 

boy to harpoon seals when they are awake so that their spirits could quickly move into their 

bladders. Offering nourishment to the seals, in the form of food or unused animal parts would 

show respect and nourish the reciprocal relationship between the seals and the people. The boy 

eventually returned to the human world, but he would revisit the seal world with the bladders at 

the end of the Bladder Festival when people ruptured the seal bladders into the ocean. This story 

exemplifies the centrality to Yup'ik spirituality of treating humans, animals, and spiritual beings 

with respect. Young hunters learn crucial practices associated with becoming good providers by 

listening to this and other stories and participating in hunting.

Although the Bladder Festival is not celebrated today in all Iliamna Lake Yup'ik 

communities, some of the traditions associated with the festival persist. Iliamna Lake community 

hunters (Dena'ina and Yupiit descendants) reported that they learned how to kill and take care of 

seals in ethical ways, such as taking care of their guns and hunting tools, aiming to shoot at a 

seal's head, and shooting the animal on a shallow reef so that the hunter could pull it out with a 

hook (Kugo 2014, 126). They believe that their practices help the spirits return to the living 

world, so that the people can hunt the animals again in the future. Hunters leave food offerings to 

show appreciation to the land and to the animals (Kugo 2014, 136), and people discard animal 

bones in the water after a meal or bury them where people will not step, as a sign of respect.

The Dena'ina have similar cultural practices, as Newhalen Yup'ik Elder Andrew 

Wassillie confirmed (Kugo 2014, 54). He reported that sharing food with others and treating 

animals with respect would bring the hunters good luck (Kugo 2014, 54). Iliamna Lake 

residents' practices highlight that sharing food with humans and nonhumans and caring for the 

bones of harvested animals in ethical ways continue to reflect the holistic Yup'ik worldview.
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Another common tradition, transferring the names of the recently deceased to newborn 

babies, reflects Yup'ik spirituality (Fienup-Riordan 1990, 45; Nelson 1899, 289; Oswalt 1990, 

35). Oswalt (1990, 35) explains that naming traditions “resulted in continuity between the souls 

of the dead and those of the living.” While passing on the names of the deceased, the people 

welcome the cycle of the spirit of their ancestor into the newborn. The Yupiit remember and 

respect their ancestors who taught them many stories and practices. Through the name-giving 

practice, the Yupiit nurture the connection between the dead and the living worlds by providing 

pathways for the spirits to cycle between the two worlds. The practice of name-giving has been 

recorded at various times in many regions of the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta and on the shores of 

river systems, as noted in numerous publications. The practice of naming a baby for a recently 

deceased loved one is still practiced by some Yupiit today. Names can be passed down from one 

village to another. For instance, in Iliamna, a boy was named after a man from Newhalen who 

passed away a couple weeks before the boy was born. This boy often tells his mother, “I want to 

go to my Newhalen home” (Iliamna resident, pers. comm., March, 2017). A road connects the 

communities of Iliamna and Newhalen, allowing him to visit his grandparents in Newhalen 

often. The boy's mother thinks her son calls Newhalen “home” because he carries the Yup'ik 

man's name. She believes this man's spirit is happy to revisit his village and to be remembered 

through the boy. These anecdotes illustrate how the Yupiit have brought their cultural traditions 

along with them when traveling and moving from one place to another.

Many Yup'ik communities welcomed the spirits of dead and living animals to their 

ceremonies in the qasgiq. Major ceremonies took place in the qasgiq in the upper Kuskokwim 

area from late fall to early winter, because the Yupiit did not want to suffer from the darkness, 

but instead enjoy the time spent with their relatives and communities (Oswalt 1990, 36). To 
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show respect for both animal and human spirits, the Yupiit conducted gift exchanges during the 

ceremonies. Objects, songs, dances, and certain rituals within the ceremonies held deep symbolic 

meaning, illustrating the Yupiit worldview in which spirits, animals, and humans interact and 

communicate with one another. These rituals were meant to enhance the people's well-being and 

bring good fortune in the future.

A few Iliamna Lake Yupiit Elders witnessed or had heard of their family members 

participating in gatherings and exchanging gifts with visitors and relatives in the qasgiq in earlier 

settlements on Pecks Creek and on the Newhalen River. The mouth of Pecks Creek maintains its 

Yup'ik name, Qasgivik, or “place with qasgiq.” Yup'ik Elder Annie Parks remembers witnessing 

as a child her grandmother dancing in the qasgiq (Annie Parks, pers. comm., July 2017). Another 

Elder, Evelyn Anelon traveled to the qasgiq on the Nushagak with a dog team when she was 

young (Evelyn Anelon, pers. comm., August 2016). Although qasgiq are no longer in use in the 

Iliamna Lake area, the cultural traditions they represent persist. Iliamna Lake residents continue 

to fulfill cultural and family practices as they care for people, animals, and the land to perpetuate 

their culture and homeland for future generations.

Pre-Russian Contact in the Iliamna Lake area

Archaeological data and literature indicate that Iliamna Lake Dena'ina traded goods with 

the Yupiit of Iliamna Lake and Bristol Bay, for instance exchanging their moose and wolverine 

skins for seal skins and sinew. Anthropologist Cornelius Osgood (1937, 74) notes that the 

Dena'ina are among the least nomadic of the Northern Athabascan peoples because of their 

social structures and because they could find plenty of subsistence foods in and near their 

settlements. The Dena'ina and Yupiit engaged in trading, intermarriage, and battles amongst one 

another in the Iliamna Lake region.
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Several place names, oral narratives, and Iliamna Lake Elders' memories refer to 

conflicts among Dena'ina, Yupiit, and Alutiit. Dena'ina place names Ułcha Dghil'u “Aleut 

Mountain” and Ulcha Tsayeh “Alutiiq cliff” refer to battle sites (Kari 2010, 161). The Alutiit 

attacked Dena'ina villages, took women, and forced the Dena'ina people to trade with them 

(Boraas 2007, 33). According to Kokhanok historian Gary Nielsen, the Severnovsk26 (people 

from the Naknek area) attacked the Kijik people. He distinguishes the Severnovsk people from 

the Yupiit in the area of Nushagak and Kvichak rivers (these people are often referred to as 

“Kiatagmiut”27). His information echoes the archeological evidence of a group of Aglurmiut 

Yupiit who settled at Paugvik, at the mouth of the Naknek River, sometime after 1800 to about 

1870 (Dumond 1998b). They were displaced by warfare from the Kuskokwim River to Nunivak 

Island and the Bristol Bay area (Dumond 1995, 5; Dumond 1998b, 66). Ethnohistorical and 

archaeological evidence signifies conflict between the Aglurmiut Yupiit and Kijik Dena'ina in 

the Iliamna Lake-Lake Clark area. It also implies that several groups of Dena'ina and Yupiit 

interacted with each other in more mundane ways as they lived throughout the Iliamna Lake area 

in the past.

26 The spelling of “Severnovsk” is cited from Dumond (1998, 65). Iliamna Lake Elders also pronounce it as 
“Severnoski.”
27 The Yupiit in the area of Nushagak and Kvichak rivers (Dumond 1998b).

Numerous sukdu (Dena'ina traditional stories) about Ts'anhdghulyal, the Dena'ina hero, 

describe many battles between the Dena'ina and Dutna (the Eskimo) (Tenenbaum 1984, 232

253). Though the Dena'ina and Yupiit killed each other, in the Dena'ina sukdu, the Dena'ina 

always won in the end. Iliamna Lake residents have heard of the war stories, and their Elders 

learned not to hunt in the specific area around Roadhouse Mountain to avoid hostilities. In 

contrast to the Dena'ina stories, a Kokhanok resident heard from his Yup'ik uncle numerous 
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stories about wars between the Yupiit and Dena'ina in which the Yupiit always won (pers. 

comm., June 2017). The ending of the battle stories appears to vary based on perspective.

Dena'ina and Yupiit raiding parties sometimes took people captive from opposite groups. 

Orphans and women were held hostage and made to work for their captors. Mistreatment of the 

war captive was not uncommon, but often the captured people were treated kindly. Marriages 

between captives and captors fostered peaceful relations between the groups and the 

development of bilingualism (Newhalen Tribal Council 1999; Townsend 1979, 169). The 

Dena'ina story, “the Stolen Girl War,” exemplifies Yup'ik and Dena'ina inter-cultural 

relationships. According to the story, as told by Nondalton Dena'ina Elder Andrew Balluta, the 

people of the Naknek area kidnapped a girl from Kijik when they came down for war there 

(Newhalen Tribal Council 1999). Many years later, an elderly Yup'ik woman helped the girl, 

now an adult, to escape from the Yup'ik settlement and walk back to Kijik. Meanwhile, Kijik 

people were preparing for war. However, they decided not to fight because the Naknek people 

raised the Dena'ina girl and she already had children. The Dena'ina people let the Dena'ina 

woman and her children stay in the Newhalen area, which resulted in the Dena'ina people 

“giving” the land in the Newhalen area to Yup'ik people (Newhalen Tribal Council 1999). There 

was no more war between Dena'ina and Yupiit after this ceding of territory. Iliamna Lake 

Yup'ik Elders noted several Yup'ik place names that the Yupiit adapted from Dena'ina names in 

the cultural boundaries (see Chapter 7). Their ancestors perhaps heard Dena'ina names when 

traveling and used these places for landmarks. The Dena'ina also accepted and still use a generic 

Yup'ik name Igyaraq (“throat”) for the mouth of the river, which is located at the north end of 

Sixmile Lake in traditional Dena'ina territory. Some of these borrowed names provide evidence 

of the Dena'ina and Yupiit sharing traditional territories.
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Russian Contact

After the Danish-born Vitus Bering, who was serving in the Russian Navy, “discovered” 

Alaska in 1741, Russian fur traders arrived on Kodiak Island and the coastal regions of 

southwest and southeast Alaska in the 1770s and began trading in furs with Alaska Natives 

(Table 5). The Dena'ina and Yupiit continued to use their traditional techniques to harvest fish 

and animals, and to gather plants, while they traded furs with the Russians in exchange for 

European-procured trade goods such as tea, flour, sugar, kitchen utensils, and guns.

In the 1770s, Russian companies competed in the fur trade in Alaska. Around 1784, the 

Shelikhov-Golikov Company (later re-established as the Russian American Company - RAC) 

arrived and established its first permanent settlement at Three Saints Bay on Kodiak Island 

(Black 2004, 107). Russian Emperor Paul I approved a monopoly for the RAC in 1799. The 

Russian government was interested not only in commercial fur-trading, but in controlling the 

land and the islanders where the RAC settled (Black 2004, 255; Solovjova and Vovnyanko 2002, 

114-116).
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Table 5: Russian contact timeline in Southwest Alaska.

Year Location(s) Events

1600s Kotzebue-Norton Sound Russian Taras Stadukhin and his crew arrive
1600s Western (W) Alaska Russian Semon Deshnev stop at the shore of Alaska
1741 Alaska (general) Bering discovery of Alaska
1741 Alaska (general) Official date of Russian sovereignty in Alaska
1762 Kodiak and Umak Is. One of the earliest contacts with the Russian Orthodox Church
1770s Kodiak and W Alaska Arrival of Russian fur trading companies
1784 Kodiak Shelikhov-Golikov Company establishes a first 

permanent Russian settlement on Kodiak Island
1786-91 Kenai Several fur trading companies control the Kenai Redoubt
1784-94 Lake Clark-Iliamna L. Levedev-Lastochkin Company expedition in the Alaska

Peninsula's Bering Sea, Lake Clark-Iliamna Lake, and Kamishak Bay 
areas

1795-6 ' Iliamna Lake area Father Juvenal arrives and teaches residents Russian
Orthodoxy in the Iliamna Lake area

1797 Old Iliamna Dena'ina people burn the Russian trading posts at Iliamna and 
Tyonek

1799 Alaska Russian American Company (RAC) establishes a 
monopoly in fur trading

1818-19 Southwest Alaska Petr Korsakovskiy, hired by RAC, explores the Bristol Bay, 
Nushagak, Lake Clark-Iliamna, and Kuskokwim regions

1819 Nushagak River RAC trader Fedro Kolmakov establishes
Aleksandrovskiy Redoubt at the mouth of Nushagak River

1821 Old Iliamna RAC Savva Riktorov reestablishes the Iliamna odinochka
1829 Nushagak The first official Orthodox priest Ioann Veniaminov 

authorizes Kolmakov to baptize Alaska Natives
1830 Kuskokwim River Kolmakov establishes several trading posts
1832 Stony River Stony River odinochka is established
1833 Yukon Delta Mikhailovskiy Redoubt is established
1838-9 The fur market begins to diminish
1838-9 Southwest Alaska A smallpox epidemic
1840s Yukon-Kuskokwim delta Russian Orthodox priests repeatedly visits in the region
1841 Nushagak River The first Russian Orthodox church north of the Alaska 

Peninsula is established at Aleksandrovskiy Redoubt
1840-80 Southwest Alaska Orthodox priest Vasilii Shishkin visits the Lake Clark-Iliamna, 

Kvichak, Kuskokwim, Nushagak, and Ugashik regions, and St. 
Michael

(Black 1981; Black 2004; Ellanna and Balluta 1992; Dumond and VanStone 1995; Lynch 1982; Oswalt 1990; 
Solovjova and Vovnyanko 2002; Townsend 1965; VanStone and Townsend 1970; VanStone 1971; VanStone 1984; 
VanStone 1988; Znamenski 2003)

Vasily Ivanov, an employee of the Lebedev-Lastochkin Company, and his crew first 

traveled from Iliamna Lake to interior Alaska, and thereafter from Lake Clark to the Mulchatna, 

Holitna or Stony rivers, and further on to the Kuskokwim region in the 1790s (Postnikov and 

Falk 2015, 230). The Lebedev-Lastochkin Company established trading posts on the Bering Sea 

coast of the Alaska Peninsula, in the Iliamna Lake-Lake Clark region, and at Kamishak Bay on 
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Cook Inlet between 1784 and 1794 (Black 2004, 113). In 1796, the L-L Company built a trading 

post on the shore of Iliamna River (Old Iliamna village site) (Solovjova and Vovnyanko 1999, 

197). The Russians used Dena'ina qeshqana28 (rich men) as intermediaries, exploiting the 

already-established trade networks.

28 Qeshqana is a plural form for qeshqa, rich man.

By maintaining monopolistic trading partnerships with Russians at the Nikolaevskii 

Redoubt on Cook Inlet, Iliamna Odinochka, and other trading posts, Dena'ina qeshqana gained 

economic power (Fall 1981, 278). The many Russian and European trade goods discovered at the 

Kijik site (dated about the year 1800) demonstrate that the Dena'ina coveted these Russian and 

Western goods. The Dena'ina qeshqa not only exchanged goods with the Russians but also 

received goods as gifts from traditional trading partners, including the Yupiit. Other sites (dated 

about the year 1800) on the Nushagak and the Kuskokwim rivers resemble the Kijik site, 

focusing on fishing, and caribou and moose hunting. However, these Yup'ik settlements 

emphasized the traditional material cultures in contrast with the Kijik site (Townsend 1973, 398). 

The Yupiit sought “native” trading items such as land animal skins for making their clothing and 

tools. The Dena'ina's interest in obtaining Russian goods illustrates the greater stratification in 

their social structure, while the Yupiit trading system highlights their greater egalitarianism and 

interest in traditional subsistence materials and tool-making techniques. Nevertheless, conflicts 

with Russians led the Dena'ina to destroy the Iliamna trading post by the late 1790s (Solovjova 

and Vovnyanko 1999, 197).

When the RAC explorer Petr Korsakovskiy and his team explored the Iliamna Lake area 

in 1819, he observed that Dena'ina and Yupiit together performed dance and singing at a Russian 

trader's house in Old Iliamna (VanStone 1988, 53). Korsakovskiy's observation suggests that the 
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Yupiit had already arrived in the Lake Iliamna region and traded goods with the Russians and 

Dena'ina at the northeast of the lake by the 1810s and that the Yupiit and Dena'ina had 

established a peaceful relationship there. With the Dena'ina's permission, the RAC company 

reestablished the Iliamna trading post in 1820 (Solovjova and Vovnyanko 1999, 197). After the 

caribou population began to decline in the Kuskokwim area in the late 1800s, some Yupiit settled 

in the Iliamna Lake area. According to Iliamna Lake residents, the Yupiit first came to the 

Iliamna Lake area seasonally, and they eventually settled there permanently. The residents' 

narratives suggest that the Yupiit learned of the abundance of food in the Iliamna Lake area 

through trading and communicating with other groups such as the Stony River Dena'ina.

Ferdinand Petrovich von Wrangel, the governor of Russian America (Alaska) from 1830 

to 1835, explored the northwest coast of America (Alaska) and published his report in 1839 

(Wrangel and Vanstone 1970; Postnikov and Falk 2015). Wrangel described language 

distributions and demographic information across Russian America, including the people of 

Kina-yut on the shore of Kenay (Kenai), Ilyamna (Iliamna) and Kyzzhakh (Lake Clark) 

(Wrangel and VanStone 1970, 9). About the southwest coast, he recorded that the Agolegmyut 

(Aglurmiut) lived at the mouth of the Nushagak and Naknek rivers, and that other groups of the 

Yupiit lived in southwest Alaska. Although Wrangel did not mention Yupiit in the Iliamna Lake 

area, the editor VanStone suggests a Yup'ik dialect extends south to Bristol Bay and Iliamna 

Lake (Wrangel and VanStone 1970, 15). Historians Alexey Postnikov and Marvin Falk (2015, 

461) note that Wrangel's ethnographic account became a foundation of Alaskan ethnography.

The Russian explorer Lieutenant Lavrentiy Zagoskin recorded his observations of the 

landscape and people of southwest Alaska during his expedition for the Russian American 

Company from 1842 to 1844. Zagoskin (1967, 268) noted that the Stony River Tanaina
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(Dena'ina)29 traded exclusively at the Nikolaevskii Redoubt on Cook Inlet, the Iliamna 

Odinochka, and the Kolmakovsky Redoubt on the Kuskokwim River. However, the Stony River 

Dena'ina may also have used their native trading network to extend their trading territories 

(Townsend 1973, 172). They perhaps introduced the Kuskokwim Yupiit to other resources that 

they obtained from Iliamna Lake and coastal areas, and vice versa, just as the Telaquana qeshqa 

maintained trading partnerships with the Kuskokwim Yupiit (Townsend 1973, 173).

29 Zagoskin recorded Tkhalkhuk or Mantashtano River which refers to the present Stony River (Zagoskin 1967, 
356).

After the RAC fur trader Fedro Kolmakov established a trading post on the mouth of the 

Nushagak River in 1819, the Russians penetrated the river systems of southwestern Alaska and 

explored the entire region (VanStone 1984, 237). To obtain trade items such as glass beads, 

copper bracelets, iron axes, clothing, and food, the Yupiit began to focus on fur trapping, rather 

than relying almost exclusively on traditional harvesting for their food and clothing needs. 

Nushagak and middle Kuskokwim people engaged heavily in beaver trapping about 1,600 pelts 

from 1845 to 1860 for trading (Oswalt 1990, 63). Russian traders tried to persuade Nushagak 

Yupiit hunters to harvest more pelts by raising the price for beaver pelts. However, the Nushagak 

Yupiit discovered that they could command an even higher price by limiting the number of pelts 

they sold within their home region. They also learned that they could receive a better exchange 

rate for selling pelts outside of the Nushagak area, for instance by trading with the Inupiaq 

people who traded with the Siberian Russians (Oswalt 1990, 63). Alaska Natives maintained 

their traditional trading networks throughout the Russian contact era. The Yupiit continued 

trading goods with the Dena'ina and Russians to obtain goods that made their daily lives more 

efficient, such as knives, candles, tobacco, and guns (Oswalt 1990, 66). Evolution in the Yup'ik 

economic system and material culture reflected Russian influence over time.
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With the support of the RAC, Russian Orthodox priests instructed Alaska Native peoples 

in Orthodox Christianity. By 1800, many Russians had married Alaska Native women to 

integrate with the Native communities and establish trading partnerships (Znamenski 2003, 6). In 

1829, Father Ioann Veniaminov arrived at Alexandrovski Redoubt (near Nushagak Bay) and 

baptized the Yupiit who came to trade at the redoubt (VanStone 1967, 22). When he left the 

redoubt, Veniaminov authorized the fur trader Fedor Kolmakov to baptize Yupiit who inquired 

about Christianity. Kolmakov and his son, Petr, baptized more than 62 Yupiit between 1832 and 

1838, and Veniaminov and his successor, Gregory Golovin, baptized many Yupiit when they 

visited the Nushagak region (VanStone 1967, 24). As time passed, traders and mission officials 

were often Creoles, that is, of mixed cultural heritage, and they received Russian education 

(VanStone 1984, 238). The use of Native languages in evangelizing Alaska and the 

establishment of churches at trading posts advanced the spread of Orthodoxy among the Native 

peoples.

The Christian religious services were male-centered, with a priest leading the service 

with male servants, and the people singing and making offerings at the church. The sanctuary at 

the front of the main room of the church connected people with God only through priests, and 

only male servants could enter the sanctuary to prepare services for the people and pray. The 

Yupiit might have perceived some similarities between the qasgiq (men's house) and the 

Orthodox rituals, such as an elderly man leading the ceremony while other people danced and 

shared foods, gifts, and songs. The similarity in rituals may have eased the integration of new 

religious beliefs and practices into Yup'ik cultural practices.

The Inupiat of Arctic Alaska also experienced the spread of Christianity between 1890 

and 1910. Anthropologist Ernest Burch (1994) concludes that the Inupiat accepting Christianity 
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over such a short time owed to syncretism, a blending of traditional Inupiaq spirituality and 

Christianity. The Inupiat understood Christianity through the Bible, which they may have 

perceived as a similar concept to their shaman's amulets; they may have associated prayers with 

using charms and singing; and the prohibition of smoking, dancing, gambling, and drinking as 

analogous to their taboos (Burch 1994, 98). Overhunting of bowhead whales and walrus by 

American whalers in the nineteenth century as well as Inupiat and whalers' overharvest of 

caribou precipitated a period of starvation and thousands of deaths in Arctic communities. 

Epidemics caused further depopulation and great loss of Inupiaq traditional lifeways. Thus, 

Christian missionaries arrived at a time of great vulnerability among the Inupiat. Their arrival 

with medicines that were more effective than the shaman's methods, as well as their use of 

Inupiaq assistants, likely contributed to the rapid pace with which they converted, at least 

nominally, to Christianity. Inupiaq assistants, Uyaraq on Kotzebue Sound and Maniilaq in the 

Kobuk River area, challenged shamans and broke taboos in front of the Inupiat, without 

consequence, which cast doubt on the validity of their traditional beliefs (Burch 1994). Burch's 

study suggests that many Alaska Natives converted to Christianity, partially owing to the 

similarities they recognized between this new belief system and their traditional beliefs and 

owing to the material benefits that missionaries brought.

One of the first Orthodox priests to arrive on the mainland of Alaska had been Father 

Hieromonk Juvenaly (Iakov Fedorovich Govoruchkin) (Oleksa 1990, 322). He was first assigned 

to Yakutat, where Alexander Baranov, the first governor of Russian Alaska, had established a 

Russian settlement. However, Father Juvenaly attempted to go to the north to preach to the 

Aglurmiut when he stayed at Nuchek on Hinchinbrook Island in the Prince William Sound 

(Black 1981, 37). He left Kodiak and arrived in the Chugach area in 1795 or 1796 and was killed 
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in 1796 during his journey to the north (Black 1981, 37). Several accounts recorded by Russian 

Orthodox missionaries and fur traders indicate that Juvenaly came to Iliamna, taught the Natives 

Christianity, and baptized them. One of these authors, Ivan Petrov,30 upon whom the renowned 

Alaska historian Hubert Bancroft relied for translation of Russian documents, reported that 

Juvenaly was killed in Iliamna (Oleksa 1990, 342). According to Lydia Black (1981) and 

Russian Orthodox Father Michael Oleksa (1990, 2005), Petrov fabricated a journal purported to 

be Juvenaly's.31 Oleksa (1990, 348-351) investigated Juvenaly's death in compiling narratives 

from Kwethluk, Quinhagak, Iliamna, Newhalen, and Tyonek and later missionary reports. He 

determined that Juvenaly, along with his Athabascan guide, was killed near the present-day 

settlement of Quinhagak. Nevertheless, the reasons for his murder were still unclear from these 

sources (Oleksa 1990, 352). Oleksa (1990, 354) concludes that Juvenaly extensively and 

energetically traveled in western Alaska from Kodiak, Kenai, and Iliamna, to the Kuskokwim 

River area on the shore of the Bering Sea, preaching and baptizing Indigenous Alaskans.

30 His name is also spelled Petrof and Petroff.
31 Historian Hubert Bancroft relied upon Petrov's fabricated Juvenaly journal, leading him to misconstrue the history 
of the Yupiit and Father Juvenaly (Oleksa 2005, 54-58).

Oleksa's investigation implies that Iliamna Lake and Nondalton residents honored 

Juvenaly. Today the people remember from the stories told by their relatives and grandparents 

how Father Juvenaly came into their territory and taught the people about Christianity (Pers. 

comm., Father David Askoak, October 2019). After learning about Father Juvenaly's work in the 

Iliamna Lake area and the unknown location of his murder, Newhalen Orthodox priest Father 

David Askoak reintroduced the communities to Father Juvenaly's work in the early 1980s. The 

Newhalen Orthodox Church has been holding the Saint Juvenaly Bible Camp in the Iliamna 

Lake area every August since 1985. Father David not only preaches Christianity to children, but 
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he also invites community Elders and artists (Dena'ina and Yupiit) to share their narratives and 

crafting skills with the children. He welcomes people of all ages.

In the twenty-first century, Iliamna Lake residents call the lake by the Saint Juvenaly 

Bible Camp site “Bible Camp Lake.” This place name illustrates how some traditional Yup'ik 

and contemporary place names and stories reflect the history of Iliamna Yup'ik seasonal 

migrations, settlements, and incidents, as well as recent developments. Iliamna Lake Yupiit 

participated in gatherings and traded goods with neighboring Indigenous groups and Russians. In 

addition to living in harmony with their surroundings, many of them accepted Christianity 

intertwined with their Yup'ik oral traditions and worldview, and alongside pre-Christian spiritual 

beliefs and traditions.

The American Era

After the United States purchased Alaska from Russia in 1867, the U.S. government 

viewed the natural resources of Alaska as potential sources of wealth (Table 6). The U.S. 

government sent individuals with experience in the region to Alaska to take census records and 

ethnographic accounts. In February 1891, Schanz and John Clark (the chief trader at the Alaska 

Commercial Company's post at Nushagak) traveled from Nushagak to Iliamna Lake, and Schanz 

named Lake Clark after his partner (Branson 2012, 89, 175). At the mouth of Newhalen River, 

he observed a village of Noghelingamute (Eskimo language speaking people). Even though 

Schanz identified them as Noghelingamute, he recognized two groups who spoke different 

languages and lived within fifty miles of each other. His information indicates that these people 

were Yupiit who lived at the mouth of Newhalen River, and that Dena'ina resided upriver from 

there. His team traveled from Iliamna to Kakhonak (Kokhanok), Kwichakh (Kvichak), 

Koggiung, and Ugashik to the end of Bristol Bay. The U.S. Geological Survey researchers used 
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ethnographic census data with additional information to compile these settlement place names 

(Brooks 1906) and mineral sources and geological data (Dall, 1896; Martin and Katz 1912; Spurr 

1900) in Alaska. The government began to maintain demographic accounts and geological data 

in the publications through time.

Table 6: Historical timeline in Western Alaska and Alaska in general after 1867.

Year Location(s) Events

1867 Alaska U.S. purchased Alaska from Russia
1880s Western Alaska Moravian missionaries arrive
1868 Hutchinson, Kohl & Company (eventually became Alaska 

Commercial Company) purchase RAC
1870 Iliamna, Kijik, Mulchatna A scarlet fever epidemic
1880s Western Alaska Canneries begin to be established in Bristol Bay along the 

Naknek, Kvichak, and Nushagak Rivers
1883 Nushagak Arctic Packing Company establishes the first cannery
1886 Nushagak Moravian missionaries establish their mission Camel
1880s Alaska Presbyterian missionary Sheldon Jackson begins establishing 

missionary schools, combining church support and federal funding
1890-91 Alaska Albert Schanz and John W. Clark visit the Iliamna Lake area 

for U.S. Census, and Schanz publishes his report in the Frank Leslie's 
Illustrated Newspaper

1893 Nushagak Alaska Packers Association controls all canneries operating 
in Nushagak Bay

1904 Western Alaska U.S. government hires Saami and Yup'ik herders driving 
reindeer from the Kuskokwim to the Alaska Peninsula

1907-31 Alaska U.S. Bureau of Education establishes schools
1918-19 Nushagak, Branch Rivers An influenza epidemic
1924 Alaska The White Act, the federal government prohibits the use of 

fish traps and powerboats in Bristol Bay (The first major effort of the 
government natural resources in the Bristol Bay region, this regulation 
allowed enough salmon to return upstream to spawn.)

1931-53 Alaska U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs continues to build schools
1953-76 Alaska Territory and State of Alaska operates schools in Alaska
1958 Alaska Alaska Statehood Act
1959 Alaska Alaska becomes the 49th U.S. state
1960- Alaska Federal government sends Alaska Native children to 

boarding schools for about two decades
1971 Alaska Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA)
1973 Alaska State begins a limited entry system for commercial fishing
1976 Alaska Alaska State Legislature establishes Regional Educational

Attendance Areas to operate regional school districts
1980 Alaska Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA)

(Barnhardt 1985; Branson 2007; Ellanna and Balluta 1992; Lynch 1982; Oleksa 1992; Oswalt 1990; Schanz 1891;
Townsend 1965; VanStone and Townsend 1970; VanStone 1971; VanStone 1984; Vinson et al. n.d.)
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Economic Changes

Hutchinson, Kohl & Company of San Francisco purchased the Russian American 

Company in 1868 and it became the Alaska Commercial Company (ACC) (VanStone and 

Townsend 1970, 153). Competition among several American fur trading companies inflated the 

prices paid to Alaska Natives for furs. Meanwhile, the fishing industry became an attractive 

employer of coastal Natives. The Alaska Commercial Company built a salmon salting station on 

the Kenai River in 1878, and several canneries were built in Southeast Alaska, Kodiak, and Cook 

Inlet (Branson 2007, 3). The cannery economy quickly replaced fur trading as the primary cash 

economic activity in western Alaska, perhaps because women and young men could work at the 

canneries and were provided housing near the canneries, whereas fur hunting was restricted to 

men.

In 1883 the Arctic Packing Company built the first salting station two miles above 

Nushagak village in the Bristol Bay region (Branson 2007, 3). During that decade, several 

companies established canneries in Bristol Bay along the Naknek, Kvichak, and Nushagak 

rivers. By 1910, ten canneries operated in Nushagak Bay, seven operated on the Kvichak River, 

and three operated on the Naknek River (Dumond and VanStone 1995, 9; Branson 2007, 32, 75). 

In this era, northern European fishermen, in particular, migrated to western Alaska, and many 

married Native women (Branson 2007, 3). Oliver Millet from Nova Scotia, Canada, August 

Hedlund from Sweden, and Alf Johnson from Estonia were some of these early migrants who 

married local women and settled in the Iliamna Lake and Kvichak River areas (Atwater 2012, 

29, 171; Kugo et al, 2017).

Native people eagerly participated in the fishing economy. The wages they earned 

supported the purchase of hunting and fishing gear for their subsistence harvesting and allowed 
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the purchase of other commodities. Historian John Branson (2007, 7) points out that canneries 

were “the first exposure to the wage economy and working by the clock that most Bay area 

Native people experienced.” During the cannery boom era from 1900 to 1920, fishermen 

introduced wooden sailboats to Bristol Bay, which were eventually replaced by gas engine boats. 

Subsequently, Indigenous people who lived in the region and other fishermen began to harvest 

salmon heavily. Military demand for canned salmon during World War I contributed to high 

harvesting rates, and by 1919 overharvesting had depleted salmon stocks32 (Branson 2007, 5). 

These situations caused dramatic impacts of commercial fishing on the salmon population in the 

region and on Dena'ina and Yup'ik lifeways. Dena'ina and Yup'ik integration into the cash 

economy surrounding commercial fishing occurred rather quickly because the people could 

apply their traditional skills to this industry (Branson 2007); this involvement continues to the 

present.

32 Decadal oscillations may also have impacted salmon runs in the Bristol Bay fishery according to Branson's 
records on numbers of harvest (Branson 2007, 6-7).

Diseases introduced after Russian contact affected the population of southwestern 

Alaska, including a smallpox epidemic in the Kuskokwim and Nushagak areas in 1838, and 

another wave of a smallpox in 1862 (Znamenski 2003, 38). According to Branson (2007, 5), 

Scandinavians and other immigrants also may have brought diseases into the country. Influenza, 

measles, and scarlet fever arrived with Europeans who came to southwest Alaska for commercial 

fishing and to prospect for gold on the Nushagak and Mulchatna rivers. Scarlet fever attacked a 

large population in Kijik, Iliamna, and Mulchatna in the 1870s (Znamenski 2003, 38). In 1919, a 

year with a very small return of salmon in the Bristol Bay region, the area experienced about 200 

deaths from the so-called Spanish influenza (Branson 2007, 5). The great influenza epidemic 

killed most of the population in a large Yup'ik village on Kaskanak Creek and at an earlier 
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location of Igiugig along the shore of the Kvichak River, downriver from current Igiugig 

(Townsend 1965, 82-83). According to Kokhanok historian Gary Nielsen, people left the old 

Kokhanok village site (today's Kokhanok Fish Camp) for modern Kokhanok about this time 

(Gary Nielsen, pers. comm., March 2018). An orphanage was established in 1918 at Kanaknak 

near present-day Dillingham to take care of children orphaned in the epidemics. A Pedro Bay 

Dena'ina resident reported that her father was sent to the orphanage when he was a child. He 

gained Yup'ik language skills while growing up in the Yup'ik community (Kugo 2014, 75). The 

resettlement of orphans led to many becoming bi- or multi-cultural. The arrival of European 

migrants to the region, along with epidemics and relocations, resulted in significant intermixing 

of lineages. Some Iliamna Lake residents in the twenty-first century have mixed Scandinavian, 

Finnish, Estonian, Central Yup'ik, Dena'ina, and Unangan (Aleut) heritage.

Presbyterian missionary and Alaska Education Agent Sheldon Jackson arranged for the 

introduction of reindeer herding to the Alaska Natives of north and southwest Alaska because of 

the decline of sea animals due to commercial whaling and sealing by non-Native migrants 

(VanStone, Kakaruk, and Lucier 2000, 60). By herding reindeer, Alaska Natives would have 

access to a stable food. The government also encouraged Alaska Natives to shift from hunting to 

farming “as a method of assimilation” (Mager 2012, 164), which the federal government 

prioritized at the dawn of the twentieth century. The reindeer herding practice influenced Alaska 

Natives' spiritual relationship with animals, because they came to see reindeer as an item of the 

cash economy (VanStone, Kakaruk, and Lucier 2000, 60). The traditional reciprocal relationship 

was not maintained in this context in the same way as with wild animals. In 1905, Jackson 

ordered Hedley Redmyer, a Saami-American, to herd three hundred reindeer from Bethel to 

Copper Center, north of Valdez. Travel difficulties prompted Redmyer to establish reindeer 
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stations on the shore of Iliamna Lake instead (Lincoln 2014, 24; Unrau 1994, 309-310). 

Government employees taught the Dena'ina and Yupiit at various locations, including at 

Kokhanok, Newhalen, Kukaklek Lake, and Koggiung on the Kvichak River, reindeer herding 

practices (Unrau 1994, 309-317). The enterprise built steadily until the herd population peaked at 

around 10,000 in the 1930s. By the 1940s, reindeer herding was in decline in northern and 

southwest Alaska because of poor management and natural causes, including predation by 

wolves and reindeer mingling with caribou (Mager 2012, 165; Sonnenfeld 1959, 78).

Similar to the decline of other wild animal populations, commercial fishing caused a 

decrease in the salmon population. In response to low salmon harvests by Alaska Natives, the 

U.S. government enacted salmon conservation measures in the 1920s. These policies generated 

shifts in Native subsistence practices and economic activities. The White Act (43 Stat. 464) of 

1924 prohibited the use of fish traps and power boats, and it established predator control on trout, 

among other provisions (Branson 2007, 6-7). The boom-and-bust cycles of salmon runs in the 

early 1930s spurred the Bureau of Fisheries to promote a trout fishery to protect salmon smolt 

from predation (Branson 2007, 7). The Bureau of Fisheries believed that fishing for trout would 

protect the salmon smolt. The trout bounty became a cash economy opportunity for the Native 

people that continued throughout the 1930s.

After World War II, many Alaska Natives engaged in commercial fishing in southwest 

Alaska. Canned salmon prices peaked in the late 1940s and many residents found work in the 

dozens of canneries that operated on the Nushagak, Kvichak, and Naknek rivers. Powerboats 

replaced sailboats by the 1950s. The overharvesting of fish populations led the State of Alaska to 

establish the Commercial Fisheries Entry Commission in 1973 to promote conservation, control 

entry into the industry, and maintain the commercial fishing economy. The Commission 
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established a limited entry system for commercial fishing in the Bristol Bay region to reduce 

pressure on the resource. Many residents of the Bristol Bay region, including the Iliamna Lake 

area, applied for fishing permits to participate in the commercial fishing industry. A limited 

number of permits was issued, but regulations allowed permit transfer through inheritance or 

sale. Maintaining fishing gear was expensive, and fishing permits became prized commodities. 

Many Native families who had fished for canneries for decades found the limited entry system 

untenable. They could not afford the costs of maintaining their fishing boats and gear, and many 

sold their permits to outsider fishermen (Branson 2007, 8). The limited entry system remains in 

effect in the twenty-first century, and many families in the Iliamna Lake communities move to 

the Bristol Bay area for commercial fishing during the season. This practice resembles how, for 

many generations, the Yupiit seasonally migrated to harvest resources. Today's Iliamna Lake 

children learn as they did in the past, by watching their family members fish. Today, however, 

their parents and grandparents use industrial fishing gear to catch fish for profit, in addition to 

“subsistence” fishing, their traditional way of life.

Education

By the 1870s, the federal government was reconsidering its Indian policies of the 

previous decades that had removed Native Americans from their traditional lands and 

concentrated them on reservations in the western territories. Native Americans suffered from 

high disease and mortality rates and from social problems related to their economic inactivity. 

By the 1880s, the government adopted a series of assimilation policies aimed at improving 

conditions among Native Americans by encouraging their integration into mainstream American 

society. Christian-based education in English and industrial training, it was thought, would ease 

Native Americans' assimilation (Prucha 1984, 687-688). Government educator Carl Schurz
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argued that learning English was essential to understanding civilized ideas and ways of thinking 

- to be assimilated into the dominant Western society (Prucha 1984, 690). His theory led to the 

English-only policies that banned Indigenous children from speaking their mother tongues. 

When the government established schools for Indigenous children in the 1870s and 1880s, it 

relied on missionaries to run the schools. Missionary teachers initially preached the Gospel in 

Indigenous languages to teach Indigenous people Christianity. However, by 1885, government 

forbid missionary teachers from using Indigenous languages (Prucha 1984, 691). Over the next 

seventy years, missionaries of various denominations provided schooling for Native American 

children throughout the United States (Oleksa 2005, 143).

These assimilation policies arrived with Sheldon Jackson in Alaska in the late 1880s. 

Jackson started the first missionary schools in Alaska in the late 1880s with the support of the 

Presbyterian Church and federal funding (Oleksa 2005, 138). Russian Orthodox priest Father 

Michael Oleksa (2005, 141) notes that Jackson aimed to assimilate Alaska Natives into the 

American melting pot, rather than concentrating them on reservations through war or coercion, 

which had occurred in the continental United States.

Government educators and politicians endorsed the idea that assimilating Indigenous 

children would save them, and mainstream political opinion supported this notion. Thus, 

schoolteachers tended to accept the policy. Therefore, over time, teachers increasingly adopted 

English-only policies with Alaska Native children. Kawagley (2006, 32) analyzes the deep and 

long-term effects of these policies, observing that “education was one of the first colonial 

institutions.” Later, for their high school education, many Alaska Natives were sent to boarding 

schools, oftentimes far from their homes, even to the Lower-48. This meant young students were 

removed from their families and communities and in so doing, the transfer of traditional 
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knowledge from one generation to the next of practices such as seasonal resource harvesting, 

carving, and sewing was broken (Kawagley 2006, 33). At the same time, families also lost the 

companionship of their adolescent children and missed the opportunity to model parenting and 

teach young people how to become good providers for their communities by participating in such 

activities together.

Alaska Natives experienced three phrases of government school systems in the twentieth 

century. First, from 1884 to 1931, the Bureau of Education oversaw the education of Alaska 

Native children. Jackson expanded education subjects, along with Native health, and economic 

and community development (Case and Voluck 2012, 199-200). Under the Nelson Act of 1905, 

the Bureau of Education operated schools separately for White and for Native children. Mixed- 

blood Native children had difficulties enrolling in schools for white children (Case and Voluck 

2012, 203). In 1931, the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) within the Department of the Interior 

took responsibility for Alaska Native children's education. The BIA built many schools for 

Native students to provide them access to American education in their remote communities. By 

the 1960s, the formerly mobile Yup'ik population now settled near churches, government 

schools, and stores at centrally located sites, and their communities became permanent in 

southwest Alaska (Fienup-Riordan 1994, 39). One of the main reasons the residents settled in 

these communities was to allow their children to attend school.

During the 1960s, the State of Alaska33 began to maintain a public education system for 

all children of the state, and the BIA transferred its school systems to the state (Case and Voluck 

2012, 206). However, the BIA has continued to fund and hold responsibility for educating 

Alaska Native children in parts of the state. Many of the earlier BIA schools were grade schools, 

33 Alaska became a state in January 1959.
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but the state-operated schools began to include high school in the remote communities in the 

1970s (Case and Voluck 2012, 208).

The BIA built schools in Iliamna (possibly in Old Iliamna, 1906-1932) and in Newhalen 

in 1907. Two decades later, the federal government and Territory of Alaska established schools 

in the following Iliamna Lake/Kvichak River communities: Koggiung (southwest of Levelock on 

the Kvichak River) in 1910, Levelock in 1939, and Kokhanok in 1957 (Barnhardt 1985). Since 

Igiugig did not have a school until 1967 (established by the State of Alaska), some Elders who 

grew up in Igiugig went to school in Newhalen and remained there after they completed school 

(Newhalen Elders pers. comm., August 2016). While attending the Newhalen School, students 

from outside of the area and students who lived across the Newhalen River stayed with their 

relatives near the school (Newhalen Elders pers. comm., March 2017). Many of these children 

integrated into their foster families and learned ethical skills, such as keeping their rooms clean, 

being respectful to Elders in the house, and completing daily chores - skills and values they 

otherwise would have developed in their nuclear and extended families and home communities. 

This “seasonal migration” to school somewhat resembled the traditional seasonal rounds the 

Yupiit made. In the 1950s, children moved during the school year to Newhalen or other boarding 

schools, such as Mount Edgecombe High School in Sitka, Wrangell Institute in Wrangell, and 

other boarding high schools outside of the state (Hirshberg et al. 2005, 1; Iliamna Lake Elders, 

pers. comm., August 2016 and July 2017). They returned to their homes in the summer and 

joined their parents for fishing and hunting, the latter less commonly due to seasonality.

In 1975, the Alaska Legislature eliminated the state-operated school system and 

established twenty-one regional educational attendance areas (REAAs). The REAA school 

systems receive guidance from regionally elected school boards (Case and Voluck 2012, 209).
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The regional Lake and Peninsula School District took over these schools in the Iliamna Lake 

region in 1976.

Prior to settling in Newhalen, families lived in scattered locations near the Newhalen 

River, according to Newhalen Elders (Newhalen Elders and residents, pers. comm., May 2018). 

One of these earlier settlements was near Schoolhouse Lake. In Yugcetun, this lake is known as 

Cuukvalek, or “place with pike,” which suggests people fishing for pike there. After the BIA 

built the school near Cuukvalek in the 1950s, people came to refer to the lake as Schoolhouse 

Lake. Residents began to settle near the mouth of Newhalen River to enable their children to 

walk to school and to ease travel by boat to Bristol Bay through Iliamna Lake and the Kvichak 

River. Renaming Cuukvalek to Schoolhouse Lake illustrates how the Yupiit witnessed their 

educational and economic practices change during the time. Personal stories of and the historical 

settlement location near Cuukvalek remind the residents of their family history and geographic 

knowledge of how they lived in the past and how they adapted to change while continuing to 

practice traditional lifeways.

In the twentieth century, many Alaska Natives valued Western education because it 

allowed them to secure better-paying jobs. Men tended to pursue skills in mechanics, 

maintenance, and heavy equipment operation, while women acquired skills in health professions, 

business, and teaching (Langdon 1991, 276). Their cultural skills, such as hunting, fishing, skin 

sewing, and cooking, became less important for their everyday lives. Earning higher education 

and working in industries tended to distance people from their homeland and from the daily 

practice and use of their local, Indigenous knowledge and language.
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Land Claims

While Alaska Natives faced assimilative policies and engaged in the industrial economy 

beginning in the late nineteenth century, Alaska statehood in 1959 brought questions surrounding 

Alaska Native land ownership to the forefront. Alaska Native groups had lived in their territories 

for thousands of years. In the 1700s, foreign powers had begun colonizing Alaska and imposing 

their notions of land ownership, concepts that perplexed Alaska Natives and violated their 

aboriginal rights to the land. The 1884 Organic Act that organized Alaska as a U.S. territory 

recognized the right of Alaska Natives to continue to use the land; yet, the government did not 

recognize Indigenous land ownership (Arnold et al. 1978, 68-69; Prucha 1984, 1129). The 

Alaska Statehood Act of 1958 acknowledged the land rights of Alaska Natives as well. However, 

the Statehood Act also allowed the State of Alaska to select 103 million acres of land for its own 

use and development. As the state began selecting lands it found attractive for resource 

development, Alaska Natives learned once again that their right to the land they had occupied 

and used since time immemorial would be violated (Hensley 1966, in Arnold et al. 1978, 93).

In the mid-1960s, Alaska Native leaders in various regions met to discuss concerns 

regarding Native land rights, and they established the Alaska Federation of Natives (AFN) in 

1966 (Arnold et al. 1976, 117). Their main purpose was to secure the land claims of Alaska 

Native peoples (Arnold et al. 1976, 119; Hensley 2008, 127). After the discovery of oil in 

Prudhoe Bay in 1968, oil companies were concerned that Alaska Native land claims would 

interfere with the construction of a pipeline from Prudhoe Bay to the Gulf of Alaska (Berger 

1985, 23). This condition prompted the State of Alaska and the federal government to enter into 

negotiations to settle the land claims of Alaska Native peoples (Berger 1985, 24). The Alaska 
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Federation of Natives represented Alaska Native peoples in the negotiations, in which oil 

industry representatives also participated.

On December 19, 1971, the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) became law. 

The Act returned to Alaska Natives 44 million acres of land and provided nearly one billion 

dollars for relinquishing claims to all of Alaska (Hensley 2009, 195). The Act set up twelve 

regional for-profit corporations, a thirteenth corporation in Seattle for Alaska Natives no longer 

living in Alaska, and about 225 village corporations. ANCSA transformed the state's economy, 

while providing benefits to Alaska Natives, including dividends from ANCSA Regional 

Corporations, creating jobs, and providing scholarships and job training to their shareholders. On 

the other hand, many Alaska Natives faced another phase of assimilation. Under ANCSA, Native 

persons who were born after December 18, 1971 are not shareholders.34 In exchange for money 

and land, many Native people in part gave up their way of life. In some cases, regional and 

village corporations developed traditional lands to secure profits. Corporations have engaged in 

drilling oil and minerals and commercial logging in their lands. In the words of American Jesuit 

and historian Paul Francis Prucha: the “Native way of life would be replaced by the economic 

corporation” (Prucha 1984, 1135). Canadian Justice Thomas Berger (1985, 20) also affirms that 

Congress intended for Alaska Natives to move into the mainstream of American life, in using the 

land for profit, rather than maintaining Native way of life. Many Alaska Natives had not yet 

earned higher level Western education and were not familiar with commercial business when 

ACNSA was enacted in 1971 (Berger 1985, 32). Many were not yet accustomed to Western 

notions of land ownership.

34 After the 1991 amendments, six of twelve Alaska Native Regional Corporations have expanded their shareholder 
eligibility (ANCSA Regional Association, 2020).
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The Yupiit struggled to reconcile the new concept of land ownership with their traditional 

stewardship of the land, the obligation to protect and preserve it, in accordance with their belief 

that the land was provided by Ellam Yua (the spirit of the Universe) (Kawagley 2006). Some 

Alaska Natives benefitted from the introduction of Western land ownership, such as regional 

corporations distributing their profits to their shareholders from mining and logging their lands. 

However, overall, the concept weakened the cultural and spiritual relationships between Alaska 

Natives, their cultural identities, and their homelands, as can be seen in recent decades in Iliamna 

Lake communities, for example. This is further exacerbated by the fact that all subsurface 

resources are owned by the ANCSA Regional Corporations rather than by the village 

corporations or communities. This condition essentially promotes dependency on the Alaska 

Native Regional Corporations, diluting Indigenous self-determination and sovereignty.

Iliamna Lake communities are part of the (regional) Bristol Bay Native Corporation 

(BBNC). The BBNC land entitlement under ANCSA maintains about three million acres, 

including mostly Yup'ik communities in southwest Alaska (Bristol Bay Native Corporation 

2016). The BBNC includes Dena'ina and Central Yup'ik speaking communities. Under the 

ANCSA Regional Corporation demarcations, the Dena'ina land splits in two at Lake Clark. Port 

Alsworth, on the northeast side of the lake, belongs to Cook Inlet Regional Incorporated (CIRI), 

along with Athabascan communities in southcentral Alaska. Nondalton, on the southwest side of 

Lake Clark, and all the Iliamna Lake communities belong to the BBNC, because these residents 

have pursued the fish industry economy centered on the Bristol Bay area.

Since Alaska attained statehood in 1959, and especially since ANCSA passed in 1971, 

traditional lifeways have been dramatically transformed by economic development and by a new 

system of land ownership that prioritizes the profit incentive. Iliamna Lake residents have 
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participated in the economy through multiple forms of employment and transfer payments, while 

continuing local education and partially maintaining the traditional resource harvesting practices 

in their regions. Similar to building roads and a pipeline in central Alaska to the shore of Arctic 

Ocean, the question of opening the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR), and logging in 

Southeast Alaska, the arrival of Pebble Mine northeast of Iliamna Lake exemplifies how local 

communities are facing economic developments initiated by outsiders that may bring 

opportunities but also may threaten traditional lifeways and the health of ecosystems.

In 2018, the Lake and Peninsula School District school board established a Cultural 

Awareness curriculum for all grades. Students are required to take these classes to gain local 

knowledge, to become familiar with Indigenous languages, and to learn their histories with 

Elders. Thus, community members are taking measures to ensure that children continue to learn 

and practice traditional lifeways and that they maintain familiarity with their Native languages. 

Conclusion

Exploring Iliamna Lake history from archaeological, ethnographic, and historical 

accounts (outsider perspectives) and Iliamna Lake residents' memories of the area (insider 

perspectives) shows that humans lived in southwest Alaska beginning about nine thousand years 

ago. Ancestors of Dena'ina and Yupiit have lived in the Lake-Clark and Iliamna Lake area and 

the Kvichak River for at least two thousand years, much longer than the “many generations,” to 

which current residents refer. Oral narratives indicate war between the Dena'ina, Yupiit, Alutiit, 

and Russians through time; however, these people also intermarried and traded goods, and 

learned each other's languages to maintain peaceful relationships.

Like the archeological evidence that determined that Dena'ina and Yupiit shared tool

making techniques in southwest Alaska, my research discovered these peoples borrowed and 
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adapted traditional place names from each other in the Iliamna Lake area. Iliamna Lake Dena'ina 

and Yupiit used their borderlands for hunting and traveling, sharing their survival skills and 

multi-cultural knowledge for many generations. The Yupiit often did not comprehend borrowed 

Dena'ina place names, but Elders' stories about these places illustrate when and why their family 

traveled to these borderlands and various events they witnessed. Retelling such emotion-laden 

stories of places grounds narrators and listeners in their cultural landscapes and allows them to 

visualize their homeland.

Iliamna Lake residents in the twenty-first century share elements of Dena'ina and Yupiit 

cultural traditions, such as caring for their land, animals, and spiritual beings, to ensure their 

harvest and safe travels. The lessons of how to kill animals and harvest them with no waste are 

crucial for living in harmony with the world. Many Iliamna Lake residents have learned that 

these ethical practices help them ensure the abundance of healthy animals, fish, and plants. The 

Dena'ina and the Yupiit have passed down their oral narratives in their own native languages 

while they have developed similar practices that reflect sharing their territories and expanding 

their family relations through time. The most recent generations have continued to pass down 

cultural knowledge in English after most people stopped speaking Dena'ina and Yugcetun.

After the federal and state governments established schools in Iliamna Lake communities, 

lifestyles changed dramatically. Iliamna Lake Elders remember they did not stay in one place 

when they were growing up prior to the establishment of schools. Children always traveled with 

their parents and grandparents when they went fishing, trapping, and visiting seasonally. In the 

1950s, many families began to settle near the school when their children became school aged. In 

the classroom, schoolteachers forbade students from speaking their native languages. 

Furthermore, some students were sent to boarding schools outside of Iliamna Lake or the State of 
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Alaska to complete their high school education, with an eye toward better paying jobs in the 

future. The new education system supported the people's access to paid employment and the 

cash economy, but colonial policies, including boarding schools, contributed to language and 

culture loss, as evidenced by the difficulties the Dena'ina and Yup'ik speakers had in sharing 

their Dena'ina and Yup'ik place names and stories about these names in their native languages.

After the arrival of Euro-Americans, these newcomers named places in the Iliamna Lake 

region, often using their personal names. English lake name, Lake Clark on the north of Iliamna 

Lake, exemplifies Americans named it after the explorer John Clark who traveled the Lake 

Clark-Iliamna Country in 1891. As will be seen in Chapter 5, Iliamna Lake residents borrowed 

such honoring strategies from northern Europeans to name creeks such as Peter Andrew Creek 

and Newyaka Creek, to remember the Andrew and Newyaka families who always camped at the 

banks of these creeks. A recently adopted contemporary place name, Bible Camp Lake, refers to 

the Saint Juvenaly Bible Camp organized by the Newhalen Russian Orthodox Church at the 

shore of the lake every August since the 1980s. Iliamna Lake residents use these names as 

landmarks when traveling on the land and to commemorate St. Juvenaly's work in Alaska.

Many Iliamna Lake Elders told me that they were taught to speak only English when they 

were growing up, but now they are being asked to speak their native languages to pass on their 

history and geographic knowledge to young generations. Some Elders barely speak Dena'ina and 

Yugcetun; however, they still share oral traditions that they learned from their parents and 

relatives. Exploration of Iliamna Lake history from insider perspectives illuminates Iliamna Lake 

ethnogeography. Cultural and physical relationships with the land, the changes brought about by 

colonial powers, and adaptations to them have allowed the Iliamna Lake people to thrive in the 
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twenty-first century while maintaining their ties to the land and continuing to pursue traditional 

lifeways.

In the following chapter, I present categorization analysis by classifying names' land 

features and historical events and common activities at the places. Understanding the historical 

background of the Iliamna Lake region helped me categorize some Yup'ik place names with 

contexts and dialogues. Ethnography and ethnohistory from community perspectives provide 

context for the places that have expressed aspects of their lifeways, cultural ethics, and 

worldviews. Some Yup'ik names originated from various periods including pre-Russian contact, 

the arrival of Russians, and the American era. The Iliamna Lake Yupiit shared historical events 

through place names that often became common knowledge around the region, and their 

experiences became embedded within the multiple layers of histories.
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CHAPTER 5: ILIAMNA LAKE YUP'IK PLACE NAMES CATEGORIZATION 
Introduction

As I explored place names classification analysis in literature, I found it was a useful way 

to respond to some of my research questions, such as “How is the place named?” It helped me 

examine which factors were significant to the Iliamna Lake Yupiit for selecting and naming 

specific places and geographic features. I first categorized Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names by 

land feature types to study the kinds of land features that the Iliamna Lake Yupiit were most 

likely to name and why. Waterman (1922) and Thornton (2008) discovered that Indigenous 

peoples of Puget Sound and the Tlingit in Southeast Alaska tend not to name an entire mountain, 

but they name and share certain places on the mountain because major events happened or food 

resources are plentiful there. I explored how the Iliamna Lake Yupiit lifeway influences place

naming practices.

Similar to Yupiit in other regions in southwest Alaska (Fienup-Riordan and Rearden 

2012; Pete 1984), Iliamna Lake Yupiit often name places using only generic landscape terms 

(Table 7).

Table 7: Example of Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names using landscape generics.

Yup'ik general land feature term English translation
Kuik River
Nanvaq Lake
Igceńaq Waterfall, falling place
Igyaraq Throat (the mouth of the lake)
Qikertaq Island
Ingriq Mountain
Tevyaraq Portage
Tumiyaraq Trail

I inquired whether place names always indicate their land features. For example, while 

mountains named Roadhouse Mountain and Big Mountain are common knowledge among the 
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Iliamna Lake residents, Yup'ik Elders only refer to mountains Ingriq (“mountain,” contemporary 

name Fish Camp Mountain near Kokhanok) and Ingrirpak (“big mountain”) using the land 

feature term ingriq (‘mountain'). Some Yup'ik Elders remember that Roadhouse Mountain's 

Yup'ik name is Tevyaraq, which literally means portage (Iliamna Lake Place Names Workshop, 

May 15, 2017). I classify these place names based on Elders' information, but I pondered what 

drives the choices. A portage could include a wide space or trail connecting two navigable 

waters. The trail from Kukaklek Lake (southwest of Iliamna Lake) to Big Mountain near the 

shore of Iliamna Lake has a Yup'ik name Qukaqlirmek ingrimun tumyaraq, which literally 

means “the path from Qukaqliq (“middle [lake]”) to the mountain.” This name uses the word 

tumyaraq (‘trail') instead of tevyaraq (‘portage'), even though this trail can be a portage 

connecting two lakes, Iliamna Lake and Kukaklek Lake. Igiugig Elder Annie Wilson 

remembered that her husband's father and others used to trap around Qukaqlirmek ingrimun 

tumyaraq (Annie Wilson, Interview, May 5, 2017). Her story exemplifies that the Yupiit may 

have named trails as landmarks denoting activities, such as trapping, rather than portaging, even 

though the trail connects the two navigable waters, Iliamna Lake and Kukaklek Lake. The 

mindful inquiry method helped me to explore how the Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders remembered 

places, whether they interpret the meanings of place names through conversations (hermeneutics) 

or based on their personal experiences at these places (phenomenology), or both factors.

Another question, “How are place names used for survival in traveling, hunting, and 

migrating?” explored how the Iliamna Lake Yupiit used their place names for navigating and 

hunting while traversing the lakes, streams, and portages. Grounded theory suggests that a 

researcher discovers categories by examining the data (Berg and Lune 2012, 358). I used open 
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coding,35 beginning with the literal meanings of Yup'ik place names, and then explored how the 

Iliamna Lake Yupiit used these place names for harvesting, traveling, commemorating local 

histories and practices, or for other purposes. I used place names coding to develop two types of 

place names categorization: classifying by various land features and by local use of these places.

35 See Chapter 3

When analyzing literal meanings of Yup'ik names, I ponder how much I understand the 

process of translation and interpretation from Yugcetun to English, and from Yugcetun to 

Japanese. For instance, the literal translation (word for word) of the place names Atsalugpiat 

Nanvaat (“salmonberries' lakes”) and Atsalugpiam Kuiga (“salmonberries' river”) may puzzle 

English speakers who would question how plants can possess land features. English speakers 

might name these places, “Salmonberry Lake” and “Salmonberry River” after observing 

salmonberries there. However, these names would not reflect the relationships that Yupiit 

perceive between salmonberries and these land features. The Yup'ik names demonstrate the 

Yupiit worldview that every being, including living and non-living things, is imbued with spirit; 

thus, a salmonberry can be thought of as possessing the lake. Similar to Yugcetun speakers, for 

instance, Japanese often use the term “mushroom's mountain” for a mountain where they hunt 

for mushrooms. I remember my mother's story of “mushroom's mountain when she went to the 

mountain to harvest mushrooms in the fall. We understood this name emphasizes that the 

mushrooms inhabit the mountain. Since my family only have lived in the current region for one 

generation, our practice is not comparative to memoires of those Yupiit. However, I found 

similarities in naming practices and worldviews between the Japanese and Yupiit, in that we 

think, for instance, of mushrooms or salmonberries possessing or inhabiting the land.
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After I came to know Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders, I recognized that I grasped and 

accepted the local understandings of place names, such as Igceńaq (“falling place”) and Iqmik 

(“chewing tobacco [creek]”), after listening to their stories many times. These names relate to 

historical accidents, but literal meanings do not contain details of the stories, such as a Yup'ik 

man falling into the rapids, Igceńaq, and a Newhalen resident losing her chewing tobacco at the 

creek. I recognized that I interpreted Elders' stories regarding Igceńaq as reflecting their 

associations with the places. This observation aligns with Harris and Holton's (2019, 129) 

finding that narrators claim that translations of Indigenous place names do not always reflect 

local observations and historical events that occurred at the places. For instance, the Lower 

Tanana place name, Sresr Chaget, which literally means “black bear river mouth” would appear 

to a non-Indigenous observer to refer to a place that bear inhabit. However, the authors 

discovered that the place was named after someone observing bear tracks there once (Harris and 

Holton 2019, 127-128). People name places after collective memories, but they also name places 

after incidents. Translating the literal meanings of the place name terms provides only limited 

comprehension of their meaning; more complex understanding requires community voices and 

memories. I used “narrators' descriptions” from my interview transcripts to elicit insider 

perspectives, which in turn helped me to understand the meanings of the place names I studied 

more deeply.

Categorization analysis limits understanding when coding the meanings of place names 

as objects separate from the landscape, because place names are imbued with meanings that may 

be lost when considering the names in a decontextualized manner. For instance, a boulder that 

sits in Iliamna Lake near Kokhanok fish camp Qarr'unaq has a Yup'ik name Qarr'unam 

teggalqua (“Kokhanok's rock”). While some Kokhanok Yup'ik Elders see it as “just a rock,” 
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Kokhanok Elder Steve Nowatak remembers the boulder as “Kokhanok's protector” (Steve 

Nowatak, interview, June 23, 2017). According to Nowatak, “[people] were afraid of that rock” 

because “bad people” were transformed into the boulder there, but he does not know why they 

were called “bad people.” Nowatak's story emphasizes from insider perspectives, Qarr'unam 

teggalqua is more than a land feature, although stories of the boulder have been partially 

forgotten.

Some places possess multiple names with different meanings because individuals' 

experiences of traveling to the places and their activities at the places vary. Igiugig residents call 

the island in the Kvichak River near the settlement “Fish and Game Island” because the State of 

Alaska built the cabin to monitor salmon runs there. This island has two Yup'ik names, 

Napayaat qikertat (“tree island”) referring to the trees on the island and Commission-aat 

Qikertaat (“Commissioner's island”) named to recognize the event of the state workers building 

a cabin on the island (Annie Wilson and AlexAnna Salmon, interview, May 7, 2017, also see 

Chapter Seven). The Yupiit have named and renamed places for various reasons over time. 

Places that possess multiple names and those with names that have multiple meanings are 

difficult to classify in one category. Owing to such multiple names and meanings, I used 219 

Yup'ik place names (195 places with some having multiple names and 8 extrapolated names) for 

my categorization analysis. My ethnographic fieldwork, participating in community activities, 

and listening to Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders' stories, have helped me to establish cross

referenced meanings of the place names from my own and insider perspectives.

Yup'ik Geographic Features

While labeling place names on USGS maps with Elders and community assistants, I 

considered what kinds of geographic features the Iliamna Lake Yupiit name most frequently.
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Community assistants often reminded Elders in Yugcetun and English to specify names of 

creeks, lakes, mountains, and islands. Although younger community residents do not go out onto 

the places as often as Elders did for subsistence purposes, they are familiar with the geographic 

features of the region. Yup'ik Elders remembered these places through their observations (going 

to the places) or listening to oral narratives if they have not been to the sites. Young community 

residents know the English names from recent events and some English translations of the 

Yup'ik names that they learned from their Elders in English. Of the 195 places identified in the 

study, at least seven streams and six lakes possess more than one Yup'ik name. A stream with 

the English name Ole Creek for instance, has at least two Yup'ik names. According to Igiugig 

Elders, the Yupiit used to call the stream Cuukvagpalgem Kuiga (“big pike's river”) because it 

flows from Cuukvarpalek (“place with big pike” near Kukaklek Lake). The people began to call 

it Ole-m Kuiga (“Ole's river,” Ole Creek36) when the prospector Ole Wassenkari built his cabin 

on the shore of the river (Place Names Workshop, May 15, 2018). These narratives illustrate the 

Yupiit geographic knowledge of where the stream flows, often including vital information about 

resources to be found there, and observation of the historical events on the land.

36 I present an official English name of the Yup'ik place name if the place has one. Hereafter I use the same style. 
Some English names originated from sounds of their Yup'ik names.

Figure 14 shows that the Iliamna Lake Yupiit named many streams, lakes, islands, 

portages, and other geographic features they deemed significant. The following section explores 

Iliamna Lake Yup'ik geographic features and how and what kinds of physical information or 

experiences prompted the people to identify the significant places in a broader area.
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Figure 14: Geographic features that acquired Yup'ik names (n=219) in the Iliamna Lake region.

Water _ features

About 47 percent (104 of 219 in the sample) of Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names relate 

to freshwater, including streams and lakes. The high volume of stream and lake place names 

reflects the abundance of water in the whole region. Telling and retelling fishing, hunting and 

traveling stories to share details of the landscape and riversystems with others might have 

resulted in the Yupiit naming these streams and lakes.

The class “streams” in Figure 14 includes any size of flowing water and specific parts of 

streams. Whereas the English language uses different terms to distinguish the sizes of 

watercourses such as “river, “stream,” and “creek,” Yup'ik stream names (base form kuik) use 

suffixes to distinguish size. For instance, the suffix -cuar means “small [object]” so kuiggacuar 

specifies a “small river” or “creek.” English translations of Yup'ik stream names typically 

capture the stream's features, while sometimes also expressing peoples' feelings about the places 

and show Iliamna Lake Yup'ik land use, focusing on fishing and hunting land and freshwater 
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animals, and traveling on and along the streams. Table 8 shows examples of Iliamna Lake 

Yup'ik stream names.

Table 8: Examples of Yup'ik stream names in the Iliamna Lake region.

Yup'ik stream 
names

Names characteristics English translation Narrators' description

Kuicaraq Using kuik Relate to river Meanings have been forgotten
Kuigu rluq Using kuik “poor dear river” Meanings have been forgotten, 

spring camp routes, and used to be a 
large settlement at the shore of the 
river

Kuiggallugaq Using kuik “dear little river” Same as translation
Kuiggacuar Using kuik “little river’ or “creek” Same as translation
Igceńaq Specific place “falling place” Relate to historical accident
Igyaraq Specific place, metaphor “throat” Shape of its water feature
Melkuk Harvest place “soda water’ Place to collect bubbling water
Qaluyaraq Harvest place “place for dipnetting” Place used to fish with a dip net
Imarmiutarvik Harvest place “place with mink” Trapping place for mink

While 17 stream names with kuik refer explicitly to streams, 36 names such as Melkuk 

(“soda water”), Qaluyaraq (“place for dipnetting”), and Imarmiutarvik (“place with mink”) do 

not specify the water feature. Kokhanok Yup'ik Elders remember, and residents still harvest 

“bubbling water (naturally carbonated water)” at Melkuk (Anesia Newyaka and Mary Wassillie, 

Aug. 24, 2016). This named place lies close to present-day Reindeer Bay near Kokhanok. 

Qaluyaraq (“place for dipnetting,” a creek near Eagle Bay) and Mikliagalek (“one with little 

ones [fish],” Whistlewing Bay) refer to a broad area around the stream, related to fishing (Annie 

Parks, Aug. 24, 2016). These streams acquired their names when the Yupiit shared their fishing 

experiences with others. Since many streams feed and drain Nanvarpak (“big lake,” Iliamna 

Lake) the Yupiit used these creeks and rivers regularly and named them to share the widths, 

depths, and conditions of the water.
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While many Yup'ik river names contain the word kuik (river), few lake names include 

the words nanvaq (lake), such as Nanvarpak (“big lake”), and Nanvarraraak (“two little lakes,” 

near the mouth of Lower Talarik Creek). Forty percent (19/49) of lake names relate to fish, 

animals, and plants, whereas other lake name's literal meanings vary, including lake names, 

Anguaryaqlik (“good to paddle,” Battle Lake, south of Iliamna Lake), which emphasizes local 

land use, and Keluirun (“way to go behind,” Grants Lagoon and the shore of Iliamna near Big 

Mountain), which describes a lake's specific location (Table 9).

Table 9: Examples of Yup'ik lake names in the Iliamna Lake region.

Yup'ik Lake Names How a place is named English translation Narrators' description

Nanvarpak Generic nanvaq “big lake” Same as translation
Nanvarraraak Generic nanvaq “two little lakes” Gathering place near the lakes
Nanvayagaq Generic nanvaq “little lake” Lake near Kokhanok fish 

camp
Cuukvalek Harvest place “place with pike” Lake for pike fishing
Yugyalek Harvest place “place with char” Lake for char fishing
Cungartalek Harvest place “place with sucker fish” Lake for sucker fishing
Kanaqlak Harvest place “muskrat” Trapping place
Qamanelnguq Describes location “the one inside, cannot 

see”
Lake that cannot be seen from 
present-day Kokhanok

Qukaqliq Describes location “middle” Lake between two lakes
Keluirun Describes location “way to go behind” Lagoon
Anguaryaqlik Activities “good to paddle” Lake that is good to paddle

Ten water feature names include the word cuukvak (Iliamna Lake people commonly use 

the word for ‘pike'37), which implies that pike is an important food resource for Iliamna Lake

37 Yup'ik dictionary defines cuukvak as northern pike (Jacobson 2012, 234). Northern pike (Esox Lucius) is a 
species of carnivorous fish that are found in the freshwater in the Northern Hemisphere including in Alaska. In my 
dissertation, I translate it as “pike” since the Iliamna Lake Yupiit remember cuukvak as “pike.”
38 Postbase is the term used in Yup'ik linguistics to refer to derivational suffixes (Jacobson 2012).

Yupiit. The name Cuukvalek (“place with pike”) consists of a base word cuukvak (pike) and a 

postbase38 -lek (one with), but this name does not give further details about the land feature, 
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location, seasonality, or method of pike fishing. However, Elders remember stories relating to 

Cuukvalek, such as when they traveled to the lakes and streams, who traveled with them, and the 

taste of dried pike (see Chapter 6). The Yupiit shared their pike fishing stories in dialogues that 

did not necessarily require use of the word nanvaq (lake).

Land Features

Iliamna Lake Yup'ik generic landscape terms include mountain (ingriq), point (cingik), 

island (qikertaq), boulder (qiuq), and parts of these land features. Figure 14 shows a relatively 

small number of points, islands, boulders, and other features. Three Yup'ik mountain names, 

Ingrirpak”39 (“big mountain,” Big Mountain), Ingriq (“mountain,” Fish Camp Mountain near 

Gibraltar Lake), and Nuuriilgem Ingria (“Newhalen's mountain,” a mountain behind the 

Newhalen River from the perspective of the present-day Newhalen settlement), contain the base 

form ingriq (“mountain”). Qengaq (“nose”) relates to the shape of the feature known as Lookout 

Mountain in English. Three other mountain names have been forgotten, but Elders remember 

hearing these mountain names relating to “funny,” “trail,” and “seagull.” USGS topographic 

maps show many mountains, including Knutson, Roadhouse, Sharp, Lookout, and Big mountains 

(listing from northeast to southwest) around Iliamna Lake. When I asked Elders about mountain 

names, they often remembered the name, Tevyaraq (“portage”), which refers to the area that 

starts at the shore of the bay and goes around ridges, hills, and mountains to connect to another 

water body. Their stories show that Iliamna Lake Yupiit do not always name mountains and bays 

as distinct features; rather, they name these places to recognize how they relate to walking trails. 

They traditionally traveled by qayaq (kayak) on the streams and lakes between the tundra land 

and hills. They walked on the trails, along the shores of the streams, and on the ridge of the 

39 Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders also recognize Big Mountain as Ingriq.
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mountains to traverse the land. A Newhalen Elder reported, “I don't recall mountains' names” 

(Newhalen Elders, pers. comm., July 2017). Naming the wider area Tevyaraq (“portage”), 

includes the water features, mountains, and trails, and is one of the common Iliamna Lake 

Yup'ik naming strategies.

Most Yup'ik portage names (14 of 15 in the sample) contain the word, tevyaraq (portage) 

or tumyaraq (trail). By using these base forms with possessive and positional terms, trail names 

indicate a trail that connects to specific places. The names Imarpigmun Tevyaraq (“a portage 

[from freshwater] to saltwater,” crossing from Kokhanok Bay to the Cook Inlet area) and 

Qukaqlirmek Ingrimun Tumyaraq (“the path from Kukaklek Lake to Big Mountain”) exemplify 

the Yup'ik pattern of naming trails leading from their settlements to the destinations. 

Imarpigmun Tevyaraq describes the viewpoint of Yupiit from Iliamna Lake seeing the trail that 

goes to imarpik (ocean), emphasized with the suffix -mun (to). The place name did not need to 

specify the start point of the trail, which was obvious to Iliamna Lake Yupiit. The name 

Qukaqlirmek Ingrimun Tumyaraq denotes the Yupiit of Qukaqlik (Kukaklek Lake) may have 

perceived the trail as starting at (using the suffix -mek ‘from') their settlement and leading to 

Ingriq (Big Mountain). Indeed, only Igiugig Yupiit reported this name that resulted from their 

families passing down their traditional routes to future generations. These names illustrate the 

vernacular knowledge contained in place names, in the latter case, the understanding that the 

people visualized the portage to include surrounding landmarks (Ingriq). Iliamna Lake residents 

still recognize and use some of these trails, although many Yup'ik portage or trail names have 

been forgotten. Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders remember stories about these portages and trails 

based on their own experiences and from listening to conversations as they grew up in the 

Iliamna Lake area.
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Possessive Compounds: Geographic Features Possessing another Geographic Feature

The literal translations of certain Yup'ik names, such as Ingrim Kuiga (“mountain's 

river,” Belinda Creek, near Big Mountain) and Nuuriilgem Painga (“Newhalen River's mouth” 

or “the mouth of the Newhalen River”) describe more than one geographic land feature, 

hindering their classification into one category based on community perspectives and literal 

meanings. The name Nuuriilgem Painga specifies a distinct place on the Newhalen River—the 

mouth. The meanings of these Yup'ik names reflect how the people situate themselves and 

describe the relationship between the place and another feature of the place.

Naming Places without Reference to Specific Geographic Features

I compiled 18 Yup'ik place names in the category “others” including, two names whose 

meanings have been forgotten Aluvissaaryaraq near Kokhanok and Taqralaaq, a historical 

reindeer station in Newhalen; 4 names that Elders remember as broad areas, and 12 names about 

which Elders remember only literal meanings, but not the stories behind them. Elders have never 

been to some of these places that I found challenging to categorize. Kaviarrluk (“bad fox”) near 

the present-day Kokhanok residential area refers to the abundance of foxes in the area. 

Kokhanok Elder Nick Newyaka does not recall why “bad” is part of the name (Nick Newyaka, 

Interview, Mar. 14, 2017). Newyaka's limited information about Kaviarrluk also exemplifies 

that less transparent names tend to be older and their meanings have been forgotten through time. 

The places Iqvarvik (“place for berry picking,” near present-day Igiugig) and Muragcaraq 

(“place to collect firewood,” on Kaskanak Creek) also refer to local land uses rather than the 

geographic features of these places. Indigenous place names often reveal histories and 

observations of the landscape, rather than denoting their geographic features.
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While classifying Yup'ik place names in geographic features, I found at least three 

Iliamna Lake Yup'ik naming strategies.

The Iliamna Lake Yupiit tend to:

1. Name many water features in ways that reference their lifeways and surroundings,

2. Name places without necessarily referring to the shape or size of geographic features,

3. Use generic landscape terms in naming, which is a common strategy across 

languages.

Categorizing place names by geographic features reveals what kinds of land features the 

Iliamna Lake Yupiit name as places, and the translations of some Yup'ik names indicate how 

places are named. However, categorization by land features (Figure 14) does not show Iliamna 

Lake Yup'ik perspectives of how the Yup'ik Elders describe and remember these places. 

Meanings of Yup'ik Place Names from Insider Perspectives

The presence of numerous Yup'ik stream and lake names in the Iliamna Lake region 

denotes regular Yup'ik use of these areas. To share a specific location with others, a speaker tells 

the details of the places, including how to reach them from their settlements and what he or she 

has observed there. Annie Wilson stated that “anything got its name from whatever is there” 

(Annie Wilson, interview, May 5, 2017). For example, she remembered the two lakes near the 

present-day Igiugig area named Kanaqlak (“muskrat”) as locations where there used to be many 

muskrats. The name Kanaqlak does not denote a lake, but Igiugig Yupiit know these are lakes 

where many muskrats lived in the past, so they were good places for trapping.

Collignon (2004, 2006) Hunn (2006) and Kari (1989) note that Indigenous place names 

represent vernacular knowledge because the group of language speakers has passed down these 

names to group members through participating in local practices. The Iliamna Lake Yupiit 
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shared such vernacular knowledge by naming and referring to places. For instance, an island near 

Kokhanok has two Yup'ik names, Canegnek (“grass island”) and Vach Dale-m Qikertaa, or 

Vach Dalek40 Qikertaq (“Vach Dalek's island”). Kokhanok Elder Mary Nelson reported the 

name Canegnek, saying, “You know, it's always full of grasses, canek (grass)” (Mary Nelson, 

interview, Aug. 25, 2016). This island name Vach Dale-m Qikertaa exemplifies how the Yupiit 

named a place from point of view, using a historical settlement, Vach Dalek, that sits on the 

shore of the mainland near Kokhanok as a reference. Some Kokhanok Elders note that the name 

is Dena'ina, which indicates that both Dena'ina and Yupiit used the area. The stories shared 

show that the name Vach Dalek carries both descriptive geographical information and historical 

use information.

40 Dr. James Kari posited that this originated as “Vach Daliht” in Dena'ina (James Kari, pers. comm., Jul. 18, 2019). 
See also Chapter 7.
41 This “Yupiit” refers to the Yup'ik peoples.

I followed Collignon's (2006, 132) approach to categorization to compare the literal 

meanings of Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names, that is the outsider perspective (researcher, me), 

with the insider perspectives (communities) and examine how these categories reflect Iliamna 

Lake Yupiit41 understanding of these places. Collignon used a Western perspective to classify 

place names in two categories, land features and human activities, and discovered that the 

Inuinnait have a holistic worldview that does not separate the physical and human realms. I 

found that the meanings of many Iliamna Lake Yup'ik names also interwove the physical 

features of the places and human activities associated with them (historical and recent). 

Collignon also categorized names that relate to location versus non-spatial meanings, but I did 

not create these two categories, because Iliamna Lake Yupiit remembered some places only by 

hearing about them and did not know their physical locations. For instance, the Iliamna Lake
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Yupiit would define the location of Iqvarvik (“place for berry picking”) from their experiences, 

where they picked berries in the area. This is a place name refers to a large area and emphasizes 

a specific activity on the land.

Collignon (2006, 143) points out the difficulty in choosing the best category for a specific 

place name because some names fit into multiple categories. After I reviewed the literal 

meanings of Yup'ik names, I attempted to categorize these place names from insider 

perspectives by considering Elders' descriptions of the places and being mindful of my own 

experiences during fieldwork. I also thought about what this category term that I chose/used/ 

identified meant to the Iliamna Lake Yupiit. I sought to understand how the Iliamna Lake Yupiit 

distinguish among places for hunting, traveling, daily activities, and commemorating their family 

histories. I used my narrators' interview records in categorizing names that contain personal 

references to the data, because Yup'ik Elders connect their own experiences to places. During 

some group interview sessions, I also witnessed some Elders affirming additional information 

shared by other Elders. For instance, Iliamna Lake Elders associate the name Ingluilqutaq 

(“other one of a pair”) with two different places during the Iliamna Lake Place Names 

Workshop, they discussed what this name means. While some Elders simply recognized it 

indicated a “drop-off (that one half of the feature had dropped off),” others noted it meant that 

the shape was uneven, that it looked like half of the feature was missing (Iliamna Lake Place 

Names Workshop, May 15, 2017). Prior to the workshop, I assumed that the name referred to a 

land feature that looks like the other half dropped off because some Elders reported two places 

that possess a similar shape. After the workshop I categorized this name as a non-geographic 

term because rather than using a geographic term, it refers to observations or assumptions people 

make about the place, not only this specific appearance. Such classifications cannot be 
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generalized, because the communities' understandings of the places interact with interpretations 

and translations by research participants and the researcher. While classifying Yup'ik place 

names in a tree categorization, I discovered that names can be categorized in more than one way 

in this tree through narrators' viewpoints of the places. I will discuss results in the discussion.

Many place names explain sizes, shapes, and conditions of geographic features, whereas 

other names describe people's activities, observations of animal habitats, and historical events, 

without using geographic feature terms. Therefore, I began with Collignon's strategy, classifying 

the Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names in two primary groups: the N group (N referring to a 

Yup'ik word nuna literally means ‘land features,' including ground, place, and earth) and the Y 

group ( Y referring to Yupiit cayarait, which translates ‘peoples' activities.') I initially used my 

coding system that I discussed in Chapter 3 and discovered some place names apply to categories 

and subcategories in both groups. Based on the initial coding system, I rephrased names of 

categories and recategorized place names. Recoding place names became grounded in my 

ethnographic data. Figure 15 illustrates the Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names in the N and Y 

groups and their categories and subcategories.
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Figure 15: Iliamna Lake Yup’ik place names categorization.

I improved upon Collignon’s classifying strategy by adding numbers and alphabetical 

letters to the categories and subcategories. The N group (land feature names) consists of two 

categories, Non geographic terms (N-1) and features and/or localities referenced (N-2). Similar 

to Collignon’s experience in classifying Inuinnait place names, I also discovered that many 

English translations of Yup’ik geographic feature names do not explicitly refer to the feature 

terms. I classified these names into three subcategories: analogy (N-1-A), simple description (N- 

1-B), and meanings that have been forgotten (N-1-C). I found place names, Igyaraq (“throat”) 

and Qengaq (“nose”) that are common analogy names using body parts in the Iliamna Lake 

region. Some place names in the simple description subcategory (N-I-B) actually had layers of 

meaning. For instance, the stream name Alarneq (“mistake”) referred to both the possibility of a 
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traveler making a navigational mistake in this stream with multiple channels, and to the general 

condition of the stream - one with multiple channels.

In the features and/or localities referenced category (N-2), I further classified them in two 

subcategories: names that relate the place to another land feature or to the general orientation (N- 

2-D) and self-referenced names that describe the visual image of a place, such as Nanvarraraak 

(“two little lakes”) and Kuiggayagaq (“little creek”) (N-2-E). Annie Wilson provided the name 

for two lakes, Atsalugpiat Nanvaat (“salmonberries' lakes”), which fits in the subcategory N-2- 

D, referring to the abundance of salmonberries by the lakes (Annie Wilson, interview, May 5, 

2017). From a Western perspective, salmonberries do not possess lakes, but this is one of the 

Iliamna Lake Yup'ik ways of describing the relationship between salmonberry vegetation and 

lakes. The name prompts the Yupiit to associate the gathering of berries with the place.

I compiled place names whose meanings have been forgotten in the subcategory (N-1-C) 

under the N group because these names do not refer to activities of which the people are aware. I 

often heard Elders saying “it is just a name” when they talked about these place names. 

Waterman (1922) also compiled Native place names whose meanings were forgotten because the 

Indigenous people of the Puget Sound had forgotten their own language. I recorded such names, 

and I have learned that the Iliamna Lake Yupiit still use these names for storytelling and as 

landmarks in giving directions. These names could be reclassified if a narrator were to remember 

their meanings.

Under the Y group (people's activities), I created five categories: regular activities (Y-1), 

historical events (Y-2), personal land relationships (Y-3), man-made land features (Y-4), and 

borrowed names from other languages (Y-5). I applied Collignon's (2006, 132) approach to 

classify the regular activities group into three subcategories: daily life (Y-1-F), hunting, fishing, 
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and gathering (Y-1-G), and movements, travel, navigation (Y-1-H). Within the first subcategory 

of regular activities—daily life (Y-1-F)—place names, Metervik (“eagle”) and Yaqulegpak 

(“loon”) are named after these birds' habitats at the places. The island name Qaqerrluaralek 

(“place with the loons”) could be in the subcategory of harvesting activities (Y-1-G), but I 

classified this name in daily life (Y-1-F) because many narrators associate the place with 

observing loons at the island, rather than specifically hunting loons; their collective information 

of place became local knowledge through time. These places named for daily activities lie 

relatively close to the present-day communities. The people see these areas when they drive by 

the lakeshore or walk on the trails.

Within the second subcategory of regular activities—hunting, fishing, and gathering (Y- 

1-G)—names such as Cuukvalek (“place with pike”), Peksussurvik (“place to hunt eggs”), 

Uksuarviutaq (“time of fall fish”), and Tuntuvagnek Kiarrluni (“one looking for moose”), 

relating to harvesting animals, fish, and plants tend to take place throughout the Iliamna Lake- 

Kvichak River area. The people have used lakes, such as Qayaq Lake (“kayak lake,” near 

Imarpigmun Tevyaraq) and Anguaryaqlik (“good to paddle,” Battle Lake), for seasonal traveling 

as they look for food and fur sources. I classified these names in the subcategory movement, 

travel, navigation (Y-1-H); however, practical uses of some place names within the subcategory 

of regular activities are interrelated and difficult to classify into one category.

While many place names refer to regular activities within Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders' 

own experiences and memories, Elders remember other names based on collective information 

and stories. For instance, the places Amartetuli (“customarily packed on the back,” Amakdedori 

in English, on the Kamishak Bay) and Qavarpagyaraq (“place to sleep hard,” on the Alagnak 

River) likely referred to these activities, so these names became common knowledge among
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Iliamna Lake Yupiit. Stories about these places reflect Iliamna Lake ethnohistory and historical 

land use from insider perspectives. To classify these names originating from collective 

information about historical events, I created three categories: historical events (Y-2-I), personal 

land relationship (Y-3-J), and man-made land features (Y-4-K). Nuyaka Creek (“Nuyaka's 

creek,” the creek between present-day Kokhanok and Big Mountain), Commission-aat Qikertaat 

(“commissioners' island,” on the Kvichak River), and Laavkaq (“store,” near present-day 

Iliamna) link with recent events, when specific individuals arrived at the places (Y-3-J) or people 

established the buildings there (Y-4-K). After the Yupiit shared these names along with the 

narratives, these names eventually became “historical events (Y-2-I).” or local history. These 

place names in the categories Y-3-J and Y-4-K are relatively recently adopted names.

The names in the category, including Yupified (Yugcetun phonology) Dena'ina names 

(Y-5-L), did not fit into any category showing Yup'ik perspectives, because the Iliamna Lake 

Yupiit borrowed the sounds of names without translating or internalizing their literal meanings 

from Dena'ina to Yugcetun. I explore these borrowed place names in the inter-cultural 

relationships between the Dena'ina and Yupiit in Chapter 7.

Within the total of 219 Iliamna Lake Yupiit place names, 133 names relate to land 

features and 86 names emphasize Iliamna Lake Yup'ik peoples' activities (Figure 16). The 

following section explores how these place names are used for describing geographic features, 

human activities, collective and personal memories, and other reasons.
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Figure 16: Distribution of Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names by sub-categories (n=219). 
Nuna (land feature names) names A-E and Yupiit cayarait (people's activities) names G-L. 

(See sub-category labels in Figure 15, p. 168.)

Nuna: Place Names Refer to Land Features

As explored in the land feature classification, 133 names relate to land features (N-1-A, 

B, and C and N-2-D and E), including kuik (stream), nanvaq (lake), qikertaq (islands), tevyaraq 

(portage), and others. While 69 of these land feature names contain information such as size, 

depths, widths, and locations, 64 names do not refer to geographic feature terms. The Yupiit 

gave names to these places using metaphors (N-1-A) and simple descriptions of a place without 

describing the land's features (N-1-B). The names Yuguat (“human-like; fake humans,” boulders 

that sit in the lake water near Big Mountain), Igyaraq (“throat,” mouths of Sixmile, Gibraltar, 

and Iliamna lakes), Qengarpak or Qengaq (“big nose” or “nose,” Lookout Mountain), and 

Kaaparngalnguq (“the one that resembles a hair net,” island that sits near the mouth of the
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Copper River), are examples of the Iliamna Lake Yupiit using metaphors to describe the shape of 

landscape features (N-1-A). The boulders' name Yuguat (“human-like; fake humans”) 

emphasizes their shapes; they look like two people standing in the water near the shore of Big 

Mountain. Igiugig Elder Annie Wilson recalled the name because they “look like humans” 

(Annie Wilson, interview, May 5, 2017).

Under the subcategory, simple description (N-1-B), the names Qukaqliq (“middle,” 

Kukaklek Lake) and Ciuqaqliik (“the first two [islands],” that sit in the lake in front of Kokhanok 

fish camp) associate with Yup'ik settlements. Travelers used the word quka (middle) to indicate 

that Qukaqliq is located between the two lakes Nanvarpak (Iliamna Lake) and Nanvailnguq 

(Nonvianuk Lake). Iliamna Lake Yupiit remembered these two first islands ciu (area in front), or 

across from Fish Camp Ciuqaqliik. Kokhanok residents also know these islands' name as “Fish 

Camp Islands” in English, because these islands lie nearest the lakeshore in front of the 

Kokhanok fish camp.

Some of land feature names are derived from verbs, for instance, Itumlinret (“break 

[islands,42]” north of present-day Kokhanok) (Figure 17) implies that the Iliamna Lake Yupiit see 

Itumlinret consisting of three small islands that look like a larger island broken into small pieces. 

Elders did not recall any stories of how or when a large island broke into pieces, or if any person 

observed the incident in the past. Iliamna Lake Elder Annie Parks associates the name with the 

islands looking like itumlinret (‘broken pieces') (Annie Parks, interview, Aug. 24, 2016).

42 Itumlinret literal translation is ‘broke into pieces [of islands].' Yup'ik Elders reported it means “break island.”
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Figure 17: Itumlinret “break [islands],” July 2017. Photo by the author.

The stream name Alarneq (“making mistakes,” Alagnak River) consists of the verb form 

alarte- (to make a mistake) and a suffix -neq (relates to the activity, art, or process of verb-ing) 

(Jacobson 2012, 90 & 818-819). According to Igiugig Village Council President AlexAnna 

Salmon, the name, Alarneq meant that people easily make mistakes on the river because the part 

of the river has a lot of channels (AlexAnna Salmon, Place Names Workshop, May 15, 2018). 

These names exemplify that the Iliamna Lake Yupiit name places based both on land features 

and humans' potential or likely responses to them, as indicated by the suffix -neq on Alarneq. I 

compiled these names under the subcategory, simple description (N-1-B), because these names 

do not include geographic feature terms. Linguist Gary Holton points out that the Yupiit have 

several similar place names that refer to meandering rivers, including Alaqnaqiq (English name 

Aleknagik) near Dillingham and Alarneq (English name Alakanuk) in the Yukon Delta (Gary 
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Holton, email to the author, January 31, 2021). While the people think of this place in the river as 

“mistake,” the term generally refers to a geographic feature.

Twenty-three place names, including Assigyuk (present-day Kokhanok), Qiiciritnguq 

(Copper River, east side of Kokhanok), Taqralaa (Zacker 43Andrew's reindeer station near 

Newhalen) , and Talung'aq (an island that sits on the Kvichak River near Levelock), do not have 

meanings that the Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders recognize, or their meanings have been forgotten 

(N-1-C). Some Elders told me that these are just names, or they do not remember their meanings. 

For example, a place called Taqralaa is located on the west side of Newhalen River. Parks 

remembers that Zacker Andrew used Taqralaa for herding reindeer, and that it was locally 

known as “Reindeer Station 2” in the early twentieth century (Annie Parks, interview, June 25, 

2017). The island named Talung'aq lies near Levelock on the Kvichak River. Levelock residents 

go to this island for egg hunting, so this place is also known as “egg island.” Olga Chukwak, the 

last Yup'ik speaker in Levelock, remembered hearing this name, but did not remember what it 

meant (Olga Chukwak, interview, May 13, 2017). The Iliamna Lake Yupiit likely named these 

places a long time ago. While their descendants still remember the names in the twenty-first 

century, they do not recall their origin stories. Even though the meanings of the names have been 

forgotten, Iliamna Lake Yupiit have used these landmarks for various purposes for generations.

43 The family names Andrew and Zacker are also common in the Iliamna Lake region.

Sixty-nine place names I recorded contain literal meanings of landscape features (N-2 in 

Figure 16). While 18 names (N-2-D) refer to another place or to the general orientation of the 

surrounding features, such as Ingrim Kuiga (“mountain's river”) and Tumyarat Kuigat (“trail's 

river,” the stream that runs near the Sid Larson River to Bruin Bay), 51 place names (N-2-E) are 

self-referenced names that consist of generic landscape terms. These names Nanvarpak (“big 
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lake”), Ekviit (“bluffs”), and Tevyaraq (“portage,” Iliamna and other portages) exemplify that 

self-referenced names are the most significant of Yup'ik place naming practices.

While the Iliamna Lake Yupiit named some mountains ingriq (mountain), they tended 

not to use solely the generic term nanvaq (lake) in naming lakes. These names tend to contain 

descriptive terms or include other references to the places in addition to using the term lake, such 

as Nanvarnaq (“one that looks like a lake,” Kaskanak Flat on the Kvichak River), Nanvarraraak 

(“two little lakes,” near the mouth of Lower Talarik Creek), and Tuntuvak Nanvaa (“moose 

lake,” Moose Lake). According to Parks, the lake name, Qikertalek (“place with island,” near the 

Newhalen River, across from present-day Newhalen), refers to the island that sits inside of the 

small lake (Annie Parks, interview, June 25, 2017). This name exemplifies that the Yupiit 

perceive a place (lake) that possess an island. Usually the people can easily recognize the 

landmarks referenced because the names reflect the land or water features. However, some land 

features, such as Ingriq and Tevyaraq are difficult to identify because multiple places share the 

same general or commonplace names. These names require contextualization, such as knowing 

where the speakers have lived, and the directional perspective of the speaker, for instance, an 

island name Neqliyaram Kiatiini (“upriver from Igiugig Neqliyaraq, or fish camp”) reflects an 

Igiugig perspective. (Annie Wilson, interview, May 7, 2017). People who live far from Igiugig 

might remember the island from their settlements, or they might not even name this place if they 

do not consider it as a landmark.

Yupiit Cayarait: Place Names that Relate to People's Activities

Eighty-six of 219 Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names relate to peoples' activities and 

personal memories. The Iliamna Lake Yupiit named places after animals and fish, including 

metervik (bald eagle), qaqaq (loon), issuriq (seal), kaviaq (fox), imarmiutaq (mink), cuukvak 
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(pike), and cungartak (suckerfish), not only because they hunted the animals there, but because 

they observed them at the places. I compiled the places named for animals that the people did not 

necessarily hunt in the subcategory, daily life (Y-1-F). Place names Metervik (“eagle,” Eagle Bay 

Creek) and Angllurayulit (“osprey” or eagle,” Eagle Bay) are examples of places people named 

after the birds living there.44

44 Iliamna Lake Yupiit understand the place names Metervik and Angllurayulit interchangeblly refer to the Eagle 
Bay area (Annie Parks, interview, July 2, 2017).
45 Issuriq is a singular form for spotted seal (Phoca largha) and harbor seal (Phoca vitulina) (Jacobson 2012, 310).

I recorded several islands named Issurilek (“place with seal”) that lie on the northeast and 

west side of Iliamna Lake. I classified Issurilek in the subcategory, fishing, hunting, and 

gathering (Y-1-G), because the Iliamna Lake Yupiit have harvested issurit45 (seals) there for 

many generations. This island name may also reflect the Iliamna Lake Yupiit having seen seals 

hauled out on the beach, not necessarily because they hunted seals there. I also classified 

Cuukvalek (“place with pike”) and Cungartalek (“place with sucker fish”) in the same 

subcategory (Y-1- G) because these lake names refer to fishing. At least nine lakes and rivers in 

the region contained the word cuukvak, illustrating that pike were and remain important local 

food sources for the Iliamna Lake Yupiit. I further explore Elders' descriptions about Cuukvalek 

in Chapter 6. The suffix -lek means “place with” so a name that contains that suffix emphasizes 

the place and the presence of the subsistence resource. The use of this suffix emphasizes the 

Iliamna Lake Yupiit interaction and identification with the landscape, rather than simply 

identifying the feature with a generic landscape term.

Some other names relate to the Iliamna Lake Yupiit seasonal land use (Y-1-G), such as 

Neqliyaraq (“fish camp,” or “place to prepare fish,” Igiugig fish camp on the Kvichak River), 

Uksuarviutaq (known as a place where king salmon spawn, on the Kaskanak Creek), Iqvarvik 
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(“place for berry picking,” near present-day Igiugig), and Peksussurvik (“place for egg hunting,” 

the island sits on the Kvichak River). A high volume (n=43) of Yup'ik place names relating to 

regular activities of hunting, fishing, and gathering (Y-1-G) shows evidence of an Iliamna lake 

Yup'ik cultural landscape in which the harvesting and sharing food and resources with others is a 

core value. Compared to Iliamna Lake Yupiit sharing harvesting locations through place names, 

I have noted that many English speakers in the twenty-first century do not like to share with 

others the locations of their favorite berry picking places. They prefer to keep these locations 

secret, so others do not harvest the berries before they do.

I initially recorded only five place names that relate directly to movement, travel, and 

navigation (Y-1-H), which resembles Collignon's Inuinnait and Thornton's Tlingit place names 

studies that found a small number of place names related to travel. These places include two 

locations on the lakeshore near Lookout Mountain that literally mean “place to hide from wind,” 

Qayaq Lake, Uqisvik (shelter, on the shore of Big Island), and Anguaryaqlik (“good to paddle,” 

Battle Lake). The name Qayaq Lake signifies that the Iliamna Lake Yupiit used qayat46 (kayaks) 

for traveling on the streams and shallow lakes. Kokhanok historian Gary Nielsen remembers 

hearing about a lake named Qayaq Lake because this lake [shoreline] is “too steep [to walk 

along] and too far to walk [around the lake]” (Gary Nielsen, interview, Aug. 24, 2016). 

Therefore, the people used qayat to cross the water. Likewise, the Igiugig Village Council (2012) 

recorded the lake name Anguaryaqlik (“good to paddle”) that connects Qukaqliq and McNeil 

Lake through a stream. These places often intersect with tevyaraq (portage) and tumyaraq (trail), 

but I compiled these place names in the nuna category because these terms emphasize the land 

features. I also discovered that Iliamna Lake Yupiit use these place names of the land features for 

46 A plural form for qayaq (kayak)
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traveling and navigation, which hindered my classification of place names in only one 

subcategory.

Historical events (Y-2-I) include the communities' collective knowledge of the land use. 

Many Kokhanok and Newhalen Yup'ik Elders remember the historical settlement Amartetuli 

(“customarily packed on the back,” Amakdedori in the Kamishak Bay area). They remember that 

the people used to pack babies and supplies to walk southward toward the saltwater in 

springtime. Kokhanok Elder Nick Newyaka remembered hearing elderly people call present-day 

Pile Bay on the northeast of Iliamna Lake Qenayurmiut (“resident of Kenaayuq, or Iliamna Lake 

Dena'ina”) because that area has been the Dena'ina homeland (Nick Newyaka, March 16, 2017).

The Yupiit named some places referring to personal land relationships (Y-3-J), such as 

Ole-m Kuiga (“Ole's river,” Ole Creek) and Nuyaka Creek (“Nuyaka's creek”). Yupiit who 

observed the prospector named Ole Wassenkari and the Newyaka family (Kokhanok residents) at 

these places probably gave the creeks these names. If the Newyaka had given their own name to 

the creek, they could have named it “our creek” from their perspective. The story of the creek 

name Iqmik (“chewing tobacco [creek]”, a creek between Upper and Lower Talarik creeks) is 

well-known in Newhalen. In the mid-twentieth century, Newhalen resident, “Auntie” Louise 

Wassillie used to camp on the shore of the creek, and the creek did not have a name at that time 

(Evelyn Anelon, interview, Aug. 17, 2016). One time when Auntie Louise was staying at the 

camp, she lost her iqmik (chewing tobacco) there. Somebody must have heard this story and 

named the creek to recognize this incident. I used the Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders' phrase, 

“Auntie Louise,” because I heard her name numerous times during my interviews and learned 

that everyone remembers her fondly. Her personal experience triggered someone to name this 

creek and later, this story became a part of Newhalen history.
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The Iliamna Lake Yupiit also named places after man-made land features and buildings 

(Y-4-K), such as Commission-aat Qikertaat (“Commissioners' island,” on the Kvichak River) 

and Laavkaq (“store,” near present-day Iliamna). Wilson reported that the people started using 

the name Commission-aat Qikertaat after the State of Alaska Department of Fish and Game built 

a cabin on the island in the mid-twentieth century (Annie Wilson, May 7, 2017). A prospector 

Hans Seversen built the roadhouse at present-day Iliamna about 1923, and it became the 

commercial hub of the upper Bristol Bay (Macnab and Branson 1996, 94). A name Laavkaq may 

be just a store for some Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders, whereas others recognize it as a landmark, 

where the trading post stood. After listening to the Elders' discussion, my Yup'ik translator Eva 

Evelyn Yanez and I interpreted this term as a place name. These events occurred in relatively 

recent times, which signifies that the Yupiit continued to name places in Yugcetun in the mid

twentieth century.

When the Iliamna Lake Yupiit borrowed the sounds of some Dena'ina names, they 

Yupified their names, for instance by adding the suffix -aq (Y-5-L). They did not, however, 

adopt, recognize, or internalize the original Dena'ina names and locations of these places (Annie 

Parks, interview, August 24, 2016). Newhalen Yup'ik Elders, for instance, remember the name 

Iciqrilaraq (Yutsi Qilant in Dena'ina, Knutson Bay) for spawned out fishing. Annie Parks 

remembers traveling with her family on the river Ch'alitna-q (Ch'alitnu in Dena'ina, Chulitna 

River) to visit her mother's family in Nushagak by boat when she was a child. Chulitna River 

connects Lake Clark to the Nushagak area. Even though none of these Yupified Dena'ina names 

have meaning for the Iliamna Lake Yupiit, they use the names in talking about their life history 

and fall camp places (see also Chapter 7).
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Discussion

Most of the place names (61 percent) we recorded relate to landscape (the N group), 

which indicates that the Iliamna Lake Yupiit often named places to refer to the size and shape of 

the land features and sometimes to explain their relationships to other nearby features. They also 

invented ways of describing places by using metaphors of human body parts, qengaq (nose) and 

igyaraq (throat), which is common among Indigenous place naming practices (Thornton 2008, 

86). The Iliamna Lake Yupiit also used verbs to explain the land features acting human-like 

including itumte- (to break) for Itumlinret because presumably it refers to the island breaking up 

or such an appearance. Another way that some Yup’ik regions use the term itumte- is when they 

want change for paper currency, for example, “Itumcugyaaqaqa una aki angssiyaagan,” meaning 

“I would like to break this (paper currency) because it is too big (as in a twenty-dollar bill).” The 

Yupiit have various ways to describe objects’ “breaking” conditions.

Understanding Yup’ik place names often requires contextual knowledge. The people 

recognize the river, Ingrim Kuiga (“mountain’s river”) if they know where Ingriq, or Ingrirpak 

(“big mountain,” Big Mountain) is, because the name Ingrim Kuiga clarifies that Ingriq 

(mountain) possesses kuik (river), or literally, that the river runs near Ingriq. Iliamna Lake 

Yup’ik Elders distinguish this Ingriq from other mountains through recalling their experiences of 

traveling from their settlement to Ingriq on the land, looking at Ingriq across the lake, and 

sharing narratives about Ingriq. These names contain elements of vernacular knowledge that the 

Iliamna Lake Yupiit orally passed down with the place names, often including how and where to 

look for these places on their homeland.

When I participated in the Elders’ conversations, I recognized that speakers, seemingly 

unintentionally, emphasized these places from their own viewpoints. Mary Wassillie and many 
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other Kokhanok Elders remember the mountain on the west side of the settlement as Qengaq, 

“because it looks (to me) like a nose” (Mary Wassillie, interview, Aug. 24, 2016). Qengaq on the 

west side of the present-day settlement of Kokhanok (Figure 18).

Figure 18: Qengaq “nose” or Qengarngalnguq “the one that resembles a nose,” March 2017. 
Photo by the author.

On the other side of Iliamna Lake, Newhalen resident Annie Parks remembered

“Qengarngalngurmek tauna pilaraat [They call that Qengarngalnguq]' (Annie Parks, interview, 

Aug. 24, 2016), which suggests not that she personally thought it looked like a nose, but that 

others say so. Qengarngalnguq literally means “the one that resembles a nose.” As Parks 

described it, the Newhalen people could not see the shape of the nose clearly because the 

mountain lies on the other side of the lake. The Iliamna Lake people might have recognized 

which side of the lake people came from based on whether they referred to the mountain as 

Qengaq or Qengarngalnguq. Applying critical social theory with a mindful inquiry method 

(Bentz and Shapiro 1998) reveals how the dominant population in Kokhanok agreed upon the 
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place name. While the Kokhanok Yupiit, who live near Qengaq, have maintained a collective 

knowledge of the mountain's name, Parks, who has lived in Newhalen, a distant village, 

remembered a different name for the mountain. The Kokhanok Yup'ik Elders' agreement 

regarding the name, Qengaq, strengthens their connection to the land feature.

I thought the Iliamna Lake Yupiit would have used many place names as guideposts for 

traveling because Yup'ik Elders often mentioned these places between their settlements and 

seasonal campsite in their narratives. However, only a few names explicitly referenced travel, 

such as Qayaq Lake and Anguaryaqlik. If these names originated with the Yupiit who lived by 

the lakes, the names may also reflect historical events like Amartetuli (“customarily packed on 

the back,” Amaktedori, historical settlement on the shore of Kamishak Bay). So then Amartetuli 

can be categorized not only in the subcategory Y-1-H (movement, travel, navigation) but also in 

the category Y-2-I (historical events). Seasonal travels were an important part of the way of life 

in the Iliamna Lake region, for instance for fishing for cuukvak (pike) and other fish through ice 

and for trapping qanganaq (squirrel) and smaller fur animals in spring, salmon fishing by 

Neqliyaraq (“fish camp”) in summer, berry picking (iqvaq) and catching spawned out fish by 

Iciqrilaraq (Yupified Dena'ina name, Knutson Bay) in fall, and hunting for tuntu (caribou), 

tuntuvak (moose), and other animals at various times of the year. From the Iliamna Lake Yup'ik 

perspectives, name meanings about traveling, harvesting local food supplies, and daily life (e.g., 

knowing birds' habitat) interrelate closely.

Literal meanings of Yup'ik names and Iliamna Lake Yupiit experiences and observations 

of the land reveal that numerous place names contain cross-referenced meanings about the 

locations, various daily and seasonal activities, and historical events that occurred at these places. 

Table 10 shows that at least 43 (32 percent) of the 133 land feature names (the N group) contain 
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cross-references to people's regular activities and historical or recent events; that is, they also 

belong in the Y group. Numbers in boldface on Table 10 are the counts of cross-referenced 

names in multiple subcategories, and regular font numbers are the original counts of the 

subcategories.

Table 10: Cross-categorization of Nanvarpak (Iliamna Lake) place names. 
(See sub-category labels in Figure 15, p. 168.)

Meanings of
Nanvarpak

Place names 
n=219

Non
geographic 

term 
(ABC) 
n=64

Features and 
localities 

referenced 
(DE) 
n=69

Regular 
activities 
(FGH) 
n=60

Historical 
events 

(I) 
n=9

Personal 
land 

relationships 
(J) 
n=4

Man-made
land Features

(K) 
n=6

Borrowing 
names 

(L) 
n=7

Non geographic 
term 

(ABC) 
n=64

64 8 6

Features and 
localities 

referenced 
(DE) 
n=69

69 21 3 2 3

Regular 
activities 
(FGH) 
n=60

8 21 60

Historical 
events 

(I) 
n=9

6 3 1 9 2

Personal land 
relationships 

(J) 
n=4

2 4

Man-made land 
features 

(K) 
n=6

3 2 6

Borrowing 
names 

(L) 
n=7

7

Fourteen of the 64 non-geographic names in the N group (N-1-A, B, and C) refer to people's 

activities, whereas at least 29 of the 69 features and localities that referenced land feature names 
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(N-2-D and N-2-E) contained cross-references. Table 11 presents some place name examples 

that cross-reference land features and people's activities.

Table 11: Examples of Nanvarpak (Iliamna Lake) Yup'ik place names with cross-references. 
(See sub-category labels in Figure 15, p. 168.)

Yup'ik place name Land features
(N-nuna)
Iliamna Lake Elders'
descriptions

People's activities 
(Y-Yupiit cayarait) Iliamna
Lake Elders' descriptions

Cross-references group

Igyaraq Analogy, “throat” spawned-out fishing place N-1-A & Y-1-G
Alarneq simple description,

“mistake”
traveling N-1-B & Y-1-H

Qarr’unam 
Teggalqua

“Kokhanok's rock, or 
protector”

daily life N-2-D & Y-1-F

Cungartalgem Kuiga “sucker fish's river” fishing, traveling N-2-D & Y-1-G &
Y-1-H

Tevyaraq “portage” traveling N-2-E & Y-1-H
Igceńaq “waterfall” or “falling 

place”
historical settlement, 
accident, fishing

N-2-E & Y-1-F &
Y-1-G & Y-2-I

Cingigpak “big point” traveling N-2-E & Y-1-H
Nanvarraraak “two Little Lake” historical event N-2-E & Y-2-I

Iliamna Lake residents (including Elders who took part in the place name project) may 

recognize more names that contain cross-references. I categorized and compiled these names 

based on what I have learned from the Elders' stories, what I have observed about the landscape 

through my own eyes, and what I have experienced from participating in boating, plant 

harvesting, and other activities. These findings show that the Iliamna Lake Yupiit have used 

places to recall and refer to various regular activities. One of these examples is the name of the 

creek Cungartalgem Kuiga (“suckerfish's creek,” Copper River47) that originated through 

personal observation of sucker fish in the lake. However, Copper River also has another name, 

Qiiciritnguaq (Kokhanok group interview, August 24, 2016), whose meaning none of the 

Kokhanok Elders who participated in this project remembered. They recognized, however, that 

the creek's place name related to fishing activities. By using these names, Iliamna Lake Yupiit 

47 Copper River runs from Intricate Bay in southeast side of Iliamna Lake.
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retain what they have observed and know about where they have harvested fish and other local 

resources at certain creeks, lakes, or localities. Even though the meanings of some place names 

have been forgotten, these names still contain local knowledge of the land use.

Conclusion

In classifying and exploring the meanings and community uses of Iliamna Lake Yup’ik 

places, I recognized that the Iliamna Lake Yupiit are expert observers of their homeland. 

Geographic feature categorization revealed some place-naming patterns in Iliamna Lake Yupiit. 

The people tend to name specific traits or points on geographic features of streams, islands, and 

mountains, rather than naming the whole streams, islands, and mountains. They name specific 

locations on geographic features where they harvest resources or where historical events have 

taken place. In using the place names in their dialogues, they sometimes modify place names 

locally, but they understand the meanings of these names collectively. Geographic feature 

categorization alone does not illustrate relationships between the people and these places.

By classifying Yup’ik place names in two groups, land features (the N group) and 

people’s activities (the Y group), and subcategorizing names under these two groups, I learned 

that many of the Iliamna Lake Yup’ik place names carry more than one meaning, which made it 

a challenge to categorize them. This process helped me to discover answers to one of my 

research questions, “How were the place names used?” The Iliamna Lake Yupiit used place 

names for multiple purposes, such as sharing locations and conditions of the places and 

commemorating personal and collective events at the places. The people have continued to use 

Yup’ik place names to talk about these places even when they have forgotten their meanings.

Using a mindful inquiry (MI) approach (Bentz and Shapiro, 1998) helped me classify 

place names through insider and outsider perspectives. When learning about the geographic 
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features of place names, I compared and contrasted Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders' and my 

perceptions and explanations of the land features. I could simply recognize a shape of a generic 

name such as Ingriq, as a mountain, but I would need Elders' descriptions to understand which 

Ingriq the stream name Ingrim Kuiga (“mountain's river,” Belinda Creek) references. The place 

name, Qikertalek (“place with islands”) also confused me as to whether this name refers to the 

lake that possess islands or it refers to these islands. When I listened to Annie Parks's story, I 

recognized that she uses the name to refer to the area, including the lake and its islands. Oral 

information helped me to categorize such place names from insider perspectives. Her description 

of the landscape goes beyond the literal meaning of the name: the area around Qikertalek 

provides various animals with welcoming habitat, which means it provide people a good hunting 

ground. Categorization analysis does not illustrate such an understanding of ecosystem.

Critical social theory in categorization analysis revealed that many place names relate to 

the local economy (fishing and hunting), land ownership (naming places after community 

families and newcomers), and modern lifestyle (e.g. school and stores) that have interacted with 

their lifeways through time. People renaming places in accordance with recent activities 

enhances their relevancy and reinforces the residents' uses of the land and resources.

Categorizing names using MI (Bentz and Shapiro, 1998) allowed me to reflect on the 

perspectives of Iliamna Lake Yupiit who do not always remember places by place names' literal 

meanings, but they reflect on the stories they have heard about the places or their own memories 

of traveling to the places. I often interpreted their descriptions of names based on my limited 

Yugcetun skills and drew conclusions that did not always correspond with what the Elders 

meant. I discovered such mistakes when I consulted with Elders a second time to verify 

accuracy. When I asked the Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders about place names, they often started 
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telling me about multiple places, for instance telling me how to reach Igyaraq (“throat”) at the 

mouth of Gibraltar Lake from Qarr'unaq (Kokhanok fish camp), when I had asked “Tell me any 

stories about Igyaraq when did you go to Igyaraq? How long did you stay there and what did 

you do while you were in Igyaraq?” When they arrived at Igyaraq at the mouth of Gibraltar Lake 

they began to follow the lake, and remembered the name, Egmiumaneq, at the south end of the 

lake. Sometimes place names are simple identifiers for landmarks, but the people have 

established their own relationships with the places through traveling by them, participating in 

activities there, and by hearing the stories of these places. Place names are embedded in their 

narratives, and they help the people to recall their previous experiences.

Categorization analysis that focuses only on the literal meanings of names fails to include 

the relationships and collective memory footprints between one place and another. The study of 

ethnogeography requires these personal and collective memories when analyzing insider 

perspectives of the landscape. It requires a more holistic approach than merely categorizing place 

names. Personal memory footprints vary depending on the eras the people lived in and the places 

where they permanently and seasonally lived. Through the layers of the memory footprints 

shared by family and community members, the Iliamna Lake Yupiit have established their own 

cultural landscapes.

In the following chapter, I discuss cultural landscape with place names and stories of 

these places told by Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders. Stories of places often deeply connect to 

Elders' experiences and memories—history—that place names do not always emphasize. 

Sharing stories of the places that connect the Elders' memories and experiences of living off the 

land affirms their physical and mental understanding of the landscape.
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CHAPTER 6: ILIAMNA LAKE YUP'IK CULTURAL LANDSCAPES 
Introduction

Roadhouse Mountain ketiini Qaqerrluaralegmek pilallruat. Qaqerluat irnilaata
tuani, only qaqerluat irnilartut tuani.

[The island] below Roadhouse Mountain is called Qaqerrluaralek. They call it 
[this] because only loons lay eggs there. - Annie Parks, interview, Aug. 24, 2016 

A common Yup'ik place naming pattern in the Iliamna Lake region recognizes the 

animals, fish, and plants near their settlements. An excerpt of Parks's story above illustrates that 

people named the island Qaqerrluaralek (“place with loon”) because qaqat48 (loons) are the only 

birds that lay eggs on the island. Using Roadhouse Mountain as a reference, she can visualize the 

exact location of Qaqerrluaralek. When she saw the island from the top of berry patch hill, she 

was able to point out to me the exact location of the island. Some Iliamna Lake residents report 

not having seen qaqat around the area. However, the name implies that people gathered eggs on 

the island in the past, similar to seagull egg harvests on several islands today. Another island of 

the same name, Qaqerrluaralek, lies near the shore of present-day Kokhanok on the south of 

Iliamna Lake. Residents no longer harvest loon eggs, but some Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders 

remember this island's name. Parks remembers eating qaqat eggs in the past and has said that 

she would eat them if there were any (Annie Parks, pers. comm., Mar. 10, 2020). Parks's 

memory of Qaqerrluaralek consists of sharing and the taste of qaqat eggs, the location of the 

island, and the meaning of the Yup'ik place name. In this way her description of Qaqerrluaralek 

reflects a memoryscape as defined by Nuttall (1992). As reviewed in their place names research, 

Andrew and Zoe (1997), Plumwood (2006), and Stoffle, Halmo, and Austin (1997) defined such 

48 Qaqaq is a singular form for loon.
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perceptions of the landscape as a “cultural landscape.” All of Parks's memories have assisted her 

in remembering the landscape through her eyes and Yup'ik culture.

From Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders' understanding, the “meaning” of a place name 

includes both the English literal translation of the Yup'ik name and the Yupiit historical use of a 

place. I often heard Elders say, “this place name means..." and then they would continue with a 

story about the place. Storytelling is a ritual that allows people to affirm and reinforce lessons 

from living off the land. Yup'ik words often do not literally translate to English; rather the 

Elders' interpreted the meaning based on what they knew about the place, like the shape of a 

feature or how one travels there. Parks's memory of the island Qaqerrluaralek exemplifies how 

Iliamna Lake Yupiit understand physical and cultural meanings of the land using Yugcetun. In 

the Iliamna Lake Yup'ik region, the Yupiit know that loons and seagulls lay eggs on the islands. 

Identifying the geographic feature, in this case qikertaq (island), is not always necessary for 

Yup'ik speakers to identify the place.

Cultural landscapes are a synthesis of personal experience, collective memory, local 

histories, and place names that people have passed down within a culture or regional group—one 

of many processes that aid in forming cultural identity. Parks's personal memories of seeing 

qaqat around the island, traveling to the island, and hearing about other people using the name 

Qaqerluaralek, have become a part of Parks's holistic cultural landscape. Using a cultural 

landscape approach, I studied how the Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names are meaningful to the 

Iliamna Lake people from their Yupiit iingitgun (Yup'ik perspectives). Sharing collective and 

personal memories of places and their own observations about the places reinforces Iliamna Lake 

residents' physical, mental, and spiritual connections to their homeland. Ethnogeography, which 
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I will discuss in the Chapter 7, acknowledges cultural landscapes and further accumulate 

knowledge of ethnohistory and geography of the land.

In the notion of “web of knowledge,” a term used by Tim Ingold (2011, 148), places 

resemble knots in the web and multiple travel routes connect those knots. For instance, in Parks’s 

memory about Qaqerrluaralek, she did not say whether she had been to the island before, but 

some knots, such as knowing the meanings of the name, her knowledge of the birds’ habitation, 

and the location of Roadhouse Mountain behind the island, interconnect her memories. Ingold 

(2011, 152) calls these invisible connections between knots “wayfaring,” and claims that they are 

the “most fundamental mode of being in the world.” Such invisible connections, including 

Parks’s experience of seeing Qaqerrluaralek from her berry patch hill and remembering a story 

of the bird habitat on the island, reflect her wayfaring within the landscape.

Iliamna Lake Yupiit share a collective cultural landscape from living in the same region, 

but they also conceive their own landscapes based on where they have resided and traveled 

seasonally, and from whom they have heard oral traditions. In this chapter, I present stories told 

by Iliamna Lake Yup’ik Elders and explore how Iliamna Lake Yup’ik place names and 

narratives about these places reflect a collective Iliamna Lake Yup’ik cultural landscape. 

Cultural landscapes consist of the people’s individual and shared experiences, memories of the 

landscape, and use of place names as a part of their narratives. During my fieldwork, I recorded 

at least ten place names that relate to cuukvak (northern pike, Esox lucius), a thick-boned fish 

that has a large jaw with many sharp teeth. These places include Cuukvayagalek (“place with 

little pike”) in Kokhanok, Cuukvagpalek (“place with big pike”) near Kukaklek Lake, Cuukviit 

Uitaviat (“place where pike live”) on Kaskanak Creek, Cuukvagpiim Nanvaa (“big pike’s lake”) 

near Ole Creek, Cuukvagpalgem Kuiga (“big pike’s river,” Ole Creek), and five lakes named
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Cuukvalek (“place with pike”) around the Iliamna Lake area. The use of these place names 

illustrates clearly where pike have been abundant. I wondered why the Iliamna Lake Yupiit 

named many more places cuukvak than they did other types of fish. I heard the word cuukvak 

many times during the interviews and learned that pike fishing was an important part of their 

lifeways when they grew up. Sharing pike fishing with community members resulted in the 

Yupiit naming many places cuukvak.

Generic names, for instance, Igyaraq (“throat”) and Igceńaq (“waterfall” or “falling 

place”) refer to physical features, but some individuals remember their own experiences at these 

places. Iliamna Lake Elders' descriptions of these places are not always generic. They remember 

details about what happened at the place or what they have heard about the place. I observed that 

the Iliamna Lake Elders' depictions of places represent more than physical directions from their 

settlements to the places and descriptions of these land features. For example, in speaking of 

Qikertarpak (“big island”), or Big Island, which sits in the southwest side of Iliamna Lake, Parks 

remembered several accidents when people drowned near this island as they traveled on Iliamna 

Lake (Annie Parks, interview, Aug. 26, 2016). Elders often explained place names along with 

details of the travel directions, such as the location of a safe place to cross the lake in wind 

conditions, and community practices, such as gift-offering to Kass'aruayiit (“those that look like 

priests”) so the boulders would watch over the people and ensure safe travels. Some Elders 

reported that their gift-offering practice to Kass'aruayiit developed in response to the people 

confronting the accident at Qikertarpak. The name, that is, “big island” is generic, but stories 

about the island contain local history and practice.

When Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders told me about place names in the area where they 

grew up, they often explained to me the directions from one place to another, referring to their 
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seasonal routes. Some Elders also provided details of their experiences while traveling, such as 

what kinds of local food sources (fish, bird eggs, berries, and animals) they searched for and 

harvested seasonally. When they spoke of the meanings of places and their locations, Elders 

recalled how they prepared the fish, the taste of it, and who taught them how to harvest them. 

Their stories are complex. They involve the senses, details of physical locations and their 

conditions seasonally and through generations, and they incorporate oral traditions, as well as 

their own experiences. Layers of multi-generational local knowledge, the use of Yugcetun 

language, collective memories, and personal experience contribute significantly to Iliamna Lake 

cultural landscape.

Place Associated with Personal Experiences

Cuukvalek

Maamalqa tiaturlulqa Daddy-gguq, Kuvyarluni. Nanvamek pilaryularqaat.
Cuukvalegmek pilallruat taun nanvaq.

My mom and my dad catch [pike] with a net. I don't know, they probably call it 
the lake. They called that lake Cuukvalek. - Mary Nelson, interview, Aug. 26, 
2016

While I was conducting a group interview in Kokhanok in August 2016, the 

Elders told stories about the lake Cuukvalek. We recognized, however, while marking the 

lake names on the map that they were talking about different lakes. Initially, Mary Nelson 

did not remember the name of the two lakes that connect to Qiiciritnguaq (Copper 

River), but telling her pike fishing story to her friend Marsha Wassillie (Kokhanok 

Yugcetun translator) reminded her that the lakes have one name—Cuukvalek (“place with 

pike”) that refers to the two together. Nelson's story of Cuukvalek told not only about the 

place itself, but also explained her experience of drying and eating cuukvak (pike) there.
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She remembers that pike have a large quantity of meat, and she and her family dried them 

to prepare segg'aruaq (split and dried pike). Nelson fished for cuukvak through the ice 

and then dried the meat, which explains how pike was one of the fresh food supplies 

available in the Kokhanok area in spring. Cuukvak and trails from Kokhanok to the lake, 

act as “mnemonic pegs,” as described by Cruikshank (1990a, 56). Visual images of these 

places, like mnemonic pegs that intertwine with her experiences, remind Nelson of her 

intimate relationship with the landscape.

Four place names related to cuukvak (pike) lie near Kokhanok on the south side of 

Iliamna Lake. While listening to Elders' stories, Kokhanok community translator Marsha 

Wassillie said, “See all these ... look like to me, all these lakes are named after the fish” 

(Marsha Wassillie, interview, Aug. 26, 2016). When telling stories about Cuukvalek, 

these places reminded some Elders of their experiences traveling with family to the lakes 

and how their parents told them to take care of their catch. According to the Kokhanok 

Elders, the people traveled to Qiiciritnguaq (Copper River) and Cuukvalek for pike 

fishing seasonally. Nelson remembered her father used a qayaq (kayak) to travel to 

Qiiciritnguaq to hunt beavers and muskrat in the summer. During the winter, Nelson 

herself traveled all over the area with her dog team (Mary Nelson, interview, Aug. 25, 

2016). When she and her family harvested kanaqlak (muskrat), they dried and stored the 

meat to eat through the winter. They also trapped qanganaq (ground squirrel) and “dry- 

alallruit” (dried them). Nelson learned trapping techniques from watching her parents. 

She told of watching her father set up a beaver trap:

He picked a skinny brush, then put it in a stick and ties it up. And beaver could 
[be] eat[en]. We put the trap right here. Put ah. wood right here. Then needle 
into the stick. Then put the trap right here. - Mary Nelson, interview, Aug. 25, 
2016
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To Nelson, these two little lakes Cuukvalek near Qiiciritnguaq are not just places for pike 

like the names suggest. The words prompt her to recall how and where she gained her 

trapping skills from her parents and learned which trails to follow by dog team, and they 

reminded her of the taste of dry fish and meat, all parts of her cultural landscape.

When Kokhanok Elders talked about Cuukvalek, they asked one another to clarify 

which Cuukvalek they referred to. All Elders agreed on the name Cuukvalek for the two 

little lakes connecting to the stream Qiiciritnguaq, though some Elders remembered 

another Cuukvalek near Ingrirpak (“big mountain,” Big Mountain that lies southwest of 

Iliamna Lake). Anesia Newyaka remembered her family camping for about two weeks 

each year at Cuukvalek near Ingrirpak for pike fishing. They caught several pike, split 

them open and then hung them outside to dry. She remembered this process as “dry 

outside” (Anesia Newyaka, interview, Aug. 24, 2016).

Nelson's and Newyaka's experiences of their families harvesting, preparing, and 

eating pike echoes the State of Alaska Department of Fish and Game's subsistence report 

in the Iliamna Lake area. The results of household surveys in Newhalen, Iliamna, Pedro 

Bay, and Nondalton, showed that over 90 percent of households used non-salmon fish in 

Iliamna in 2004 (Fall et al., 2006, 35). The researchers reported that the Iliamna Lake 

communities' major species for ice fishing are northern pike, arctic char, and Dolly 

Varden, but that they also harvest these fish during summer (Fall et al., 2006, 69). My 

narrators do not know when the people first used the name Cuukvalek for these places, 

but the many lake and creek names related to cuukvak illustrate that pike was, and 

continues to be, a staple food for the Iliamna Lake people.
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When Kokhanok Elders shared stories about Cuukvalek near Qiiciritnguaq, they 

recounted other stories related to pike and personal stories of traveling to these places. 

Newyaka remembered a frightening story of a big pike at Cuukvalek near Qiiciritnguaq:

Down Copper River, Qiiciritnguaq. Down an island, there are dangerous, a big 
pike [in the] lake [that] eat I think. Whatever moose go down in the island, the 
pike eat them. They can't even go out and they can't even walking on the water 
[because] pike would come and eat you up. Yeah, it is a big monster there. They 
said one time watched a moose. go swim across the island, that pike, eat it . let 
it sink. - Anesia Newyaka, interview, Aug. 24, 2016

The frequency of pike episodes in the Elders' narratives illustrates the pervasiveness of the fish 

in the region and the peoples' reliance on the resource for many generations. According to oral 

history, they also witnessed accidents, such as pike attacking moose from the water. In the 

southwest of the Iliamna Lake area, Igiugig Village Council President AlexAnna Salmon 

remembered her grandmother Mary Olympic saying that Cuukvagpalgem Kuiga (“big pike's 

river,” Ole Creek) flows from Cuukvagpalek (“place with big pike,” near Qukaqliq “middle 

[lake],” Kukaklek Lake). Salmon heard a story about the big pike in Cuukvarpalek that had eaten 

reindeer as they swam across the lake. According to her, “it is some other big creature that 

created the rivers between lakes” (AlexAnna Salmon, pers. comm., May 15, 2018; Salmon, e

mail message to author, Feb. 24, 2020). Schanz (1891) also heard a story of “a huge sea 

monster” in the Lake Clark-Iliamna area when he was traveling in the region in 1891. Their 

stories of a big creature or sea monster combine with current community residents harvesting 

pike in the region to produce a popular story of “Iliamna Lake Monster.” Not only Iliamna Lake 

residents, but non-locals and media have also been interested in seeing the large creatures in the 

lake (DeMarban 2019). According to the State of Alaska Department of Fish and Game 

(ADF&G) website, the largest northern pike on record is about 17 kilograms (38 pounds), caught 
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in a tributary of the Yukon River (ADF&G, n.d.). Although the largest pike on record was caught 

on the Yukon River, the people recall catching large pike in the Iliamna Lake region, as well.

Qiiciritnguaq (Copper River)

Kokhanok Elders Wassie and Marsha Wassillie also remembered going ice fishing at the 

creek Qiiciritnguaq (Wassie and Marsha Wassillie, interview, Aug. 23, 2016). They caught trout 

and pike through the ice at a little lake near Qiiciritnguaq. Another Kokhanok Elder, Mary

Wassillie, remembered that she and her family went to Qiiciritnguaq for fall camp when she was 

growing up. She recalled the camp site location:

We used to go Qiiciritnguaq, fall time. Not too very far from Pope Vannoy. My 
grandmother used to stay at Tagyaracuar (“a small place to go up,” Intricate 
Bay)· Qiiciritnguaq [People] have minks ... they're hunting minks. When ice 
layover there,49 there is lots of fish. Dolly Varden in the early fall. And later in 
winter, there is trout and black trout. And pikes up in the Pike Lake. - Mary 
Wassillie, interview, Aug. 24, 2016

49 She meant when the lake is covered with ice.

When Mary Wassillie's family went to Qiiciritnguaq, she visited her grandmother at

Tagyaracuar (“a small place to go up”), and observed people harvesting a variety of fish 

and animals in the area. Newyaka also remembered that the people went trapping in the 

mountains at Tagyaracuar. Some Elders assumed that this name originated from a 

meaning associated with “climbing up a mountain or hill” (Anesia Newyaka, interview,

Aug. 24, 2016; Steve Nowatak, interview, Aug. 25, 2016).

Qanganarculallruut piciatun· Qanganat Maa-i piyuirutut· Qanganarculallruuq 
maaken pavaken-llu·

They traveled everywhere for squirrel hunting. They no longer hunt or trap for 
squirrels. - Anesia Newyaka, interview, Aug. 26, 2016
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When Kokhanok Elders spoke of their trapping locations, Newyaka remembered her 

father saying, “if nobody hunts [animals] they gonna disappear” (Anesia Newyaka, 

interview, Aug. 26, 2016). Memories of helping their parents with trapping animals in the 

mountains reminded Elders about other stories behind place names. Newyaka family's 

observations of declining animal populations illustrate reciprocal relationships between 

the Iliamna Lake Yupiit and the animals, an important part of cultural ethics to many 

Indigenous peoples around the world. Animals would return to the people if the people 

harvested the meat, fur, and fat of those animals in respectful ways. The people establish 

their relationships with the land by telling stories and traveling to the mountains for 

different reasons and by harvesting and using the animals for multiple purposes, 

including eating and making clothing. These stories about Kokhanok Elders' memories 

around Qiiciritnguaq (Copper River), intertwined with their understanding of animals' 

habitat, reflect Kokhanok ethnogeography. Elders telling and retelling stories deepens 

and reinforces the connections between the people, animals, and the land.

I did not record anyone relating the meanings of the name Qiiciritnguaq50 during the 

fieldwork. Some Elders said that it is “just a name in Yup'ik” (Iliamna Lake Place Names 

Workshop, May 15, 2018). Their collective information suggests that the meaning of the name 

has been forgotten through time, although the people still remember the name. Qiiciritnguaq and 

its tributaries have plenty of fish and small animals that the people harvest during the fall and 

spring. Mary Wassillie recalled a different name for the Cuukvalek lakes, referring to them as 

Qiiciiritaguam Nanvaa (“Qiiciritnguaq's Lake”), and using Qiiciritnguaq as a reference. She 

50 Dena'ina name Vałiggena Q'estsiq' perhaps relating to ‘dry glacier outlet' (Kari and Smith 2017). USGS 
researchers recorded the local name Copper River in 1954 (Orth 1967, 238). While the word Qiiciritnguaq is clearly 
recognizable as Yup'ik, none of the Elders with whom I spoke recalled any meaning for the name.
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said, “That Copper River come[s] from that lake” (Mary Wassillie, interview, Aug. 24, 2016). 

Cuukvalek’s English name on the USGS map, “Pike Lake,” reflects a community’s collective 

memory of fishing and observing pike habitats.

The Bristol Bay Native Corporation’s place name online database and Bureau of Indian 

Affairs ANCSA Bristol Bay Place Names List (Reed 1999) each recorded only one Cuukvalek in 

the region. Ten place names describing cuukvak (pike) in the Iliamna Lake area signify Iliamna 

Lake people’s reliance on the pike’s availability year-round unlike salmon that runs in the lakes 

and streams at certain seasons. The people hunted and fished for other animals, while also 

fishing pike. Animals and plants are integral parts of the landscape, and respectfully maintaining 

a healthy land is a core piece of Yup’ik values. While traveling to Cuukvalek, Qiiciritnguaq, and 

other places with their families, the Iliamna Lake Yupiit learned how to harvest animals in 

appropriate and respectful ways and remembered the trails between these places. Thus, the 

personal experiences and memories of the Elders I interviewed of traveling to and camping at 

Cuukvalek transform the physical landscape into a cultural landscape.

Local History of the Places behind Generic Names

Using general terms to name places is another common practice in the Iliamna Lake 

region and across languages. Iliamna Lake Yupiit name some mountains simply Ingriq 

(“mountain,” Fish Camp Mountain and Big Mountain) and some islands Qikertaq (“island,” 

Tenmile Island and other islands), using generic terms to recognize the shape of geographic 

features. The place name Igyaraq (“throat”) is also a generic term, although not a literal 

translation of a geographic term. According to Iliamna Lake Yup’ik Elders and community 

historians, there are at least three Igyaraq in the region, at the mouths of Lake Clark, Gibraltar 

Lake, and Iliamna Lake. These places resemble a throat in that the river water goes through a 
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narrow channel (like a throat) to an open space, the lake. When I first heard stories about these 

places from Elders, I pondered how they could distinguish which places they referred to when 

using the same name. After listening to their stories multiple times, I recognized that the Elders 

clearly understood the locations of these place names, that is, which lake the Igyaraq lies near or 

what personal experiences the Elders had gained there, based on the context of their 

conversations.

Igyaraq

While some Kokhanok Elders recalled Igyaraq as Gibraltar Lake, others remembered that 

Igyaraq (“throat”) specifically refers to the mouth of the lake and that the other end of Gibraltar 

Lake is called Egmiumaneq (“main channel with current through widened spot in river”), 

referring to the source of the water in the lake (Nick Newyaka, interview, March 16, 2017). Mike 

Newyaka, the chief of Kokhanok, had a house at Igyaraq (on Gibraltar Lake) and often camped 

there (Gary Nielsen, interview, Aug. 24, 2016; Anesia Newyaka, interview, Aug. 24, 2016). 

Gibraltar Lake is the only place that possesses both the place names Igyaraq and Egmiumaneq in 

the Iliamna Lake area. Sockeye salmon travel through to Igyaraq to spawn in late summer, 

making it a destiny for spawned-out fishing for the Kokhanok people (Figure 19).
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Figure 19: Salmon swimming at Igyaraq (“throat”), Gibraltar Lake, August 2016. 
Photo by the author.

When Mary Nelson told of where she went trapping, she remembered the place was 

“Igyaram keluani ingrimi” (up above Igyaraq in the mountain) (Mary Nelson, interview, Aug. 

25, 2016). From her viewpoint, this mountain on the southwest side of the present settlement of 

Kokhanok is referred to as Ingriq, or locally named “Fish Camp Mountain.” She and her family 

went trapping at Igyaraq, the mouth of Gibraltar Lake.

The name of the present settlement of Igiugig derived from the Yup'ik place name 

Igyaraq on Iliamna Lake. Igiugig Elder Annie Wilson remembered hearing the place was called 

Igyaraq when she lived with her family near Kuigurluq51 (“poor dear river,” Kaskanak Creek) 

(Annie Wilson, interview, May 5, 2017). Her father helped to build houses and a church when 

the people came from Kuigurluq to settle at Igyaraq (Igiugig). Hardly anybody lived at (this) 

Igyaraq when she was a child in the 1950s.

51 This arch diacritic symbol ur creates a distinct sound compressing u and r together (Walkie Charles, pers. comm., 
Oct. 6, 2020).
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There was no church on that side. This church got built after my mom and dad got 
married ... Dad was pretty good [at] fishing, and that's why he got lumber to 
make that a little church. So my folks lived in a tent for five years up here. And 
next year, that Nick Wassillie's house, side of the road, that was built by my dad 
and him, fishing, paying money. And those years, you know, they had lumber and 
that black tar paper, and then you put another lumber in the inside of the. no 
insulation, you know. - Annie Wilson, interview, May 5, 2017

Wilson's memory of Igyaraq involved memories of her father and how he collaborated with

others to develop the settlement for the people. Grandparents and relatives of some Igiugig

people lived near Kuigurluq until the mid-twentieth century, and they eventually settled in the

present-day community Igiugig. Her personal memory of Igyaraq is a central episode in the

Igiugig community's history.

Igcenaq

Igcenaq literally means “a place anything let fall,” “falling place,” or “waterfall” in

English. Iliamna Lake Yupiit remember several Igcenaq “waterfalls” in Kokhanok, Pope

Vannoy, and Igiugig. Many Iliamna Lake residents recall some of them as “Kokhanok

Waterfall” and “Pope Vannoy Waterfall,” and as pleasant places to visit. However, many Iliamna

Lake Yup'ik Elders remembered that Igcenaq lies on the Newhalen River and is one of the oldest

Yup'ik settlements in the Newhalen area (Figure 20). The multiple narratives of Igcenaq

presented here illustrate the community and individual qualities of cultural landscapes, the latter

involving personal and family recollections that enhance and elaborate on the communal cultural 

landscape.
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Figure 20: Igcenaq on the Newhalen River, May 2018. Photo by the author.

According to Newhalen Elders Annie Parks and Elena Balluta, their grandmothers came 

from the Kwethluk area on the Kuskokwim River (Annie Parks and Elena Balluta, Place names 

Workshop May 16, 2018). Parks remembered her grandmother’s brother brought her to 

Newhalen from Kwethluk so she would not marry a man in the village. He was concerned that 

his sister would not be treated well by a man from Kwethluk.

Her brother [brought] her (Park’s father’s mother) over from Kwethluk. Her 
brother didn’t want her to get marry over there. He [brought] her over... and a 
man [found] her over [in] Dillingham [at the] old cannery. Off to the river, you 
know [referring to the Newhalen River]. - Annie Parks, interview, Aug. 24, 2016 

Other Iliamna Lake Elders and Kwethluk residents state that their ancestors came from 

Newhalen because of starvation in the Kwethluk area (Coffing 1991; Iliamna Lake Place Names 

Workshop May 16, 2018). According to Newhalen Elders, some Yupiit moved to three sites near 

the Newhalen River that surround the area of the present settlement of Newhalen. They 

remembered one of the settlements on the Newhalen River near Igcenaq. One Yup’ik Elder told 
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me that Igceńaq means “Rapid” and that there is a place recorded as “Rapids” on the USGS map.

Another Elder said that Igceńaq is the location that locals call “Gorge” (Iliamna Lake residents, 

personal communication, August 2016). As I interviewed Newhalen Elders with their family 

members, I discovered that residents recognize two locations for “Rapids,” distinguishing 

between “Rapids” and “Gorge.” The old settlement Igceńaq lies downriver from the Rapids 

marked on the USGS map. The residents distinguish these locations in their conversations;

however, this can be confusing to an outside researcher. While surveyors treated land features as

sites to be recorded, likely knowing little of their significance to locals, community residents

remembered, and still recall, the places based on their multi-generational experiences.

I often initially understood personal memories from places such as “waterfall” from 

literal meanings of the place name. I could not have imagined an incident that Newhalen Elders 

associated with the place, or where the people moved after the accident. Parks’s father’s family 

lived at the settlement on the shore of Igceńaq before he married. Her father’s oldest brother 

Nicholai tried to spear a fish, but accidently fell into the rapids and was swept away. His body 

was never found.

Mmm. Your grandpa's brother [Nicholai]. Yeah, tauna-gguq ciuqlikacagauluni. 
And ... when she come over my kelussna had. . . kids, your grandma. She had two 
kids. Nicholai, you, and Nastasia, Agafia-m maamii. Yeah, Nickolai-q taugken 
amaqliuluni. Piani-llu-gguq aggsurullermini, try to catch fish, uasqilluni imum 
qallarvalriim atraulluku, Nickolai-aq. Ciuqlikacaar. Eleanor-ankut amaqliat. 
Nastasia's mama. Tuani tua-i maamaka qingarluni. Grandma-an-llu cali 
qingarluni. Tuaken-gguq atrallruut. Piaken tauna igcan qallarvalriim 
tegulerluku. Nalkevkenaku-llu-gguq tua-i. Nalkenritaat-gguq tayima Nickolai-aq. 
Tua-i-llu pillinii mikelnguut ukut, atauciq pingaituq. Uumiku-gguq cali iliit 
uasqiciiquq. Piancugpek'nateng.

Nicholai was the oldest of the siblings. When my Kelussna52 came over, she 
had ... kids. She had two kids: Nicholai, you, and Nastasia - Agafia’s mother. 
Nicholai was the oldest. Then up there, when Nicholai was trying to catch fish, he 
slipped and fell into the bubbling water. That bubbling water took the oldest one’s

52 Kelussna refers to “Godmother” in Russian Orthodox in Yugcetun.
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life. Eleanor and her sibling's oldest brother - (Eleanor is) Nastasia's mother. At 
that time my mother was pregnant, so was your [Elena Balluta's] grandma who 
was pregnant, too. From there, they relocated down here after Nicholai's death. 
They did not find his body. So she told the children, this is not the only one that 
the bubbling water is going to take. Soon one of the children will also slip and fall 
into the water. They did not want to live up there. - Annie Parks, Place Names 
Workshop, May 16, 2018

As Parks's story relates, owing to the Parks's family's concern for their children's safety, they 

moved to another location near today's Newhalen community. Parks's story about Igceńaq 

reveals not only that her family witnessed the accident, but who resided there at that time, 

including Newhalen Elder Elena Balluta's grandmother. Recounting individuals' names in the 

story emphasizes the personal attachments and memories that people associate with places. Parks 

recalls her mother telling her “We can always bring that church along. Agayuvicuar Igceńami 

(the little church in Igceńaq),” and in fact, the people moved the church building to their new 

settlement.

As she related the story of Igceńaq, Parks told stories about people moving downriver 

from Igceńaq to the Newhalen River area. Her sharing of personal knowledge, “either direct or 

transmitted by persons to whom living men and women can trace a relationship” refers to 

qanemcit,53 or historical accounts (Fienup-Riordan 1990, 103 and 244). Telling a qanemciq 

about Igceńaq triggered memories of her family history. While recounting the accidents, Parks 

shared her sadness and grief, which piqued other Elders' memories. Comprehending their 

cultural landscapes through community histories and individuals' feelings is fundamental to 

ethnogeography.

53 Qanemcit (plural) originated from a base form qanemciq (singular) (Jacobson 2012, 531).

Every person has a unique storytelling style, depending on personal relationships with the 

stories. When Parks tells a qanemciq (historical account), she always begins with “I only tell you 
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what I know.” Her phrasing emphasizes that she gained her knowledge about her family history 

and homeland by listening to stories of her relatives who witnessed events or heard them from 

others. Parks established intimate relationships with her family and homeland in her youth. 

While telling a qanemciq about Igceńaq, Parks also showed me on the USGS map the locations 

of the trails where her grandmother walked to three lakes near the Iliamna Airport.

My mom used to tell us. when my grandma lost her husband she had lots of 
kids. And [she] didn't have money. and her husband died. where she was 
[resided] in the Igceńaq. She [went] to those lakes, Taluyarturluni (went there to 
get fish with a fish trap). She used to get fish for [her] kids. - Annie Parks, 
interview, Aug. 24, 2016

The fish her grandmother harvested was pike. According to Parks, the location of the Yup'ik 

settlement near Igceńaq existed approximately three generations ago. Basso (1996, 6) refers to 

such living local histories as “place-making;” that is, a way of constructing and inventing 

histories from insider perspectives. Parks's story of Igceńaq demonstrates her way of “place

making” based on her mother's stories of what happened there in the past. While another Elder 

remembers Igceńaq as a physical location she heard of called “Rapids,” Parks's story ascribes 

meaning to the place far beyond its physical location. Listening to stories about Igceńaq helped 

me understand how individuals remember physical landscapes through their experiences and 

memories.

Parks's story about Igceńaq also emphasizes her family's lifeways, including sharing 

food and caring for others. The people moved around seasonally, and sharing food and resources 

with others was essential to their survival. Another cultural ethic, not wasting food, especially 

fish and meat they harvested from the land shows respect to these animals that offered their lives 

to the people. When listening to Parks's qanemcit, I recognized that her family did not have a 

Western notion of land ownership, a concept that is foreign to many Indigenous peoples in North 
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America. Rather, Parks's stories highlight the importance of being a steward of the land that she 

and her community share for future generations. Sharing, as Yup'ik scholar Kawagley (2006, 17) 

points out, is one of the Yup'ik cultural values and essential lifeways. Parks's family continued 

helping one another and other community members to survive after they resettled.

In listening to Elders' stories and visiting some of these places, I found that many generic 

Yup'ik place names contain stories that relate to the people who lived in the areas. They have 

their own accounts of the landscape and family histories of these places, as well as knowing the 

directions from their settlements to the places. For instance, Nelson referred precisely to the 

location of Igyaraq near Ingriq, saying Igyaram keluani ingrimi” (up above Igyaraq in the 

mountain). From Kokhanok residents' perspectives, they recognize Ingriq as Fish Camp 

Mountain and Igyaraq lies close by the mountains. A researcher who simply classified such a 

generic place name as a “physical feature” would overlook this insider understanding of the 

place and name.

Iliamna Lake Yupiit understand the place Igceńaq in several ways: a pleasant place to 

visit, a waterfall, and an accident that occurred at the historical settlement. Parks's and Balluta's 

memories of Igceńaq on the Newhalen River comprise not only a historical accident, but also the 

history of their family migrations, lifeways, values, Parks's father's leadership skills, and the fact 

that the people depended on fish near Igceńaq for their survival. Parks still remembered this 

Igceńaq as a dangerous place and described the movement of the river as “boiling water.” Her 

memories of her mother's stories intertwined with her observation of the physical location to 

form the foundation of her Igceńaq-related sense of place.
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Landmarks and Cultural Ethics for Safe Travels

My categorization analysis revealed only a few places that refer explicitly to travel, 

although many, if not most, of the landmarks served as mileposts and carried other critical 

information for travelers. Kokhanok historian Gary Nielsen has heard stories about two places 

“to hide from wind” that lay on the shore of Iliamna Lake near Lookout Mountain. He only 

remembers literal meanings of the names through stories. These Yup'ik place names have been 

forgotten through time. The trail that begins at Tumyarapiat (“head of the trail”) near present-day 

Kokhanok Bay (locally known as Nielsen Bay54) passes through Qayaq Lake, and leads to 

Amartetuli (“customarily packed on the back,” Amakdedori) on the shore of Kamishak Bay in 

Cook Inlet. Iliamna Lake Yupiit and explorers have used portages on multiple trails between the 

Kokhanok area, which lies at about the midpoint of the southern shore of Iliamna Lake, and 

Amartetuli.

54 USGS map published in 1957 shows this place as Sid Larson Bay.

Other place names, such as Uqisvik (shelter, on the shore of Big Island), indicate peoples' 

experiences traveling in windy weather. Iliamna Lake Yupiit have shared with others this 

location where they sheltered themselves from wind while waiting for the weather to calm. In 

contrast with those place names originating from peoples' harsh experiences, a lake called 

Anguaryaqlik (“good to paddle,” Battle Lake) emphasizes people's pleasant memories. Iliamna 

Lake Yupiit have visualized the landscape as they have listened to stories of going to these 

places from their settlements and as they have experienced and shared their stories with others.

Discussing their seasonal trails and boating routes with their peers often reminded Elders 

of Yup'ik place names along their routes. Often Elders reported how the people used these places 

to travel safely. During my interviews, I recorded many Iliamna Lake Elders discussing the 
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boating routes in Nanvarpak (“big lake,” Iliamna Lake). During the interviews and while 

participating in boat trips, I learned of many place names the Iliamna Lake people use as 

landmarks. This section focuses on how the Iliamna Lake Yupiit have used Yup'ik place names 

to ensure their safety while crossing the large lake.

Ingrit as Landmarks on Nanvarpak (Iliamna Lake)

Iliamna Lake Yupiit use many ingrit (mountains) for navigating when crossing 

Nanvarpak (“big lake,” Iliamna Lake). When people traveling from the mouth of Newhalen 

River cross Nanvarpak to the other side, they use Ingrirpak (“big mountain,” Big Mountain), 

which lies on the southwest side of the lake as a guidepost. Depending on the weather and the 

types of winds, they go either to the Kokhanok side (straight to the south) and along the shore of 

the lake, facing Ingrirpak, or straight from the Iliamna/Newhalen side to Igyaraq (present-day 

Igiugig) at the mouth of Nanvarpak· When the people return north from the southwest of 

Nanvarpak, they look for Tevyaraq (“portage,” Iliamna portage and Roadhouse Mountain), 

which looks stunning from a distance, as there are not many other mountains near the lakeshore.

According to Igiugig Elder Annie Wilson, Ingrirpak is a halfway point from Igiugig to 

both Kokhanok and Newhalen. On calm, nice days, the people can go straight from Igiugig to 

Newhalen. Several Elders note that knowing the direction the wind blows is crucial to crossing 

the lake safely. Wilson continued:

There is no protection points on the other side [of the lake]. You know, just like 
here, you have . Big Island, little slough that you could go in. Whereas on the 
other side, you only could go . Peter Andrew's Creek or Lower Talarik. - Annie 
Wilson, interview, July 26, 2018

Wilson remembers areas on the islands where the people can rest when confronting bad weather 

on the southwest side of Nanvarpak.
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Newhalen Elder Evelyn Anelon also reported that islands by Igyaraq (“throat,” present- 

day Igiugig, at the mouth of Iliamna Lake) are important landmarks when traveling on the lake. 

She said:

Only this island ... and other one some place around here, outside ... from 
Igiugig, straight. If you don't come this way, when the west wind, you come this 
way, straight in here . then, you supposed to go on this side, this one. There was 
that east wind, you go west side of Big Island, and go to Kokhanok to Newhalen - 
Evelyn Anelon, interview, Aug. 17, 2016

Wilson's and Anelon's stories confirm that the people looked for landmarks around the lake 

when they traveled near these islands and mountains.

Other Elders remember these mountains as culturally significant. Kokhanok Elder Nick 

Newyaka remembered mountains that lie southwest of Iliamna Lake, relating to a story of 

angalkuq (Nick Newyaka, interview, Mar. 14, 2017). Newyaka recalled angalkuq meant 

“witchcraft” and it also translates as “shaman” and “medicine man” in Yugcetun (Jacobson, 

2013, 111). Newyaka's parents told him about when those angalkut,55 invisible shamans or 

makers of witchcraft, came and stayed at the mountain. People could not fight around there 

during the time when their powerful witchcraft was at work. Nielsen also recalled places in the 

area related to medicine men,56 including Yup'ik names for “medicine man mountain,” 

“medicine man creek,” and the mountain “next to medicine man mountain” (Gary Nielsen, 

interview, Mar. 13, 2018). Nielsen reported that “medicine man mountain” was and still is a 

well-known powerful place to make medicine and it has both Yup'ik and Dena'ina names that 

refer to medicine men. He heard a story that medicine men from all over Alaska made 

pilgrimages to this area to make medicine (Gary Nielsen, email to the author, Jan. 6, 2021). 

Newyaka and Nielsen learned these place names and stories about the land when traveling with 

55 Angalkut is a plural form for angalkuq.
56 The narrators remember stories about angalkuq using different English translations of the word angalkuq.
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their elderly mentors. Similar accounts of medicine men (man) stories of the area indicate that 

the people have avoided or it was taboo to conduct wars because medicine men used the place 

for making medicine, which in turn led to the people maintaining peace. This common belief in 

the presence of medicine men here perhaps resulted in the Yupiit and Dena'ina sharing mutual 

boundary territories in this area.

Qikertunraaq and Qikertarpak

See there is no protection out there except for these little islands that are out 
there .. Like if you get stuck, there is this island up here Qikertunraaq (“first 
island”) [where] you could stay there. - Annie Wilson, interview, July 26, 2018

To the Igiugig people, Qikertunraaq (“first island,” Shoulderblade Island) is the first 

island a person reaches when crossing Nanvarpak from their village. While they named the 

island referring to its location from the Igiugig viewpoint, some people remember its English 

name as the literal translation of the Yup'ik name, “shoulder blade island.” Nielsen remembers 

hearing from his respected Elder John Olympic that people named the island “shoulder blade,” 

because its shape resembles a shoulder blade (Gary Nielsen, interview, Aug. 24, 2016).

Several Elders remember hearing about accidents when people drowned near the island 

Qikertarpak (“big island,” Big Island), between Qikertunraaq (“first island,” Shoulderblade 

Island) and Ingrirpak (“big mountain,” Big Mountain).

Ukayirpalegmek pilallruat tauna. Waten Maxine-gguq atii tuani [inaudible] 
akatrullruuq.

They used to call that one Ukayirpalek (“one with ukayirpak”). Maxine and her 
father once rolled down there. - Annie Parks, interview, Aug. 26, 2016

Listening to Parks's comments, Marsha Wassillie recalled that “lots of people drowned there” 

(Marsha Wassillie, interview, Aug. 26, 2016). During the Kokhanok group interview, Wassillie 

learned that the site named Ukayirpalek is located on Qikertarpak (Figure 21).
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Figure 21: Qikertarpak (Big Island) on the southwest side of Nanvarpak (Iliamna Lake), 
August 2018. Photo by the author.

According to Wilson, there are two shelter-like places on Qikertarpak: Ukayirpalek on the 

northeast shore and Uqisvik on the south shore. Wilson reported that the name Ukayirpalek refers 

to its land feature, a “drop-off.” This “drop off’ protects the bay from west winds (Annie Wilson, 

interview, July 26, 2018). Wilson remembers hearing Uqisvik to mean “you get a shelter from” 

(Annie Wilson, interview, July 26, 2018). Her information of the location of Uqisvik (“shelter”) 

implies that the people used this place when the east wind blew. Parks recalled that the location 

of Ukayirpalek relates to Ingrirpak (Big Mountain): "Ukayirpalegmekpilaraat ingrim ketiini"

(They call that one below the mountain, Ukayirpalek) (Annie Parks, interview, Mar. 16, 2017). 

These memories illustrate that knowing the direction of Ingrirpak from the narrators’ settlements 

is essential for interpreting travel guidance when crossing Nanvarpak, especially around 

Ingrirpak (Big Mountain) and Qikertarpak (Big Island). Knowing the wind’s direction is also 

crucial for safe travel.
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During the Iliamna Lake Place Names Workshop in May 2018, some Elders reported 

another place named Ukayirpalek (English name Eagle Bluff) because of its drop-offi-like 

feature (Iliamna Lake Place Names Workshop May 15, 2018). This place lies on the shore of 

Iliamna Lake near Ingrirpak. Kokhanok resident, Nick Mike reported Elders telling him Eagle 

Bluff was also called Ingluilqutaq (related to “other one of a pair”) (Nick Mike, May 15, 2018). 

Parks's description of the geographic feature suggests the Yupiit see the place as uneven or 

incomplete, lacking its other side. She said:

Qiqertaq, Ingrim ketiini, Ingluilqutaamek pilaraat.- Qiqertaq. Assirluni inglua, 
inglua assiinani.

The island below the mountain is what they call Ingluilqutaq. One side is good, 
other side is bad - Annie Parks, interview, May 15, 2018

In her memoryscape, Parks thinks of the location of Ingluilqutaq (related to “other one of 

a pair”) in relation to Ingriq or Ingrirpak (Big Mountain). Her explanation of the land feature 

reflects the same literal translation of the word inglu- (other one of a pair), expressing “one side 

is bad,” or missing the gradual elevation feature on that side, making it difficult to land on this 

side of the island. Later, Wilson reported to Salmon that she remembered that Ingluilqutaq is the 

part of the Big Island near Big Mountain that has a sharp cliff, or drop-off (AlexAnna Salmon, 

email to the author, Nov. 8, 2018). Ukayirpalek (“one with ukayirpak,” or drop-off) and 

Ingluilqutaq (related to “other one of a pair”) possess similar land features; however, Iliamna 

Lake Elders' recollections indicate that the people only used Ukayirpalek for a shelter place. 

Repeated references to these place names in their narratives implies that the Iliamna Lake Yupiit 

have learned to be very cautious when navigating around these locations because the surrounding 

landscape is perilous.
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Kass'aruayiit

When the Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders talked about accidents that occurred near 

Qikertarpak (“big island,” Big Island), they often included the story of the boulders that sit in the 

lake. They learned to give gifts to these boulders they call Kass'aruayiit (“those that look like 

priests”57), when they go by, so that the boulders would safeguard the people during their travel. 

Some Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders reported that they make offerings by tossing food or pieces of 

crackers in the water when they pass by Kass'aruayiit. Parks remembered hearing:

57 Russian Orthodox priests.

Napalriit taukut· Waten pilartut, Kass'aruayiit-gguq ketaiquvciki neqerrlugmek 
wall 'u-qaa keliparrarmek egcisqelluki· Tua-i taugaam tamatumek niitelartua·
Then you'll have good weather.

The ones that are standing upright. They tell us that when we pass through 
Kass'aruayiit to throw dried fish toward them, or a piece of bread. That is all I've 
heard about it. - Annie Parks, Kokhanok group interview, Aug. 26, 2016

Feeding Kass'aruayiit will ensure “good weather,” according to Parks. This practice has been 

shared among the people of Newhalen and Kokhanok. Gary Nielsen remembers hearing the 

boulders referred to as “the rocks that eat,” indicating the people traditionally offered 

Kass'aruayiit food (Gary Nielsen Aug. 24, 2016).

The practice of gift-giving reflects a core value among Alaska Natives. Sharing resources 

with others in their family and society and showing thankfulness to animals and natural and 

spiritual beings demonstrates reciprocity and ensures future catches and safe travels. Iliamna 

Lake people, both Dena'ina and Yupiit, have practiced such gift giving and food offerings to 

land features and animals to show gratitude and to elicit the receivers' gratitude. In this process, 

the Yupiit quyana, or thank, Kass'raruayiit to elicit reciprocal gratitude, which they hope will 

result in favorable weather. Fienup-Riordan (2005, 59) writes that showing thankfulness to 
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others is “ubiquitous in Yup'ik daily life.” The story about Kass'raruayiit is an example 

“anchored in real space” that these boulders help the people maintain a warm relationship with 

the place (Aporta, et al., 2014, 239). Expressed otherwise, the practice of gift-offering to 

Kass'raruayiit serves as a mnemonic device for the Iliamna Lake people, reminding them that 

accidents occurred near there in the past and signifying respect to ensure their safe passage.

Conversely, the Igiugig people recalled these boulders as Yuguat (“human-like, pretend 

people”) because of their shapes. The Igiugig people commonly traveled by land along the shore 

to Ingrirpak (Big Mountain), but rarely by water. They therefore do not view the boulders as a 

culturally significant landmark as the Newhalen and Kokhanok people do. The boulders do not 

signify danger, and historically they have not made offerings to them to ensure safe travel, since 

the boulders are not on their regular travel route to Ingrirpak.

Knowing the landmarks and meanings of these names has helped the Iliamna Lake 

people navigate, especially in foul weather. When people cross the lake from Igyaraq (“throat,” 

present-day Igiugig), they pass by Qikertangrraaq (“first island,” Shoulderblade Island), 

Ukayirpalek (place with ukayirpak / drop off) and Ingluilqutaq (related to “other one of a pair”) 

on Qikertarpak (“big island,” Big Island), and the boulders Kass'aruayiit (“those that look like 

priests”), and they use Ingrirpak (“big mountain,” Big Mountain) on the southeast of the lake as 

a landmark. Surely, Qikertarpak is a significant landmark for the Iliamna Lake people, not only 

in warning them of accidents, but also in reminding them of its shape, of where landing is easy or 

difficult, and of personal stories of those who sheltered on the island. Other places also relate to 

safe travels, thereby reinforcing the Iliamna Lake Yupiit physical, mental, and spiritual 

connections to their homeland. A sense of place develops and evolves as a result of experiences, 
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the current importance of specific places, and awareness of the area through sharing personal 

experiences and memories with others.

Such gift offerings and related oral narratives that guide people to live respectfully with 

nature are ubiquitous in human societies. Togiak's oral tradition of An'gaqtar (Stone Lady) 

represents another example from among the Yupiit of Southwest Alaska. The narrative and 

practices surrounding An'gaqtar exemplify how the Yupiit perceive gift-offering to landmarks to 

help them maintain a healthy reciprocal relationship between the human and animal worlds, as 

well as between the living and spiritual worlds. According to the story, following the loss of her 

husband, a Yup'ik woman, An'gaqtar, failed to find food for herself and her child in a harsh 

environment, resulting in starvation and the woman's losing her mind and becoming insane, after 

which she turned to stone (Fienup-Riordan and Rearden 2012, 48-50). The story of An'gaqtar 

illustrates how difficult it was for a widow and her child to survive. Fear, hunger, and 

desperation led to insanity. This tragic figure transformed into a reminder of the importance of 

reciprocity and unity with nature. Togiak Yupiit practice rituals acknowledging An'gaqtar as 

their Ellam Yua (the Spirit of the Universe), encircling her moving in the sun's direction, and 

giving offerings when they pass by her.

An'gaqtar's position, facing east, may inspire spiritual meanings related to the natural 

phenomenon of sunrise. The east has a deep spiritual meaning for the Yupiit—not only does the 

sun, without which life is impossible, rise in the east, but life itself originates in the east. Fienup- 

Riordan and Rearden (2012, 58) explain that the Togiak people understand An'gaqtar's facing 

east as meaning that she welcomes both the sunrise and new lives that support the peoples' 

survival: animals, fish, plants, or even a newborn baby in the family. Togiak Yup'ik beliefs 
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surrounding An'gaqtar echo many Yup'ik creation stories about Raven creating rivers, 

mountains, and land for people and animals.

Togiak residents believe the stone lady has supernatural powers, somewhat analogous to 

those of the Creator. Many residents offer food to An'gaqtar, believing she will reciprocate by 

providing the people with an excellent catch and ensuring their survival. Not all Togiak residents 

have practiced gift-offerings to An'gaqtar, however. One Togiak resident told me someone told 

her not to give non-Yup'ik observers a reason to make fun of An'gaqtar, which they might do if 

they were to witness the food-offerings (Togiak resident, pers. comm. Mar. 22, 2018). She 

recognizes the stories and the spiritual power of An'gaqtar, but she refrains from offering gifts. 

She instead quietly acknowledges An'gaqtar's power. She has developed a personal relationship 

with An'gaqtar based on acknowledging the stone lady in her own way.

Iliamna Lake Yupiit do not recall how the boulders took the shape of Kass'aruayiit. 

However, their practice of sharing food with the Kass'aruayiit resembles that of the Togiak 

Yupiit in making offerings to An'gaqtar. Both rituals reinforce their relationships with their 

homelands and reflect their understandings of their cultural landscapes.

In a somewhat similar manner, during my youth in Japan, my family members and I 

made gift offerings to certain stone statues and at my family grave sites to show respect and 

receive good fortune. As I learned about gift offering practice from Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders, 

I recognized that their practice and mine appear to be similar but contain different cultural 

meanings. While my gift-offerings in Japan implied expectations of reciprocity in the form of 

good fortune, they did not reflect ties to a specific place. Iliamna Lake Yupiit practices, on the 

other hand, relate directly to their homeland. Their gift-offerings strengthen the spiritual 

connection between the Yupiit and the land as the Yupiit experience the boulders overseeing the 
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people's safe travels. These cultural practices reflect Iliamna Lake Yup'ik cultural values and 

sense of place, core components of ethnogeography.

In August 2018, I was fortunate to travel with Levelock residents on Kuicaraq (Kvichak 

River) and cross Nanvarpak (“big lake,” Iliamna Lake) from Igyaraq (“throat,” present-day 

Igiugig) to Nuuriileng (Newhalen) on the northeast side of the lake. When we came close to the 

boulders Kass'aruayiit (“those that look like priests”), owing to my Japanese background I 

accepted tossing crackers in the water so the boulders would protect our safe travels. When I told 

Newhalen residents about my experience traveling by Kass'aruayiit, they were glad to hear that I 

gave them crackers. Even though I was an outsider, sharing my experience with the Newhalen 

residents helped them recall stories about the boulders Kass'aruayiit—how making food 

offerings to the boulders has saved some Newhalen and Kokhanok residents' lives in the past. 

Such personal memories and cultural ethics shared through oral narratives connect Iliamna Lake 

people with their homeland, enhancing their ability to thrive on the land with respect based on 

their deep ecological knowledge and symbolized by their spiritual connections to it.

Discussion

Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names and oral history of these places contribute to creating a 

cultural landscape in various ways: through understanding of who traveled to places and when 

and why, in relating the local history at these places, and by teaching cultural ethics related to the 

places. In naming places, listening to oral narratives about these places, and sharing skills with 

others, individuals have shaped their own experiences on the land that have become collective 

local geographic knowledge. The Iliamna Lake Yupiit recognize many Yup'ik place names that 

they commonly use, such as Nanvarpak (“big lake”), Ingriq (“mountain”), and Cuukvalek 

(“place with pike”). The people use other place names in more localized ways, perceiving them 
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relative to their settlements, and with meanings relevant only within their settlements. The two 

boulders' names, Kass'aruayiit (“shaman-like”) and Yuguat (“human-like”), exemplify this 

localized pattern.

Seasonal routes and campsites have elements of knots in “web[s] of knowledge,” in line 

with Ingold's theory (2011). Kokhanok Elders' narratives about traveling from Kokhanok to the 

lake Cuukvalek (“place with pike”) and Qiiciritnguaq (Copper River) illustrate “wayfaring.” The 

people not only follow their paths, taking guidance from these place names, but they also harbor 

deeper and more personal memories of learning how to fish for pike and trap small animals 

around the areas, remembering the taste of the food, and recalling visiting their relatives at the 

camps. According to Kokhanok Elders, they knew that the pike in the lakes surrounding 

Cuukvalek created good hunting grounds, by drawing other animals, including mink, muskrats, 

and beavers. Once the people recognized that these travel routes were practical, they classified 

these locations as “places,” by giving them names like Cuukvalek, and perhaps using these knots 

to gauge distance and time when traveling. Ingold's theory supports how the concepts of knots 

and wayfaring intertwine with individuals' activities, the process of accessing and gaining 

knowledge of places, and people's memories of their families' experiences at these places.

Outsiders can translate the literal meaning of Yup'ik place names, and they might simply 

recognize general terms, Igyaraq (“throat”) and Qikertaq (“island”) as generic terms. I sought to 

understand whether and how names reflected the Iliamna Lake Yup'ik cultural landscape. While 

I was compiling oral narratives about these places, I recognized that the Iliamna Lake Yup'ik 

Elders distinguished which Igyaraq (present-day Igiugig or a mouth of Gibraltar Lake) or 

Qikertaq (Tenmile Island or other small islands) they were talking about based on the direction 

from their settlements and activities to these sites. Environmental and Indigenous Studies scholar 
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Karim-Aly Kassam (2009, 69) states, “Perception is achieved by recognition of difference,” 

which begins a process of Indigenous ways of knowing. Even though some land features carry 

the same generic names, the Iliamna Lake Yupiit understand that the locations differ. They 

distinguish between them by noting the details of these places. Therefore, place name researchers 

must elicit peoples' understandings and feelings about places, information they convey through 

dialogue. The process of learning places and cultural practices on the land guides researchers in 

the study of ethnogeography.

The narratives of some Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names not only specify their 

geographic locations, but they also contain local historical information witnessed by community 

residents or passed down through the generations. Stories of Igceńaq (“falling place”) told by 

Newhalen Elder Annie Parks exemplify her personal family history—those who lived in the 

settlement by Igceńaq and witnessed the accident when a man fell into Igceńaq. Parks's memory 

of the story her mother told her strengthens her family roots to the land. She may remember her 

mother's voice as she conveyed instructions on how to live off the land safely. Since many 

Iliamna Lake residents are related to Parks, they recognize the site of the accident as part of their 

family history. I witnessed Parks sharing her story with other Elders during the Iliamna Lake 

Place Names Workshop. Another Newhalen Elder, Elena Balluta, responded to Parks and 

learned that her grandmother was there also. The story of Igceńaq thus represents Newhalen 

community history, as well as their cultural landscape.

I have been interested in learning how the Iliamna Lake Yupiit communicate with the 

landscape, that is, how the people understand the land's response, or behavior, to the people's 

actions. When I read the story of Stone Lady from Togiak, I wondered whether the Iliamna Lake 

Yupiit had a similar practice of gift-offering to certain land features in the hope of receiving 
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something of value, such as safety, in return. Even as an outsider, I could recognize that this 

practice holds both spiritual and physical meaning: the people have developed an intimate 

relationship with the landscape. When I learned of the Iliamna Lake Yupiit gift-offering practice 

at the boulders, Kass'aruayiit (“those that look like priests”), I thought of similar Japanese 

cultural practices I have experienced. Viewing these boulders from the boat, I was struck by how 

many accidents Iliamna Lake Elders remembered here. Their gift-offering practices are 

responses to real accidents that these Elders witnessed or heard of during their lifetimes. Iliamna 

Lake Yup'ik Elders did not remember when the people began offering food to Kass'aruayiit, but 

this practice reflects an important element of the Yup'ik worldview, sharing resources with 

others, including non-humans, and living respectfully and in harmony with the land to ensure 

surviving and thriving (Kawagley 2006; Fienup-Riordan 1990). Iliamna Lake Yupiit perhaps 

brought their gift-offering practices with them when they moved to the Iliamna Lake area and 

applied them to ensure their safe travels. Sharing the food with Kass'aruayiit enhances Iliamna 

Lake Yupiit sense of a place.

As I presented their dialogues in Yugcetun to the Iliamna Lake people, to explore their 

stories' meanings, I felt power in the Elder's words. Hermeneutics, or textual interpretation, 

together with mindful inquiry (Bentz and Shapiro 1998) helped me interpret Yup'ik place names 

and analyze the descriptions of these places from Yupiit iingitgun (Yup'ik perspectives). For 

instance, Parks told stories about the person who resided by the shore of Igceńaq when the man 

drowned in the waterfall. Comprehending personal stories and details of family relations in the 

community helped me to understand how the Iliamna Lake people relate to the place Igceńaq.

Using Buddhist philosophy, a non-Western tradition, with mindful inquiry helped me to 

comprehend the Iliamna Lake Yupiit gift-offering practice when crossing the lake. Western 
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science cannot explain the role of Iliamna Lake Yup'ik cultural ethics in safeguarding travelers. 

My cultural background and my knowledge of the spiritual practices of Buddhism have opened 

my mind to appreciating such practices. I realized how gift-offering by Iliamna Lake Yupiit has 

connected them to their ancestors and to the land features, such as Kass'aruayiit, and has 

developed their confidence and competence in living on the land. By passing on their cultural 

ethics, the Iliamna Lake Yupiit have maintained spiritual relationships with the land and their 

ancestors - giving gifts back to the land and acknowledging their ancestors. The people 

understand that when the land is healthy, they experience good fortune; they will not only 

survive but thrive.

Conclusion

The oral traditions related to place names convey the passage of time and the generations 

of ancestors associated with them that deepen the people's ties to the landscape. The stories the 

people have heard and retell about the past and their own experiences in the present inform their 

cultural landscapes. Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders' narratives about Yup'ik place names typically 

begin with stories about where they grew up and where they traveled with family members from 

their settlement to another settlement. Elders also relate information about places, including who 

settled there in the past and other noteworthy events such as historical accidents. Iliamna Lake 

Yup'ik Elders credit their parents, grandparents, and Elders who told the stories that they in turn 

pass down to future generations. Oral histories—the memories of these stories told of the 

people's history in the region then contribute to individual and multi-generational Iliamna Lake 

cultural landscapes.

Oral narratives of travel routes include place names associated with seasonal camps and 

the resources harvested there, such as pike. The place names themselves tend not to include the 
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places' histories or physical shapes, but narratives about these places reveal that these land 

features act as “mnemonic pegs” among the Iliamna Lake Yupiit, reflecting the individuals' 

experiences and memories. Listening to and relating personal experiences and memories of 

places within their community becomes a communal mnemonic device.

Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names and related narratives prompt the people to remember 

the landscape both physically and mentally. Many place names are widely recognized, but the 

narratives associated with them tend to be personal and reflect narrower, localized perspectives. 

These place names thus reflect regional and community identities within individuals' cultural 

landscapes. The collective cultural landscape is the foundation of ethnogeography, which 

expands upon multiple dimensions of culture, including the Yup'ik, Dena'ina, and English 

languages, and changes of land uses in the past and present. In the following chapter, I introduce 

Iliamna Lake ethnogeography, using findings from categorization analysis and cultural landscape 

approaches to further consider the significance of place names to the Iliamna Lake people in the 

past, present, and future.
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CHAPTER 7: ILIAMNA LAKE ETHNOGEOGRAPHY
Introduction

This chapter explores the relationships between the people, their ancestors, and their 

homeland, as I have understood them through the narratives of Iliamna Lake residents. This 

viewpoint, through Iliamna Lake Yup’ik perspectives—Yupiit iingitgun, is fundamental to 

understanding place names as they have understood them, past and present. I will introduce some 

Yup’ik and contemporary place names to analyze Iliamna Lake ethnogeography that exemplifies 

how the Iliamna Lake peoples’ emotions, experiences, and histories intertwine with their 

geographic knowledge. Cultural landscape is a part of ethnogeography because it is rooted in the 

languages and practices shared within a cultural group within the region. In Chapter 6, I 

discussed the dynamic nature of the Iliamna Lake cultural landscapes, owing to their having 

originated from individuals’ experiences through traveling and hearing narratives about these 

places. Ethnogeography here includes more than cultural landscape, by considering how the 

sharing of stories of and experiences at places awakens the Iliamna Lake people’s spiritual and 

physical connections to the land.

During my ethnographic fieldwork, I discovered that some places in the Iliamna Lake 

region possess more than one name and multiple stories. Various generations giving certain 

places different names with different meanings raises the question what kinds of events and 

practices associated with the places have been deemed worthy of passing down to younger 

generations. This question relates to my last research question, “What is the significance of place 

names to the people in the past and in the present?” This question address broader meanings of 

place names, including the range and distribution of Dena’ina and Yup’ik place names around 

the Iliamna Lake area, evolving meanings of place names as reflected in people naming places 
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with differing meanings in Yugcetun and English, and some of these names having become 

collective local geographic knowledge.

Adopting the English language and Western economic practices has changed Iliamna 

Lake residents' lifeways, as, for instance, residents' resource acquisition shifted from hunting, 

fishing, and gathering to fur trading and later to commercial fishing. The residents' education 

changed from participating in family labor practices to attending government schools. At the 

request of several young58 Iliamna Lake residents, I have recorded contemporary place names 

because they have named places based on their experiences. Younger narrators speculated about 

whether the place names they use today have equally rich and complex meanings as the 

traditional Yup'ik names. Learning stories of Yup'ik place names affirmed the young people that 

they maintain local knowledge or they discover local histories of previous generations' 

experience of the land during their lifetimes.

58 When I use “younger,” I mean residents currently in their thirty and forties who often refer to places using 
different terms than those used by older generations.

I have considered how Elders' knowledge relates to younger residents' understandings of 

the place names. Using mindful inquiry (Bentz and Shapiro 1998), especially in conjunction with 

social critical theory, helped me to analyze the factors that drove the Iliamna Lake Yupiit place 

naming practices in English. Younger residents not fluent in Yugcetun understand the literal 

meanings of many Yup'ik place names, but they have given some places new names that reflect 

both the currently dominant English language and the economic and technological changes that 

have taken place during their lifetimes. Residents still use many portages for travel, but they use 

boats with motors, snow machines (snowmobiles), and four-wheelers (all-terrain vehicles), rather 

than walking or using dog teams. These activities illustrate that the people remain closely tied to 

their homeland, even though their methods of traveling about the land have changed.
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I present Yup'ik and contemporary place names in this chapter based on my original 

open-coding system. During the course of coding names, I realized that many place names apply 

to multiple categories (see Chapter 3, Open Coding), as I reviewed narrators' stories of the 

places. Coding the place names helped me comprehend Iliamna Lake ethnogeography, including 

the emotions and experiences the names and places evoked in the narrators.

This chapter's analysis of Iliamna Lake ethnogeography, the cultural and physical 

understanding of the land from Iliamna Lake peoples' perspectives, consists of three parts. First, 

I present a community collaborative map (Nielsen, Kugo, and Iliamna Lake Place Names 

Committee 2019) to discuss our map making project from insider perspectives. After the 

collaborative Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Place Names Workshop in May 2018, the Iliamna Lake Place 

Names Committee and I selected 5 Dena'ina and 48 Yup'ik place names that Iliamna Lake 

Elders use most commonly to record on the map. People's use of the same names for more than 

one place, such as Igyaraq (“throat”) at the mouth of Gibraltar Lake, outlet of Lake Clark,59 and 

present-day Igiugig at the mouth of Iliamna Lake, may have resulted from sharing a collective 

Iliamna Lake Yup'ik cultural landscape with the Dena'ina.

59 Igyaraq at the outlet north end of Sixmile Lake and Lake Clark lies in the Dena'ina territory. Evanoff (2010, 126) 
and Kari and Smith (2017) record its Dena'ina name Nitdink'et'a (“joined together”).

Second, I provide some place name examples to analyze how Iliamna Lake Yupiit 

adopted Dena'ina names and to highlight their intercultural relationships in the Iliamna Lake 

area. During the workshop, participants and I learned that some Yup'ik place names on the 

northeast side of Iliamna Lake originated from Dena'ina names. The practice of Yupi-fying 

Dena'ina place names illustrates the history of the land use by both peoples. I use Dena'ina 

names recorded by James Kari and his Dena'ina narrators (2019) to show how the Yupiit have 
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Yupified them. I also note these places' English names, relying on Orth's (1969) dictionary, to 

show when the U.S. government officially recognized the names.

Last, I introduce some places possessing multiple meanings of names that reflect multiple 

Iliamna Lake communities' perspectives. Narratives about these place names illustrate not only 

variance in perspective based on the location of the community, but on individuals' personal 

interests, feelings, and experiences that occurred at the places, as well as the ways of traveling to 

and observations of the land have changed through time. Some places possess more than one 

Yup'ik name because they emphasize what is most noteworthy to the individuals. The two 

Yup'ik names for Copper River near Kokhanok, Cungartalgem Kuiga (“sucker fish's river”) and 

Qiiciritnguaq (meaning has been forgotten), exemplify how Kokhanok Elders remember these 

names from their own experiences (see Chapter 6). Stories about these places told by Iliamna 

Lake Elders and other community residents signify that they have observed discrete events and 

gained their own experiences at and while traveling to the places.

In this section, I also compare and contrast meanings of contemporary place names with 

those of traditional Yup'ik names. I call more recently adopted locally recognized place names 

“contemporary names,” because historical government maps do not list them. I discovered that 

people name places based on multiple contexts at different times, due to the arrival of outsiders 

and/or historical events. Memories are layered, with place names reflecting personal and 

collective experiences. Ethnogeography comprises such memories and ethnohistory reveals how 

the people observe and remember historical events from their own perspectives.

Community Collaborative Maps

Iliamna Lake communities have collaborated in my dissertation project in many ways, 

including organizing a place names workshop in May 2018, and creating a map with the
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Kokhanok Village Council in December 2018. Beyond collecting place names and stories about 

these places, our goal was for Iliamna Lake people to remember, share, and use these place 

names, with an eye toward enhancing intra-community and inter-generational cohesiveness, 

through the process itself and through the affirmation of collective memories and values. The 

map, Place Names of Iliamna Lake, Nanvarpak, Nila Vena (Nielsen, Kugo, and Iliamna Lake 

Place Names Committee 2019), was the culmination of the Iliamna Lake communities' effort to 

present place names and these land features from insider perspectives (Figure 22).

This map acknowledges the two Indigenous names Nila Vena (“islands lake” in 

Dena'ina) and Nanvarpak (“big lake” in Yugcetun) for the body of water widely known as 

Iliamna Lake. In the Newhalen community's gathering in 1999, Nondalton Dena'ina Elder Mike 

Delkittie commented that the Dena'ina named the lake because “There are not too many lakes 

that [have] islands, so [we]-should name it” (Newhalen Tribal Council 1999). He heard that story 

from his grandparents when he was young and saw himself that Nila Vena contained many, 

many islands. I heard several Elders and other residents saying that Russian and English speakers 

modified and recorded the name from Nila Vena to Ilyamna or Iliamna (Iliamna Lake Place 

Names Workshop May 15, 2018). Their information illustrates that the modifications of the 

name “Iliamna Lake” is a common knowledge across the Iliamna Lake communities.
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Figure 22: Map of Place Names of Iliamna Lake, Nanvarpak, Nila Vena [detail] 
(Nielsen, Marlene, Yoko Kugo, and Iliamna Lake Place Names Committee, 2019).

Place Names of Iliamna Lake, Nanvarpak, Nila Vena includes a Yupified Dena'ina name, 

Vachaduliq', for Vach Dalek, which we did our best to spell phonetically, because there is no 

written record of the name. This name reflects the absence of a single correct way to spell 

Yupified Dena'ina names in Yugcetun. The Iliamna Lake Place Names Committee and I revised 

place names' locations multiple times to ensure that the map reflected various Iliamna Lake 

Elders' memories correctly. While official maps present place names at specific places with 

elevation and shorelines, our map shows some place names that refer to broad areas, such as the 

name Qeluterpak, which includes a bay and a creek on the Upper Talarik area. Annie Parks 

remembers a story about how people always used an ayakuq (walking stick) when crossing the 
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creek Qeluterpak because sometimes the water level drops below the ice, creating a hollow space 

between water and ice, which can cause people to break through (Annie Parks, interview, Aug. 9, 

2017). Annie Wilson remembers another story about Qeluterpak as a good place to camp when 

the wind blows from the east or northeast while traveling on Iliamna Lake from Igiugig to old 

Newhalen village (Annie Wilson, interview, March 14, 2019). The Igiugig Village Council 

(2012) recorded the Yup’ik place name Qeluterpak, or “Bone Arrow Creek.” However, I heard 

no stories related to “bone arrow” from the Yup’ik Elders during my fieldwork. Parks’s and 

Wilson’s stories about Qeluterpak exemplify acquired wisdom of the Iliamna Lake Yupiit— 

lessons learned from traveling frequently through the area, crossing the creek and following the 

lake shore.

Kokhanok artist Marlene Nielsen created the painting used as the background of our 

place names map. She emphasized her perspectives, including the shapes of mountains, 

meanings of place names, and trails. Official maps depict the lines representing road systems and 

some historical trails, and illustrate broader features such as bays, national parks, and coasts. 

Traditional trails, however, are difficult to mark as lines because people have used different trails 

seasonally, with dog teams, kayaks, or travel on foot. Official maps show details such as lengths 

of streams and political boundaries, but they fail to illustrate information about the landscape that 

insiders would deem noteworthy. In contrast, our map (Figure 22) depicts history of Amartetuli 

(“customarily packed on the back”), that people packed babies along the trail. While Nielsen was 

painting the illustration, her mother, Annie Parks, told her a story of Amartetuli, while making a 

continuous motion of “packing a baby” on her back.

Nielsen used a USGS map of Iliamna Lake, published in 1957 (Scale 1: 250,000), to trace 

the outline of the Iliamna Lake area. Since we planned to print a map as a square, we had to 
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shorten the Kvichak River which flows from Bristol Bay to Iliamna Lake on the painting. Our 

product might be the only map that contains Levelock on the Kvichak River with the Iliamna 

Lake communities, and that presents the traditional Yup’ik land uses in the area. Out of respect, 

this map also includes Pedro Bay, which did not participate in the project, but is an Iliamna Lake 

community. Three regional quadrangle USGS maps (Scale 1:250,000) failed to present Iliamna 

Lake communities’ perspectives because the series of maps covers an area of 49 to 70 square 

miles (130 to 180 kilometers) (United States Geological Survey 2002). USGS maps are not 

intended to depict human geography. The community collaboration map thus fills a gap, 

presenting local land use in the area, Indigenous place names, lifeways, and the landscape from 

their perspectives. The map illustrates that Iliamna Lake people value and rely on their Dena’ina 

and Yup’ik place names, which in turn reflects their presence in their homeland for many 

generations.

Our map does not have longitude and latitude lines, unlike official maps, because such 

lines serve no purpose in this context. I did, however, include the distance scale from the USGS 

map to illustrate the size of the land mass covered. This measurement presents an outsider’s 

perspective of the size of the lake. From Iliamna Lake Yup’ik perspectives, the geography is 

measured in how extensively the people used the land and their relationship with it, as reflected 

in the distribution of place names.

In illustrating the compass rose for the map, Nielsen used animal figures to express her 

vision of her homeland. The land is home not only to the people, but also to bears, geese, fish, 

and an array of flora upon which the people have depended for many generations. Iliamna Lake 

Yupiit named some places after prevalent animals and have used various place names to 
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acknowledge and recall their hunting experiences and to share stories about these places. 

Therefore, these animal figures represent vital aspects of Iliamna Lake ethnogeography. 

Dena'ina and Yup'ik Place Names across the Iliamna Lake Area

When I recorded the Yup'ik place name Igyaraq (“throat”) at the north end of Sixmile 

Lake, I inferred the Yupiit had traveled that far into Dena'ina territory (Figure 22). Igyaraq is 

one of the common Yup'ik names in the Iliamna Lake area. Kari's list of Dena'ina place names 

(2017; 2019) does not list Igyaraq in his database; however, Iliamna Dena'ina Elder Lary Hill 

remembers Igyaraq means “throat”60 (Lary Hill, Place Names Workshop, May 16, 2018). 

Linguists note that sharing and adopting place names from neighboring language groups have 

been common practices among Indigenous peoples, especially names of economically and 

culturally significant places (Afable and Beeler 1996; Cowell, Taylor, and Brockie 2016). Hill 

reported that “People are always borrowing each other's names . [for instance] ‘where is the 

fish?' [that phrases' literal meanings became] their names, borrow both side” (Lary Hill, Place 

Names Workshop May 16, 2018). The Dena'ina using the Yup'ik name Igyaraq, meaning 

“throat,” suggests that both groups used this area and that both groups recognized an igyaraq 

(throat) as a distinctive characteristic of the place that was helpful in guiding travelers.

60 A Dena'ina word for ‘[his] throat' is vegeła (Kari 2013, 90).

The borrowing and adopting of Dena'ina and Yup'ik place names indicates the history of 

land use in the Iliamna Lake area from insider perspectives. When Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders 

told me that some place names they rely on are Dena'ina in origin, we recognized that the Yupiit 

acknowledged the Dena'ina people's presence in the area before the arrival of Yupiit. These 

place names are historically and culturally significant to Iliamna Lake ethnogeography. Some 

place names' locations indicate cultural boundaries between the Dena'ina and Yupiit. Some
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Elders remember hearing Dena'ina names from their extended Dena'ina family members, names 

the Yupiit later Yupified, though the opposite is not the case.61 The map below (Figure 23) 

shows the distribution of place names around the Iliamna Lake region, using red for Dena'ina 

names (Kari and Smith 2017) and blue for Yup'ik place names that Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders 

61 Iliamna Lake Dena'ina Elders did not recall Dena'ina modified Yup'ik names during my field trips.

and I documented from 2016 to 2019.

Figure 23: Distribution of Dena'ina (Kari and Smith, 2017) and Yup'ik place names in the Iliamna 
Lake region (compiled by the author). Map created by Gerad Smith.

The distribution of Dena'ina and Yup'ik place names illustrates that the people named and used 

the land across Iliamna Lake, shared neutral and mutual boundaries, sometimes traveling into 
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their neighbors' territories. The map Indigenous Peoples and Languages of Alaska (see Chapter 

4) shows the Dena'ina and Yup'ik language boundaries on the northeast side of Iliamna Lake, 

but does not depict the extension of place names beyond these margins.

I discovered while working with community Elders that researchers may not be able to 

specify some place names' exact locations when relying solely on dialogues. Also, narrators who 

did not originate from the Iliamna Lake area have different perceptions of places than native 

residents and may not be able to pinpoint locations based on descriptions. In this section, I 

provide examples of Yupified Dena'ina place names in two areas around Iliamna Lake, in the 

northeast (near Newhalen) and in the southwest (near Big Mountain), and on Kaskanak Creek on 

the Kvichak River, to analyze how the Iliamna Lake Yupiit honor Dena'ina through use of their 

place names and how they have interacted with them in the past.

I discovered that Yupified Dena'ina names tend to consist of one or two syllables, but I 

cannot speculate about the origins of such adopted place names, and the number of such names 

we recorded is very small. Annie Parks would say “Naamell' (I do not know)” when she had not 

heard of a name's origin, so I have no evidence through her eyes. Nevertheless, she and other 

Newhalen Elders have a clear understanding of the extent of the Yup'ik territory around their 

settlement. For instance, they understand that the Dena'ina people “above Newhalen” or those 

who live in the Nondalton area, named the places on the northeast side of Nanvarpak.

Nughil and Nuuriileng

Nuuriileng, yeah .... Taugaam, niitelallruunga. Niitelallruunga pikegkut-gguq 
qullimta-gguq acillruit makut. Nondalton-aarmiut-gguq acillruit. . Makut-llu 
Nuuriileng, Iciqrilanaq, Cikgaq. Pikegkut-gguq acillruit. Cauciitaqput taugaam 
wangkutni nuriileng nurturallartuq-gguq. . Nuringaa tekicesciiganaku. 
Ullagyungramken waniwa nuringaamken.
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Nuuriileng, yeah .... But I have heard. I have heard the people from up there the 
ones lived above us named these places. The people from Nondalton named these 
places .... These were named by the people who lived above us, Nuuriileng, 
Iciqrilanaq, Cikgaq. We don't know what it is but in our way of speaking, when 
something cannot quite get there, it is called ‘nurtuq.'62 . It cannot reach it. Even 
though I want to go to you, I cannot reach you. - Annie Parks, Place Names 
Workshop, May 16, 2018

62 The definition of the word nurtuq “To be short of reaching a destination” from a Yup'ik perspective by Dr. 
Walkie Charles (Walkie Charles, pers. comm., Mar. 3, 2020).
63 Dr. James Kari clarified the literal translation of Dena'ina name (email to the author, Sep. 25, 2020).

Figure 24: Nuuriileng (Nughil in Dena'ina), Newhalen, April 2019. Photo by the author.

Some Iliamna Lake Elders remember the Dena'ina name for Newhalen is Nughil, which 

relates to Newhalen River's Dena'ina name Nughil Vetnu (“current flows downward 

stream,”Figure 24).63 Parks acknowledged that Nondalton people named this place, but the 

Yupiit did not understand or recognize the name's meaning. Because the word Nuuriileng (the 

first syllable) reminded her of the Yup'ik word nurtuq, which refers to not being able to reach 

something or someone, she was puzzled about what places or objects the Yupiit could not reach 

from Nuuriileng (Annie Parks, Place Names Workshop, May 16, 2018). Her explanation about 

Nuuriileng exemplifies a process of folk-etymology—the Yupiit modified a Dena'ina name, 
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Nughil, to Nuuriileng, which could remind a Yup’ik person of the word nurtuq, a word whose 

meaning is altogether different from the original Dena’ina meaning (Table 12).

Table 12: Examples of Dena’ina64 and Yup’ik place names on the northeast side of Iliamna Lake.

English name Dena’ina name Yup’ik name
Knutson Bay
(Knutson Mining district, 1910)

Yutsi Qilant
“place that is by the water, by the 
water bay”

Iciqrilaraq
(Yupified Dena’ina name)

Chekok
(Eskimo Village “Chikak” in the 
1880 US Census)

Chix Kaq'
“ochre mouth”

Cikgaq
(Yupified Dena’ina name)

Eagle Bay 
(Reported in 1912)

K'emeq' Ka'a
“big spawning pond”

Angllurayulit 
“eagle”

Whistlewing Bay 
(Reported in 1954)

Hulehga Tahviłq'a 
“whitefish net place”

Mikliagalek
"the one with little ones (fish)"

N/A (portage from east of 
Seversen's toward Newhalen River)

Tus Quyuk 
“pass he goes up”

Tevyaraq 
“portage”

Roadhouse Mountain (summit) 
(Reported in 1912)

Ułcha Dghil'u
“Alutiiq mountain, Aleut mountain”

Tevyaraq 
“portage”

Pike Lake (behind Iliamna Airport) 
(Not found in Orth (1969))

Ghelguts'i Vena 
“pike lake”

Nanvat 
“lakes”

Schoolhouse Lake
(USGS published its name in 1954)

Ulcha Tudel Vena 
“Aleuts go up lake”

Cuukvalek 
“place with pike”

Newhalen (site)
(Eskimo name “Noghelin Painga” in 
the 1890 US Census)

Nughil Vetnu Hdalaq'
“current flows downstream mouth”

Nuuriilgem
(Yupified Dena’ina name) 
“it cannot reach it”

Rapids
(Not found in Orth (1969))

Qeghnilen
“current flows through”

Igcenaq 
“falling place”

(Kari 2019; Kari and Smith 2017; Orth 1967, and Yup’ik place names compiled by author from 2016 to 2019)

The Dena’ina oral story of “The Stolen Girl War,” related in Chapter 4, tells the history of the 

Dena’ina and Yupiit settling on the shore of Nuuriileng Kuiga or Nughil Vetnu (Newhalen 

River). This story tells how the Dena’ina people shared their traditional homeland near the 

Newhalen River with the Yupiit after the war (see Chapters 4 and 6). According to Nondalton 

Dena’ina Elder Andrew Balluta, the Dena’ina woman who was kidnapped by the Yupiit of the 

Naknek area in the story is the great-grandmother of Louise and Sava Anelon, Yup’ik residents 

of Newhalen (Newhalen Tribal Council 1999). Newhalen Yup’ik Elders spoke of these 

individuals many times when I was doing my fieldwork. Oral histories of “the Stolen Girl War” *

64 I used these sources for Dena’ina place names’ literal translations in this section.
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and Andrew Balluta’s information of community individuals affirm Newhalen Yup’ik Elders’

recollections of their family histories in the Newhalen area.

Yutsi Qilant and Iciqrilanaq

Iliamna Lake Yup’ik Elders know that the Yupiit adopted Dena’ina place names

in the northeast side of Nanvarpak and Yupified them to Iciqrilanaq, Cikgaq, and

Nuuriileng.

They call it [present-day name Knutson Bay] “Yuci-qrilang-aq”. I don’t know. 
that. Kenaayut-gguq acillruat. (Kenaayut, they call it.) I don’t know what that 
mean. They just call it “Yuci-qrilang-aq”, yeah. That’s what the Kenaayut call it. 
That’s all I knew from there. - Annie Parks, interview, Aug. 24, 2016

Here Parks explains that the Kenaayut65 (Iliamna Lake Dena’ina) named present day Knutson

65 Kenaayuq(k) is a singular form for an Iliamna Lake Dena’ina person (Jacobson 2012, 346).
66 Parks refers to the people in Nondalton.
67 Andrew Balluta is Elena’s husband who passed in 2011. He originated from the Nondalton area and he was the 
last speaker of Dena’ina in Newhalen.

Bay “Yuci-qrilang-aq,” which the Yupiit ear sounds like Iciqrilanaq. During the Iliamna Lake

Place Names Workshop, Parks and Elena Balluta told their audience they learned of place names 

in the northeast part of Iliamna Lake from their Dena’ina relatives:

Ilungaqa waten piuq, Yuciqrilangaq. Yugmek niiteksaitua. Waten taugaam 
pilaraat Iciqrilanaq. Ukut-gguq pikegkut acillruat. Pikegkut taugaam 
nallunritaat. Andrew-m nallunricaaqaa. Elliicetun qanertukut. Pikegkumiucetun 
qanertukut Iciqrilaangaq.

My [Dena’ina] cousin calls it [Knutson Bay] “Yuci-qrilang-aq” (Dena’ina name 
Yutsi Qilant). I’ve never heard of a person saying. But instead they (Yupiit) call it 
this way, Iciqrilanaq. Those people from up there named them. People from up 
there66 know it. Andrew67 evidently knows it. We are talking like them. We are 
talking like the people from up there Iciqrilaangaq. - Annie Parks, Place Names 
Workshop, May 16, 2018

Here Parks clarifies that the Dena’ina people call Knutson Bay Yutsi Qilant (“by the

water bay”), but the Yupiit revised, or Yupified, its name to Iciqrilanaq, changing the 
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beginning of the name sound from “yutsi-“ to “ici-” (pronounced “itch-”), and modified 

the ending with -aq. Although the Iliamna Lake Yupiit accepted the Dena'ina name, with 

modification, they have not internalized its meaning, “by the water bay.” Many Iliamna 

Lake Yupiit think of this place as one of the spawned-out sockeye salmon fishing 

locations in Iliamna Lake they travel to in the fall.

During the Place Name Workshop, Balluta, too, acknowledged that Nondalton 

people named places around Newhalen. She said,

Man'a tamalkuan wangkuta pikenrilkeput· Yaa at'lillruat man'a· Agaavet uavet 
Igyaramun tekilluku.

They named this area. The whole area does not belong to us. Across, down, to 
reaching Igiugig. - Elena Balluta, Place Names Workshop, May 16, 2018

Balluta and Parks, in referring to the shared cultural territory that lies across from Iliamna 

Lake and down (westward) to the shore to Igiugig, acknowledged that it does not traditionally 

belong to the Yupiit. Iliamna Lake Elders' narratives regarding these Yupified names Nuuriileng 

(Newhalen) and Iciqrilanaq (Knutson Bay) reveal that the Iliamna Lake Yupiit acknowledge the 

northeast side of Iliamna Lake as the Dena'ina peoples' homeland. The Yupiit adoption of these 

Dena'ina place names where the Yupiit have seasonally fished and camped, or have family 

histories further acknowledges the Dena'ina's longer claim to the region. The adopted place 

names and their histories in the territory attest to Iliamna Lake people's cross-cultural 

connections to the land, a relevant element of ethnogeography.

Some Dena'ina and Yup'ik place names on the northeast side of Iliamna Lake shared 

similar meanings (Table 12). For example, both the Dena'ina and Yup'ik names of Whistlewing 

Bay relate to “fishing” and both the Dena'ina and Yup'ik names for a portage from the shore of 

Iliamna to Newhalen River mean “portage.” Sharing similar meanings in Dena'ina and Yugcetun 
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demonstrates that the Dena'ina and Yupiit used the area for similar purposes, such as fishing and 

traveling.

On the other hand, different place names for the same place can reflect the two language 

groups' distinct histories. For instance, Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders reported that the name 

Tevyaraq refers to a portage starting from the shore of Iliamna Lake and extending to Nondalton 

and Roadhouse Mountain, whereas the Dena'ina refer to Roadhouse Mountain separately as 

Ułcha Dghil'u (“Alutiiq mountain”, or “Aleut mountain”). A lake the Dena'ina call Ułcha Tudeł

Vena (“Aleuts go up lake”) lies to the south of Roadhouse Mountain and these two names for the 

mountain and the lake refer to war stories between Alutiiq, or Aleuts, and Dena'ina peoples. 

Iliamna Lake Yupiit do not recall the origin of these names. Newhalen Yup'ik Elders remember 

this lake as Cuukvalek (“place with pike,” Figure 25).

Figure 25: The lake Cuukvalek (“place with pike”) lies in front of Tevyaraq 
(“portage,” Roadhouse Mountain), April 2019. Photo by the author.

These Dena'ina place names suggest that the war occurred long ago, before the Yupiit arrived in 

the area. To the Yupiit, the presence of pike was clearly significant, and possibly the three 
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syllable Dena’ina name was not easily Yupified. The study of Yupified Dena’ina names requires 

more place name samples to analyze whether the Yupiit only modified Dena’ina names that 

consist of one or two syllables. The literal meanings of these Dena’ina and Yup’ik place names 

suggest that Dena’ina people viewed the mountain as a distinct landmark whereas the Yupiit see 

the mountain in conjunction with surrounding land. The Dena’ina name for specific to the 

portage around Iliamna, Tus Quyuk (“pass he goes up”), and Yup’ik name Tevyaraq (“portage”) 

including Roadhouse Mountain, illustrate their different perspectives, a reflection of Iliamna 

Lake ethnogeography.

Gashgenaq and Kuigurluq

The Iliamna Lake Yupiit remember Kaskanak Creek, northwest of the Kvichak River, as 

Kuigurluq (“poor dear river”), and they call Pecks and Ole creeks, which meet where they enter 

the east side of the Kvichak River Qasqernaq. Kari and Smith’s (2017) database presents the 

Dena’ina name Gashgenaq as Kaskanak Creek. The names Gashgenaq and Qasqernaq sound 

similar, but interestingly, their locations are unique from Yup’ik and Dena’ina perspectives 

(Table 13).

Table 13: Examples of Dena’ina and Yup’ik place names in the Kaskanak Creek area, west side of Iliamna Lake.

English name Dena’ina name Yup’ik name
Koktuli River Guhdeli Qugtuli or Equgtuli
(Not found in Orth (1969)) (?) “Place for Driftwood”
Kaskanak Creek Gashgenaq Kuigurluq
(Eskimo village “Kaskinakh” in the 
1880 US Census)

(chute?) “Poor Dear River”

Pecks and Ole creeks Not recorded Qasqernaq

(Kari 2019; Kari and Smith 2017; Orth 1967, and Yup’ik place names compiled by the author from 2016 to 2019)

Ivan Petroff (1880), U.S. Census surveyor, marked the settlement Kaskinakh near Ole

Creek on the east side of Kvichak River (Figure 26). Orth (1971, 499) wrote that the government 
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surveyor reported Kaskinakh Village as an Eskimo village on the Kaskanak Creek in the 1880 

census, but the present-day village lies on the west side of Kvichak River across from 

Qasqernaq, or Kaskinakh, as recorded by Petroff. His record differs from Iliamna Lake Yup'ik 

Elders' information, which shows Petroff failed to record the location of the site, or the village 

may have been relocated in response to a natural event.

Figure 26: Kaskinakh showing on the map, report on the Population, Industries, and Resources of 
Alaska by Ivan Petroff, Alaska State Historical Library, HA 201 1880. A4P45 Map 1 [detail].

Kaskanak Creek drains into the braided Kvichak River on the northwest side of Iliamna Lake.

Ole and Pecks creeks also flow into the Kvichak River in this area, and the watercourse 

continues to Igiugig and Iliamna Lake (Figure 27).
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Figure 27: Kaskanak and Ole and Pecks Creeks (Google Earth).

Kokhanok historian Gary Nielsen remembers hearing from Elders that the English

translation of the Yup’ik name for Pecks Creek is “long creek.” He recalled this area as a neutral

territory between the Dena’ina and Yupiit and that the Dena’ina traveled this direction to the

Bristol Bay area.

This is all ... from Medicine Men Creek to Ole Creek, which isn’t Ole Creek.68 I 
don’t know what the name of it. Here is a neutral territory. Indians could come 
down and use it. Yup’ik could use it. Nobody couldn’t claim it. They could use 
it together, but they couldn’t kill each other. It was from Medicine Man Creek, 
Ole Creek, Kukaklek . to the beach. - Gary Nielsen, interview, Aug. 24, 2016

68 Nielsen heard Ole Creek’s Yup’ik name is “muddy creek” so he stressed that Ole Creek is not an original Yup’ik 
name like “medicine man creek.” However, he recognizes that these two creeks signify cultural landmarks.

The Dena’ina story, Stolen Girl War, echoes that the Dena’ina were familiar with the region

around the southwest side of Iliamna Lake, Kvichak River, and Naknek areas, in which the

Yup’ik are predominate today. Dena’ina oral tradition and Kokhanok local history both reveal 

the traditional Dena’ina and Yup’ik neutral territories.
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Southwest side of Iliamna Lake

Kokhanok Elders remember their grandparents' and other relatives' observations of the 

Dena'ina, and that the Dena'ina and Yupiit shared travel routes on the southwest side of Iliamna 

Lake. Figure 28 presents locations of Dena'ina and Yup'ik place names intersecting on the 

southwest side of the Lake, near Kokhanok, Copper River (Figure 29), and Big Mountain. Table 

14 lists these Dena'ina and Yup'ik place names.
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Figure 28: Locations of Dena'ina place names (red) (Kari and Smith, 2017) and Yup'ik place names (blue) 
(compiled by author) with some English place names in the southwest of Iliamna Lake area. Map created 

by Gerad Smith and edited by the author.



Table 14: Examples of Dena’ina and Yup’ik place names on the southwest side of Iliamna Lake

English name Dena’ina name Yup’ik name
Kokhanok
(Eskimo village “Kakhonak” in the 
1890 US Census)

Ggahunagh 

“hook-something”
Assigyuk

(N/A)

West side of Kokhanok, or Kokhanok
Fish Camp
(Not found in Orth (1967))

[a name not recorded] Qarr'unaq

(meaning has been forgotten)

Not recorded
(historical settlement east side of 
present-day Kokhanok)

Vach Daliht

“where seagulls exist”
Vach Dalek

“where seagull(s) sit”

Copper River
(USGS reported in 1954)

Vałiggena Q'estsiq' 

perhaps 'dry glacier outlet'
Qiiciritnguaq

(meaning has been forgotten)
Lookout Mountain
(USGS published its name in 1921)

Qengarpak “Big Nose”, Qengaq 
“Nose” or
Literal meaning for “place to lookout”

Dennis Creek or Big Mt. Creek 
(USGS published its name in 1951)

Veq' Ch'ul'egitnu

“upon it we make medicine-stream”
Qikertaqut (meaning has been 
forgotten) or 
literal meaning for “medicine man 
creek”

Big Mountain, or smaller hill to north 
(Government surveyor reported in 
1909)

Veq' Ch'ul'egi

“upon it we make medicine”
Ingrirpak 

“big mountain”

Big Island
(ARC Map recorded it as “Chekok Is.” 
in 1923

Veq' Ch'ul'egi Hni'a

“upon it we make medicine island”
Qikertarpak 

“big island”

(Kari 2019; Kari and Smith 2017; Orth 1967, and Yup’ik place names compiled by the author from 2016 to 2019)
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Kokhanok Elder Steve Nowatak reported that “the Athabascan people claimed the whole 

Iliamna Lake area in the past” (Steve Nowatak, interview, August 25, 2016). Some Elders stated 

there were wars around the area near Lookout Mountain and Tommy Point (east of present-day 

Kokhanok) but the Nondalton people no longer came (the Yupiit challenged the Nondalton 

people) after the Yupiit won (Mary Wassillie, interview, Aug. 24, 2016). Kokhanok Elder Mary 

Wassillie heard stories that the Nondalton people came to hunt and fish in the Kokhanok area, 

including Tommy Point (Mary Wassillie, interview, Aug. 24, 2016). Her information coincides 

with distributions of Dena'ina place names from the Tommy Point area to the Copper River and 

Kokhanok Lake area reported by Kari's Dena'ina narrators. Kari's (2019) database does not list 

a Dena'ina name for Lookout Mountain, although it lists many Dena'ina names around Copper 

River (Valiggena Q'estsiq', perhaps ‘dry glacier outlet'). According to Orth's (1967, 238) 

dictionary, a government surveyor recorded the local name Copper River in 1954. Orth reports 

neither the name Valiggena Q'estsiq' or its Yup'ik counterpart, Qiiciritnguaq. Wassillie pointed 

out that the Dena'ina and Yupiit have established a peaceful relationship through time:

Yeah, but we're friend with them. We got to friend, I even got relatives up 
there ... my auntie used to tell me their uncle was married from Lime Village. She 
is my cousin, according to my Auntie Louise. - Mary Wassillie, interview, Aug.
24, 2016

The stories Iliamna Lake people have shared of Dena'ina and Yupiit interactions across the 

region reflect their collective history. Iliamna Dena'ina Elder Lary Hill remembers hearing that 

Lookout Mountain was an important landmark for both the Dena'ina and Yupiit when the 

Russians arrived in the Iliamna Lake area.

Lookout Mountain . Yup'ik or Dena'ina did not go there . [Yupiit and
Dena'ina] built a little fort, they were afraid of Russians. It wasn't [that] they 
were afraid of each other; they were afraid of Russians, so they were looking out 
for Russians. That's a lookout not for Dena'ina. They were afraid of Russians .. 
And then across the riverside, too up on the Roadhouse Mountain. They “lookout”
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there, too. They were afraid of Russians. - Lary Hill, Place Names Workshop,
May 15, 2018

While many Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders remembered Lookout Mountain as Qengarpak (“big 

nose”), Nielsen remembered that this mountain has a Yup'ik name meaning “lookout,” but he 

did not recall the name (Gary Nielsen, interview, Aug. 24, 2016). The English name clearly 

reflects both the Dena'ina and Yup'ik experience with keeping vigil, watching for the Russians 

at lookout points on the mountain.

Across from Lookout Mountain, the Dena'ina and Yupiit settlements lay at the shore of 

the stream that many Iliamna Yup'ik Elders remembered as Vach Dalek, a Dena'ina name 

(Figure 30). Marsha Wassillie and Peducia Andrew in Kokhanok were born and grew up at the 

settlement Vach Dalek, on the east side of the stream. They affirmed that the name is likely a 

Dena'ina name (Marsha Wassillie, interview, Aug. 24, 2016), an indication that this settlement 

lay in another cultural or neutral boundary of the Dena'ina and Yupiit through time.

Figure 30: Vach Dalek, near Kokhanok, March 2017. Photo by the author.
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My Yup'ik translators struggled with writing Vach Dalek, because Elders pronounce the 

name Vachaduliq', Evacitalek, or Maacitaalek. Nielsen reported that it means “where seagull(s) 

sit” (Gary Nielsen, interview, Aug. 24, 2016). When she heard the name, Togiak Yup'ik 

translator Eva Evelyn Yanez first thought it could be a Yup'ik name, related to the word eva- (to 

sit on eggs) (Jacobson 2012, 273); however, many Elders remembered it as a Dena'ina name. 

Kari confirmed that if this is a Dena'ina name; it originated from Vach Daliht (“where seagulls 

exist”) (James Kari, pers. comm., Jul. 18, 2019). The Yup'ik spelling of Evacitalek represents 

another example of place name folk-etymology, coming from Vach Daliht. The Yup'ik word 

eva- has a similar sound and meaning to the Dena'ina word vach (seagull), due to the almost- 

unpronounced initial “e” in Yup'ik, suggesting that the Yupiit Yupified the Dena'ina name to 

have it make sense from Yup'ik perspectives.

The present settlement area called Kokhanok also has both Dena'ina and Yup'ik origins. 

According to Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders, the Yup'ik name Qarr'unaq refers to the area of the 

Kokhanok fish camp, near Gibraltar River, west of the present-day Kokhanok. Everyone who 

lived in Qarr'unaq was always Yupiit, according to Nielsen (interview, Aug. 24, 2016). Many 

Iliamna Lake Yupiit remember the name Qarr'unaq, while recognizing that it lay at a different 

location than today's settlement Kokhanok. Many Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders remember the 

name of the present-day Kokhanok that sits near the point as Assigyuk, although Kari and Smith 

(2017) recorded the Dena'ina name Ggahunagh (hook-something) for the same area (Figure 31).
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Figure 31: Assigyuk (present-day Kokhanok), July 2017. Photo by the author.

According to Nielsen, a few people lived at present-day Kokhanok in the past, including 

Hamushka Zacker, a Dena'ina man (who originated from Old Iliamna on the Iliamna River) and 

his Yup'ik wife from the Kokhanok (or Qarr'unaq) area (Gary Nielsen, interview, Apr. 8, 2019). 

According to Kari, the Dena'ina name Ggahunagh is well-known among Dena'ina speakers 

(James Kari email to the author, Mar. 9, 2020), although during my fieldwork, Iliamna Dena'ina 

Elders with whom I spoke did not recognize the name. Kari's Dena'ina narrators perhaps 

remembered Ggahunagh as the place where Zacker and his wife lived.

While Iliamna Lake Elders have forgotten the literal meaning or local understanding of 

the name Qarr'unaq, Marsha Wassillie remembered her mother and other Elders saying that 

“[White people] couldn't spell Kokhanok69 when they came in the place so that how they get the 

name Kokhanok” (Marsha Wassillie, interview, Aug. 23, 2016). Wassillie's comment coincides 

with other evidence that outsiders spelled the name Kokhanok in several ways, including the 

69 “Kokhanok” is the name of its village council.
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village name Kakonak, Kakhonak, Kokonak, and Kokonok between 1890 to 1910, as reported by 

Orth (1967, 487). The names Kokhanok, Ggahunagh, and Qarr'unaq, offer evidence of Dena'ina 

and Yupiit having settled the area and referred to different sites there by different names through 

time. Adoption of the present English name Kokhanok might partially explain why Yupiit have 

forgotten the original meaning of the name Qarr'unaq. The English name, Kokhanok or 

Kakhonak, no longer holds a deep cultural meaning for the people.

The area near Big Mountain (between Kokhanok and Igiugig) contains several Dena'ina 

and Yup'ik place names related to “making medicine” or a “medicine man.” Kari and Smith 

(2017) list the Dena'ina name Veq' Ch'ul'egi (“upon it we make medicine”), which refers to 

either Big Mountain or a small hill to the north of the mountain. This name echoes Kokhanok 

historian Gary Nielsen's memory of hearing a story from Elders that the hill near Big Mountain 

has both a Dena'ina and Yup'ik name meaning “medicine man mountain” (Gary Nielsen, 

interview, March 13, 2018, see Chapter 6). Yup'ik Elders remember Big Mountain's Yup'ik 

name as Ingrirpak (“big mountain”), with no reference to a medicine man; however, Nielsen and 

some Elders recall the medicine man stories that took places around Big Mountain in the past.

There are at least two reasons that Iliamna Lake Elders in the twenty-first century do not 

remember the origins of some Dena'ina and Yup'ik names. First, their ancestors named these 

places long ago. The Dena'ina and Yupiit may have borrowed and adopted place names from 

another language through intermarriage or sharing travel routes with others. Second, declining 

fluency in Dena'ina and Yup'ik hindered Elders from passing down their knowledge in their 

mother tongues. After the arrival of modern education, the government took many children from 

the villages to boarding schools. When I asked Kokhanok Elders about the meanings of Yup'ik 

place names, Kokhanok Elder Anesia Newyaka said:
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Camek-am piqalaryaaqaat ava-i. Arenqiatuq old timer-aariucamta.

They used to call it something, but I cannot remember it. Too bad we no longer have 
elders. - Anesia Newyaka, interview, Aug. 26. 2016

The government's and schools' primary goal was to assimilate these young Alaska Natives into 

Euro-American society. Many Elders spent several years away from home while attending 

school in Anchorage, Dillingham, Alberta, and boarding schools in the Lower-48 (Place Names 

Workshop, May 15, 2018) They learned English and acquired other Western education at school, 

that helped them to find paid employment after high school graduation. During this time away 

from home, however, they missed opportunities to go hunting and trapping with their families, 

times when older relatives historically passed down their cultural knowledge, including 

subsistence skills, Indigenous place names, and traditional trails. As I listened to their testimony, 

I was struck by the wealth of local knowledge that had been lost within one or two generations. I 

often heard Elders talking about their deceased relatives and familiar places. These often 

emotion-laden stories about places and family brought the narrators' personal and oral histories 

to life. Even though Elders have forgotten many Dena'ina or Yup'ik place names, and/or their 

meanings, their memories remain rooted in places in the Iliamna Lake area.

Naming Places with Various Meanings

As I recorded Yup'ik place names with Elders, we discovered that people attached more 

than one name to some places, often to recognize their own experiences and to refer to the 

physical location from the perspective of their distinct settlements. Multiple names for the same 

place may reflect name giving by subsequent generations of residents, as well. Using my coding 

analysis, I discovered that the Iliamna Lake people (Yugcetun speakers and the residents today) 

name places based on at least four principles: 1) simple descriptions of the land features, 2) 

personal experience at places, 3) observations of historical events that occurred at the places, and 
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4) using English words in Yup’ik place names. Iliamna Lake residents have also named places in 

English referring to their own experiences and relating to local people. For instance, the Iliamna 

Lake people commonly refer to Schoolhouse Lake near Newhalen, even though many Elders 

remember its Yup’ik name Cuukvalek (“place with pike”). Young Igiugig residents named a lake 

near present-day Igiugig Skater Lake, but they know its original Yup’ik name Kanaqlak means 

muskrat.

This section highlights places that possess multiple names and examines what these place 

names mean to the residents of Iliamna Lake communities today. I discuss literal and cultural 

meanings of place names, including descriptions of land features from various community 

perspective(s), multiple historical events that occurred at places in various eras, and 

contemporary naming of places.

Descriptions of Places from Various Community Perspective(s)

As I recorded Yup’ik place names with Yup’ik Elders, I discovered that the literal 

meanings of some place names describe these places from the narrators’ settlements and 

perspectives. Table 15 shows examples of these places where names reflect Elders’ positions in 

relation to the sites, and their observations, including size and shapes of the land features, 

activities that occurred at these places, and stories relating to these names.

Table 15: Examples of place names describing land features from various perspectives.

English or local name Yup’ik name 1 Literal meaning 1 Yup’ik name 2 Literal meaning 2
Not recorded, 
near Kokhanok

Caneglek “place with grass” Vach Dale-m Qikertaa “Vach Dalek’s island”

Boulders that sit in the 
southwest of Iliamna 
Lakewater

Kass'aruayiit “those that look like 
priests”

Yuguat “human-like; fake 
humans”

Egg Island on the
Kvichak River

Peksussurvik “place to hunt eggs” Qikertacuar “small island”

Kokhanok Lake Qamanelnguq “the one inside, 
obscured”

Anuqellugli “windy [lake]”

Lookout Mountain Qengarpak, Qengaq “big nose,” or “nose” Qengarngalnguq “the one that it is like 
a nose”
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Descriptions of places and their locations often reflect the speaker's reference points— 

that is, the direction from which they view the places. Lookout Mountain's Yup'ik names 

Qengarpak (“big Nose”) and Qengarngalnguq (“the one that it is like a nose”) show that the 

people named places based on their appearances when viewing them from their own settlements. 

The boulders that sit on the southwest side of Iliamna Lake have two names given by two 

groups, but both describe the boulders' shapes. While Newhalen and Kokhanok residents view 

them as priest like figures to whom they give offerings in the hope of safe travel. For those from 

Igiugig, they are not so noteworthy—they just happen to look rather like humans. Iliamna Lake 

Elders visualize and relate to their cultural landscapes by viewing and interacting with such 

physical land features and sharing stories about these places. Ethnogeography encompasses such 

cultural landscapes, as well as and how the individuals' memories connect the people and the 

land through their eyes, emotions, and experiences, and how their individual perspectives 

contribute to a common, collective understanding of their homeland.

Kokhanok Yupiit recognize the location of Kokhanok Lake differently than outsiders. 

Residents envision the location of a historic Yup'ik settlement, while outsiders recognize the 

official location reported on a map. Qarr'unaq (the historical settlement) lies on the shore of 

Gibraltar River, which flows into Gibraltar Lake, which lies near Kokhanok. Kokhanok Elders 

reported the original name of Gibraltar Lake as “Kokhanok or Qarr'unaq Lake” which relates to 

the historical settlement Qarr'unaq. “Kokhanok, or Qarr'unaq Lake” is a natural name 

association for the Kokhanok Yupiit because the lake lies close by the settlement. Elders' 

references to different places when mentioning “Kokhanok Lake” during the group interview in 

Kokhanok confused me. In speaking of “Kokhanok Lake,” some Elders referred to the officially 

named Gibraltar Lake, on the west side of the community. Others referred to the lake that lies on 
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upriver of the Kokhanok River (or Kakhonak70 River), that is, the Kokhanok Lake on USGS 

maps (Figure 32).

70 Orth (1967) and USGS (1957) list the name “Kakhonak” for its settlement, river, bay, and lake. I use the English 
spelling “Kokhanok” referring to these land features, as the same as its local village council's name in this chapter.

Figure 32: Locations of Gibraltar Lake and Kokhanok (Kakhonak) Lake (Google Earth).

The officially recognized Kokhanok Lake possesses two Yup'ik names, Qamanelnguq 

and Anuqellugli, which signify various Kokhanok perspectives. The name, Qamanelnguq (“the 

one inside, obscured”) originated from the people who could not see the lake from their historical 

settlement Qarr'unaq or from their present settlement Assigyuk (present-day Kokhanok). When 

Anesia Newyaka said her father used to call the lake, “Qamanelnguq,” Kokhanok Yup'ik 

translator Marsha Wassillie explained to me that he called it as such “because it goes all the way 

qavavet (inside)” (Anesia Newyaka and Marsha Wassillie, interview, Jun. 30, 2017), meaning 

beyond the view of the observer. This place name consists of a demonstrative pronoun gamna 
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(the one inside, obscured) and nguq (one that is doing), which expresses the lake's location as 

obscured from view from their Yup'ik settlement.

When Gary Nielsen told me the lake name's meaning is “windy lake,” he asked his 

mother-in-law, Annie Parks, what she would call this place in Yugcetun. Parks literally 

translated its name into Yugcetun as Anuqellugli (Gary Nielsen and Annie Parks, interview, Aug. 

24, 2016). The English translation of the word anuqellugte- is “to blow in an unfavorable 

direction wind” (Jacobson 2012, 123). In this case the name refers to a wind that blows in many 

directions—hence Nielsen's term “windy lake.” Recording this name Anuqellugli exemplifies 

how Elders sometimes identify place names as they listen to others describing the places and 

thereby become more confident of their memories. While Nielsen did not remember how to say 

“windy lake” in Yugcetun, I recorded Parks's translation of the English term, Anuqellugli, as the 

Yup'ik name of Kokhanok Lake, even though it is possible that the original Yup'ik name was 

somewhat different from that. Elders sometimes inferred Yup'ik place names from stories about 

the places: the places' appearances, their locations, and the literal meanings of the names.

In some cases, translations of Yup'ik place names into English (into their official English 

names) carry original meanings, such as references to traditional activities at the place. For 

example, residents of both Igiugig and Levelock enjoy hunting for eggs at Egg Island, which lies 

about halfway between the two communities in the Kvichak River. Residents use the 

contemporary place name, Egg Island, but Igiugig Yup'ik Elders remember the island's name as 

Peksussurvik (“place to hunt eggs”). Levelock Yup'ik Elder Olga Chukwak calls this island 

Qikertacuar (“small island”), likely because the Levelock people view this island as a landmark 

they view as they travel upriver to Igiugig, rather than primarily being a destination for collecting 

eggs. Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders refer to harvesting seagull eggs on many small islands in the 
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area. However, only the place name for the island Peksussurvik (contemporary Egg Island) 

contains the word peksute- (to find eggs) (Jacobson 2012, 484) in the Iliamna Lake-Kvichak 

River area. Igiugig and Levelock people harvest eggs here in the spring. Their seasonal activities 

resulted in the sharing of collective knowledge along the Kvichak River. Iliamna Lake Yup’ik 

community members themselves, rather than government officials, began to call the island Egg 

Island, presumably as English became the dominant language in the region.

Multiple Names that Reflect Various Historical Events at Places

In my categorization analysis, I compiled place names that relate to historical events and 

how these names reflect local histories from insider perspectives (see the subcategory Y-2-I in 

Chapter 5). Iliamna Lake people have named and renamed places based on historical events and 

their own observation of the land in different eras. Table 16 presents examples of places that 

have more than two Yup’ik names and/or the names are partially English. The origins of these 

place names relate to events that community residents heard of, observed, have seen evidence of, 

and/or experienced during their lifetimes; stories they shared about these places have become 

local history. Someone (for instance the woman who lost her chewing tobacco) might not have 

named a creek for what she experienced there, but others later called it that as it became part of 

local lore.
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Table 16: Examples of places that possess multiple names reflecting local histories.

English or local name Yup'ik name 1 
(historical event)

Literal meaning 1 Yup'ik name 2 
(another event or 
personal experience)

Literal meaning 2

Fish and Game Island 
(on Kvichak River)

Commission-aat
Qikertaat

“commissioner's 
island”

Napayaat Qikertat “tree island”

Ole Creek
(on Kvichak River)

Ole-m Kuiga “Ole's river” Cuukvagpalgem
Kuiga

“sucker's river”

Not recorded, 
popular berry picking 
place (near present- 
day Igiugig)

Kelistacuar “little cross” Iqvarvik “place for berry 
picking”

Pecks Creek 
(on Kvichak River)

Qasgiviim Kuiga “qasgivik's river” Qasqernaq
(referring to Pecks and
Ole Creek)

Meaning has been 
forgotten

Pope Vannoy 
(Intricate Bay, 
southeast of Iliamna 
Lake)

Tagyaracuar “a small place to go 
up”

Name has been 
forgotten

“lots of islands”

The island locally known as “Fish and Game Island” sits on the Kvichak River near 

present-day Igiugig; the Igiugig people have given it multiple names. Igiugig Village Council 

President AlexAnna Salmon heard her grandmother and Dallia Andrew, another Igiugig Elder, 

saying that this island name is Napayaat Qikertat (“tree island”), referring to the trees or little 

trees on the island (AlexAnna Salmon, interview, May 7, 2017). Igiugig Elder Annie Wilson 

remembers hearing the island's name as Commission-aat Qikertaat, in reference to the 

“commissioners” of the State of Alaska Fish and Game who built a cabin on the island in the 

mid-twentieth century to monitor the Kvichak River fish run (Annie Wilson, interview, May 7, 

2017). Wilson observed the state researchers using the place for many decades. The latter name 

thus bespeaks the historical context. Yugcetun speakers used the ending -at Yupi-fying the 

English word, “commission,” as they created the island name, Commission-aat Qikertaat to 

recognize outsiders' presence on the island.

Some Elders recalled Pecks and Ole creeks' Yup'ik names as Qasgiviim Kuiga, which 

referred to a men's house, a qasgiq, that lay on the bank of the creek, and Qasqernaq (its 

meaning has been forgotten), respectively. Kokhanok Elder Wassie Wassillie, who came from 
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the Pecks Creek area, remembers the area and evidence of a Qasgivik (“place with a communal 

men's house”) having been at the mouth of the creek (Wassie Wassillie, pers. comm., June 30, 

2017) (Figure 33). Parks has never seen the qasgiq at the mouth Qasgiviim Kuiga although she 

heard a story about an accident that happened near there, a story of a local Yup'ik man drowning 

when crossing the river. People discovered salmonberries in the man's pocket when they found 

his body (Annie Parks, Place Names Workshop, May 15, 2018).

Figure 33: Qasgivik on the bank of Qasgiviim Kuiga (Pecks Creek), May 2017. 
Photo by the author.

Park's story illustrates how the Iliamna Lake Yupiit associate place names with incidents (see the 

subcategory Y-3-J in Chapter 5). They recognize the details of locations as they recount 

narratives about historical events and personal incidents there.

Intricate Bay on the southeast side of Iliamna Lake has at least two Yup'ik place names, 

Tagyaracuar (“a small place to go up”) and another that has been forgotten, but whose literal 

meaning was “lots of islands,” according to Elders. In English, Kokhanok residents call this area 
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Intricate Bay or Pope Vannoy, interchangeably. A 1957 USGS map marks the area as Intricate 

Bay. According to Orth (1967, 458), USGS researchers Martin and Katz reported its name as 

referring to the area's being full of islands, which aligns with the Yup'ik place name referring to 

“lots of islands.”

Another Yup'ik name, Tagyaracuar, highlights Yupiit geographic knowledge referring to 

being trapped on the land and portaging from the southeast side of Iliamna Lake to the saltwater 

of Bruin Bay. The local name Pope Vannoy derived from a newcomer named Gene Pope who 

explored the Iliamna Lake area and eventually settled there in the late 1950s. He formed the 

community called “Pope Vannoy Landing,” in honor of his maternal uncle Grant Vannoy 

(Ravenmoon 2005, 24). Since then, Iliamna Lake residents have called the place Intricate Bay or 

Pope Vannoy.

Stories of such places possessing two or more names illustrate that the Iliamna Lake 

Yupiit were interested in, or used these places, for multiple reasons: describing the place from 

their settlement, recounting historical incidents around these places, adopting English names for 

convenience, and remembering seasonal routes used by families and communities. To the 

Iliamna Lake people, Yup'ik place names represent not only identifiers of local sites, but 

evidence of their historical uses of the places, as well as the arrival and settlement of non-Yup'ik 

individuals in the area. Community members' references to the names and their histories reflect 

their relationship to the ecosystem, which shapes their cultural identity.

Iliamna Lake Contemporary Place Names

With community narrators in their thirties and forties, we documented 34 places that 

possess both Yup'ik and contemporary English names. Some of the contemporary English place 

names are literal meanings of the Yup'ik names, while others reflect Yup'ik Elders' memories of 
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the places. Contemporary place names, like traditional names, represent Iliamna Lake 

ethnogeography because they highlight community voices and observations of change as English 

has become the dominant language. To include this broad generational vernacular knowledge, I 

compiled both contemporary place names that retain their original Yup'ik meanings and those 

that do not, and compared the places' significance to the people in the past and present. I also 

explored how Iliamna Lake residents understand and use these contemporary place names. 

Contemporary names, in particular, illustrate changes in lifeways (Table 17).

Table 17: Examples of contemporary English and Yup'ik place names in the Iliamna Lake region.

Official name (on USGS maps) Contemporary name Yup'ik name

N/A
(Near Pedro Bay)

Bidarki Chutes N/A

N/A
(Near Chekok)

Mink Creek N/A

N/A
(North of present-day Iliamna)

Bible Camp Lake N/A

Rapids the Newhalen R. 
(Locally known it as “Gorge”)

Rapids Igceńaq 
“falling place”

Schoolhouse Lake
(Near present-day Newhalen)

Schoolhouse Lake Cuukvalek
“place with pike”

N/A
(West side of the Newhalen R.)

Annie's Lake Qikertalek
“place with island”

N/A
(South side of Iliamna L. near 
Kokhanok)

Haystack Island, Windy Island Kaaparngalnguq
“the one that resembles kaapaaq 
(Hairnet)”

N/A
(South side of Iliamna L. near 
Kokhanok)

Grandma's Island Ungalalek
“one with south wind”?

Leon Bay
(South side of Iliamna L. near 
Kokhanok)

Loon Bay Yaqulegpak
“loon”

Charlie's Lake and Randy's Lake 
(Near present-day Igiugig)

Charlie's Lake and Randy's Lake Atsalugpiat Nanvaat
“salmonberries' lakes”

N/A
(Near present-day Igiugig)

Skater's Lake Kanaqlak
“muskrat”

N/A
(On the Kvichak R.)

Kaskanak Flat Nanvarnaq
“one that looks like a lake”

As discussed in previous chapters, Iliamna Lake Elders reported that Yupiit did not name 

places on the northwest side of Iliamna Lake, territory they recognized as belonging to Dena'ina 
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people who settled there earlier. Therefore, I have no examples of place names in this area. 

Elders in Iliamna Village reported that they have used contemporary place names for landmarks, 

such as Bidarki Chutes near Pedro Bay, which is “too shallow to go through with anything else 

other than bidarki, a Yup’ik skin boat” (Hedlund 2017, 35) and Mink Creek near Chekok, which 

is named after a mink trapping grounds (Hill 2017, 39). These contemporary English place 

names reflect more recent Iliamna Lake ethnogeography.

People named places not only to identify seasonal hunting routes and sites of incidents, 

but to recognize the arrival of newcomers, native allotment lands, locations of manmade 

artifacts, and to adopt English names. The English names, Millet Point (named after Oliver 

Millet) and Hedlund (named after August Hedlund) on the northeast side of Iliamna Lake, and 

Ole Creek (named after a prospector Ole Wassenkari, see Chapter 5) on the Kvichak River 

exemplify residents named these places after these pioneers. Similar to their historical practice of 

naming places to commemorate incidents and activities, Iliamna Lake residents have continued 

to name places after observing noteworthy events or to share directions to these places with 

others. Many Iliamna Lake residents remember the original name of Schoolhouse Lake as 

Cuukvalek (“place with pike”), and some still call it “Pike Lake” (Newhalen residents, pers. 

comm., Aug. 2017). Learning Iliamna Lake ethnohistory has helped me to understand when and 

what situations caused residents to name places in English.

Contemporary English and Yup’ik names reveal at least three patterns: 1) phonetic and 

English translations of Yup’ik place names became official English names, 2) contemporary 

names reflect changes in land use, and 3) continued use of Yup’ik words in place names. Some 

exceptions include contemporary names originating from outsiders’ observations, and 

replacement of Yup’ik names whose meanings have been forgotten.
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Table 17 shows that three contemporary place names are literal English translation of 

their original Yup’ik names: Loon Bay (Yaqulegpak, or “loon”), Rapids (Igceńaq, or “falling 

place”), and Kaskanak Flat (Nanvarnaq , or “one that looks like a lake”). The English name 

Leon Bay originates from English translation of its Yup’ik name, “Loon Bay,” named after the 

bird (but then misspelled “Leon”). Iliamna Lake residents, including Michael Anelon and Bill 

Cornell, are certain that Leon Bay originated from its Yup’ik name “Loon Bay” (Michael Anelon 

and Bill Cornell, interview, Aug. 5, 2017). Newhalen Elders had told them the story of the name, 

although the two men did not know the original Yup’ik name.

The name Igceńaq is a common Yup’ik place name in southwest Alaska, as is the name 

“Rapids” common in Alaska (Orth (1969, 793). The English name “Rapids” denotes water 

flowing swiftly over rocks or other obstructions, whereas Parks and Balluta (see Chapter 6) 

emphasize the local history of an accident at the place Igceńaq, a waterfall, located on the 

Newhalen River. Outsiders unfamiliar with a region can easily mistake one such geographic 

feature for another, whereas locals who know the landscape intimately are much less likely to do 

so. They typically can distinguish features labeled with the same terms through context - where 

the narrator is from or other contextual details. An example of such outsider confusion can be 

seen in the following: When recording contemporary place names and trails, Anelon and Cornell 

noted that a 1954 USGS map labled “Rapids” a place that locals call “Gorge.” Local recognize 

“Rapids” or Igceńaq as a waterfall downriver from Gorge ghat the USGS does not identify. 

Community members’ and Elders’ memories intertwine places into webs of knowledge, allowing 

residents to visualize their cultural landscapes vividly and making such confusion much less 

likely to occur.
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Another experience of my fieldwork illustrated the deep knowledge embedded within the 

cultural landscapes of the Yupiit, in contrast with the more limited information that can be 

recorded on a USGS map. As I traveled the Kvichak River, I recorded the location residents call 

“Kaskanak Flat” with a GPS and camera. The term “Flat” within the place name resembles its 

Yup'ik name, Nanvarnaq (“one that looks like a lake”). The English name “Kaskanak” 

phonetically resembles the Eskimo (Yup'ik) village's name Kaskinakh recorded by Ivan Petroff 

(1880), the Dena'ina name Gashgenaq (“chute”) recorded by Kari (2019), and the Yup'ik name 

Qasqernaq that refers to the stream on the other side of Kaskanak Flat (see earlier section of 

Chapter 7). The topography here is “flat” and covered with water, giving it the appearance of a 

lake. I recorded this place with a polygon, because it covers a large area near the mouth of 

Kaskanak Creek on the Kvichak River. This undefined, low area in the stream would be difficult 

for government surveyors to delineate on a map, especially at the resolution of USGS 

quadrangles. However, familiarity with the location and conditions of this shallow water body is 

crucial for locals traveling on the Kvichak River, so they can take care to keep to the main 

channel to avoid running aground.

Contemporary place names that do not retain the original Yup'ik meanings tend to 

signify Iliamna Lake residents observing, adjusting, and adapting to changes in land ownership 

and conditions of the landscape. Since the mid-twentieth century, Iliamna Lake people have 

named some places after people who owned land, built cabins, or resided at the places. Newhalen 

residents know the lake Qikertalek (“place with island”) as “Annie's Lake” because this is Annie 

Parks's native allotment. Evidently, Newhalen residents adopted the name Annie's Lake some 

time after 1970, upon learning that Parks selected the land. Anelon and Cornell recognize that 
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people often follow Foxy, Dry, and Annie’s lakes when traveling on the west side of the 

Newhalen River (Anelon and Cornell, interview, Aug. 5, 2017).

In the Igiugig vicinity, the people named two lakes, Charlie’s Lake and Randy’s Lake, 

after individuals who built their houses near the lakes in the mid-twentieth century. People can 

see these lakes from the main road in Igiugig; Charlie’s Lake lies on the right and Randy’s Lake 

on the left. In contrast to these names indicating individuals’ houses, Annie Wilson remembered 

a Yup’ik place name, Atsalugpiat Nanvaat, or “salmonberries’ lakes,” which recognizes the 

salmonberries that grow on the marshland around these two lakes. In the twenty-first century, 

telling peers more specifically to which lake they go berry picking is more practical than 

referring to “Atsalugpiat Nanvaat,” or both lakes.

Some Kokhanok Elders were uncertain why the people now use the name “Grandma’s 

Island” for the island whose most distinctive trait seems to be the plentiful salmonberries found 

there. Its Yup’ik name is Ungalalek (related to “one with south wind”) (Marsha Wassillie, 

interview, Aug. 26, 2016). However, Kokhanok Village Council President Peducia Andrew 

offered this explanation for the contemporary name:

. because it is an easy place to go picking for salmonberries . it’s a place for 
grandma. My gram (grandmother) used to go there and pitch a tent to pick 
salmonberries. So we just started calling Grandma’s Island. It’s only about 300 
yards maybe off the beach and start picking. - Peducia Andrew, interview, June
23, 2017

While Andrew’s family referred to the island as “Grandma’s Island,” she did not say whether 

they explicitly named the island as such.

Iliamna Lake people who travel on the lake have named islands and parts of islands in 

English. The island Kaapaarngalnguq (“the one that resembles a hairnet”) has two contemporary 

names that Iliamna Lake residents commonly use: Haystack Island and Windy Island. Parks 
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recalls the island Kaapaarngalnguq resembles a kaapaaq (hairnet), an item that few women wear 

today. This island is widely known today as Haystack Island because of its rounded shape. The 

name Windy Island originates from an outsider’s experience. Fish and Game researchers once 

confronted bad weather near Windy Island. Because the island offers no shelter, the researchers 

were forced to anchor the boat and stay the night on board. Annie Parks’s deceased husband was 

one of them, and was still considered an outsider at the time. She said:

Augna-wa kaapaarngalnguq aiparma kass 'aakatun Fish and Game-at aciqiit Windy
Island. Watqapik-gguq Uqisviituq. Tough time-allruuq-gguq ellii. Windy Island, piciatun- 
gguq anuqengqerraqami place to stay. Qavarpeknani-gguq kicarluni unugpak pillruuq.

That one that is called Kaapaarngalnguq was changed to Windy Island by Fish and 
Game. There is absolutely no shelter there. “No matter you ... they told everybody, 
“Don’t ever stay there on Uqisviituq.” He had tough time there. When there is winds 
coming from all directions, there is no shelter there. He (Parks’s husband) had to stay all 
night with the anchored boat. - Annie Parks, Place Names Workshop, May 15, 2018

The stories behind such contemporary names, like those that inspired the traditional place 

names, remind residents of historical experiences and dangers of which they should be aware, 

especially when traveling. Parks did not translate the name “Windy Island” into Yugcetun 

because her husband told Parks his story in English, and this was a non-Yup’ik experience. 

Recent renaming tends to relate to recent historical events and activities that became associated 

with individuals and agencies. Yup’ik Elders emphasize their attachments to and details of the 

places when telling stories about places, alternatively in Yugcetun and English, given that 

younger generations cannot comprehend Yugcetun fully. Despite their limited Yup’ik language 

facility, young people can often sense what their Elders tell them, and they can understand 

enough Yup’ik words to connect the Elders’ life histories and local histories to their cultural 

landscapes.
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Discussion

As our Iliamna Lake Place Names Map demonstrates, people's understandings of the 

landscape vary, according to their collective and personal histories, experiences, and vantage 

points. The map also illustrates the concept of a place that Collignon (2006, 160) explains: “A 

place exists only because of the relationship it has with other places, or with people or animals. It 

is these connections that give meaning to places.”

In contrast to official or government publication maps, this map highlights 

Iliamna Lake Yup'ik perspectives. The map, which depicts 5 Dena'ina and 48 Yup'ik 

names, demonstrates that Iliamna Lake residents acknowledge both cultural backgrounds, 

although it contains more Yup'ik names than Dena'ina names, owing to my purpose in 

documenting Yup'ik place names and ethnogeography. This map represents applied 

ethnogeography, documenting the people's experiences, for use in remembering their 

history, strengthening their cultural identity, and recognizing their intimate relationships 

to the land and water that have promoted their survival and flourishing in their homeland.

Stories of war and maintenance of peace confirm language and cultural boundaries 

between the Yupiit and Dena'ina of Iliamna Lake near the Newhalen River, Roadhouse 

Mountain, Kokhanok, and Big Mountain. Several Elders stated that there are no Yup'ik place 

names from the Newhalen area to the northeast part of Iliamna Lake because the area is a 

traditional Dena'ina territory; however, Yup'ik Elders remember learning some Dena'ina place 

names in the area through family and community members. Iliamna Lake Dena'ina and Yupiit 

have adopted some of the other's place names through intermarriage and sharing travel routes 

over multiple generations.
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The arrival of modern education hindered Dena’ina and Yugcetun speakers from passing 

down their traditional place names. Yet stories about these places illustrate that the ancestors of 

the Dena’ina and Yupiit had similar experiences, which is not surprising, given their reliance on 

adjacent and largely similar landscapes and resources. Even though many Dena’ina and Yup’ik 

place names have been forgotten, their ancestors’ experiences continue to guide those living 

today through the narratives recounted by Elders. In telling stories from the past, Iliamna Lake 

Yup’ik Elders often use the suffix -gguq that means “it has been said,” a storytelling ritual, and 

an acknowledgment that they act as messengers from their parents, grandparents, and relatives to 

the people living today.

Historical events and conditions continue to influence contemporary place naming, for 

instance, acknowledging individuals who owned or used various sites, buildings and other 

manmade objects, as well as relatively recent activities. As I sought community members’ voices 

to explore how residents named and renamed places in English, their narratives revealed that 

contemporary place names reflect changes in Iliamna Lake residents’ lifeways. Young people 

named many places in English based on their own experiences, much as Iliamna Lake Yupiit 

named places traditionally. For instance, because most Iliamna Lake residents no longer depend 

as heavily on hunting and trapping, young people renamed Kanaqlak (“muskrat”), where their 

ancestors had trapped muskrats, “Skater Lake” to reflect current usage. Igiugig residents 

maintain the Yup’ik name Kanaqlaq for reasons of posterity or sentimentality, and because the 

name acts as a mnemonic devise.

Collignon (2006, 183-184) discusses how Inuinnait geographic knowledge also has 

shifted due to cultural changes since the 1950s. The Inuinnait people no longer depend heavily 

on hunting and seasonal camping; rather they live in modern settlements and work for wages.
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During her fieldwork she noted that traditional Inuinnait knowledge was under threat because 

some of her narrators had forgotten the knowledge of the land. The Inuinnait Elders' situations 

echo those of Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders who miss their Elders and regret that they can no 

longer ask them about earlier times.

Knowledge, however, is a living part of culture that changes as people adapt their 

lifeways through time. Almost anyone in the Iliamna Lake area can read and understand 

contemporary English place names, but some contemporary names do not include deeper 

meanings or references to multi-generational experiences, as traditional Yup'ik place names 

often did. Others represent historical usages and experiences, such as Grandma's Island and 

Windy Lake. Outsiders can only guess at the meanings of these places, while Kokhanok 

residents know much about the landscape implicitly, for instance that the island is an easily 

accessible place, even for grandmothers, to pick salmonberries. Such local and traditional 

ecological knowledge promotes safe travel and commemorates long-term connections between 

the people and the land. Place names, historical events that occurred at these places, stories about 

these places, and traditional and contemporary activities on the land and water comprise Iliamna 

Lake ethnogeography, demonstrating how layers of multi-generational and multi-cultural 

knowledge are situated in places.

Conclusion

The place names and descriptions of these places discussed herein express history and 

lifeways that Iliamna Lake people have been told, witnessed, and experienced. During the past 

century, schoolteachers, cannery workers, government representatives and other outsiders came 

to live in the Iliamna Lake region, many of them marrying Iliamna Lake community members. 

As I conducted my fieldwork, I saw that many Iliamna Lake residents continue to travel to hunt 
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moose and caribou during the government-regulated hunting seasons, even though they can take 

only a day off from work or use a weekend. They use four-wheelers (all-terrain vehicles) and 

motorized boats to shorten travel times. Hunters rarely camp out for days until they harvest an 

animal, a change in subsistence practices that may hinder storytelling about the places.

Through collaboration with the Iliamna Lake Elders and knowledge holders and through 

the study of their ethnohistory from insider perspectives, I gained insight into the significance of 

many places in the region. The stories told often vary by the narrators generation and locational 

perspective. I witnessed narrators expressing grief, joy, and nostalgia while recalling details such 

as the tastes of fish and the smells of the smokehouse. Iliamna Lake Elders have forgotten many 

Dena’ina and Yup’ik place names; however, they remember stories about these places that 

reflect their vernacular geographic knowledge—their emotions, histories, and geographic 

knowledge comprise the foundation of Iliamna Lake ethnogeography. The sharing of their 

knowledge affirms Iliamna Lake people’s cultural identities and reinforces their communities’ 

collective knowledge, including cultural ethics, which in turn enhances the continued well-being 

of their homeland and their ability to thrive in it.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUDING REMARKS
My dissertation research began with Iliamna Lake residents' interest in maintaining and 

sharing their local knowledge within their communities. Through working collaboratively with 

the Village and Tribal Councils of Iliamna, Newhalen, Kokhanok, Igiugig, and Levelock, we 

compiled 219 Yup'ik place names. Our collaborative approach in recording and learning of 

stories of Yup'ik, Dena'ina, and contemporary English place names led to the research becoming 

“our” project rather than merely my dissertation research. This process provided me an 

opportunity to explore Iliamna Lake ethnogeography, the relationships among the people, local 

histories, and the land from insider perspectives. Participant observation and conducting 

qualitative oral history interviews allowed me to connect narratives of Yup'ik place names with 

the places. I also gained community perspectives of land use as I participated in community 

events, berry picking, boating, and fishing. When I visited some places, such as Igcenaq (“falling 

place,” on the Newhalen River) and Nanvarnaq (“one that looks like a lake,” Kaskanak Flat on 

the Kvichak River) after listening to Yup'ik Elders' stories about these places, I recognized that 

their stories and experiences act as mnemonic pegs that connect people to the places and 

intertwine their personal identities and histories with those of their ancestors. Oral narratives, 

personal experiences and memories of the places comprise the foundation of these Elders' 

cultural landscapes. My research questions guided my exploration and analysis of oral stories of 

Yup'ik place names and their historical, cultural and geographic contexts from insider 

perspectives.

The following summarizes my findings in respect to the research questions I posed at the 

beginning of my fieldwork:
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1. How is the place named?

Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names represent vernacular knowledge in that many 

names signify descriptions of the landscape, family histories, and land use from the 

perspective of the narrators' settlements. Categorization analysis showed that Iliamna 

Lake Yupiit named many places, such as streams, lakes, and islands, after their 

geographic features which is a commonplace naming strategy across languages. 

However, some of the nuna (that describe land features) names are hard to classify from 

outsider perspectives because insider descriptions and accounts of the places do not 

always align with English translations of these Yup'ik names.

Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders refer to place names in their dialogues, guiding listeners to 

the places both physically and mentally. For example, Mary Nelson remembers a small lake 

called Cuukvalek (“place with pike”) near the Copper River as a place where she traveled with 

her family for pike fishing and trapping fur animals. Iliamna Lake Yupiit named the lake 

Cuukvalek based on their observations of an abundance of pike in the lake. However, Nelson's 

cultural landscape regarding Cuukvalek encompasses the taste of pike, the harvesting techniques 

taught by her parents, and the scenery.

2. How are place names used for survival in hunting and gathering, traveling, and migrating?

During my fieldwork, the Elders told stories about places as they clarified certain Yup'ik 

phrases and personal names. These stories revealed that the Iliamna Lake Yupiit remember 

places in at least three ways: 1) through their personal experiences in fishing, trapping, hunting; 

2) through family members sharing their experiences; and 3) through stories they have heard 

about places where they have never been personally. As Elders talked about Yup'ik place names, 

their experiences and stories told by their family members reminded the Elders of when they 
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went there and with whom, and what they learned from their parents. They might not see the 

lessons in these experience as promoting survival, or “for survival,” as I stated in my research 

question; however, their experiences, their memories of them, and the process of reliving this 

history as they recount their stories to others reinforces their connections to the landscape, 

affirming their traditional place-based knowledge, and enhancing their confidence in the lifeways 

that have promoted their survival.

People tended not to remember the origins of place names unrelated to geographic terms. 

Some of these non-geographic place names have become “only names” with the passage of time. 

Remembering the meanings of place names does not correlate, however, with their significance 

to Iliamna Lake Yupiit lifeways or history. The Elders still use these names to describe locations 

and to remember the names as a part of the narratives told in Yugcetun. Places without names, 

such as trails, narrow streams, and the broader landscape, also connect named places, allowing 

individuals to remember and visualize their cultural landscapes.

I tried to discover or confirm Yupiit migration from Kwethluk on the Kuskokwim River 

to Iliamna Lake in this project; however, similar and generic names across southwest Alaska 

obscure evidence of migration within Yup’ik place names. These circumstances prevented my 

pinpointing where the names originated. Nevertheless, Iliamna Lake Elders who originated from 

Kwetheluk on the Kuskokwim River, Nushagak, and Kvichak and Alagnak rivers recall some 

Yup’ik place names relating to their family histories. Iliamna Lake Elders’ memories of “the 

Stolen Girl War” and Schantz’s (1891) observation of two different language groups of 

Noghelingamute on the shore of Newhalen River in 1891 indicate that Dena’ina and Yupiit lived 

there. Precontact Iliamna Lake Dena’ina and Yupiit had no writing systems and therefore left no 
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written records of place names. They did, however, pass down their vernacular knowledge of the 

landscape through oral traditions using their Indigenous languages.

3. How did and how do the Yupiit still communicate with the landscape?

I listened to Elders' narratives mindfully and respectfully, looking for Iliamna Lake

Yupiit awareness of their surroundings, including the presence of spiritual beings. The Newhalen 

and Kokhanok Yupiit practice of gift-offering to Kass'aruayiit represents reciprocal relationships 

between the people and the land, within the living and spiritual realms. They have passed down 

the practice of gift giving because they have depended on the ecosystem to provide the people's 

food, clothing, and shelters and recognize the importance of maintaining their peaceful 

relationship with the landscape. Science cannot account for the effectiveness of such cultural 

ethics or practices in enhancing survival. From Iliamna Lake perspectives, however, they can be 

recognized as examples of the complex set of values and practices within a Yup'ik worldview 

that has promoted the well-being of the people and the ecosystem upon which they depend for 

survival. The holistic Yup'ik worldview including respecting Elders' wisdom, caring for 

extended family, and sharing food with humans and spiritual beings (Kawagley 2006) continues 

in the Iliamna Lake residents.

4. How did the Yupiit interact with the neighboring group of Dena'ina who shared their cultural 

boundaries?

Iliamna Lake Yupiit have honored the Dena'ina's presence, modifying their place names, 

and using them as landmarks on the northeast side of Iliamna Lake. Several stories about 

medicine man around the Big Mountain area told by Yup'ik Elders echo Dena'ina place names 

of Big Mountain Veq' Ch'ul'egi (“upon it we make medicine”) and Dennis Creek Veq' 

Ch'ul'egitnu (“upon it we make medicine-stream”). Kari's (2019) Dena'ina place names list does 
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not provide stories of these names, and my Iliamna Lake Dena’ina Elder collaborators did not 

recall these Dena’ina names during my field trips. However, these Dena’ina names resemble the 

literal meanings of Yup’ik names, indicating that both Dena’ina and Yupiit recognized the 

medicine men’s use of the area. Thus, they appear to have maintained the area as a neutral 

boundary out of respect for one another.

Also, Kokhanok male narrators identified Dena’ina and Yup’ik neutral territories by 

marking cultural boundaries and hunting routes on paper maps. The areas around Roadhouse 

Mountain, upriver (north) of the Kaskanak Creek, Vach Dalek on the east side of present-day 

Kokhanok, and Big Mountain contain Dena’ina and Yup’ik place names that show they used 

these areas. Place names do not clarify whether the Dena’ina and Yupiit lived on or used the land 

during the same period, but similar meanings of some Dena’ina and Yup’ik place names indicate 

that the Dena’ina and Yupiit used these places for similar purposes.

5. What is the significance of these place names to the Iliamna Lake people in the past and 

present?

I discovered that place names reflect Iliamna Lake people’s lifeways and resiliency. The 

Elders often emphasized their connections to specific places by expressing their feelings for the 

places. When Elders tell stories about place names, such as Igceńaq (“falling place”), Amartetuli 

(“customary packed on the back”), and Qasgivik (“place with a communal men’s house”), they 

recall, relive, and honor historical events that their family members observed or learned from 

previous generations. Through their oral narratives and experiences of seasonal camping, Iliamna 

Lake Elders’ geographic knowledge extends through space and time to their parents’ and 

grandparents’ origins. Indigenous place names thus represent memory footprints of the Iliamna 

Lake people.
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The people have designated contemporary English names to commonly recognized 

relatively recent activities, for instance, Bible Camp Lake, Skater Lake, and Egg Island. Other 

contemporary place names indicate changes in the Iliamna Lake people's land use in the past and 

present. The residents no longer depend on trapping fur animals and maintaining dog teams, but 

many still prefer to harvest, to share, and to consume local fish, moose, caribou, migratory birds, 

berries, and mushrooms. Local (subsistence) food contributes importantly to their physical and 

mental health, and Elders have assisted their children and grandchildren in harvesting fish, meat, 

and plants properly. Regular and seasonal routes, place names, cultural ethics, diet, and family 

traditions interconnect through Iliamna Lake Yup'ik lifeways, as the people continue to move 

about the land, name places, and share their personal experiences with one another.

Oral history and a community-based participatory approach helped me to comprehend 

and analyze oral narratives of place names, Elders' life histories, and insider perspectives of the 

landscapes. Elders sharing stories with others during group interview sessions and the place 

name workshop reinforced their confidence in relating their knowledge of place names. The 

process of sharing their memories and stories and coming to consensus with others about place 

names and their meanings reinforced Elders' understanding of these place names and stories as 

their own. Notably, I found that while female Yup'ik Elders tended to refer to family members or 

Elders such as Auntie Louise as the source of their stories, male Elders and community historians 

tended to identify place names through their own experiences. Re-listening to their stories and 

revising locations of these places on fieldnotes and maps helped me recognize that gender and 

gender roles may influence how male and female narrators visualize their cultural landscapes.

Grounded theory and mindful inquiry aided me in categorizing place names in 

accordance with the themes I developed and revised through ongoing analysis. Places possessing 
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more than one name complicated their classification, especially those that derived from multiple 

personal experiences and memories. The categorization process revealed that many place names 

do not separate neatly into single themes. Iliamna Lake Yupiit associate many place names 

relating to features and/or localities with various activities and historical events. While revisiting 

Yup'ik Elders and recording additional stories about the places, I revised the coding themes and 

reclassified some names. This process of re-classifying place names in updated coding themes 

was grounded in my research findings. Grounded theory allowed me to overcome a shortcoming 

of categorization analysis—that researchers cannot neatly classify place names that evoke a 

variety of personal memories. Use of grounded theory opens a holistic process, including 

historical and personal anecdotes and experiences, to comprehend place names.

The method of mindful inquiry (MI) (Bentz and Shapiro 1998) prompted me to recognize 

my own perceptions and background as I sought to understand Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names 

and stories from their perspectives. Phenomenology, hermeneutics, critical social theory, and 

Buddhism (a non-Western perspective) all helped me to analyze stories about the places, 

comparing and contrasting my own perceptions with theirs. Hermeneutics (interpretations of 

texts) helped me to overcome the challenges of comprehending which suffixes the Yupiit use to 

show their feelings and emphasize the condition of the places. After transcribing interview 

recordings, my co-chair Dr. Walkie Charles and Togiak local Yup'ik translator Eva Evelyn 

Yanez explained to me cultural meanings through their Yup'ik perspectives. Dr. Charles's 

translations of Yup'ik phrases in English especially clarified how Yup'ik voices should be heard 

in English. Language translations require cultural nuance so that English, Japanese, and speakers 

of other languages can grasp what Yup'ik narrators are highlighting as they describe historical 

events and specific land features.
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Critical social theory alongside MI helped me analyze how the Iliamna Lake Yupiit 

interact with authority or claims to the land. Yup'ik names of some streams and lakes in the 

Iliamna Lake region refer to the Iliamna Lake residents who regularly camped near the place, or 

to the newcomers who settled there. However, most residents do not think of these places as 

being privately owned or restricting locals' access to the places. At the core of a Yup'ik 

worldview, is the sharing of resources with others and living in harmony with the human and 

natural worlds (Kawagley 2006). This value remains strong in contemporary practices in the 

Iliamna Lake region.

Like Bentz and Shapiro (1998), I have found that a non-Western method can offer a 

holistic way of exploring some meanings of names difficult to interpret from a Western 

perspective. Using a Buddhist perspective, I explored spiritual connections between the Iliamna 

Lake Yupiit, place names, and practices at these places, and how the people become aware of 

their surroundings, including the non-living world. I witnessed Elders' emotional connections 

with their stories about the land, their families, and practices in the Iliamna Lake area. Their 

understandings extend beyond the physical to spiritual and cultural relationships with their 

homeland. Ethnogeography includes peoples' emotional and experiential ties to places, their 

commemoration of regional histories through stories and practices, and their understanding of 

the landscape physically, mentally, and spiritually.

The recording of Yup'ik place names and stories about these places fills a gap in 

ethnogeography and Indigenous languages (Yugcetun) in the Iliamna Lake area. I have 

emphasized Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names from Yupiit iingitgun (Yup'ik perspectives), but I 

also incorporated narratives of Dena'ina Elders and young residents who rely much more heavily 

on English, to balance perspectives. Yup'ik place names, stories about these places, and 
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experiences traveling about their homeland have helped Yupiit to visualize their cultural 

landscapes, which are both individual and communal. Vernacular knowledge contained within 

their native language and participation in seasonal and regular activities with family at the places 

have helped the Yugcetun speakers pass down place names as a part of their lifeways.

My dissertation findings, using a community-based participatory approach, reveal far 

more than a list of place names that surveyors or ethnographers might compile. Our research on 

Iliamna Lake ethnogeography demonstrates that place names are not artifacts or objects, but 

rather living resources that community members continue to rely on in their daily lives. Yup’ik 

narrators who so vitally participated in the project with the support of their communities are 

rightful beneficiaries of our findings. Iliamna Lake Elders’ wisdom of the landscape continues to 

guide community members in maintaining and using their ecosystem as a response to Ellam Yua 

that created their homeland for the people, as well as spiritual beings (Kawagley 2006, 21). Place 

names and stories about these places act like mnemonic pegs, supporting Iliamna Lake residents 

in remembering their histories that bind them to their cherished homeland, and maintaining this 

intimate relationship through practicing their cultural ethics.

The endorsement and support of the five Iliamna Lake communities and the formation of 

the place names committee, and the process of reviewing place names have been integral to the 

success of the projects, including Elders’ group interviews in Kokhanok, various place names 

research presentations and classes in the five communities, the Place Names Workshop 

organized in May 2018, and map publication projects following the workshop. Elders speaking 

Yugcetun during the workshop and presentations stimulated young students and residents to 

learn their family histories and language, and led to greater understanding and appreciation of 

their Elders’ stories as their collective history. Telling and retelling such anecdotes keeps them 
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alive in younger generations, increasing the likelihood that they will be passed down to future 

generations.

My academic approach to the research has allowed me to contribute to the published 

discourse on Indigenous place names with my central finding and argument regarding the 

significance of place names—that place names and related stories exemplify a worldview, set of 

lifeways, and cultural ethics and practices that ground the people's intimate relationship with 

their homeland. Sharing the place names and retelling stories of the landscape affirms and 

reinforces people's confidence in their ability to survive and thrive in their homeland and 

thereby enhances their competence in doing so.

I hope that my dissertation encourages and contributes to further academic research such 

as studies of Iliamna Lake Yup’ik dialects, ethnohistory of the Iliamna Lake region, and local 

geographic knowledge. I hope as well that my methodologies will help refine best practices in 

community-based participatory research. I am grateful to have achieved my academic goal of 

contributing to the discourse on place names through this original research while using 

methodologies that have engaged community members in shaping the process and identifying 

final products that they value and that will benefit future generations.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: A list of 219 Iliamna Lake Yup'ik place names

*The list of Yup'ik names is an alphabetical order. Some places possess more than one name. I described locations 
of place names using English place names and common Yup'ik place names relating to the present-day 
communities. See also the NSF Arctic Data Center 
https://arcticdata.io/catalog/view/doi%3A10.18739%2FA2FX73Z6V.

Yup'ik name Literal meaning Land Feature Location

Aamaq Hill “breasts” Locale71 Near Upper Talarik Creek

Akuluraq “channel connecting lakes” Stream Kokhanok River

Alarneq “mistake” Stream Alagnak or Branch River

Aluvissaaryaraq (meaning has been forgotten) Locale “Old” Tommy Point

Amartetuli “customarily packed on the back” Historical site Amakdedori

Amikuut related to “a certain type of 
legendary creature”

Locale Near Tommy Point

Amikuyaralek “one with a legendary creature” Lake Devil's Bay
(Tuunrayak relates to tuunraq or devil Lake Devil's Bay)

Angllurayulit “eagle” Lake Eagle Bay
(Metervik “eagle” Stream/Lake Eagle Bay and/or Creek)

Anguaryaqlik “good to paddle” Lake Battle Lake
(Akuluraq “channel connecting lakes” Lake Battle Lake)

Anuqellurliq “funny wind” Stream Horseshoe bend on Kvichak R.

Assigyuk (meaning has been forgotten) Site Present-day Kokhanok

Atsalugpiam Kuiga “salmonberry's river” Stream Bellow Qinuyang

Atsalugpiat Nanvaat “salmonberries' lakes” Lake In Igiugig

Avngulget Kuigat “cottonwood's river” Locale Bet. Kokhanok and Fish Camp Mt.

Ayagyagaat Ekviit “good to walk around bluffs” Cliff West of Great Lagoon

Caneglek “place with grass” Island Near Vach Dalek
(Vach Dale-m Qikertaa “Vach Dalek's island” Island Near Vach Dalek)

Cavigglugcetellria “one that resembles iron” Stream Near Igiugig

Cetuyaraq (meaning has been forgotten) Site New Stuyahok

71 The land feature “locale” refers to unidentified land features or the space is not specific. It refers to N/A (not 
identified land features) in Chapter 5 Categorization.
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Yup'ik name Literal meaning Land Feature Location

Ch'alitna-q Yupified Dena'ina name Stream Chulitna River
(Ch'alitnu in Dena'ina “current flows out lake” Stream Chulitna River)

Cikgaq Yupified Dena'ina name Site Chekok
(Chix Kaq' in Dena'ina “ochre mouth" Site Chekok)

Cingigpak “big point” Point Near the shore of Lookout Mt.

Ciuqaqliik “the two first ones” Islands “Fish Camp Is.” near Kokhanok

Commission-aat Qikertaat “commissioner's island” Island Fish and Game Is. on Kvichak R.
(Napayaat Qikertat “tree island” Island Fish and Game Is. on Kvichak R.)

Cuicung “markie72 water lake” Lake Near the shore of Kvichak River

Cungartalek “place with sucker fish” Lake Sucker Lake in Newhalen

Cuukvagpalgem Kuiga “big pike's river” Stream Ole Creek
(Ole-m Kuiga named after Ole Wassenkari Stream Ole Creek
Name forgotten “muddy creek” Stream Ole Creek)

Cuukvagpiim Nanvaa “pike's lake” Lake Below Ole Creek near Igiugig

Cuukvalek “place with pike” Lake North of Eagle Bay

Cuukvalek “place with pike” Lake In Kokhanok

Cuukvalek “place with pike” Lake Near Dennis Creek and Big Mt.

Cuukvalek “place with pike” Lake Schoolhouse Lake in Newhalen

Cuukvalek “place with pike”) Lake Near Copper River
(Qiiciritnguaq Nanvaa “Qiiciritnguaq's lake” Lake Near Copper River)

Cuukvagpalek “place with big pike” Lake Near Kukaklek Lake

Cuukvayagalek “place with little pike”) Lake In Kokhanok

Cuukviit Uitaviat “place where pike live” Stream On Kaskanak Creek

Egmiumaneq “a channel continuing into 
the river”

Stream At south end of Gibraltar Lake

Ekvigpacuar, or Ekvik “little big hill,” or “bluff” Cliff Lucky Hill on Alagnak River

Ekviit “bluffs” Cliff Above Great Lagoon

Elivelek (Liivlek) (meaning has been forgotten) Site Present-day Levelock

Iciqrilanaq Yupified Dena'ina name Lake Knutson Bay
(Yutsi Qilant in Dena'ina “place that is by the water” Lake Knutson Bay)

72 See Igiugig Village Council 2012
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Yup'ik name Literal meaning Land Feature Location

Igceńaq “falling place,” or “waterfall” Stream On Newhalen River

Igceńaq “falling place,” or “waterfall” Stream Kokhanok Waterfall

Igyaraq “throat” Stream North mouth of Sixmile Lake

Igyaraq “throat” Stream North mouth of Gibraltar Lake

Igyaraq “throat” Site Present-day Igiugig, at the mouth 
of Iliamna Lake

Imarmiutarvik “place with mink” Stream Near Igiugig

Imarpigmun Tevyaraq “trail [from freshwater] 
to saltwater”

Portage73 Iliamna Lake to Bruin Bay

Ingrim Kuiga “mountain's river” Stream Belinda Creek

Ingriq or Ingrirpak “big mountain” Mountain Big Mountain

Ingriq “mountain” Mountain Fish Camp Mountain near 
Kokhanok

Ingriyagalek “the one with a little mountain” Island Triangle Island

Iqmik “chewing tobacco” Stream Near Upper Talarik Creek

Iqvarvik “place for berry picking” Locale Near Igiugig
(Kelistacuar “little cross” Locale Near Igiugig)

Issurilek “place with seal” Island South of Flat Island

Issurilek “place with seal” Island Near Fish Camp Island

Issurilek “place with seal” Island Near Tommy Point

Itumlinret “break [islands]” Island Near Kokhanok

Kaaparngalnguq “the one that resembles a hair net” Island Haystack Island near Kokhanok

Kanaqlak “muskrat” Lake Near Igiugig

Kanaqlak “muskrat” Lake Behind sandpit in Igiugig

Kangiquyuk related to “headwaters of the river” Lake Newhalen Lagoon

Kangiryugaq related to “corner”? Locale/Lake Reindeer Bay near Big Mountain

73 “Portage” includes both portage and trail.
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Yup'ik name Literal meaning Land Feature Location

Kass'aruayiit
(Yuguat

“those that look like priests”74
“human-like,” “fake humans”

Boulder
Boulder

In Iliamna Lake near Big Mountain
In Iliamna Lake near Big
Mountain)

Kass'aakallraam75 Nanvaa
(Name forgotten

“ugly priest's lake” 
“medicine man lake”

Lake
Lake

Near Big Mountain 
Near Big Mountain)

Kaviarrluk “bad fox” Locale Near Kokhanok Airport

Keluirun “way to go behind” Lake Grants Lagoon

Keluirun “way to go behind” Lake Lakeshore near Big Mountain

Kuicaraq related to “river” Stream Kvichak River

Kuigem Akiani “place across river” Stream On Alagnak River

Kuiggacuar “little river,” or “creek” Stream Near Kaskanak Creek

Kuiggallugaq “dear little river” Stream Below south of Kaskanak Creek

Kuiggat “little creeks” Stream Near Schoolhouse Lake

Kuiggayagaq “little creek” Stream Near Igiugig

Kuigurluq
(Nanvarnam Kuiga

“poor dear river”
“lake's river”

Stream
Stream

Kaskanak Creek
Kaskanak Creek)

Kuigurluum Avenra “poor river's split or division” Stream Upriver of Kaskanak Creek

Laavkaq “store” Site In present-day Iliamna

Manatuli(?) Hill “cannot go around it”?76 Mountain/Locale Near Vach Dalek

Melkuk “soda water” Stream Near Reindeer Bay

Mikliagalek “one with little ones (fish)” Lake Near Whistlewing Bay

Mikliagalek “one with little ones (fish)” Stream Near Eagle Bay

Misvik Nanvaq “airport lake” Lake In Kokhanok

Muragcaraq “place to collect firewood” Locale On Kaskanak Creek

Nakniq (meaning has been forgotten) Site Present-day Naknek

Nanvailnguq 
(Nanvaini Nanvainaq

“one without a lake” 
(another way to call the lake)

Lake
Lake

Nonvianuk Lake
Nonvianuk Lake)
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75 A Yup'ik word Kass'aq is commonly known for “white person” or Caucasian, but it means “Russian Orthodox 
priest” in Iliamna Lake Yup'ik dialect.
76 A “?” mark after literal meaning refers to the narrator's memories wondering about the meaning of the name as 
what they have heard in the past.



Yup'ik name Literal meaning Land Feature Location

Nanvarnaq “one that looks like a lake” Stream Kaskanak Flat

Nanvarpak “big lake” Lake Iliamna Lake
(Nila Vena in Dena'ina “islands lake” Lake Iliamna Lake)

Nanvarpiim Kuiga “big lake's river” Stream Iliamna River

Nanvarraraak “two little lakes” Lake Near Lower Talarik Creek

Nanvat “lakes” Lake Behind Iliamna Airport

Nanvayagaq “just a small lake” Lake West side of Newhalen River

Nanvayagaq “little lake” Lake By Kokhanok fish camp

Nacessvik “lookout” Locale Near upper Kaskanak Creek
(Tuntuvagnek Kiarrluni “looking for moose” Locale Near upper Kaskanak Creek)

Neqliyaram Kiatiini “upriver from fish camp” Island Near Igiugig on Kvichak River

Neqliyaram Uatiini “downriver from fish camp” Island Near Igiugig on Kvichak River

Neqliyaraq “fish camp” Site Near Igiugig

Nuuriilgem ingria “Nuuriileng's mountain” Mountain Near Newhalen River

Nuuriileng Yupified Dena'ina name Site Newhalen
(Nughil Hdakaq' in 
Dena'ina

“waterfall mouth” Site Newhalen)

Nuuriilgem Cingia “Nuuriileng's point” Lake Point near lakeshore of Newhalen

Nuuriilgem Kuiga “Nuuriileng's river” Stream Newhalen River
(Nughil Vetnu 
in Dena'ina

“waterfall stream” Stream Newhalen River)

Nuuriilgem Painga Nuuriileng's river mouth Stream Mouth of the Newhalen River

Nuyaka Creek “Nuyaka's creek” Stream Newyaka Creek

Peksussurvik “place to hunt eggs” Island Egg Island on Kvichak River
(Qikertacuar “small island” Island Egg Island on Kvichak River)

Qaluyaraq “place for dipnetting” Stream In Eagle Bay

Qamanelnguq “the one inside, obscured” Lake Kokhanok Lake
(Anuqellugli “windy [lake]” Lake Kokhanok Lake)

Qanganaq “squirrel” Point Squirrel Point

Qangirneq (meaning has been forgotten) Bay Reindeer Bay
(Uksuiyaraq “time for fall fish” Bay Reindeer Bay)

Qaqa[t]lek “place with loon” Lake Near Kukaklek Lake
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Yup'ik name Literal meaning Land Feature Location

Qaqerrluaralek “place with loon” Island Near Fish Camp Island

Qaqerrluaralek “place with loon” Island Near Kokhanok

Qaqerrluaralek “place with loon” Island Two small islands near Iliamna

Qarr'unam Teggalqua “Qarr'unaq's rock, or protector” Boulder In Iliamna Lake near Kokhanok

Qarr'unaq (meaning has been forgotten) 
or related to wind?

Site present-day Kokhanok fish camp

Qasgivik “place with men's community 
house”

Site On the shore of Pecks Creek

Qasgiviim Kuiga “Qasgivik's river” Stream Pecks Creek

Qasgiviim Painga “Qasgivik's river mouth”) Stream At the mouth of Ole/Pecks creeks

Qasqernaq (meaning has been forgotten)77 
or “long creek”

Stream
Stream

Pecks and Ole Creek

Qaugyang related to “sand”? Site Koggiung on Kvichak River

Qavarpagyaraq “place to sleep hard” Site On the Alagnak River

Qayaq Lake “kayak lake” Lake Near Nielsen Bay

Qeluterpak (meaning has been forgotten) 
or “bone arrow creek”78

Stream Upper Talarik Creek

Qenayurmiut “place for Iliamna Dena'ina” Lake Pile Bay

Qengaq “nose” Mountain Peter's Plug

Qengarpak, Qengaq 
(Qengarngalnguq

“big nose,” or “nose”
“the one that it is like a nose”

Mountain
Mountain

Lookout Mountain
Lookout Mountain)

Qiiciritnguaq
(Cungartalgem Kuiga

(meaning has been forgotten)
“sucker fish's river”

Stream
Stream

Copper R.
Copper R.)

Qikertalek “one with islands” Island/Lake An island in a lake on west side of 
Newhalen River

Qikertangrraaq “first island” Island Shoulderblade Island

Qikertaq “island” Island Tenmile Island

Qikertaq “island” Island Lower Talarik Island

77 Some people would say its Yup'ik means “long creek” but its name has been forgotten. Others remember the 
name Qasqernaq without its meaning.
78 See Igiugig Village Council 2012. Newhalen Elders do not recognize the literal meaning of this Yup'ik name.
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Yup'ik name Literal meaning Land Feature Location

Qikertaqut “islands” Stream Zacker Creek
(Qeluterpiim Kuiga “Qeluterpak's river” Stream Zacker Creek)

Qikertaqut related to “island” Stream Dennis Creek
(Name forgotten “medicine man creek” Stream Dennis Creek)

Qikertarpak “big island” Island Big Island
(Amikuk Island Related to “a legendary creature” Island Big Island)

Qinu, or Qinuyang (meaning has been forgotten) Stream/Site Near Kaskanak Creek

Qinuyang (meaning has been forgotten) Site Present-day South Naknek

Qiurpak “big boulder” Boulder On Newhalen River

Qiurrluaraat “little bounders” Boulder Between Belinda Creek and Igiugig

Quarruugvik “place with stickleback” Stream Near Igiugig

Qugtuli or Equgtuli “place for driftwood” Stream Koktuli River

Qukaqliq “middle” Lake Kukaklek Lake

Qukaqlirmek Ingrimun
Tumyaraq

“path from Qukaqliq to the 
mountain”

Portage South of Iliamna Lake

Tagyaracuar “a small place to go up” Portage Pope Vannoy
(Name forgotten “lots of islands” Island/Portage Pope Vannoy)

Talaariq (meaning has been forgotten) 
or trout

Stream Lower Talarik Creek

Talung'aq (meaning has been forgotten) Island Near Levelock on Kvichak River

Taqralaaq (meaning has been forgotten) Site Zacker Andrew's Reindeer Station 
in Newhalen

Tazimi-naaq Yupified Dena'ina name Stream Tazimina River
(Taz'in Vena in Dena'ina “fish trap lake” Stream Tazimina River)

Tevyaracuar “small portage” Portage South side of Leon Bay

Tevyaracuar “small portage” Portage Near Tommy Point

Tevyaracuar “small portage” Portage Across from Shoulderblade Island

Tevyaram Ingria “[big] mountain's trail” Portage Near Big Mountain

Tevyaraq “portage” Portage Near Lookout Mt.

Tevyaraq “portage” Portage Between Alagnak and Kvichak 
rivers

Tevyaraq “portage” Portage Near Iliamna/Roadhouse Mountain
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*Multiple places with a same or similar names

Yup'ik name Literal meaning Land Feature Location

Tevyaraq Trail “portage trail” Portage Iliamna to upriver of Newhalen R.

Tumyarapiat “a head of the trail” Portage On Nielsen Bay

Tumyarat Kuigat “trail's creek” Stream Near Sid Larson River

Tuntut (Tuntum) Nanvaa “reindeer's lake” Site Reindeer Station 1 near Kokhanok

Tuntut Qikertaat “reindeer's island” Island Reindeer Island near Kokhanok

Tuntuvak Nanvaa “moose's lake” Lake Moose Lake south of Iliamna Lake

Tuntuvak Valley “moose's valley” Valley Near Fish Camp Mountain

Tupagcaracuar “a little place to wake up” Portage Near “horseshoe bend” on Kvichak 
River

Ukayirpak related to “ukayirpak,79” or drop-off Cliff Near lakeshore in front of Big 
Mountain

(Ukayirpalek “one with ukayirpak” Cliff On Big Island, also near Big 
Mountain)

Ingluilqutaq related to “other one of a pair” Locale On Big Island, also Eagle Bluff)

79 Iliamna Lake Yup'ik Elders described ukayirpak as “drop off” land feature (See Chapter 6).

Uksuarviutaq related to “fall [fishing]” Stream King salmon spawn-out place in 
Kaskanak Creek

Ungalalek related to “south wind” Island Near Vach Dalek

Uqisvik “shelter place” Locale South shore of Big Island.

Uruyuilnguut “those that never thaw out” Mountain Unidentifiable, “Eighty-mile 
Mountain”

Utakineq related to “volcano” Island Augustine Island

Vach Dalek Yupified Dena'ina name Site Near Kokhanok

Vach Dalek Lake Yupified Dena'ina name Lake Near Vach Dalek

Yaqulegpak “loon” Bay Loon Bay

Yugyalek “place with char” Lake Near Kokhanok

Name forgotten “trail mountain” Mountain Between Gibraltar and Kukaklek 
lakes

Name forgotten “squirrel mountain” Mountain Near “Old” Tommy Point near
Kokhanok

Name forgotten “funny mountain” Mountain Near Kokhanok
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Yup'ik name Literal meaning Land Feature Location

Name forgotten “next to medicine man mountain” Mountain Next to Peter's Plug

Name forgotten “rocky point” Point Lakeshore across Shoulderblade
Island

Name forgotten “trail that goes to the salt water” Portage Near McNeil Lake to the coast

Name forgotten “place to lookout” Locale Lookout places on Lookout
Mountain

Name forgotten “taboo lake” Lake West side of Lookout Mountain

Name forgotten “false point” Point Near Kokhanok old fish camp

Name forgotten “two lakes” Lakes Near Fish Camp Mountain

Name forgotten (meaning has been forgotten) Lake Mary Nelson's Native allotment

Name forgotten “lake in the steep place” Lake Emerald Lake

Name forgotten “wrong way island” Island Near Itumlinret

Name forgotten “place for dangerous” Locale West side of Lookout Mountain

Name forgotten “salmonberry's island” Island Near Itumlinret

Name forgotten related to “taqukaq (bear)” Locale A part of Issurilek near Tommy 
Point

Name forgotten “place to hide from wind” Locale North side of Lookout Mountain

Name forgotten “place to hide from wind” Locale West side of Lookout Mountain

Name forgotten “sucker fish bay” Bay At the mouth of Copper River

Name forgotten related to “springtime Yup'ik 
village”

Site At the shore of Leon Bay

Name forgotten related to “bear foot”? Portage Winter trail near Aluvissaaryaraq

Name forgotten “my creek”) Stream Across the river from Newhalen

Name forgotten “swan lake” Lake Across the river from Newhalen

Name forgotten related to “timber” Stream Pete Andrews Creek

Name forgotten “where seal lay or sleep” Island Near Tommy Point
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Appendix B: Letters of Support from the Iliamna Lake Communities
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Sincerely,

Peducia Andrew

President, Kohanok Village Council

Kokhanok vilIage CounciI ∙ (T)907.282.2202 » (F) 907.282.2264
P.O. Box 1007, Kokhanok, AK 99606 ♦ kokhanok_vc_a@yahoo.com
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August 23, 2016

RE: Iliamna Yupik Geographic Knowledge and Sense of Place in Southwest Alaska

To Whom it May Concern:

The Kokhanok Village Council would like to express our support for the project "Iliamna Yupik 
Geographic Knowledge and Sense of Place in Southwest Alaska."

The Kokhanok Village Council has locally documented our place names for the past few years. It is 
important and time-sensitive work with our declining elder population. We support your research 
project to share our knowledge in the local environment and place based research from a local 
perspective. While participating in your research, we will be able to compile our diverse cultural 
backgrounds and place names around the Iliamna Lake area.

The Kokhanok Village Council members believe that this project will be important for our tribal 
members in knowing where our cultural heritages were derived from and how our people named and 
used places over time.

mailto:kokhanok_vc_a@yahoo.com


IGIUGIG TRIBAL VILLAGE COUNCIL
A.K.A. Igiugig Village Council
P.O. Box 4008
Igiugig, AK 99613
Phone: (907) 533-3211 Fax: (907) 533-3217 
e-mail: lgiugig.vc@gmail.com

www.igiugig.com

August 5, 2016

Re: Iliamna Yup’ik Geographic Knowledge and Sense of Place in Southwest Alaska

To Whom It May Concern:

The Igiugig Village Council would like to express our support for the project “Iliamna 
Yup’ik Geographic Knowledge and Sense of Place in Southwest Alaska.”

The Igiugig Village Council has locally documented our place names for the past few 
years. It is important and time-sensitive work with our declining elder population. We 
support your research project to share our knowledge in the local environment and 
place based research from a local perspective. While participating in your research, we 
will be able to compile our diverse cultural backgrounds and place names around the 
Iliamna Lake area.

The Igiugig Village Council members believe that this project will be important for our 
tribal members in knowing where our cultural heritage were derived from and how our 
people named and used places over time.

Sincerely,
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AIexAnna Salmon,
President, Igiugig Village Council

mailto:lgiugig.vc@gmail.com
http://www.igiugig.com
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Appendix C: Metadata Information

Community Narrator(s) File Name80 Time (Min.) Eng/Yug
Field trip 1 August 2016
Igiugig Dallia Andrew IGI DA AU1 0805_2016 32 Y/E

IGI DA AU2 0805 2016 57 Y/E
Iliamna Ethel Adcox ILI EA AU 0808_2016 59 E

Johnny Johnson ILI JJ AU1 0811_2016 71 E
ILI JJ AU2 0811_2016 1 E

Lary Hill ILI LH AU 0810_2016 79 E
Myrtle Anelon ILI MA MO1 0807_2016 33 E

ILI MA MO2 0807_2016 16 E
Tinny Hedlund ILI TH AU1 0816_2016 9 E

ILI TH AU2 0816 2016 43 E
Kokhanok Anesia Newyaka KOK AN MO1 0824_2016 33 E/Yug

KOK AN MO2 0824_2016 33 E/Yug
KOK AN MO3 0824_2016 7 E/Yug

Annie Parks KOK AP MO1 0824_2016 33 E/Yug
KOK AP MO2 0824_2016 33 E/Yug
KOK AP MO3 0824_2016 21 E/Yug

Gary Nielson KOK GN AU 0824_2016 76 E
Kokhanok Group KOK Group MO1 0825_2016 33 E/Yug

KOK Group MO2 0825_2016 30 E/Yug
Mary Nelson KOK MN MO1 0825_2016 33 E/Yug

KOK MN MO2 0825_2016 25 E/Yug
Mary Wassillie KOK MW MO1 0824_2016 33 E/Yug

KOK MW MO2 0824_2016 33 E/Yug
Shirley Nielson KOK SNielson MO1 0824_2016 33 Eng

KOK SNielson MO2 0824_2016 25 Eng
Steve Nowatak KOK SteveN AU 0825_2016 53 Eng
Wassie Wassillie KOK WW MO1 0824_2016 33 Eng

KOK WW MO2 0824 2016 19 Eng
Newhalen Elena Balluta NH EB_AU1 0819_2016 70 E/Yug

NH EB AU2 0819_2016 5 E/Yug
Evelyn Anelon NH EA AU 0817_2016 89 E/Yug
Katie Olympic NH KO AU1 0817_2016 88 E/Yug

NH KO AU2 0817 2016 0 E/Yug

80 Title “AU” = audio recording. 
Title “MO” = video recording.
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Community Narrator(s) File Name Time (Min.) Eng/Yug
Field trip 2 March 2017
Kokhanok Kokhanok Group KOK Group MO1 0316_2017 33 E/Yug

KOK Group MO2 0316_2017 33 E/Yug
KOK Group MO3 0316_2017 3 E/Yug

Nick Newyaka KOK NickN MO1 0314_2017 0 Eng
KOK NickN MO2 0314 2017/AU 75 Eng

Newhalen Fedosia Balluta NH FB MO1 0323_2017 33 E/Yug
NH FB MO2 0323_2017 33 E/Yug
NH FB MO3 0323_2017 4 E/Yug
NH KO AU1 0324_2017 23 E/Yug
NH KO AU2 0324_2017 9 E/Yug
NH KO AU3 0324 2017 12 E/Yug

Field trip 3 May 2017
Igiugig AlexAnna Salmon IGI AS AU 0508_2017 58 E/Yug

Annie Wilson IGI AW MO1 AU1 0505_2017 33 E/Yug
IGI AW MO2 AU1 0505_2017 13 E/Yug
IGI AW MO3 AU2 0505_2017 33 E/Yug
IGI AW MO1 0507_2017 33 E/Yug
IGI AW MO2 0507_2017 33 E/Yug
IGI AW MO3 0507_2017 4 E/Yug
IGI AW MO 0508_2017 7 E/Yug
IGI AW AU 0508_2017 Ukayirpak 1 E/Yug

George Wilson IGI GW AU 0508 2017 46 Eng
Levelock Burnele Woods LE BW AU1 0511_2017 53 Eng

LE BW AU2 0511_2017 9 Eng
Levelock Group LE Group AU 0513_2017 76 Eng
Anonymous LE Anonymous 36 Eng
Olga Chakwack LE OC MO1 0513_2017 17 E/Yug

LE OC MO2 0513_2017 12 E/Yug
LE OC MO3 0513_2017 17 E/Yug
LE OC MO4 0513 2017 1 E/Yug
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Community Narrator(s) File Name Time (Min.) Eng/Yug
Field Trip 4 June, July, and August
2017

AP AU 0625 2017 Newhalen native
Newhalen Annie Parks allotment 44 E/Yug

AP AU 0628_2017 Amikuluq 10 E/Yug
AP AU 0628_2017 Tevyaracuar 8 E/Yug
AP AU 0628 2017 Vach Dalek
AP AU 0703 2017 Lookout

4 E/Yug

Mountain 1 E/Yug
AP AU1 0702_2017 41 E/Yug
AP AU2 0702_2017 1 E/Yug
AP AU3 0702_2017 7 E/Yug
AP AU 0804_2017 Mount Augustine
AP AU 0804_2017 Newhalen Painga

2 E/Yug

and Seversen 11 E/Yug
AP AU 0809_2017 Kaskanak Flats 6 E/Yug
AP AU 0809_2017 Qeluterpak 16 E/Yug
AP AU 0817 2017 Kuigaat 6 E/Yug

Michael Trefon and Bill 
Cornell NH MT and BC AU 0805 2017 76 E
Anesia Newyaka and

Kokhanok Mary Nelson KOK AN and MN AU 0630_2017 50 E/Yug
Marsha Wassillie KOK MW AU 0621_2017 54 E/Yug
Peducia Andrew KOK PA AU1 0623_2017 52 E
Steve Nowatak KOK SN AU1 0623_2017 53 E/Yug

KOK SN AU2 0623 2017 7 E/Yug
Field trip 5 March 2018
Kokhanok Gary Nielsen Not recorded, notes 0 Eng
Newhalen Evelyn Anelon NH EA AU 0316 2018 39 Eng
Field trip 6 May 2018 Place Names Workshop

Place Names Workshop Place Names Workshop
Workshop Introductions Introductions AU1 0515_2018

Place Names Workshop AU2
51 E/Yug

in Newhalen Place Names Workshop 0515_2018
Place Names Workshop AU3

65 E/Yug

Place Names Workshop 0515_2018
Place Names Workshop AU1

69 E/Yug

Place Names Workshop 0516 2018 51 E/Yug
Newhalen Alex Wassillie NW AW AU 0517 2017 125 Eng
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Community Narrator(s) File Name Time (Min.) Eng/Yug
Field trip 7 July and August 2018
Igiugig Dallia Andrew IGI DA AU1 0723_2018 6 E/Yug

IGI DA AU 2 0723_2018 5 E/Yug
Annie Wilson IGI AW AU1 0726_2018 38 E/Yug
Annie Wilson IGI AW AU 0726 2018 1 E/Yug

Levelock
Charlie Andrew and 
Gusty Tallekpalek LE CA and GT AU 0731_2018 69 E
Olga and John Chukwak LE OC and JC AU 1 0801_2018 4 E/Yug
Olga and John Chukwak LE OC and JC AU 2 0801_2018 3 E
Olga and John Chukwak LE OC and JC AU 3 0801 2018 37 E/Yug

Field trip 8 October 2018 Kokhanok/Iliamna Notes and short interviews
Kokhanok Steve Nowatak KOK SN AU1 1016_2018 60 E/Yug

KOK SN AU2 1016 2018 69 E/Yug
Iliamna Lary Hill ILI LH Notes1 1019_2018 26 Eng

ILI LH Notes2 1019_2018 3 Eng
ILI LH Notes3 1019 2018 20 Eng

Newhalen Alex Wassillie NH AW AU 1020 2018 9 Eng
Field trip 9 November 2018 Newhalen School place names class

Newhalen Katie Olympic
NH KO AU 1120_2018
Shoulderblade Is. 1 E/Yug

Field trip 10 March 2019 Kokhanok/Igiugig community presentation and place names class
Igiugig Annie Wilson IGI AW AU 0314 2019 62 E/Yug
Fieldwork 11 April 2019 Newhalen School place names classes and Kokhanok BBNCEF project
Kokhanok Gary Nielsen KOK GN AU1 0408_2019 94 Eng

KOK GN AU2 0408_2019 6 Eng
KOK GN AU3 0408_2019 12 Eng

Total minutes 3352 min. (about 56 hours)
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Appendix D: Interview Questions

Iliamna Yup'ik Geographic Knowledge and Sense of Place in Southwest Alaska 
Interview Guide (June 22, 2016)

Introduction
Thank you so much for your time today.
Could you please tell me your name, where and what year you were born, your Dena'ina or 
Yup'ik name if you would like to share?

What is the meanings of your ( ) name?

Do you know where your parents and grandparents were originally from? Did they speak their 
Native language(s) when you were growing up?

Could you tell me where have you lived and for how long? How long have you been living in 
this village?

Questions related to place names in the local area
Narrative questionnaires (open-ended style)

• Could you tell me any Yup'ik place names in the Iliamna Lake area?
(Using snowball technique)

• Do you know how/why the places were named?

• Can you tell me about how you learned about these places?

• Can you tell me how the place names in the locations are used in daily activities?

• How have people used place names for hunting, traveling, or migrating?

• Could you tell me any of the stories you know about the places?

• How do you know when to go fishing and harvesting to the places? (e.g. weather, 
water level, winds, plants) (present and past)

• Has the landscape communicated with you? In what ways? What information did you 
receive? (Ex. land shaking, winds, river movements)
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• What is the first thing you do when you get to the specific places? (traditional 
practices)

• Can you tell me about the places you went as a child with your parents and what 
activities you did there? Do you still go to these places? Why/why not?

• Can you tell me how did you get there when you were a child and how do you get 
there today?

• Could you tell me if the places in your region(s) have the names and meanings of 
Dena'ina and Yup'ik? Today do local people use both names or only one of them?

• Could you tell me traditional stories of places, weather, and trails when the people 
used to travel for hunting and gathering plants? Could you tell the stories in Dena'ina 
or Yup'ik language?

• Can you tell me if you have observed any changes in the environment in the Iliamna 
Lake area during your lifetime? (e.g. environmental, social, technology, and animal 
behaviors) If so, can you describe the changes?

• How have you been passing down your local environmental and historical 
information to the younger generations?

• Lastly, any comments or stories would you like to share?
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Appendix E: UAF IRB’s exemption full review (#897520-1)

Institutional Review Board

(907) 474-7800 
(907) 474-5444 fax 
uaf-irb@alaska.edu 

www.uaf.edu/irb

909 N Koyukuk Dr. Suite 212, P.O. Box 757270, Fairbanks, Alaska 99775-7270

April 21,2016

To: Gary Holton, PhD
Principal Investigator

From: University Of AIaska Fairbanks IRB

Re: [897520-1] Iiamna Yup’ik Geographic Knowledge and Sense of Place in Southwest
Alaska

Thank you for submitting the New Project referenced below. The submission was handled by Exempt 
Review. The Office of Research Integrity has determined that the proposed research qualifies for 
exemption from the requirements of 45 CFR 46. This exemption does not waive the researchers' 
responsibility to adhere to basic ethical principles for the responsible conduct of research and discipline 
specific professional standards.

This action is included on the May 4, 2016 IRB Agenda.

Title: Iiamna Yup’ik Geographic Knowledge and Sense of Place in 
Southwest Alaska

Received: April 14, 2016

Exemption Category: 2

Effective Date: April 21, 2016

Prior to making substantive changes to the scope Of research, research tools, Or personnel involved on 
the project, please contact the Office Of Research Integrity to determine whether or not additional review 
is required. Additional review is not required for small editorial changes to improve the clarity or readability 
of the research tools or other documents.

- 1 -
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Appendix F: Consent Form

Informed Consent Form

You are invited to participate in Yoko Kugo’s student research for her Ph.D in 
Interdisciplinary Studies Program at the University of Alaska Fairbanks. The topic to be 

addressed is:
Iliamna Yup’ik Geographic Knowledge and Sense of Place in Southwest Alaska 

IRB#897520-l Date Approved April 21, 2016

Description of the Project:
You are being asked to participate in this project because of your knowledge of the land and the 
Yup'ik language. The research will be used for educational and academic purposes. They will also 
contribute to continued appreciation of Yup’ik culture. Please read this form completely. Please ask 
any questions you may have before you agree to participate in the project. If you decide to take part, 
you will be asked questions about Yup’ik place names and oral stories. These names will be 
recorded on digital video/audio files and in field notebooks. Interviewees are free to withdraw 
consent and to discontinue participation at any time. Audio interview copies will be made available 
to the interviewees and to the tribal council or school, if authorized by the interviewee.

Risks and Benefits of Being in the Project:
This project may help future generations learn about traditional place names. The digital data will 
be available for the local residents and researchers at local Village Councils and Alaska Native 
Language Archive website.

Compensation: You will be compensated at the rate of $20 per hour or $100 per day.

Confidentiality:
The recordings made by this project will be deposited in the Alaska Native Language Archive. 
Written forms and photographs may be used in publications. You will have the choice to be 
identified by name. You may choose to remain anonymous in publication.

Check one: ____ Receive Acknowledgment ____ Remain Anonymous

Voluntary Nature of the Study: Your decision to take part in this documentation project is 
voluntary. You are free to choose not to take part in the study. You may stop taking part at any time 
without penalty to you.

Contact and Questions: If you have questions now, feel free to ask us. If you have questions later, 
you may contact Gary Holton (907-474-6585) or Yoko Kugo (907-738-3617).

Statement of Consent:
I have read the above statements and have fully advised of the procedures to be used in this project. 
I agree to participate in this study. I certify that I am at least 18 years old. I have been provided a 
copy of this form.

If you have questions or concerns about your rights as a research participant, you may contact the 
UAF Office Of Research Integrity. Telephone 474-7800 (Fairbanks area) or 1-866-876-7800 (toll-free 
outside the Fairbanks area). Email fyirb@uaf.edu.

Signature Of Participant & Date Signature of Person Obtaining Consent & Date
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